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Abstract
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The archaeological work at 14 Legare Street is the most extensive project undertaken by
The Charleston Museum in the last two decades. It is also the rst to thoroughly investigate
an historic garden. By building on the research at the 25+ urban sites previously excavated, this
large project emerges as the most signicant to date. The fact that the project was conducted
for private citizens using private funds makes the work all the more remarkable. Individuals
representing three agencies are responsible for the vision that resulted in a successful project.
The owners of 14 Legare, John and Margaret Thornton, are to be commended for their dedication
to historical and material culture research, and their broad use of scholars from a variety of elds,
and their willingness to fund this work to make the restoration of their property as accurate
and as complete as possible. Glenn Keyes of Glenn Keyes Architects shared their broad vision,
suggested many of the scholars that joined the research team, and arranged for every logistical
detail required by the project. The interpretations presented here are in no small way the result
of ongoing conversations between myself and Glenn. Finally, Historic Charleston Foundation
agreed to spearhead the organization of this massive research and restoration project, and to
use the information retrieved to further the goals of historic preservation in Charleston. Carter
Hudgins, former Director, and Jonathan Poston, Director of Preservation Programs and Museum
Services, worked with the Thorntons and Glenn Keyes, as well as the other consultants, to share
the project with other scholars.
For the past decade, our archaeological work has been made stronger and more signicant
by working with brilliant and dedicated scholars from a variety of elds. At 14 Legare Street
we were joined by some new folks, as well as those who have worked in Charleston on
earlier projects. Willie Graham of Colonial Williamsburg Foundation and Orlando Ridout of
the Maryland Historical Trust conducted architectural research and advised on the archaeological
testing strategy. C. Allan Brown, garden historian, guided the placement of archaeological test
units and interpreted the archaeological evidence to produce an interpretation of the historic
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garden. Susan Buck conducted paint analysis. John and Ann Bivins advised on material culture
appropriate to the house and grounds.
As is often the case when I am both excited and puzzled by the archaeological remains
at the site, I consulted with colleagues with similar interests. In particular, the archaeological
study builds upon conversations and unpublished research from Tim Trussell and Barbara Heath
of Jefferson’s Poplar Forest, Maurie McInnis of the Department of Art History, University of
Virginia, Bernard Herman of the Department of Art History, University of Delaware, Marley
Brown and Kate Meatyard of Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, and James Cothran of the
University of Georgia. Special thanks go to Dr. William Kelso of Jamestown Rediscovery and
formerly of Jefferson’s Monticello. Dr. Kelso pioneered garden archaeology, and is familiar
with Charleston properties. He agreed to take two breaks in his hectic schedule to visit the
14 Legare dig and help with interpretation. His guidance during, and after, the excavations
was invaluable.
Other scholars willingly shared their own publications or notied me of the publications
of others. Agnes Baldwin shared her history of Spring Island, and Michael Trinkley discussed
his archaeological research at the George Edwards site. Robert Stockton’s history of 14
Legare Street was an invaluable foundation for the study, as was Sarah Fick’s updated timeline.
Christine van Voorhies of Georgia Department of Archives and History shared her knowledge of
garden archaeology in Georgia, and Jill Koverman of Historic Charleston Foundation examined
key artifacts. Mrs. Mary Martha Blalock of the Charleston Garden Club shared her library and
extensive knowledge in our search to identify the plants noted on the lead tags.
Archaeological interpretation in Charleston derives in no small part from the specialists
who work with environmental data retrieved from the digs. The zooarchaeological research of
Elizabeth Reitz of the University of Georgia has been central to interpretations of Charleston’s
past. Much of the analysis on this project was conducted by Laboratory Director Greg Lucas
and his predecessor Jennifer Webber. Karl Reinhard of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
contributed his fourth study of pollen and phytolith samples from Charleston sites while John
Jones of Texas A&M University conducted his rst. Preliminary pollen analysis was also
conducted by Jean Porter of University of Georgia. Also new to Charleston research was
the phytolith study conducted by Kelly Sullivan of Colonial Williamsburg Foundation under
the direction of Lisa Kealhofer of Santa Clara University. Their work is included in the site
interpretation, and appears as appendicies to this report.
Archaeological research at the Miles Brewton House at 27 King Street, conducted a
decade ago, was critical to the interpretation of the 14 Legare data. Additional restoration work
at the property last year also informed on the events at Legare Street. I am grateful to Peter and
Patti Manigault, owners of 27 King Street, for access to the property and to the new architectural
information. Special thanks are due to Linda Walraven, Jack Ackerman, and Richard Nash for
their insights on the property.
The ve phases of eldwork was made possible by a host of dedicated technicians, volunteers, and students. The three years’ work included two sessions of ANTH 493, Archaeological
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Field School, as well as a special course in Advanced Field Methods. Many enrollees in these
classes were later paid technicians on the project. Dedicated eld assistants included Andrew
Agha, Jennifer Bell, Genevieve Brown, James Catto, Chad Counts, Elizabeth Garrett, Carter
Hudgins Jr. , Nicole Isenbarger, Kelly Jones, Justin Jones, Jason Moore, Hayden Smith, Meaghan
Siudzinski, Matt Tankersley, and Martha Middleton Wallace. Museum volunteers included Ron
Anthony, Larry Cadigan, Mary Hildebrand, and Margaret Harris. The long list of students
include Chris Stedley, Kathy Strope, Saralyn Williams, Suzanne Johnson, Jennings Woods, Jason
Moore, Meaghan Siudzinski, Chad Counts, Lisa Colitte, Jennifer Bell, Karen Ferstel, Nicole
Isenbarger, Roberta Maynard, Sara Glennon, Justin Jones, Chad Kruse, Beth Sigmon, Melinda
Munoz, Jill Langenberg, Meghan Poyer, Erin Thompson, Margaret Harris, Katie Epps, Hamilton
Bicksler, Chris Erbland, Travis Graves, Bob Cady, and Jamie Destefano. My colleague at the
Museum, Ron Anthony, conserved all of the metal artifacts. Ceramic and glass vessels were
restored by longtime volunteer Myrna Rowland.
The crew of Richard Marks Restoration shared the property with us, helped us in many
ways, and made our stay enjoyable. Moby Marks knows everything. Project supervisor Bobby
Dempsey made everything happen. Dennis Dempsey redesigned our screens and sang for us
every day. Jack Ackerman and Patti Hettick helped us understand the building. Jerry Poore and
his crew pruned trees, moved bushes, stripped sod, and backlled the block.
Several individuals aided in production of the nal report. All artifact photos were
done by Rick Rhodes of Rick Rhodes Photography. Genevieve Brown of Diachronic Research
Foundation produced the AutoCad site maps, with the help of Reuben Solares of Glenn Keyes
Architects. Sharon Bennett of The Charleston Museum and Natalie Hefter of Coastal Discovery
Museum procured books, notes, and photographs from other institutions. Peter Coleman of The
Charleston Museum and John Cable of Palmetto Research scanned the photographs. The nal
report was produced by Carl Steen of Diachronic Research Foundation.
While all of these individuals helped bring the project to fruition, any errors or omissions
remain my own.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Charleston, long considered a birthplace of the historic preservation movement in America, is now as well known for its preservation measures as for its preserved buildings. The
preservation movement in Charleston, into its ninth decade, has evolved and grown with the
times and has faced new challenges along the way. The movement began with private efforts
to save landmark buildings, to preserve them as museums for education (Bland 1999; Weyeneth
2000). From this beginning sprang two preservation organizations, adaptive reuse of historic
buildings, zoning ordinances, surveys, revolving funds, and interest in environmental conservation, livability, and concern for the urban welfare of diverse groups. Historic Charleston Foundation, established in 1947, has been at the forefront of most of these initiatives.
Though a loss of historic interiors to wealthy individuals and institutions in other states
was one impetus for the founding of the preservation movement, and the preservation of the
Joseph Manigault House and the Heyward-Washington House, interiors were long exempt from
any state or private guidelines. As Historic Charleston Foundation has grown and evolved in the
last decades, however, they have focused attention on the preservation of the whole historic site,
through easements on private buildings and through research and grants on their own properties.
Preservation and restoration of a property now includes attention to interior fabric and nishes
as well as exterior appearance; the outbuildings and work yard as well as the gardens, and the
archaeological resources as well as the architectural (Weyeneth 2000).
The restoration of the Miles Brewton house at 27 King Street began in 1988, and set a
new standard for comprehensive preservation, particularly as initiated by a private citizen for a
personal residence. The renovation included a team of architectural researchers and conservators,
as well as decorative arts specialists, historical researchers, paint analysis, and archaeological
research. Family furnishings, as well as decorative treatments of the house interior were also
the subject of research, conservation, and restoration. Many interior details were retrieved,
documented, and restored through an archaeological approach to the structure itself (Savage and
Bivins 1993).
This high standard was carried forward a few years later on a public property, the Nathaniel Russell House, owned by Historic Charleston Foundation. Here, a series of grants from the
highly respected Getty foundation facilitated a long-term project of research, restoration, and
reinterpretation. In their words, Historic Charleston Foundation committed to protecting the
architectural evolution and integrity of the Russell House through a thorough understanding of
its history, signicance, and materials, to ”the conservation of historic fabric, the preservation
of evidence of architectural changes, and application of techniques developed to maintain its
structural and design integrity“ (HCF 1998a; 1998b). A team of scholars from a wide range of
elds was assembled, and ongoing dialogue among these scholars was facilitated (Ridout and
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Graham 1996). Archaeological research was part of this project, and here the archaeology was
carefully integrated into the larger research agenda. In particular, archaeological exploration
of specic topics and portions of the site was guided by the issues confronting the historical
architects and garden historians. This project, therefore, contributed signicant site-specic data
to the ongoing restoration, as well as information relevant to a broader knowledge of the city’s
development (Zierden 1996).
The current project at 14 Legare street blends the signicant aspects of the two above
projects, and again achieves a new level of restoration by private citizens. The house and
outbuildings are protected by a conservation easement maintained by Historic Charleston Foundation. Working in partnership with the Foundation, John and Margaret Thornton, owners of 14
Legare Street, engaged extensive research on the historic structure, the building interior, and the
outbuildings and gardens. Moreover, the results of this research were carefully documented and
will be disseminated to the public by Historic Charleston Foundation as an Architectural Conservation Manual of Practice for owners of signicant historic houses (HCF 1998b). Principal
researchers included Willie Graham and Orlando Ridout V, architectural historians, Susan Buck,
paint analyst, Glenn Keyes, architect, Richard Marks, restoration specialist, C. Allan Brown,
garden historian, and Martha Zierden, archaeologist. The initial Historic Structure Analysis
included a detailed examination of the documentary record for the site, archaeological investigation of the property, and an architectural analysis of the house, outbuildings, and surviving
landscape features (Ridout and Graham 2001); this built on documentary research conducted by
Robert Stockton (Stockton 1990). Architect Glenn Keyes coordinated all aspects of the work,
including dialogue among consulting scholars.
The archaeological project, under a phased approach, was the largest excavation project
conducted on a Charleston townhouse to date, and the rst to thoroughly investigate an historic
garden. This, combined with the unusual clarity of the archaeological record, makes the 14
Legare project a major source of information on late 18th and 19th century urban life. With little
aid from the documentary record, archaeology was able to document the pattern and layout of the
formal garden and, to a lesser extent, the content of that garden. Allan Brown was then able to
use this footprint, plus knowledge of period gardening practices, to produce an accurate design
for restoration of the garden. Archaeology also produced data on the buildings, the work yard,
and the overall landscape at 14 Legare. It has, then, produced a tremendously important new
data base, which will serve as a standard for study and comparison for years to come. It has also
provided a signicant set of data pertinent to accurate restoration of the house and grounds.

The 14 Legare Site
The Simmons-Edwards house at 14 Legare Street is one of the most valuable buildings,
architecturally, in the city of Charleston, and considered a neoclassical building of national
signicance. The house is named from Francis Simmons, a Johns Island planter for whom it
was constructed about 1801. It is also named for George Edwards, who purchased the property
in 1816 and added many elegant features, including the famous gateposts and fencing. The
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property on which the house stands has a long history of ownership, both before and after
Simmons and Edwards.
The property is located west of the early walled city, in an area granted in the late 17th
century but unimproved until the late 18th century (gure 1-1). The rst houses were built on
the street bordering the Ashley River marshes in the 1780s, and by 1800 the neighborhood had
become one of the areas in which wealthy planters built imposing townhouses. Little is known

Figure 1-1: Map of Charleston, showing the location of sites excavated by The Charleston Museum. 14 Legare
is highlighted.
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about any of the owners, however. The property
remained in the hands of a single family for only
a few decades, at most, before resale. Several of
the owners experienced nancial difculties during
their tenure. Despite these changes, the site retains
remarkable integrity.

Figure 1-2: Front of the main house at 14 Legare
Street

Figure 1-3a: The carriage house
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The property is dominated by a brick single
house of grand proportions, situated on the northern property line and fronting directly on Legare
Street to the west. The house features three stories
plus an above-ground basement, with two-story
piazzas on the south side (gure 1-2). Behind
the house are two signicant support structures,
a 2 1⁄2 story kitchen/slave quarters and a carriage
house, later converted to an apartment (gure 1-3).
The main house and kitchen are connected by later
inll additions, while a small area between the
kitchen and stable contained a number of support
features. A small brick building behind, and separate from, the carriage house evidently served as a
privy. The property is surrounded by brick walls
of various styles, and the front wall features towering brick columns surmounted by marble carvings
known locally as ‘pineapples’. The entire property
measures 101 feet along Legare Street and is 270
feet deep.
In terms of archaeological and landscape significance, the dominant feature
of the yard is the internal
brick wall that runs parallel
to the main house from
Meeting Street, dividing the
lot roughly in half from front
to rear. In its present conguration, this wall is 30” high
with fore-shortened columns
at 9’ intervals, ending in an
entrance adjacent to the rear
of the main house, about 75’
east of the front gate. A
driveway is located immediately north of the wall, with
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lawn to the south. The
rear third of the yard, about
185’ from the front gate and
spanning the entire width of
the lot, is a formal garden,
enclosed by a brick coping
with tall brick columns and
wooden picket inll. This
garden was designed by
Benito Innocenti of New
York in the 1950s, and renovated twice in the last two
decades.
The east/west wall
that separates the drive from Figure 1-3b: The kitchen/slave quarters
the lawn appears to dene the
horizontal patterning of the
site. Historic plats and photographs, as well as archaeology, suggest that it originally continued
the length of the property to a point even with the rear of the service buildings, then turned to the
north and terminated at the southeast corner of the carriage house. Its 19th century conguration
featured tall columns surmounted by brownstone spheres, like the current Innocenti wall. This
created and L-shaped garden that encompassed the majority of the yard space, and a smaller work
yard on the north side of the wall, running roughly from the western edge of the kitchen building
to the eastern edge of the carriage building (gure 1-4).

Figure 1-4: Map of 14 Legare site, showing principal divisions of the 19th century yard
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Excavation Plan
Archaeological investigations of 14 Legare Street were initiated as part of the overall
restoration project planned by the owners, John and Margaret Thornton, under the direction
of Glenn Keyes, architect and Richard Marks, restoration specialist. A number of research
specialists engaged by the Thorntons, particularly Orlando Ridout, Willie Graham, and Carter
Hudgins, have worked on similar projects, both in Charleston and elsewhere, and they recognized
the value of archaeological investigations to the overall research on historic properties. Further,
the planned installation of a geothermal climate control system (with associated well points
and trenches) could entail signicant damage to the archaeological component. Based on these
issues, the owners contracted with The Charleston Museum to conduct archaeological testing
at the site.
Archaeological research then proceeded in phases, ve in all, each planned from the
previous, with overall goals and methods amended as new discoveries were made and overall
restoration plans reviewed. From the outset it was clear that there were two distinct, if overlapping, issues. First was the value of archaeology to bigger restoration issues, including the dating
of architectural changes, the nature of site use prior to construction of the 1800 house, and the
layout and content of the original garden and yard. Second was the mitigation of areas to be
impacted during construction.
As no archaeological investigation had been conducted on the property prior to the
present project, information on the content, clarity, complexity, and level of disturbance to the
site was nonexistent. To that end, the rst phase of archaeological work was a two-week testing
program in August 1998. Five dispersed 5’ test units were planned, but the efciency of the eld
crew allowed us to excavate eight in the allotted time. Placement of these units was determined
through conversations with all interested parties, and the units were dispersed across the site, to
examine the maximum number of activity areas (gure 1-5).

Figure 1-5: Fieldwork, Phase I - excavation of N45E105
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The testing revealed that the
site contains an archaeological
record of remarkable clarity and
integrity, capable of contributing
important data. Based on these
discoveries, it was determined
that mitigation of resources to
be destroyed during construction
should be considered essential.
Further, the results of this project,
coupled with frustrated efforts to
discover documents relevant to
the site, indicated that the archaeological record was likely the
best source of physical evidence
of the former garden.
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The units opened during the rst study were viewed by the research team and were the
subject of lengthy discussion. Dr. Hudgins, Ridout, and Graham agreed that extensive excavation
might be necessary to fully and accurately interpret and restore the garden. The services of
additional scholars of garden history and design would also be necessary for successful project
completion. These included garden historian C. Allan Brown, garden archaeologist William
Kelso, palynologists Karl Reinhard and John Jones, and phytolith specialists Lisa Kealhofer
and Kelly Sullivan. Reports by Reinhard, Jones, and Kealhofer and Sullivan are included in
this document. Brown’s research is contained in a separate document. Kelso’s comments and
suggestions are incorporated into Chapter VI of this report.
The owners and archaeologists decided that the prudent approach would be a phased
project, with determinations of relevance and continuation made at the conclusion of each
phase of eldwork. Based on these ndings, a second phase of more intensive testing was
conducted in May and June of 1999 (Phase II). A crew of skilled technicians, working with eld
school students from the College of Charleston, excavated 36 additional units. These were again
dispersed across the entire
site, but at regular intervals.
The front yard, suspected to
contain the formal garden,
was the focus of this testing.
This phase built upon the
basic stratigraphy dened in
the rst phase (gure 1-6).
During the course of
the second phase, a number
of architecture and garden
scholars visited the excavations and reviewed the ndings. A series of features
encountered in the front of
the yard appeared to be
Figure 1-6: Fieldwork, Phase II - dispersed test units in front garden, with
evidence of an antebellum sod stripped for phase III
garden, but no pattern was
apparent, save for an area in the center of the front, where a block of ve units had been
excavated. The research team determined that a moderately-sized block of contiguous units
might reveal a portion of the elusive garden pattern. The third phase, involving excavation of 34
additional units, began immediately after completion of phase II and was completed in August
1999. This involved some continued excavation of critical dispersed test units, as well as a
contiguous block in the front garden that eventually measured 30’ by 35’ (gures 1-7, 1-8).
Throughout the course of these excavations, discussions proceeded on the exact placement of the well points for the geothermal system, to most efciently service the house,
avoid the greatest damage to the archaeological record, and to best facilitate restoration of
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the yard and garden. After
a great deal of deliberation,
it was determined that the
work yard was the best location for these units, avoiding
the garden area completely.
Fifteen units were excavated
during Phase IV in December 1999 in the area between
the rear of the main house
and the eastern edge of
the carriage house (gure
1-9). The locations for the
needed well points were
carefully plotted, and 5’
units were then excavated
Figure 1-7a: Fieldwork, Phase III - a) block at base of zone 1
in the expected locations of
these well points. This was
followed by monitoring of trenching and installation of the geothermal system, and recording and
recovery of signicant proveniences encountered during this operation.
The fth and nal phase of archaeological research was conducted in May-June 2000.
This was designed to further expose those portions of the front garden necessary to completely
dene the pattern of the formal garden. This phase of research was designed to minimally
impact the archaeological evidence of the antebellum garden, in anticipation of preserving its
features beneath a reconstructed garden. The overlying soil layers were removed and the
early 19th century features revealed, but not excavated (gures 1-10, 1-11). Because Phase
III had suggested that the
garden pattern was symmetrical north to south,
only the northern half of
the garden, plus the central area, was exposed
during this phase. This
entailed excavations of
three block areas, surrounding the block excavation of phase III, and
ultimately exposed the
northern 2/3 of the garden
from the front wall to the
east 90 grid line, an area
approximately 30’ by 90’;
fty-four 5’ units were
Figure 1-7b: Fieldwork, Phase III - b) block at base of zone 3 level 1
excavated here. In addi1-8
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tion, ve additional test
units were placed in the
rear garden, in anticipation of construction of a
swimming pool in this
area.
By the end of
phase V, 154 ve-foot
squares had been excavated. This covers 3,850
square feet, or 16.5% of
the total site area (gure
1-12). This, then, is the
largest excavation conducted at a Charleston
townhouse to date; in
comparison, the very
Figure 1-8: Aerial view of Phase III block
informative Nathaniel
Russell House excavations
revealed only 2% of the total site area, while those
at the Miles Brewton house uncovered 3% of the
available site.
In addition to the overall research team,
the archaeological project, in turn, engaged the services of several archaeological specialists. Study
of diet and subsistence strategies was conducted by
Dr. Elizabeth Reitz of the University of Georgia,
through analysis of vertebrate faunal remains recovered on site. Dr. Reitz has studied faunal remains
from Charleston sites for over twenty years, most of
the projects very small in scale. But the cumulative
data base from the 25+ projects has become the largest historic faunal assemblage in the country. The
extensive data from 14 Legare adds considerable
new information to this growing eld of inquiry.
Like the overall project, this is the largest faunal
sample analyzed to date. Two specialists were
employed to inform directly on the question of gardens at 14 Legare; their analysis, however, also provides data on the overall environment of the site and
the city, and changes in this environment through
the centuries. Dr. Lisa Kealhofer of Santa Clara
Figure 1-9: Fieldwork, Phase IV - dispersed test
University and laboratory technician Kelly Sullivan units in work yard
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appropriate. Research topic
selection for individual projects is based on the scale of
the project, as well as temporal and functional afliation of the site. The
unied research approach
gives weight to small projects, as each project has a
place in the growing comparative data base.
The rst broad topic
to be considered is site formation processes, the physical actions that result in
Figure 1-10: Fieldwork, Phase V - block excavations in front garden, base
the
transformation of a living
zone 3 level 1
culture into an archaeological
site (Schiffer 1977). An
archaeological site consists of a natural setting altered by the humans who occupied that site.
Artifacts are introduced into the ground by a variety of methods, including discard, loss,
destruction, and abandonment. Once in the ground, artifacts can be redistributed or they can
be removed. Specically of interest are those activities which introduce materials into the
ground and reorganize them after deposition. Urban sites such as 14 Legare are often a complex
combination of such events. In order to properly interpret an archaeological site, it is rst
necessary to understand the processes that resulted in that site.

Figure 1-11: Troweling block during Phase V
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The principal focus
of archaeological research
in Charleston for the past
decade has been two broad
topics. First is the evolution
of the urban landscape. This
broadly based study encompasses previously discrete
research topics, including
diet and subsistence strategies, terrain alteration and
site formation processes,
health and sanitation, and
ideology. This approach in
Charleston embraces the
idea of a cultural landscape,
the modication of land
according to a set of cultural
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of Colonial Williamsburg Foundation analyzed selected soil samples for phytolith remains. These
plant cells can inform on the overall environment of specic portions of the yard and, by
inference, types of plants growing there. Dr. John Jones of Texas A&M University analyzed soil
samples for pollen remains, to inform on native and imported plants found on the property. Dr.
Karl Reinhard of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln also analyzed soil samples for pollen and
parasites, but his research focused on the fertilization processes used at the site. The data from
these specialists are incorporated into overall discussion of the 14 Legare site; their reports are
also included in this document in their entirety.

Research Approaches
Because of the scale of this project, this report is structured in a manner somewhat
divergent from the traditional format. Chapter II contains a discussion of the documentary
history of the property and its place in lowcountry history. The archaeological excavations and
particular deposits encountered are described in detail in Chapter III. Chapter IV contains a
description of the signicant artifacts recovered from site proveniences, followed by quantied
analysis of the material remains and summary of artifact patterning.
Each of the broad research topics, plus the site-specic data relevant to those topics, are
then discussed in separate chapters. Chapter V considers site formation processes, the basic
building block of archaeological interpretation, and the sources of the extensive 18th century
deposits found on the site. All of the data relevant the gardens at 14 Legare are discussed in
Chapter VI, along with a broader comparative study of gardening in Charleston and elsewhere.
Various aspects of the urban landscape are discussed in Chapter VII, with a focus on the
archaeological evidence for the buildings, the work yard, and the property enclosure. Finally, the
site residents and their material possessions are discussed in Chapter VIII. The discussions in
these chapters incorporate information from the various archaeological consultants; their reports,
however, appear in their entirety as appendixes.
Research at 14 Legare Street derives meaning from comparison with numerous previously
studied sites in Charleston and elsewhere. Of particular signicance are the Nathaniel Russell
House on Meeting Street; like 14 Legare Street this is a neoclassical single house on a grand scale
built on the western edge of the city in the rst decade of the 19th century. The Miles Brewton
house, built in 1769, adjoins a portion of the Legare site from the rear and is likewise an urban
compound on a grand scale. In addition to similar architecture and occupational histories, the
two properties likewise were the site of extensive archaeological research, and so offer directly
comparable data (Zierden 1996; 2001).
Since 1980, archaeological research in Charleston has been guided by a series of longterm research goals. The proposed topics address a number of issues, both descriptive and processual. Several of these were proposed from archival studies (Rosengarten et al. 1987; Zierden
and Calhoun 1984), while others were developed by scholars working in Charleston and other
cities (for example, Cressey et al. 1982; Honerkamp and Council 1984; Lewis 1984; Reitz 1986).
Data from subsequently excavated sites have been utilized to examine these issues, whenever
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Figure 1-12: Map of excavation units, by phases
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plans, embodying often inseparable technological, social, and ideological dimensions. People
created and used these landscapes in a planned and orderly manner for everything from food
procurement to formal design to explicit statements about their position in the world (Kelso and
Most 1990; Stilgoe 1982; Jackson 1984; Zierden and Herman 1996).
Archaeological evidence for evolution of the landscape may generally be divided into
two categories: material culture and stratigraphy. It is the latter that is the most informative for
landscape evolution; in fact, the recovered artifacts assume their importance from their position
in the stratigraphy and their role in determining the source of the soil deposits. A third category
of data include plant and animal remains such as seeds, pollen, phytoliths, and bone fragments.
Archeological research on the landscape is interdisciplinary in nature, employing the expertise of
zooarchaeologists, ethnobotanists, palynologists, geographers, historians, and architects.
More recently, the artifact assemblage has been used for an overarching study of consumerism and renement, including the issues of artifact patterning, social stratication, and ideology. The 14 Legare data make a signicant contribution to these studies. In the 18th and early 19th
centuries, ”gentility“ was the visible expression of gentry status, the most sharply dened social
class in the colonies. Gentility gave expression to universally acknowledged social divisions
(Bushman 1992). By the end of the 18th century, many middle class folk had acquired some of
the aspects of gentility (Sweeney 1994). Basic to the present discussion is the contention that
the genteel life depended on the creation of proper environments (Martin 1996). As renement
spread to more and more folks, the need for rened objects created an unprecedented mass
market for individual items. Archaeological assemblages from early 18th century, late 18th
century, and early 19th century Charleston sites are used to investigate the renement, in material
terms, of Charleston society. To the extent possible, material culture is used to investigate the
less-privileged members of Charleston society, those outside the web of ‘renement.’ In the
case of 14 Legare and other townhouse sites it is the enslaved African people in residence at
the property. Archaeological evidence from the lives of these people is less plentiful, but it
is still there.

Archaeology, Historic Preservation, and the Present Study
Archaeology’s role in preservation of a property such as 14 Legare Street is two-fold.
First, the archaeological record - the layers of soil and artifacts, is part of the total fabric, worthy
of preservation. All standing structures have an associated archaeological component, but not all
archaeological sites have an extant architectural component. The archaeological component is
a non-renewable resource, damaged or destroyed by any ground-disturbing activity. Despite the
extensive nature of the excavations conducted here, the majority of the site has been left intact.
Likewise, much of the exposed garden has also been carefully preserved beneath the present
garden surface. Further, care was taken during the restoration of the buildings to avoid any
unnecessary ground disturbance, and to conduct controlled excavations beforehand in areas to
be impacted. Most of the archaeological component of the 14 Legare site remains undisturbed
and protected by the present owners.
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Secondly, archaeological research is an additional source of interpretive data on an
historic site. The key word is interpretation, for current anthropological theory suggests that all
types of data are subject to interpretation, to be read by many viewers. Archaeological data,
like architectural data, documentary information, maps, plats, oral history, etc., contributes to a
clearer understanding of an historical issue, but archaeological answers do not supercede those
from other disciplines. Each discipline, in turn, contributes to an ongoing debate, and the relative
value of that contribution varies in reference to the quality of the data. In the case of 14
Legare street, the documentary record was relatively sparse, while the archaeological record was
remarkably clear. On this project, archaeology has made an unusually strong contribution to site
knowledge. This report is our contribution to the multifaceted exploration of the history of 14
Legare Street.
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Chapter II: Historical Setting
The Settlement of Charleston
In the 17th century, possession of the colony known as Carolina was disputed by
Spain, France, and England. The English, who viewed Carolina as a southern extension of
Virginia, proceeded to establish a colonial settlement in Charleston, in the ”very chaps of the
Spaniards.“The private venture was planned as a producer and trader of commodities (South
et al. 2001) All three countries were motivated not so much by the desire for land as by the
need for raw materials which were unavailable or insufciently produced in their native land.
England was eager to free herself from dependence on southern Europe for silk and wine.
She needed hemp and naval stores to support her sea power, and foodstuffs to allow her West
Indian colonists to concentrate on the production of sugar. Although the English government
did not encourage the development of rice as a staple crop, the Carolina colonists persevered
and were rewarded with unimagined riches. Indigo, the other major agricultural export,
directly contributed to England’s commercial development, as well as to her domination of
the European market, by releasing her from reliance on the French and Spanish West Indies
for the dyes needed in her textile industry. But before these protable staples took hold,
trade in deerskins obtained from the Indians and provisions shipped to the Caribbean, such as
lumber, beef, and provisions, led to Charleston’s development as a port city, home to merchants
engaged in the transatlantic trade (Crane 1981).
A group of eight patriotic English noblemen were granted the colony as a political
reward; these prot-seeking men established Carolina in 1670. Through the machinations of
Sir John Colleton, King Charles II granted a large tract to the men in 1663: George Monk, Duke
of Albemarle; Anthony Ashley Cooper, Lord Shaftsbury; William, Earl of Craven; Edward
Hyde, Earle of Clarendon; John, Lord Berkeley of Stratton; Sir George Carteret; Sir William
Berkeley; and Sir John Colleton. The grant gave these men sweeping powers to govern the
province. The Lords Proprietors hoped to attract as many settlers as possible, not necessarily
from England; New England and the West Indies were seen as likely sources of people.
The rst settlers were from England and Barbados (Baldwin 1969; South et al.
2001:19). In 1670, settlers aboard three vessels chose the Charleston harbor as the best location
for a new colony and established a settlement on Albemarle point on the Ashley River. Only
too aware of their precarious position - threatened by Native Americans, Spanish, and French the settlers hastily erected a defensible community. The Charles Town settlement was protected
by a palisade and four pieces of artillery directed toward the river. Indians reported to their
Spanish allies in 1672 that there were thirty small houses on the west bank of the Ashley River
and four on the east bank of Oyster Point, the peninsula formed by the conuence of the Ashley
and Cooper Rivers (Andrews 1938:203n). By this time the colony had grown to 268 men,
The Charleston Museum
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Figure 2-1: Map of coastal South Carolina (the lowcountry) showing the location of Oyster Point

69 women, and 59 children, and African slaves were already part of the population (Fraser
1989:4). The ready availability of land resulted in a widely dispersed settlement, with some
venturing to Oyster Point, the peninsula formed by the conuence of the Ashley and Cooper
Rivers (South et al. 2001:22)(gure 2-1).
Following a series of clashes and alliances with the local Indians, the colonists were
already proting from an expanding trade in deerskins, furs, and Indian slaves by the mid
1670s. Prosperity, both agricultural and commercial, though, demanded security. Oyster Point
proved attractive to the colonists and, after some exploration, increasing numbers of them left
Albemarle Point for the Oyster Point peninsula. The leaders of the settlement sanctioned this
trend, and they further instructed the Governor,
to take care to lay out the Streets broad and in straight lines and that in your
Grant of the Towne lotts you doe bound every ones Land towards the Streets in an even
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line and suffer no one to incroach with his buildings upon the streets whereby to make
them narrower than they were rst designed (Salley 1928:95-96).
The growing colony never lacked settlers. Dissenters, Englishmen, Scots, New Englanders, Jews, and African and West Indian slaves formed the core of this diverse group.,
The West Indies remained a source for early settlers, and these planters, merchants, artisans,
servants, and slaves inuenced development of Carolina’s social and political ways. Walter
Fraser cites the West Indian slave code, loyalty to the Anglican church, old-world elegance
and frontier boisterousness as dening characteristics. He further describes these men as
”experienced, aggressive, ambitious, sometimes unscrupulous...and not really interested in the
Proprietors’ plans for the colony. Independent and enterprising, they sought the quickest
route to riches“ (Fraser 1989:5). Walter Edgar echoed this sentiment in his volume on South
Carolina history, suggesting that ”everyone involved in the founding of South Carolina planned
on making money out of the venture“ (Edgar 1998:131).
The Carolina policy of religious toleration also attracted a variety of settlers. French
Huguenots, suffering persecution in their native land were another group which immigrated
to the province. The Lords Proprietors and British government were swayed by thoughts
of potential income from labor and skills of the Huguenots, and eased their immigration to
Carolina. Huguenots assimilated into the prevailing English society relatively rapidly; the 1697
Naturalization Act calmed fears of future oppression, exogamous marriages created familial
links to other colonists, and rapid adoption of English farming methods soon made Huguenots
indistinguishable from English. Though a series of laws in the early 18th century made the
Church of England the ofcial religion of the colony, the 1699 Fundamental Constitution of the
colony created a tolerant atmosphere. A signicant number of Dissenters (those who disagreed
with policies of the Church of England) emigrated to the colony, and created religious enclaves
on the frontier. Differences between the Anglicans and Dissenters were manifested primarily
in political arenas, with each groups vying for control of the governorship and other public
ofces (Beck 2001).
A large number of Carolina’s settlers came unwillingly. Manual labor was initially
shared by indentured servants from Europe and enslaved African and Native peoples. In
the early 18th century, the increasing cultivation of rice created a voracious demand for slave
labor, principally from Africa. Further, many of the enslaved were selected specically for their
agricultural knowledge, particularly the growing of rice. By 1708 the majority of lowcountry
residents were black. African bondsmen and women worked the crops in the country and
provided labor for building and maintaining the city.
The early colonists had some trouble in determining what staple crop could best
prosper. Early experiments in the cultivation of such valued commodities as wine, silk, and
oranges proved disappointing. While experiments in husbandry continued, ”beefe and porke“
became the main exports of the colony, much of the meat shipped to New England, Jamaica,
and Barbados. The rst African slaves, then, worked as ranchers rather than as planters (Edgar
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Figure 2-2:
Museum)

The Grand Modell of Charleston (South Carolina Historical Society; copy on le, The Charleston

1998:134; Brooks et al. 2000). Many of the settlers took advantage of the abundance of deer
in the Carolina forests.
The colonists readily appreciated the value of this multitude of deer, and the Indians’
ability to gather them. Native Americans had long managed the south Atlantic forests for deer
and agriculture by selectively clearing and burning portions of the longleaf pine and hardwood
forests (Cronon 1983; Leer 1967; Silver 1990). The earliest trade in skins was a secondary,
small-scale pursuit of individual planters. Some of these aspiring entrepreneurs hired an Indian
hunter to supply them with skins while others traded with whomever wandered by (Crane
1981:118). This informal network was radically altered by James Moore’s raid of Spanish
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Figure 2-3:

The 1704 Edward Crisp map of Charles Town (copy on le, The Charleston Museum)

missions in 1704 (Hann 1988) and the Yemassee War of 1715. This nal defeat of the
coastal Indians caused the remnants of the tribes to retreat inland, culminating two centuries
of movement, dislocation, and realignment sparked by the rst European contact (DePratter
1990; Merrell 1992).
By the mid-18th century dressed deer skins accounted for 16% of the colony’s exports,
and tanning was the city’s most important industry (Bridenbaugh 1955:76). The movement
of the defeated Indians changed the mechanics of this trade; those settlers involved in the fur
trade found it more difcult to obtain skins and were forced to invest in extensive storage
facilities. Soon the trade was transformed from one operated by a number of individuals
on a small scale to a capital-intensive industry controlled and dominated by the burgeoning
mercantile community in Charleston. These merchants established credit relations with the
British businessmen, enabling them to procure and nance the trading goods necessary for the
primarily barter exchange carried on with the Indian hunters (Merrell 1989; Braund 1993).
The recognition, respect, and wealth that many of these merchants achieved made it possible
for them to become involved in other increasingly important trades - slaves, naval stores,
provisions, and rice (Calhoun et al. 1992:2; Earle and Hoffman 1977:37).
The area of relatively high bluffs and narrow marsh along the Cooper River was
best suited for shipping, and in 1680 the settlers moved to the peninsula from Albemarle
point. The Lords Proprietors sent careful instructions for the development of this city,
and set forth a baroque grid plan, called the Grand Modell (gure 2-2), which divided the
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peninsula between Oyster
Point and present-day Beaufain Street into a regular
grid of streets and long,
narrow lots, around a great
central square (Poston
1997:24). The Surveyor
General’s attempts to
follow the Proprietor’s geometric grid, however, was
frustrated by the many
creeks and marshes which
penetrated the peninsula
(Stockton 1990: By the
1690s, the town had more
than 100 houses (Poston
1997:24).
By the end
of the century, construction
of a wall around the town
for protection enclosed the
portions between Cumberland, East Bay, Water,
and Meeting Streets (gure
2-3). According to existing
Figure 2-4:
Bishop Roberts’ painting of Charleston, c. 1739 (Colonial Wil- plans, the wall featured
liamsburg Foundation; copy on le, Historic Charleston Foundation)
a brick seawall along the
Cooper Riverfront, corner
bastions and a drawbridge at Meeting and Broad Streets, the heart of the central square. Both
Jonathan Poston and Katherine Saunders suggest that the wall, instead of the plan, directed the
city’s growth and inuenced its architecture throughout the colonial period (Saunders 2001).
Poston cites the 1739 Bishop Roberts engraving which shows post-medieval and Jacobean
architecture along the waterfront; ”curvilinear gables, steeply pitched roofs, some buildings
half-timbered or of bermuda stone“ (Poston 1997:25; gure 2-4). Through the rst decades
of the 18th century, development and construction in the city was concentrated inside the city
walls.

Development of Legare Street
Stockton notes that most lots were granted in the 1680s and 1690s, though grants were
made well into the 18th century (Stockton 1990:5).Though well outside the area settled in the
early decades, the Legare street lots were granted as early as 1694. According to the Grand
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Model, a street on the west side of the peninsula, laid out in the 1690s, ran from Tradd Street to
the Ashley River. This was for many years called ”a New Street“, later called Johnson’s Street.
In the 1760s it was referred to as ”a Street leading from Mr. Legare’s corner to Ashley River“.
By 1800, Stockton notes, the name Legare Street became rmly established (gure 2-5).
Though unimproved, the Legare Street lots changed hands several times, each owner
likely thinking them a good investment. The 14 Legare lot was grand modell lot number 243.
This, and the two adjacent lots, 242 and 244, were rst granted to Richard Phillips in 1694.
These lots were described as ”a half acre each, bounding to the west on ”a New Street“. The
southernmost, an odd-shaped lot, was also described as bounding to the south on ”ye head
of a marsh“. Lot 244 included the present-day 10 and 101/2 Legare Street, while lot 242 is
present-day 16 and 18 Legare. Richard Phillips died a few months after the grant, and the
three lots were devised to his son, Richard Phillips Jr. In 1704 the younger Phillips sold
the lots to Lewis Pasquereau, a merchant and leading member of the Huguenot community
(Stockton 1990:8).
Pasquereau partnered with fellow Huguenot John Guerard in both mercantile and
landowning endeavors. When Pasquereau died in 1714, the lots became the property of
Guerard; upon his death a few months later, his son Benjamin Guerard inherited the three lots,
described as ”without The Entrenchments“, clearly a reference to the city wall which remained
in place until at least 1721 (Saunders 2001).
The chain of title then becomes unclear, but at some point the block of three lots was
divided in half. The northern portion, which included lot 242 and the northern half of 243 was
acquired by the Izard family, one of the colony’s leading rice planting families. Henry Izard
was in possession of the lands by 1743, inherited by his son Ralph Izard. Izard then devises
the tract to Bernard Elliot in 1767. Elliot then divided this property into four portions, which
he and his wife conveyed to three of his sisters around 1768. The southern portion, including
the northern half of the current 14 Legare property, passed to his sister, Elizabeth Elliott Baker,
wife of Richard Bohun Baker.

Rising Wealth
The Izards, Elliotts, and Bakers were all wealthy rice planting families of the 18th
century. Ralph Izard was the fourth generation of this lowcountry family, and an ardent
supporter of the Revolutionary cause. He is currently famous through the elegant portrait of
himself and his wife, painted by John Singleton Copley in 1775 (McInnis and Mack 1999:116).
The Elliotts were wealthy planters who laid out Elliottborough in the northwest corner of the
city in the early 19th century. In her marriage announcement, Mary Elliott was listed has having
”a very large fortune“. Richard Bohun Baker, wife of Elizabeth Elliott, was the third generation
to own Archdale plantation (c. 1704) on the Ashley River. The Bakers remodeled the ancestral
home and lled it with the nest goods (Calhoun in Zierden et al. 1985).
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Figure 2-5:
”Ichnography of Charles-Town at High Water“, 1739, by Bishop Roberts and W.H. Toms (copy
on le, The Charleston Museum)
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The southern half of the property, including the lot later known as 12 Legare street, (and
currently the garden to 14 Legare Street), remained in the Guerard family for 22 additional
years. In 1765, John Guerard’s son, Benjamin, sold the properties of his father’s estate to the
highest bidder. The southern half of lot 243 was purchased by Charles Town cabinet maker
Thomas Elfe for L1,000. Lot 244, the marshy property to the south, came into the ownership
of Benjamin Garden; in 1767 Garden and his wife devised the property to Miles Brewton, who
had recently purchased a large adjoining lot on King Street.
The decade of the 1730s witnessed Charleston’s transformation from a small frontier
community to an important mercantile center. When royal rule replaced the inefcient proprietary government in 1729, Carolina entered the mainstream of the British mercantile system.
The development of outlying communities, which began in the late 17th century, accelerated in
the 1730s following passage of the Township Plan. This brought new people to the Carolina
frontier and an inux of products from the backcountry. Meanwhile, lowcountry plantations
expanded rapidly.
It was rice, introduced from Madagascar in 1695, that made Carolinians wealthy. By
the 1730s, techniques of inland rice production had developed to a point where rice became the
most popular staple. African bondsmen cleared the freshwater swamps of trees and stumps and
built systems of dams, gates, ditches and canals to ood and drain elds at different times in
the plant’s growth cycle. Remnants of these banks and ditches still transect many lowcountry
swamps. Production of rice jumped from 8000 barrels in 1715 to more than 40,000 by the
1730s. Inland swamp cultivation remained the major production technique through the colonial
period, contributing to expanding settlement along the coast and the increased importation of
Africans. Indigo, grown on high ground, brought wealth to the planters before the Revolution,
as it was subsidized by a bounty from England (Edgar 1998).
During this period, merchants emerged as a distinct group; further, they began to
invest their earnings in the local economy instead of returning to England after making their
fortunes (Rogers 1980; Stumpf 1971). As the colony prospered, the merchants and planters
emerged as the leaders of society; indeed, the two groups often overlapped, for planters
engaged in mercantile endeavors and merchants invested their earnings in land, becoming
planters themselves. This began far-reaching economic and social ties between country and
city (Goldeld 1982).
Charleston’s economic expansion in the 1730s was matched by physical expansion. By
the time Roberts and Toms drew their map of 1739 (gure 2-5), the city had grown well beyond
the city walls, and development was primarily to the west, in the vicinity of Legare Street
(Calhoun et al. 1982). The city spread to the banks of the Ashley River and south to the tip of
the peninsula, though much of the peripheral area was only sparsely occupied.
During the rst decades of Charleston’s existence, the captains of ocean-going vessels
had to use lighters to carry their goods to the town’s docks. Beginning in the 1690s, however,
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those areas deep enough for large ships were converted into wharves (Green 1965:12), while
other areas along the bay became fashionable residential quarters. The development of wharves
and streets signicantly lowered lightering and hauling charges for the merchants. Wharves
were gradually expanded and buildings were constructed on them; these proved to be ideal
locations for both the storehouses needed for the colony’s exports and outlets for the sale of
imports. The Charleston merchants clustered on major east-west thoroughfares adjacent to the
wharves. East Bay and Broad Streets, two of the principal streets delineated in the Grand
Modell, were highly valued for their proximity to the waterfront. In the 1730s, twenty percent
of the city’s advertising merchants were located along Broad. The thoroughfare retained this
level of prominence throughout the colonial period (Calhoun et al. 1982). Architecture of this
period was diverse, and typical of English ports and market towns. Bernard Herman has noted
that a key to the row houses and Georgian townhouses of this period was a need to combine
commerce and residence in a single dwelling. The most common form included a street-level
shop in front, with general living space behind and ‘best’ rooms above (Herman 1997:38)
As the 18th century advanced, Charles Town expanded in economic importance and the
relative afuence of its free citizens. White per capita income was among the highest in the
colonies (Weir 1983). Further, the source of this income remained socially unimportant among
during the colonial period; the slave trading endeavors of Miles Brewton and Henry Laurens
bore no stigma. Both Walter Edgar and George Rogers have suggested that in the 18th century
Charleston was an ‘open society’, one in which any individual ”of moderate industry“ could
achieve nancial, and thus social, success (Rogers 1980; Edgar 1998:153).
As the planters and merchants gained in prosperity, they began to acquire goods appropriate to their elevated station in life. Personal wealth poured into the colony from Europe in
the form of furniture, silver, tableware, clothing, and paintings. Imports were matched by a rise
in local craftspeople and their slaves producing comparable nery, particularly cabinetmakers
and silversmiths (McInnis and Mack 1999; Savage and Leath 1999; Burton 1955; Burton and
Ripley 1991). Carl Lounsbury has further suggested that the wealth of the planter elite also
supported a group of ‘professional gentlemen’ such as doctors, layers, and school teachers,
whose education and services were in demand (Lounsbury 2001:10).
Personal wealth was matched by a rise in imposing public and domestic architecture.
Elegant buildings began to appear in the city and on plantations by the 1720s (Poston 1997:26).
The devastating re of 1740 cleared the way for construction of large structures in new styles;
gone were the medieval-looking structures dominating the waterfront in the 1739 etching. The
Charleston single house, a typical single-pile Georgian house turned on end, became the rule.
These were later embellished with porches or piazzas (Poston 1997; Herman 1997). On the
domestic front, large Georgian houses were constructed on still-spacious city lots, in some
cases replacing earlier, more modest homes (Herold 1978). Lounsbury has also noted that
‘new’, fashionable structures were critical to a town’s image of prosperity in the colonial period
(Lounsbury 2001:10). Charleston’s most elegant, and opulent, public buildings were erected
after 1760, amidst the boom in rice and indigo exports. Such grand public works include
St. Michael’s Church, completed in 1761, the State House on the opposing corner, and the
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Exchange building at the foot of Broad, on top of the old city wall, in 1769 (Poston 1997).
These changes are part of a general shift in architectural style and land use which occurred in
the third quarter of the 18th century (Herman 1997; Zierden and Herman 1996).

Revolutionary Changes
On July 4, 1776, the American colonists proclaimed their independence from the British
empire. Tensions between the mother country and her North American colonies had been
building over the years, centered around payment of the national debt. The rst attempt to
conquer the province of Carolina came in 1776 when the Royal Navy attacked Fort Sullivan,
later Fort Moultrie. They struck again in 1780 and were successful. The British occupation of
Charleston was to last two years. The loss of Charleston was considered by many Americans to
be their greatest defeat of the Revolution.
During the occupation, many Carolinians suffered sequestration of their property, the
quartering of troops in their homes, imprisonment in the ‘dungeon’ of the Exchange or on
warships in the harbor, and exile. They were also plundered of ‘enormous wealth’. Systematic
and ofcial looting is estimated to have resulted in a loss of goods and human property totaling
300,000 pounds sterling (Wallace 1961). The British occupation brought many changes to the
city. There was a great deal of movement and change among the city’s merchant class, and
a variety of new products, particularly foodstuffs, were imported. The occupation forces also
worked to clean up the city. Much of the rubbish was hauled to the ”British Dump“ whose
location is unknown (Zierden et al. 1986).
Though loyalties were divided and the full concept of ‘democracy’ was slow to develop,
those who had acquired the greatest wealth and power in the colony emerged as its most
assertive leaders. The economic ascendancy of the colonial period was interrupted, but only
briey. With removal of the bounty, indigo was no longer protable. But rice remained viable.
The physical and economic destruction of the war presented an opportunity for planters to
rebuild, many of them choosing to begin anew with the tidal rice methods implemented in the
1760s and 1770s by the Heyward family on the Combahee River (Edgar 1998:266). Richard
Porcher has noted that the earliest mention of tidal culture dates to 1738, but it was more than a
half century before the idea was fully embraced (Porcher 1985). Tidal rice culture utilizes the
tidal changes on rivers to irrigate and drain elds in oodplain swamps, though this technique
can only be used in those parts of the river above the incursion of salt water. The swamps were
cleared, diked, and ditched, and the ow of water regulated by simple, yet ingenious, trunks.
Although the shift to tidal culture demanded a considerable amount of labor, particularly
in the reclamation of land and maintenance of dikes, planters reaped large returns on their
investments. From the mid 1760s to 1780 the population of enslaved Africans doubled, from
52,000 to 100,000 (Kovacik and Winberry 1989:72-74). Planters utilized their older inland rice
elds as well as the new tidal areas.
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The City and the New Nation
By the late 18th century, the redevelopment and increased prosperity of Charleston
resulted in a rise in the cost of renting and buying real estate within the commercial core of
town. Signicant portions of the artisan community dispersed throughout Charleston, as all but
the more afuent craftspeople were driven from the highly desirable locations. Many small
businessmen attempted to combat rising real estate prices by sharing buildings. Craftspeople
who derived their livelihood from such trades as the slaughtering of livestock, soap making,
and tallow chandlery needed space, while the unsanitary conditions or danger of re made these
activities subject to nuisance persecution (Calhoun et al. 1982).
The 12 and 14 Legare Street lots, still separate, remained in the hands of Charleston’s
artisans during the Revolutionary period. In 1765 the 12 Legare lot, or southern half of
the site, was purchased by Thomas Elfe, cabinetmaker. Elfe has become the city’s most
famous artisan, and was at the time one of its most nancially successful. He owned two
productive plantations, in addition to property in Charleston. His Daniels Island plantation
raised provisions sold to the city; fruit, rewood, meat, and livestock, principally cattle and
sheep. At his death in 1775 his estate was valued at L38,243 (Trinkley 1985).
Among Elfe’s business dealings were partnerships with John Fullerton. Fullerton also
partnered with William Miller in the housebuilding business, and Elfe evidently supplied
fretwork for chimney pieces to the men. Although the exact mechanisms are unknown, Elfe
evidently transferred the 12 Legare tract to William Miller, who sold it in 1768 to Fullerton.
Both Miller and Fullerton are listed as carpenters (Stockton 1990:14). It is possible that it
was Fullerton who rst built a house on the lot, for his partnership with Elfe is reected in
another Legare Street home. In 1772 he built the house across the street on land purchased
from William Gibbes (Poston 1997:244). Walter Edgar suggests that the second oor mantle
was decorated with fretwork purchased from Thomas Elfe“ (Edgar 1998:199). Edgar’s work is
based on the research of Brad Rauschenberg and John Bivins (Edgar 1998:616, n173).
Another gap exists in the chain of title, but the property by 1784 is found in the
possession of the estate of another house carpenter, Benjamin Wilkins. In that year, a deed for
settlement of Wilkins’ estate mentions ”a certain house and lot“ in Legare Street, measuring
53’ by 270’. The property was sold at public auction to Benjamin Waller. Two years later,
Waller conveyed the property to John McPherson, Esquire, of Prince William’s Parish, Indian
Land. With that transaction, the property passed from ownership by artisans to ownership
by wealthy planters.
By the late 18th century, prots from rice and indigo meant that the city was ourishing,
and the construction of new houses and commercial buildings caused the city to expand beyond
the old walled city (Poston 1997:197). The wealthy planters and merchants began to look to
large lots on newly developing thoroughfares such as Legare Street for townhouses residences,
or for rental investments (gure 2-6). Poston notes that carpenters and mechanics such as John
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Fullerton were kept busy during this construction explosion. Building on western Tradd Street
and Legare Street began in the last quarter of the 18th century and accelerated with the turn
of the century. While some built imposing double houses on the large lots, other chose the
traditional single house form, embellished with the latest architectural trimmings.
The City Directory of 1790 lists John McPherson as living at 23 Legare Street. But
by 1800 he had purchased John Rutledge’s fashionable house on Broad Street. He purchased
other city properties in the early years of the 19th century. McPherson was a very wealthy
planter, with extensive landholdings in Prince William’s parish and over 200 slaves. He was
active in the horse racing world; he once advertised for his personal servant, Ned, who ran
away. Among Ned’s many skills was as ‘a keeper of horses’. McPherson passed away in 1807
(Zierden and Grimes1989:23).
John McPherson and his wife Susanna conveyed the Legare Street property to Joseph
Allan Smith in 1791, and in 1800 Smith traveled to London, giving power of attorney to John
Spaltt Cripps. Cripps sold the Legare Street property to planter William Brisbane. Brisbane
evidently lived at least part of the year in this house, until he sold it to his neighbor Francis
Simmons in 1810 (Stockton 1990:16).
Francis Simmons had acquired the northern portion of what is now 14 Legare Street
in 1800. After Elizabeth Elliott Baker bequeathed the property to her son Richard Bohun
Baker, he conveyed the property to Andrew Johnston, Esquire, and husband of Baker’s cousin,
Elizabeth Elliott Mackewn.. The lot measured 52’ by 274’. Andrew Johnston devised the
property to his wife, Sarah Elliott Johnston in 1792, and in 1800 she sold the lot for $510
Sterling to Francis Simmons. At the time of purchase, Simmons, a Johns Island planter, was
living on Tradd Street. He built the imposing brick house and outbuildings at 14 Legare, the
rst house on the lot despite the long list of previous owners. Ten years later he purchased the
wooden house and lot at 12 Legare Street, and rented the property. The wooden house was
evidently set back from the street, for in his will Simmons stipulates that no one was to ”erect
any Building whatsoever, in front of the said House so as to obstruct the air or Prospect of
my Brick House adjoining (By the Front, I mean the space between the said Wooden House
and the Street“ (Stockton 1990:20). As evidenced by his room-by-room inventory (Chapter
VIII), Simmons evidently furnished his Legare Street house with the accouterments betting a
gentleman of the early 19th century.

Antebellum Comfort
With ever greater prots from rice and indigo, later replaced with sea island cotton,
Charleston prospered. As it did, construction of new houses moved to the edges of the
city, south to Oyster Point, now known as the Battery, north toward the city boundary at
Beaufain and later Calhoun Streets and, by the antebellum period, beyond that, and westward
toward the Ashley River. Jonathan Poston notes that after the Revolution, ”the vast, deep lots
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Figure 2-6:
1802 map of Charleston, showing development of western Tradd and Legare streets (”Plan of the
City of Charleston“ by G. Bonner, engraved for J.J. Negrin’s Directorial Register and Almanac, copy on le,
The Charleston Museum)
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of Legare, western Tradd, and Logan Streets created opportunities for construction of large
houses“ (Poston 1990:198). Many builders, such as Francis Simmons, opted for the single
house form.
By the 19th century, the town had expanded and there were shifts in the location of
Charleston’s mercantile community. As the town spread northward up the peninsula, retail
merchants followed their customers. King Street, a wholesale area and the main road from the
backcountry in the 18th century, rapidly gained commercial and retail signicance. As the town
spread, its growth shifted from an east-west to a north-south axis. The waterfront remained
important, and the wharves attracted wholesalers, factors, and commission merchants (Calhoun
and Zierden 1984).
In the antebellum period, residences and work places became increasingly differentiated. As Charleston expanded, the central business district evolved with a relatively small
intrusion of residential areas (Goldeld 1982:86). This segregated land use was also reected
in the development of residential districts, including the areas south of Broad Street and on
the Neck (Radford 1984:155; Rosengarten et al. 1987). Charleston’s population growth slowed
during the antebellum period - from 4th in the nation in 1775 to 22nd in 1860 (Garrett in McInnis
and Mack 1999:5; Edgar 1998), but the city remained a bastion of the wealthy. Though the
lowcountry economy suffered periodic depressions, planting still offered ample opportunities
for great fortune. But as the decades of the 19th century progressed, Charleston society
became increasingly ‘closed’ to outsiders or newcomers. Edgar suggests that,
”Whereas colonial South Carolina had welcomed new people and new ideas
as vital to its growth and development, antebellum South Carolina, especially after
1835, viewed them as potential threats to its way of life“ (Edgar 1998:323; see also
Rogers 1980).
By the early 19th century prime rice lands had become so expensive that the investment
needed in land and slaves to begin a successful plantation was almost prohibitive; most
successful rice planters had ‘old money’. Likewise, the shift to tidal production was principally
an innovation of the elite, as only those already in the planter class could afford this expansion.
The concentration of land in the hands of a few was matched by a concentration of human
property (Chaplin 1993:234-239; see also Rogers 1990; Clifton 1978; Foner 1983; Kovacik and
Winberry 1989; Dusinberre 1996). Two-thirds of the valued property owned by the planter
class was human (Edgar 1998:285). Edgar suggests that, despite the continued wealth of many,
there were signs that the state’s economic health was ”illusory“ (Edgar 1998:284). As a
commercial and economic center, Charleston steadily lost ground to other southern cities; still
the average free Carolinian was better off nancially than most Americans (Edgar 1998:287).
As the century progressed, Charleston became more and more conservative in every
arena - the arts, education, civic improvements, economic diversication. The economic
depression of 1819 was followed by the purported slave uprising of Denmark Vesey in 1822.
This event, more than anything, galvanized white Charlestonians’ fears of the large African
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population, both slave and free, and led to decades of increasingly harsh restrictions on people
of color.
Vague fears of slave retaliation reached a fevered pitch in 1822 when a house servant
and a free black man revealed that Denmark Vesey was masterminding a slave revolt to
overthrow white authority and establish black control over the city. Born either in Africa or
the West Indies, Vesey was brought to Charleston in the service of a sea captain. Purchasing
his freedom with winnings from a lottery, he worked for more than twenty years as a carpenter
in the city. According to testimony at the trials of Vesey and his lieutenants, members of the
African church on the Neck concocted the rebellion (Killens 1970).
Several witnesses testied that between six and nine thousand slaves had been recruited
to the cause, some from as far away as Santee River plantations. Most of those accused,
however, were from Charleston and its environs. Conspirators named in the Ofcial Report of
the Trials included ”Negroes hired or working out, such as Carters, Draymen, Sawyers, Porters,
Laborers, Stevedores, Mechanics, and those employed in lumber yards or rice mills along the
edge of the peninsula“ (Killens 1970:3). In contrast to these recruits, who tended to be manual
laborers, the leaders of the conspiracy were mainly skilled artisans and preachers: Vesey was a
carpenter, Peter Poyas a ”rst rate“ ship carpenter; Mingo Harth, a mechanic; Tom Russell, a
blacksmith; and Monday Gell, identied as an Ebo harnessmaker who hired out his own labor
and kept a workshop on Meeting Street. Gullah Jack had been ”a conjurer and physician“ in his
native Angola, a witness testied, and had ”practiced these arts in this country for fteen years,
without it being generally known among the whites“ (Rosengarten et al. 1987:63).
The owners of the defendants, and the magistrates, expressed surprise and disbelief that
”Negroes of such character and condition“ would rebel. Except for Gullah Jack, all the leaders
had been known for exemplary behavior. A clue to why these men joined the plot - in fact, the
only clue the magistrates could nd - came from a witness who heard Vesey say that he had
several children who were slaves and ”wished to set them free.“ The insurgents had hoped to
take Charleston by setting the city on re and killing all the white people and any blacks who
did not join the rebellion. After that the plan was less clear.
One immediate consequence of the aborted uprising was the sentencing of 35 of the 131
accused to death. More long range consequences was a persecution of free persons of color,
an expanded police department, and increasing restrictions on the manumission of slaves and
various other ‘privileges’ such as education and religion. Scholars and citizens still remain
divided on the exact extent of the uprising, the intention of the leaders, and the role of Vesey in
the greater history of the City (Powers 1994; Robertson 1999).
The Vesey insurrection and fears surrounding the black majority were also catalysts for
changes to the urban compounds of the city’s planter and merchant elite. At the Miles Brewton
house, for examples, several lines of evidence suggest that the chevaux de frize was added to
the 18th century ironwork at this time. Other changes to the property during the second quarter
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of the 19th century include internal brick walls which channeled the ow of visitors to the
property, enclosure of exterior windows in slave quarters and other outbuildings, and a general
restriction of entries to the property (Zierden and Herman 1996). The walls built at 14 Legare
by George Edwards served the dual purpose of showing off his new garden and securing his
property (gure 2-7).
George Edwards purchased the brick single house and lot at 14 Legare from the estate
of Francis Simmons in 1816. Simmons, legally separated from his wife, Sarah Ruth Rawlins
Lowndes, did not leave the property to her. When he predeceased her, the property was sold at
auction. Thomas Ogier, venue master, advertised the property:
”That Elegant HOUSE and LOTT, In Legare-street, late the residence of Francis
Simmons, Esq. It is one of the best nished Houses in the city, very pleasantly situated,
and particularly worth the attention of Planters, being near the water.“

Figure 2-7:
Museum)

Historic photograph of the ”Smythe Gateway“, c. 1880-1920 (Collections of The Charleston
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Edwards purchased the property for a high bid of $20,000, a considerable sum in 1816. Two
years later, Simmons’ executors sold the property to the south (12 Legare) to Edwards. George
Edwards was a planter from the Beaufort area who inherited the 3,000 acre Spring Island from
his parents. By the time Edwards acquired the land, the main crop had shifted from indigo to
sea island cotton and Edwards was growing rich. He built an imposing tabby house around
1800, and married his cousin Elizabeth Barksdale a year later. The Edwards evidently spent
most of their time in Charleston, living rst at her home on Tradd Street before moving to
Legare.
Edwards fortunes increased in the early 19th century; his slave property increased from
40 in 1800 to 230 in 1820 and 345 in 1830. George and Elizabeth Edwards evidently turned
their new house on Legare Street into a show place. Edwards is credited with many changes
to the property, including removal of the wooden house at 12 Legare and construction of the
formal gardens. He certainly constructed the surrounding gates, for the wrought iron bears his
initials. He evidently dabbled in other gentlemanly pursuits, for there is a 1931 reference to his
spending summers at Saratoga Springs, where he kept a racing stable (Baldwin 1966).
Though the census data from 1800 to 1850 suggests that Edwards was a wealthy man,
there are bits of evidence that suggest his fortune began to erode around 1830. A decrease
in number of slaves owned between 1830 and 1840 suggest some loss of capital. Elizabeth
Barksdale Edwards died in 1832, and a year later Edwards married the wealthy and attractive
widow, Henrietta Aiken (SCHGM 50:104). Upon their marriage, George and Henrietta Aiken
Edwards moved into her house at 456 King Street and he rented the Legare Street property
for two years before selling it to Arthur P. Hayne (this move in spite of a lengthy marriage
settlement that prohibited his use of her assets).
Edwards may not have lived at the house year-round. Ms. Ann Jemima Clough recalled
a summer spent at the house, apparently leased from George Edwards. The summer was in
1832, and Edwards’ wife Elizabeth had died that previous spring. Ms. Clough recalls, ”It had
verandahs or balconies over two stories and a beautiful garden.“ (Quoted in Brown 2001:6).
In 1835 Edwards sold his Legare Street residence to Arthur P. Hayne. Hayne lived at
the Legare Street property only a few years before selling it to William Henry Heyward in
1841. William H. Heyward was a planter on the Combahee, and part of the large Heyward
family who controlled rice planting on that river. His brother Nathaniel Heyward owned
The Bluff and pioneered tidal rice production. Another brother, Thomas Heyward Jr. owned
White Hall plantation, and spent his Charleston days at his Church Street dwelling, known as
the Heyward-Washington House. Nathaniel operated all of the brothers’ inherited tracts and
acquired many more, eventually 35,000 acres and 2.000 enslaved Africans (Heyward 1937).
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Urban Commerce and Slave Labor
In Charleston, slavery was synonymous with labor. Most slaves were eld hands, laborers, servants, or porters, but on plantations and in the city some served as coopers, blacksmiths,
brickmakers, millwrights, carpenters, seamstresses, barbers, shermen, pastry cooks, and many
other skilled occupations. Owners routinely ‘hired out’ their slave artisans (Singleton 1984). A
few won their freedom by buying it; masters ‘manumitted’ others, especially house servants, in
recognition of special services or in response to sometimes familial affection. The emerging
class referred to as ‘free persons of color’ congregated in Charleston. All social and ethnic
classes lived side-by-side in the 18th and early 19th centuries (Rosengarten et al. 1987).
The widespread employment of slaves in a variety of services for one’s master and
others prevented any real development of the mechanic arts among white laborers. The
psychological conict in white and black artisans competing for, and performing, identical
tasks led, in the 19th century, to a deep aversion between the two groups. Many artisans came
to scorn their work and hired out or bought slaves to carry on the business (Nevins 1947:491;
Starobin 1970; Wade 1964). Others migrated to northern colonies where wages were lower
but social status higher (Sellers 1970:103). This led to a dependence on slave labor which
proved detrimental to the technological and industrial development of Carolina. In a situation
where labor-intensive methods were often not merely feasible but actually desirable, there was
a disincentive to modernize the agricultural sector. Industry suffered the same handicap, with
the results that the South in general lagged signicantly behind other areas in manufacturing
techniques and results. Thus the withdrawal of mercantilistic laws following the Revolution,
which had governed the productive capabilities of the colonies, had little effect on the economy
of Charleston. Instead, the city continued to rely heavily on raw materials, at this point
primarily agricultural, for its prosperity. The development of Charleston as a social center
had stabilized its urban economy, but offered few opportunities for expansion. The economic
well-being of the town depended on the monetary success of the country society for which
it was the center.
Though Charleston’s economy was irrevocably linked to cash crops and the plantation
system, progressive citizens of the early 19th century encouraged diversication and industrialization. Many of these enterprises were located on Charleston’s burgeoning suburbs on the
Neck. The two antebellum railroads, the South Carolina Railroad and the Northeast Railroad,
were built between King and Meeting Streets, and along East Bay Street, respectively. Open
spaces, lower real estate values, relaxed building codes, as well as the railroads, attracted
large-scale manufacturing enterprises. In less than half a century the Neck (that area between
Calhoun and Line streets), was transformed from the ‘country’ to the center of Charleston’s
industrial future. These efforts were ultimately unsuccessful, however, as Charleston failed
to live up to its proclaimed dedication to modernization. An increasing fear of the black
population and perceived threats from northern states caused Charlestonians to retreat into their
own past; personal, rather than institutional, ties remained the fabric of Charleston’s commerce
(Pease and Pease 1985:223-224). The city was ultimately bypassed by the expanding rail
network.
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By the middle of the antebellum period, most American cities were showing the
effects of industrialization. Urban environments underwent radical changes between 1820
and 1860, as a national economy replaced local and regional economies (Goldeld 1977:52).
Industrialized cities began to replace chaos with order; they featured a centralized business
district, functional differentiation in the use of space (separate areas for industries, businesses,
residences), innovations in intra-city transportation (the appearance of horse cars), rapid inmigration (Charleston became a terminus of Irish and German immigrants), increased specialization among the mercantile class, and centralized improvements (street paving, sidewalks,
lighting, drainage). Some cities moved faster in these directions than others. During the early
years of the industrial movement, Charleston kept pace with the rest of the country; by the
end of the 19th century, however, the city lagged behind other commercial centers in many
areas of development.
Physical improvements and services ultimately determined whether or not cities would
attract new businesses and residents. Basic services such as re ghting, police protection,
water, lighting, and disease prevention were necessary of a city was to grow or prosper. Few
visitors or customers would be attracted to a re-prone, disease-ridden city (Goldeld 1977:67).
The safe and efcient movement of people and goods depended on road improvement and
street lighting. Lighting of the major thoroughfares, rst by oil and later by gas, was a top
priority. By 1837, the lower city contained 1,722 lamps, maintained by private contract.
After 1848, the streets were lit with gas. The Charleston Gas Light Company was
established that year, the fteenth city in the country to be so modernized. Initially gas service
was provided only for street lights and some public structures, but by mid-century many of the
well-to-do were adding gas lights to their homes (Ridout and Graham 1996:35).
Civic improvements were small protection from the natural disasters that ravaged
the city with frightening regularity throughout its history. Recovery and rebuilding from
hurricanes, res, tornadoes, and even earthquakes all shaped the city. Situated on a narrow
peninsula, traversed by marshes and creeks, this low-lying area was surrounded by the sea,
and vulnerable to sickness and oods. The city’s residents spent time on Sullivan’s Island,
in the pine ats, and in the mountains during the summer months, hoping that the breezes
would cure the lowcountry’s many diseases. These efforts to guard against infection proved
largely ineffective, as did efforts to protect the city from the ravages of ocean-borne storms.
The city’s lack of elevation made it vulnerable to ooding during the many hurricanes, and
the oodwaters rushed up the numerous creeks. Debris gradually lled these areas and
transformed the city’s terrain, but storms continued to plague the city and leave their mark on
the town’s architecture (Calhoun 1983:2).
Though the res which gutted major sections of the city in the colonial and antebellum
periods indirectly offered opportunities for urban planning and improvement, these plans were
rarely realized. Fear of re and attempts to prevent it area are a major theme in Charleston’s
history. Major res devastated the city in 1740, 1778, 1796, 1835, 1838, and 1861. Crowded
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streets lled with wooden buildings were seen as a major source of trouble, and legislative
attempts to end building with wood appeared after each disaster. Within a few years, however,
enforcement of these restrictions collapsed. Fire struck the city year after year, and produced
in the citizenry a paranoia concerning arson. This fear was inevitably focused on the slave
population (Pease and Pease 1978)

Civil War Disruptions
Though the 1861 re dealt a much harsher physical blow to the city, the Civil War dealt
a nal economic blow. The city’s economy had become dependent on the cotton market, and
the local economy became vulnerable to international market uctuations. The prosperity of
Charleston was irrevocably linked to that of the agrarian system it served. Although antebellum
Charleston remained the most important port in the south Atlantic, the success of railroads and
steam exacerbated the economic recession and encouraged the growth of rivals. Gene Waddell
suggests that Charleston’s relative prosperity had declined continually since 1800 (Waddell
1983:xii). Waddell nds most telling the statistics on immigration and out-migration, both
before and after the War. He suggests that good land was largely taken up and existing elds
depleted. New land was available, but too expensive to prepare for agriculture, compared
to the ‘new South’, Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi (Waddell 1983:xiii). By the 1850s,
Charleston’s dreams of civic destiny were waning (Severens 1988:265). The cotton economy
was a credit economy and this, coupled with the loss of the labor force following emancipation,
forced a new order of things (Rosengarten 1986).
For many planter families enjoying their credit-bolstered lifestyle, the impending
change in lifestyle was not apparent. For several months following the ring on Fort Sumter,
soldiers freshly mustered into Confederate camps around the city found it ”hard to realize
we are engaged in warfare“. The light-hearted mood did not last, however. After the fall of
Port Royal and Beaufort in November, refugees from coastal islands crowded into Charleston.
The city was blockaded and placed under siege, and repeated bombardments threatened the
southern end of the peninsula. Families hastily packed necessary possessions, boarded up the
rest, and moved to the upper wards or to summer resorts in the piedmont or mountains.
Although the damage caused by these shells was limited, the impact of the War on
the city was nonetheless profound. Charleston’s economy, debilitated by the War, remained
stagnant throughout the postbellum period. This was embodied in a lack of construction and
expansion. While the Neck experience a wartime building boom, the lower city, particularly
the burnt district of 1861, stayed in ruins for many decades.
The refugee status of many Charleston families continued into the years immediately
following the war. For many it took months, or years, to reclaim their property from the
Federal government. All over the city, Charlestonians patched their houses, moved back in,
and made do. Many took in boarders and other strangers. Refurbishing, rebuilding, and new
appointments would wait. The phosphate boom of the 1870s and other economic endeavors
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provided only temporary relief to the city’s economic stagnation (Shick and Doyle 1985).
Gene Waddell suggests that 1883, the centennial of its incorporation, was the rst year that
Charleston could consider itself ‘recovered’ from the wartime devastation. He cites improved
agricultural statistics and innovations, as well as progress in manufacturing enterprises (Waddell 1983).
Planters returned to their cotton and rice plantations, with contracted labor from the
freedmen, but were unable to realize the prewar returns. The rice plantations were particularly
damaged by neglect during the war years, and the freedmen, in particular, refused to do the
back-breaking work of dike repair at any price. While some agricultural diversity appeared in
the late 19th century, most planters continued to plant cotton and rice.
The economic upturn touted in the 1883 Yearbook and other documents did not last,
however (Waddell 1983). Natural disasters in the postbellum period, notably the earthquake
of 1886 and a series of hurricanes beginning in 1893 struck devastating blows. The promising
phosphate industry proved to be a short-lived success. By the early 20th century, the Board
of Health was demanding certain civic improvements; this time it was lack of funds, rather
than lack of interest, that kept Charleston’s civic leaders from moving ahead. The economic
depression that had waned by the 1880s returned Charleston, and the city did not recover until
World War II (Waddell 1983:xxiv). The widespread proverty of the era inadvertently resulted
in preservation of much of the city’s historic fabric.
William Heyward conveyed the 14 Legare property to Edwin L. Kerrison in 1863.
The property was entangled in unpaid mortgages, involving Frederick Fraser, and depreciated
Confederate money, and Kerrison evidently never lived at the property. In 1870, Fraser, as
trustee, conveyed the property to James Adger, Jr. In his will dated 1867 and probated 1872,
James Adger left the property to Andrew M. Adger. Both Adgers were merchants, and Andrew
was partner in the rm Smythe and Adger. In a letter to his mother, Margaret Moffett Adger,
Andrew Adger gives the reason for the purchase of the house and underscores the suggestion
that the house stood vacant for a number of years (see Brown 2001:32-33). He also suggests
the stresses placed on the family during the war years, referencing their 4-year stay at the home
of a relative at 36 Meeting Street. Suggesting that the family will nally have a house of
their own, Andrew warns,
‘
”We are going into an empty house, considerably out of repair in several small
matters. Painting has to be done, water-xings, gas-xtures have to be put in...James
is simply exhausting his extra resources in making this purchase... Our ”excursion“ to
New York was to look at furniture...“ (Brown 2001:33).
The Adger family correspondence also suggests that the formal garden, though
neglected, remained in place, undisturbed from the early 19th century. The Adger family evidently poured considerable energy into the garden, as well. After the death of his brother James
in 1872, Andrew became master of the house. He did not marry until 1877. The family’s
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extensive correspondence regarding the garden also discusses the still-mundane aspects of
urban life- maintenance of the ”fowl house“, and of the ”chickens, ducks, turkeys, and dogs, all
answering quite blithely to roll-call“ (Brown 2001:38).
When the Adger family left 14 Legare in 1879, the property passed to Andrew Adger’s
business partner in the rm of Adger and Smythe, J. Adger Smythe, in whose family it
remained for fty years. J Adger Smythe was later mayor of Charleston.

The Twentieth
Century
The Smythe family
is evidently responsible for
a number of changes to
the property, particularly in
connection with the earthquake of 1886 (See Stockton 1986). Of greatest
interest to the author is the
major change in the garden
and yard usage. They are
evidently responsible for
removing the formal garden
in the front, converting this
area to lawn, and adding
a pleasure garden in the
rear, including the summer
house (gures 2-8 through
2-10; see also gure 2-7).
It has been suggested that
the wall between the drive
and the front garden was
shortened at this time, due
to damage from the earthquake. It is likely that this
rearrangement of the property also included removal
Figure 2-8:
1920s view of the main house (from The Octagon Library of
of any remaining livestock Early American Architecture, Volume 1: Charleston, South Carolina by Albert
from the property, but this Simons and Samuel Lapham, New York).
is less certain.
Mayor Smythe passed away in 1920, and his second wife Ella Campbell Smythe
conveyed the property to Walter J. Salmon of Brooklyn, NY for $50,000. Walter J. Salmon
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and his wife Elizabeth
(Betty) lived in New York
and made 14 Legare their
winter home during the
1930s and 1940s. Salmon’s
real estate company, The
Adria Realty Company,
then sold the property to
Marjorie Nott Morawetz for
$45,000 in 1946. Mrs.
Morawetz, also of New
York, planned to use the
house as a winter home,
but instead bought a house
at 30 Meeting Street and
retained the Legare Street
property for only a short
time. In 1947 she sold
the property to Dr. L.S.
Figure 2-9:
1920s view of the carriage house, with trees and grass in the
workyard area and a low brick wall in foreground (from The Octagon Library Fuller and his sister Joseof Early American Architecture, Volume 1: Charleston, South Carolina by
phine Wilson. They used
Albert Simons and Samuel Lapham, 1927, New York).
the carriage house as an
apartment and leased the
main house.

Figure 2-10: 1930s view of the rear pleasure garden (from Gardens of
Colony and State, volume 2 by Alice G.B. Lockwood, 1934, New York)
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In 1951 Dr. Fuller and
Ms. Wilson sold the property to Bushrod B. Howard
for $10 and assumption of
the $50,000 mortage. Mr.
Howard, of New York, was
an executive with Standard
Oil Company. He and
his wife Margaret renovated
the house and used it as
a winter residence until his
retirement in 1954, when it
became their principal residence (gure 2-11). They
employed the Charleston
architectural rm of Simmons and Lapham to
restore the house, and the
New York landscape rm of
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Figure 2-11: Plat of 14 Legare Street, 1951 (copy on le, Glenn Keyes Architects)
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Figure 2-12: Plan of the garden at 14 Legare Street by Innocenti and Webel, New York (copy on le, Glenn
Keyes Architects)
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Innocenti and Webel to redesign the rear garden (gure 2-12). The Howards remained at
Legare Street until 1968, when they moved to the Rhett House at 54 Hasell Street.
The house continued to change hands regularly in the last half of the 20th century. In
1968, 14 Legare was purchased by Ferdinan ”Nancy“ Stevenson, wife of Norman Stevenson,
an ardent preservationist and Lieutenant Governor from 1978-1982. Mrs. Stevenson and her
family lived at 14 Legare until 1980, when she sold the house to Mary Ann Swint Bennett, wife
of Thomas R. Bennett for $515,000; the Bennett family lived in the house in the 1980s. In
1989, the house was acquired by William J. and Cynthia Gilliam of Kiawah Island and New
York for $2,000,000 (Stockton 1990). The house sustained some damage, including loss of
several large trees in the yard, in Hurricane Hugo in 1989. A year later, the Gilliams sold the
house to Andrew J. Crispo, an art dealer from New York City for $2,050,000. At the time of the
purchase, the property had not been maintained and the garden was overgrown. Crispo began
restoration of the house and grounds, restoring some trees lost to Hugo. Financial difculties
forced the sale of the property, and in 1997 the property was purchased by John and Margaret
Thornton. They have recently completed an exhaustive restoration of the property.
Many of the houses of the 18th and 19th centuries suffered from neglect, if not abuse,
during this period. Ironically, many old houses avoided razing because of Charleston’s lack of
progress. Nonetheless, it was misuse and neglect of such structures as the Joseph Manigault
house that resulted in the birth of the historic preservation movement in Charleston in the 1930s
(Bland 1999). The city remains at the forefront of a complex and challenging preservation
movement (Weyeneth 2000). The 14 Legare complex embodies many of these trends.
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Chapter III: Fieldwork
Site Description
The townhouse property of John and Margaret Thornton is situated on the east side of
Legare Street, below Tradd, an area of the city only marginally occupied until the early 19th
century. The lot measures 104’ along Legare Street and is 270’ deep. The frontage along Legare
Street is not square to the rest of the lot, so that the north property line measures 279’ while the
south property line measures 272’.
The property is dominated by a brick single house of grand proportions, situated on the
northern property line and fronting directly on Legare Street to the west. The house features
three stories plus an above-ground basement, with two-story piazzas on the south side (gure
1-2). The house plus piazza measures 36’ by 60’. Behind the main house are two signicant
brick support structures, a 2.5 story kitchen/slave quarters, 22’ by 36’, and a carriage house, later
converted to an apartment, 22’ by 52’ (gure 1-3). The main house and kitchen are connected
by later inll additions, rebuilt during the current restoration, while a small area between the
kitchen and stable (12’ wide) has contained a number of support features during the 20th century.
A small brick building behind, and separate from, the carriage house appears to be a much-altered
privy; this measures 10’ by 14’. The property is surrounded by brick walls of various styles (and
possibly of various dates). The front wall features towering brick columns surmounted by marble
carvings dubbed ‘pineapples’. Elaborate wrought iron inll between the columns includes two
panels bearing the initials ”G“ and ”E“, clearly denoting second owner George Edwards as the
creator of the front walls (gure 6-1). The south wall predates construction of the 10 Legare
house in the 1840s, and may date to the late 18th century ownership of that lot by heirs of Miles
Brewton (this tract subdivided and sold in 1857). The rear, or east, wall of brick contains arched
brick piers inlled with bermuda stone blocks, while the visible rear portion of the north wall
was solid brick.
In terms of archaeological and landscape signicance, the most signicant feature is the
internal brick wall that runs parallel to the main house from Legare Street, dividing the lot
roughly in half from front to rear. This wall is currently standing at a height of 30”, from the
front gate to a location parallel with the rear of the main house, approximately 75’ from the front
of the property. Truncated columns, now surmounted by half-round sandstone caps, are located
at 9’ intervals. The standing wall terminates at a sandstone lintel, which appears to be remnants
of an entry or gate from the driveway/work yard into the garden.
The rear portion of the yard, parallel with the back wall of the carriage house and
spanning the entire north/south extent of the property (from 185’ to 270’ from the front of the
property), currently contains a formal garden. This garden was designed by Benito Innocenti
The Charleston Museum
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of New York in the 1950s, and renovated in
the 1980s and again in the early 1990s. This
garden is enclosed by stuccoed brick columns
and sections of wooden pickets surmounted
on a 30” brick foundation (gure 3-2; see also
gure 2- ). Entry in the center is through
a wrought iron gate. The formal garden contains brick paths, set in concrete, and a series
of large and small bushes, principally crape
myrtle, gardenia, and holly, in formal beds
outlined with boxwood. A stone and wrought
iron gazebo dominates the rear of the garden.
The front wall and south wall of the property
are lined with large bushes, including ligustrum, holly, and red tip, clearly planted for
privacy. Large palm trees are planted adjacent to the piazza, on the north side of the
driveway. These plants, plus two clumps of
sago palm in the front lawn, an oak tree at
E90, and a large oval of overgrown yew and
holly in the remnant oval bed at E120, limited
excavations in those areas of the site. The
remainder of the site south of the dividing
Figure 3-1: Feature 1, the boundary between the work
wall and west of the Innocenti wall are open
yard and the garden, facing east.
lawn, making grid establishment and excavation relatively straightforward.

Figure 3-2: The c. 1951 Innocenti garden gate in 1998, facing east
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The east/west wall
that separates the drive
from the lawn appears to
dene the horizontal patterning of the site. Historic
plats and photographs suggest that it originally continued the length of the
property to a point even
with the rear of the carriage
house, then turned to the
north and terminated at the
southeast corner of the carriage house (gure 3-3).
Its 19th century conguration featured tall columns
surmounted by brown sand-
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Figure 3-3: c. 1951 survey plat of 14 Legare, before installation of the Innocenti garden
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stone spheres, like the current Innocenti wall. This created an L-shaped garden that encompassed
the majority of yard space, and a smaller work yard on the north side of the wall, running roughly
from the western edge of the kitchen building to the eastern edge of the carriage building. The
small privy, then, would have been contained in the garden area. The late 19th century photos
suggest the rear garden area was at this time a pleasure garden, including a hexagonal summer
house, and a number of trellises and fences (gure 6-49??). The southern half of this rear garden
is not pictured, and so the exact time of construction of the southern half of the Innocenti wall
remained unknown.
At the time of excavations, the yard area (including the work yard) was maintained in
closely-mown lawn. The driveway had been disturbed in last decade by installation of service
lines.

Excavation Procedures
In anticipation of long-term study, the project began with the establishment of a Chicago
grid over the site to maintain horizontal control. The key stake, N0E0, was placed in the inside
southwest corner of the garden, on the western edge of the southernmost column. Grid lines were
established parallel with the southern property line. As noted above, the western property line
was not perpendicular; this meant that the meridian at E0 left a narrow ‘wedge’ of unsurveyed
property along the front wall of the property. As the southern and western walls were covered
with large bushes, the rst stake was placed at N10E10, established by measuring 10.0 feet
along the southern wall and triangulating with tapes to this point. The 10.0’E point was marked
discretely on the south wall with permanent ink. From this point, a second stake was placed
at N20E10, and the transit was reestablished over this point. From here, grid points were
established along the N20 line. The transit was then placed over the N20E50 point, and a point
placed at N50E50. From here, a second line of grid points was placed to the west. These two
lines facilitated placement of each of the eight test units during phase I, with two grid points of
each unit established with the transit (gure 1-5).
Phase II and the anticipated Phase III began by re-establishing this grid. The same
technique was used, and the N10E10 point was reestablished by measuring from the inside
corner. From this point, parallel grid lines to the east at 10’ intervals were set in with the transit,
and cross-checked by taping across the site. This was done with a new, compact transit; precise
90o angles seem to be problematic with this instrument. Grid installation was not without error,
and not completely parallel to the southern site limits. Constant rechecking, however, conrms
that the grid is internally consistent. Of particular importance is the relation of two 1998 work
yard units (N45E125 and N50E125) to the 1999 grid. These were positioned .7’ south of the
1999 grid points. Their location has been adjusted in the site maps. The relation of the grid to
site features is shown in gure 3-4. The grid was extended into the work yard area by transit over
the N40E120 point, which remains in place under the central oak tree. The grid was extended
into the rear garden by transit along the N40 line, which runs through the Innocenti gate to the
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Figure 3-4: General site plan, showing grid points and excavated units
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center of the rear pavilion. Grid marks were placed on the sidewalk with permanent marker,
and individual units were positioned via transit and tapes from these N40 points. The numerous
bushes, trees, and other physical features hampered grid installation, however, and many points
were established by holding tapes aloft and measuring from plumb bob strings, a less than
optimal method. Because of this, each of the test units in the rear garden was located relative
to site features, as well as by grid point.
The initial grid points were reestablished in the front garden for phase III. Here, overlying sod and zone 1 were removed by a landscaping crew before grid installation. This removal
entailed a square from E25 to E55. Grid points were placed at the top of zone 2 with transit
from the N10E10 to N40E10 points. The grid points were left as pedestals during excavation.
After excavation of zone 2 was complete, the baulks were carefully removed and the nails placed
ush with the top of zone 3. These grid points were reburied at the end of phase III, to be
uncovered during phase V. We returned to these grid lines, and the original grid point at N10E10,
to continue the grid during phase V. As during phase III, all grid points were established at the
base of zone 1, left on soil pedestals, and then lowered to the top of zone 3 (gure 1-7). All
of these grid points were left in the ground at the end of phase V, and presumably will remain
underneath the restored gardens (gure 1-7). In places where phase II or III grid points did
not agree with those reestablished in phase V, both nails were left, and references were made
in the eld notes.
Vertical control was also maintained with the transit, and elevations were taken at the top
and bottom of each dened provenience. A temporary datum point was established on the top
of the easternmost pillar of the wall which separates the driveway from the front lawn. This
terminal pillar adjoins the gateway lintel at c. N44E73. The top of the half-round ‘mushroom’
was used as a temporary datum and labeled RP1 throughout most of the project. A second point,
RP 2 was established on the highest point of the adjacent brownstone lintel, next to RP 1. This
proved to be of great benet when we arrived on site one day to discover that stone mason
Jack Ackerman had removed the spherical portion of the column for repair. Both points were
measured relative to a known elevation point on the stone kitchen oor, at 8.6’ above mean sea
level. The absolute elevation of RP1 is 11.07, with the replaced point at 10.67, and RP 2 is
8.23. Subsequent to establishment of vertical control, the stone oor of the kitchen building
was removed and replaced, and so the absolute elevation of this point is likely no longer valid.
During Phase V, RP 2 was rediscovered and used for elevations. This was used to establish a
third elevation point (RP 3) on top of exposed feature 1 at N45E145. The stone lintel was later
removed for repair by stonemasons, so that RP 3, to be reburied, remains the only intact vertical
reference point. The re-laid stone oor in the kitchen building was re-established at the same
level, so future elevations taken from this point may be fairly accurate.
All excavations were conducted by hand using shovels and trowels. Excavations followed natural zones, and deeper zone deposits were subdivided into arbitrary levels. Levels
of ll inside large features were designated as zones within features. Most materials were
dry-screened through 1/4 inch mesh until soil moisture hampered visibility. These materials
were then water-screened through the same size mesh; nearly 1/3 of all site proveniences were
water-screened. During phase 1, each unit was screened beside the unit and then backlled after
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excavation. For phases II and III all soil was wheelbarrowed to a central screening location in
the middle garden, to keep unit edges free of soil and streamline expansion when appropriate.
Soils during phase IV were screened adjacent to the units, and the units left open for well point
installation. Much of the backdirt and excavated soils from this operation were then graded over
the site surface, creating a ‘new zone 1’ in many locations. Soils excavated during phase V were
again screened in the middle garden location. Upon completion of the eldwork, all units in
the middle garden, rear garden, and workyard were backlled by hand. The large block in the
front garden was carefully covered with lter fabric and left open for further consultation, until
garden restoration commenced.
Environmental analyses were integral to the project, and a zooarchaeologist and palynologist were part of the team from the onset. A second palynologist and a phytolith specialist
were added during phase II. To this end, all bone was carefully collected from each excavated
provenience. One quart to one gallon soil samples were collected from each natural provenience.
Over 375 soil samples (22 cubic feet) were retained. Historical architects were also consulted
throughout the course of the eldwork, and architectural samples were retained wherever appropriate.
Record keeping entailed narrative notes and completion of a variety of forms on a daily
basis. Planview and prole maps were made for each unit, as appropriate. Material from each
designated provenience were bagged and tagged separately. A eld specimen number (FS#) was
assigned to each in ordinal fashion. Photographs were taken in black and white (T-max 100) and
color slide, rst in Ecktachrome 100 SW, specically designed for warm tones, and during phase
II-IV in Kodachrome 200 for warm tones and archival stability.
Laboratory processing began in the eld; the two weeks between phases II and III were
spent in the kitchen building washing the most signicant proveniences. Following excavation,
all materials were removed to The Charleston Museum where they were washed, sorted, and
analyzed. Analysis began by sorting, identifying, and quantifying all artifacts by individual
provenience, or FS#. Each provenience was then dated on the basis of terminus post quem (the
invention date of the newest artifact in the provenience) and stratigraphic position. From these
two measures an approximate date of deposition was calculated.

Dating Techniques
All encountered archaeological deposits were dated on the basis of stratigraphic point of
initiation and Terminus Post Quem. Terminus Post Quem, or TPQ, is the principal which states
that no provenience can be deposited earlier than the invention date of the latest dating item in the
provenience. A provenience can be deposited any time after that date; therefore, estimated date
of deposition is rarely the same as the TPQ date.
Stratigraphic point of initiation is based on the Law of Superimposition, the geological
principal that soils gradually accumulate on sites of human occupation. Therefore, the deepest
deposit is the earliest, with deposits occurring later as one approaches the top of the ground.
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Relative dates are therefore assigned according to the prole map and the measured level of
the top (or point of initiation) of each deposit. Thus the date of deposition assigned to each
archaeological provenience is based on both techniques and is determined by considering each
provenience relative to those around it.
On sites such as 14 Legare where dispersed test units are excavated, additional emphasis
is placed on recognizing stratigraphy, in terms of dating, depth, artifact content, and physical
characteristics, across broad areas of the site. As discussed in the following section, this was
most successful at 14 Legare, and broad-scale block excavation supported the interpretation of
homogenous zones across the site. Overall dating of these zones, then, is based on the TPQ of
artifacts from particular proveniences.
Following a determination of date of deposition for each provenience, appropriate temporal divisions are determined for a site. In Charleston, site assemblages may be subdivided
temporally according to changes in site ownership or usage, general historical trends within the
city, or changes in world technology. After the parameters for appropriate temporal subdivision
is determined, each individual provenience is placed in the appropriate group. These subdivisions then form the basis for discussion of artifact patterns (found in Chapter IV) and for intersite
and intrasite comparison and interpretation. As discussed below, the extensive excavations at 14
Legare also allowed horizontal subdivisions, by area function. This has resulted in the division of
site proveniences into several separate analytical units.

General Stratigraphy and Analytical Groups
The Simmons-Edwards site exhibited an archaeological record remarkable in its clarity and
stratigraphic denition. Most of the units excavated exhibited well-stratied layers 2.0 to 2.5 feet
in depth, with some large features continuing to 4 feet below surface. Unlike most previouslyexamined urban sites, the 14 Legare property exhibited zone deposits that were consistent across
the site and noted in each of the units. Further, the consistent, predictable stratigraphy made it
possible to dene contextual differences in these zone deposits across the site. Beneath these
zones were a series of large features from the 18th century occupation of the property, particularly
the 12 Legare lot.
Zone 1 was a black topsoil containing very few artifacts. Zone 2 was a similar soil, but
was dened by a dramatic increase in artifact content. Slightly lighter in color (10yr3/2), zone
2 consistently contained a larger amount of architectural rubble, coal, animal bone, and artifacts.
Zone 3 below was a brown sand (10yr4/2 or 10yr4/3) found consistently over the site, above
sterile yellow sand or orange sandy clay. Zone 3 appears to be the original soil deposited on
site, and used throughout the rst half of the 19th century (gure 3-5). There was a great deal of
horizontal variation in zone 3, however, in terms of content and density (gure 3-6). In
many areas of the site, a subsequent layer received the designation ‘zone 4’, but this is not
a consistent deposit. The soils designated zone 4 vary from site area to site area, and will
be described individually below. This follows from the long-standing practice in Charleston
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archaeology of giving zone
designations to soil deposits
that cover entire test units
on limited testing projects
where denition of zones
across sites has not been
possible.
This general horizontal uniformity was greatly
complicated by numerous
features discovered in each
unit. In many places, activities preceding the development of the
Figure 3-5: Unit N15E30 showing typical stratigraphy of front garden area,
Simmons-Edwards house
left archaeological deposits south prole
beneath zone 3, and as these
were difcult to dene they received a range of designations. Likewise, there were a number
of intrusive features associated with the zone 2 deposits. The substantial difference in soil
color between zones 2 and 3, however, made these features relatively easy to isolate and dene
(gure 3-7).
There are three broad temporal divisions among the 14 Legare deposits. Zone 2 and
associated features constitute a post-bellum assemblage (roughly 1870 to 1930 or so). The
zone 3 and associated features represents an occupation from construction of the house in
1800 through the Civil War and the change
in landscape. The third occupation precedes Table 3-1
the Simmons house, and dates to c. 1760 to
1800, consisting principally of large architec- Functional and Temporal Divisions
tural and yard features associated with the 12 1.
Zone 2, front and middle garden
Legare occupation.
2.
Zone 2, back garden
These temporal assemblages are further divided by site function into horizontal
subassemblages. These follow the 19th
century features of the property and the
presumed uses of various areas, based
on archaeological and historical evidence.
Table 3-1 below shows these divisions.
The zone 3 proveniences are divided into
the front garden, the middle garden, the
rear garden, and the work yard. Garden features, particularly the samples of the shell
path (feature 28) are considered separately.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Zone 2, workyard
Zone 2 matrix planting features
Zone 3, front garden
Front garden planting features
Shell path features
Zone 3, middle garden
Zone 3, back garden
Back garden planting features, 19th century
Zone 3, work yard
Work yard features, 19th century
Marsh deposits, 18th century (zone 4)
Features, 18th century
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Figure 3-6: Comparative prole drawings: front garden, back garden, and work yard

Because the yard are was laid out and used in a slightly different manner in the late 19th century,
the zone 2 deposits are divided into front/middle yard, rear garden, and work yard area (though
it is expected that the work yard was no longer used for these functions by this time.) The
plant hole features associated with zone 2 constitute another subassemblage. The 18th century
occupation is subdivided into the architectural and refuse deposits associated with the 12 Legare
occupation and the lled, lowlying areas in the rear of the property (zone 4). This divides the
total assemblage into 14 subassemblages, as listed below. The three broad temporal associations
are used for artifact descriptions (Chapter IV). The subassemblages are combined in a variety of
ways in the later interpretive discussions (Chapters V-VIII).
The present discussion of stratigraphy and eld proveniences utilizes only the horizontal
divisions for discussion. The purposes of this section is to describe each encountered provenience in basic detail. Most of the signicant proveniences are revisited, and described again,
in subsequent discussions on the various site features and occupation (Chapter V and VI).
Discussed below in separate sections are the front garden, the middle garden, the rear garden,
and the work yard. In each section, general discussion of the stratigraphic sequence is followed
by specic descriptions of features and units. Some of the 18th century features and deposits are
discussed separately in the last section. The functional and temporal subdivisions listed above
are utilized in the following chapter on artifact assemblages.

The Front Garden
The front garden is dened as that area from the front wall on the west, the 10 Legare wall
to the south, the remnant garden wall to the north, and features encountered at grid E120. The
garden wall, particularly the below-ground foundation received the designation Feature 1. As
study of the 19th century garden was the focus of the research project, the majority of units were
excavated in the southern portion of the lot. Including the blocks excavated in 1999 and 2000,
112 ve foot squares have been excavated in the garden area. Three were excavated during Phase
I, 22 during phase II, 33 more during phase III, and nally 54 during phase V. Excavation of
these units began with zone 1, a very dark grey organic soil nearly devoid of cultural materials.
The zone 1 deposits were screened and artifacts retained from the test units excavated during
Phase I and Phase II; zone 1 was hand-stripped and discarded during the block excavations of
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Phase III and Phase V. All
front garden units contained
zone 2 deposits of varying
depth, which were excavated
and screened.
The zone 2 soil
deposit was found consistently across the site, in relatively uniform depth. The
zone contained a moderate
amount of domestic artifacts, including animal bone,
bottle glass, ceramics, and
other items. The large
amount of zone 2 soils proFigure 3-7: Unit N5E20, showing zone 2 features intruding into zone 3 and
cessed also resulted in the
associated features, facing south
recovery of an interesting
range of artifacts particular
to the Victorian era, including swirled glass marbles, costume jewelry, kerosene lamp hardware,
and medicinal bottles. A provenience list for the zone 2 assemblage may be found in table 3-3.
Zone 2 averaged .5’ in depth, and was often excavated in two levels.
Numerous features lled with zone 2 soil were encountered in the lower level of zone 2
and at the base of the zone deposit. While they varied in size and depth, all appeared to be plant
stains of some type. All were mapped and given feature designations, and most, particularly
during Phase III, were excavated completely; this was done to remove any physical or visual
intrusion of the late 19th century garden. Several encountered during Phase V were left in place.
The zone 2 features were located principally along the edges of the garden, particularly
along the north and south walls of the garden. Many of these contained no artifacts at all, and
seem to have been culturally sterile soil introduced with the root ball of the new plant. These
features are shown in gure 3-9 and listed in table 3-2.
A series of large plant stains were located along the N35/40 grid line, adjacent to the north
garden wall. Historic photographs and 20th century oral histories indicate that these were trees.
They had grown substantially during the 20th century, and most were toppled in Hurricane Hugo
in 1989. Five large plant holes were located along the N40 line, from E5 to E50 - features 236,
42, 245, 246, and 56/237. Feature 248 in N35E70 may be a comparable plant stain - the area
between E55 and E65 was not excavated.
All of these were sampled. They ranged in shape from round to roughly rectangular, and
most exhibited areas of homogenous dark grey sand and the same soil mottled with orange clay
and yellow sterile sand. Feature 246, the rectangular feature, exhibited an outer area of dark
grey/brown sand (10yr3/1), and an inner circle of medium brown soil (gure 3-10). Like most,
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this feature was nearly devoid of artifacts, with the exception of a few nail fragments located on
the sides of the feature, suggesting the new plant was packed in some sort of wooden crating
that remained in place for the planting. Most of the features were culturally sterile, or contained
a very few artifacts. Each contained at least one late 19th-20th century item, providing late
Terminus Post Quem. The features averaged 5’ in length and width and 1.2’ in depth from
the base of zone 3.
Zone 2 plant stains along the south side of the garden were much smaller and more
irregular. They were clustered along the N05 line, suggesting a series of bushes or smaller plants
abutting the south garden wall. These plant holes ranged from roughly rectangular to round and
oval. Ten features clustered between N05E20 - N05E30, while three others were located in
N05E45. All were located along the south wall of the units (about 4-5’ from the property line).
These features averaged 1.5’ in diameter and averaged .5’ to .7’ in depth.
Though not as regular in placement, there was suggestion of some later plantings parallel
with the front property wall, along the E05-E10 lines. Feature 239 and 240 were irregular,
oval pits of dark soil in the N25E05 area. Both intruded into the earlier garden features, and
were encountered during phase V. Neither was excavated. A group of smaller features was
encountered in N30E05, just south of the larger plant represented by feature 236. These also
remained unexcavated. The area immediately adjacent to the front wall contained large bushes
when the project began, and these were removed by the brick masons in order to expose the
foundation for renovation. Any evidence for plantings from the late 19th century (or earlier) were
lost to the modern bushes in the three feet adjacent to the wall. It is worth noting that much of
the soil underlying zone 2 in the area between the wall and the E10’ line was highly mottled,
suggesting heavy disturbance to this area some time during the 19th century. The plant stains
in this area may be part of this activity. The lack of artifacts in the later planting holes, plus
the broad date range of artifacts from the past 150 years makes precise dating of these features
challenging. It is possible that these plant holes may date as early as the 1870s, or any time
in the century afterwards.
The late 19th century zone 2 and associated features intruded into the early 19th century
garden, consisting of a broadcast zone, zone 3, plus a range of associated features. Zone
3 was easily distinguished from the overlying deposits by its color; zone 3 was lighter and
browner, ranging from 10yr4/2 to 10yr4/3 (gure 3-11). The soil of zone 3 was sandy, with
moderate ecking of shell and artifacts; the zone initially appeared homogenous in color, but
closer inspection revealed a dappled, swirled soil, reecting a series of planting episodes. It was
possible under ideal light conditions to distinguish and enumerate particular features, but most
exhibited blurry, indistinct edges.
As discussed above, the scattered test units excavated during phase I and phase II were
each excavated by levels to sterile subsoil; in each of these the zone 3 deposits were excavated as
a single horizontal provenience, usually in two or three arbitrary levels. The bases of individual
planting holes intruding into sterile soil, marked by the same brown sand, were dened at the
base of zone 3. The remaining mottled brown and yellow sand, likely the interface of zone 3
and sterile soil, was excavated as zone 4 in this portion of the site (see gure 3-12). (These units
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Figure 3-8: General horizontal divisions of the 19th century site
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Figure 3-9: Composite map, zone 2-era planting holes
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were then backlled to the
level of the garden. In
the overall photographs of
the garden features, these
appear as squares of highly
mottled soil, creating ‘gaps’
in the shell patterning of the
garden).
During Phase III and
Phase V, the rst level of
zone 3 was excavated as
a single horizontal provenience, by individual unit,
and the garden features
dened at the base of zone 3 Figure 3-10: Example of a ‘square’ planting hole, N20E80, facing north
level 1. This left most of the
garden features intact and undisturbed. These were mapped as a unit, and then a few select
garden features and zone deposits were excavated further. These are discussed below.
Excavation of two units in this area in 1998, N20E65 and N15E30, rst revealed the
signature of the formal garden, though these were not interpreted correctly until much later in
the 1999 excavation season. The distinguishing garden features consisted of areas of roughly
crushed shell in the zone 3 matrix. These were designated features 4 and 9 in N20E65 and
feature 18 in N15E30. Features 4 and 9 appeared as small rectangular patches of crushed shell,
1.0’ wide and 1.7’ long. Excavation revealed that they were .9’ deep, with straight sides and a
rounded bottom (gure 3-13). Feature 18 appeared as a quarter-circular area in the southeastern
quadrant, .6’ deep with at bottom and sloping sides.
As excavations began in May 1999, the shell pattern encountered rst, in N5E55, was
designated feature 28. As several units were opened in this vicinity simultaneously, it became
apparent that these areas of shell were a consistent component of the front garden, and so from
the rst unit onward the shell feature received the designation feature 28 in all units. During
phase II, 17 dispersed test units were excavated in the front third of the garden, and all exhibited
areas of feature 28. These, however, appeared to reect no regular pattern. Excavation of feature
28 in each of these units revealed that these deposits were comparatively irregular in excavated
shape. In general, the feature 28 deposits were trench-like, with sloping sides and a rounded
bottom, averaging .6’ in depth from the top of zone 3. Examination of soil proles suggests
that the top of feature 28 was often displaced (gure 3-14; see gure 3-15). The densely packed
shell was only roughly crushed, with small bits of shell mixed with larger, even whole, oyster.
Brick and tile rubble was also a frequent component of the shell ll, as was a moderate scatter
of domestic debris. The tiles were red or yellow clay, and were at, with patches of mortar,
suggesting they were from a discarded roof. A large concentration of these tile in a deposit
of feature 28 shell in N20E85 received the designation feature 81 (gure 7-18). The tile was
eventually interpreted as edging for the shell paths, as in situ tile was discovered in two locations.
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In some areas, the top of feature 28 had been disturbed
by the overlying zone 2, and
was even moved aside, so
that the location of shell in
the bottom of zone 2 might
be different from its eventual
location intruding into zone
3. In many units, feature
28 deposits were mapped
at several different levels
(gure 3-16). Feature 28
was eventually interpreted
as shell-paved garden pathways.
Figure 3-11: Prole of N30E20, showing examples of zone 2 feature (on right
side) and feature 28 (on left side), facing west

Figure 3-12: Prole drawing of N25E40, showing features 62 and 63
excavated
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Denition of the pattern created by the shell
paths began with the excavation of phase II test unit
N30E45. Here deposits of
shell were noted at the base
of zone 2 in the northeast
and northwest corners of the
unit, the latter occupying a
full quadrant of the unit.
When these were excavated,
though, a new deposit of feature 28 shell appeared as
a very well-dened trench
with parallel sides forming
a quarter-circle in the southeast corner of the unit (gure
3-17). Excavation of this
feature revealed parallel
sides and a well-dened
rounded bottom. We quickly
excavated the four surrounding units, revealing a continuation of this pattern. From
here it was determined that
feature 28 might represent
the formal elements of the
garden, and so a block excavation (phase III) was pro-
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posed. Excavation of the phase III block (from N10E25 to N30E55) revealed a continuous,
elaborate pattern for feature 28, shown in gure 1-7 and described elsewhere.
Feature 28 intruded into zone 3, which appeared to be a homogenous medium brown
sand. Zone 3 was excavated in the phase II units, and contained artifacts dating from the late
18th century through the 1850s. Beneath zone 3, a series of small round or irregular features
intruded into yellow sterile sand. These features at rst appeared to predate the garden, their
tops truncated by zone 3. Near the end of phase III, however, the light was suitable to determine
that there were subtle differences in coloring and shading in the top of zone 3 that ranged from
10yr4/2 to 10yr4/3, with poorly dened edges between these areas. This suggested that the
individual plant stains originally dened below zone 3 actually initiated in the top of the
zone and were thus associated. Again, those features
dened in the phase III units
were mapped on the surface
and left in place. Eighteen
of these features were excavated, and they varied in
size, shape, depth and soil
colors. In addition, all of
those in the phase II test
units were excavated, and
three more were sampled
during phase V, bringing the
total to 27.
A complete listing of
the designated and excavated plant hole features is
shown in tables 3-2 and
3-3. A few of the more
distinct are described here.
The rst encountered was in
the 1998 test unit N15E30.
Here, excavation of zone 3
revealed two linear, parallel
areas of swirled brown and
yellow sand stains. The
areas of brown sand in each
were irregular in shape and
their edges blurred. A linear
area of sterile yellow sand
between them, however, was
clearly dened (gure 3-18). Figure 3-13: Feature 4 (part of feature 28 shell deposit), before and after
The two areas received des- excavation, facing west
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ignations as features 21 and 22
and, because of their complex
shape, were not excavated.

Figure 3-14: Examples of proles from the front garden, showing feature 28

Feature 78 was rst dened
and sampled in N10E25. During
phase III, the remainder of this
rather large, linear plant stain was
mapped in the adjoining unit,
N15E25. This feature was darker
than many of the surrounding
ones (gure 7-29), with a brown
sand ll (10yr4/2). Excavation
revealed sloping sides and a relatively at bottom. This is
in contrast to feature 179 in
N10E25. Excavation of the eastern half revealed a rectangular
stain with sloping sides and undulating bottom. The bottom of the
unit seemed to represent a contiguous set of small, individual
planting holes, such as for bulbs
or owering plants, in clusters or
lines. The adjoining features 177
and 178 were roughly rectangular
in shape, and had level bottoms.
These three features were lighter
brown (10yr4/3)(gure 7-28).

Two features in N20E10 (features 36 and 37) were small oval stains, relatively deep with
rounded bottoms. Features 62 and 63 in N25E40 were larger and deeper, but exhibited similar
proportions (gure 3-19). Some of the small round features, like features 49 and 51 in N30E20,
were homogenous brown soil, while others, such as feature 50 in the same unit, were mottled
with yellow sand. Figure 3-20 shows the exposed portion of the garden with possible plant
features, simply marked as dark, medium, and light. Those excavated features are shown on
the gure, as well.
The Phase III block extended roughly from N5E20 to N35E50. The Phase V project
was designed to expose the remaining northern half of the formal garden, extending to the south
far enough to completely expose the middle of the pattern and any areas in the south necessary
to fully dene the pattern. Phase V excavations were located in three blocks. The west block
includes the area from N15E0 to N35E15; the northern block included the units in the N35 and
N40 lines (to the garden wall) from E20 to E55, while the eastern block included that area in and
around the 1999 test units from N20E60 to N35E90 (see gure 1-12).
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Figure 3-15: Composite map, shell deposits encountered in zone 2
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Based on
edncoerunt
features and soil
characteristics, the
area dened as the
front garden continued from the
front wall, at grid
E0 to approximately grid E120.
At this location
access to the site
was limited by a
concentration of
large trees and
plants, seemingly
remnant of an oval
planting bed
Figure 3-16: Evolution of feature 28 shell deposits in 5-unit test block during phase II
shown on the 1951
property plat. Soil
appearance and stratigraphic sequence in ‘front’ of this oval matched the front bed, while units on
the other, or ‘back’ side of the oval were different (discussed in the following section). There was
a change in the pattern exhibited by the feature 28 deposits at E60, with the front area an elaborate complex of curves and diamonds, and the area from E60 to E120 a simpler area with mostly
straight, border paths (see report by Allan Brown).
The archaeological evidence for the early 19th century garden (the zone 3 assemblage)
was thinner and very disturbed and scattered in this second area (between E60 and E120),
suggesting some later activity may have disrupted the garden signature. In most areas there was
only a very thin scatter of shell lenses (in no discernable pattern) and associated zone 3 deposits,
and the area was pocked by intrusive late plant features (gure 3-21). However, some elements
are clear. Here the paths are wider, and are straight, leading from the rear gate area, parallel with
the north garden wall, and straight south from the gate entrance. The only other feature of note
here is a serpentine walk running north/south in the E90 line. All of the shell features in the back
half of the formal garden were highly truncated by intrusive zone 2 features. One unique aspect
of the feature 28 deposits in this area was the occurrence of red tiles in situ along the edges of the
shell path, rst in N40E120, along the walk paralleling the north garden wall (gure 7-19) and
along the western edge of the serpentine walk (gure 7-20). The patterning and interpretation of
the front garden features are discussed in Chapter VI.

The Middle Garden
The area later interpreted as the middle garden was somewhat segregated from other areas
by a variety of 20th century and surviving 19th century barriers. This area, from the south property
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Figure 3-17: View of same 5-unit block, showing feature 28 excavated, facing south
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wall north to feature 1, remnants of the north garden
wall, and east from E120
to 180, was bounded to
the west by the clump of
large trees and bushes in
the former oval bed, to the
east by the garden wall of
the Innocenti garden, to the
north by feature 1, and to
the south by the property
wall. A single unit was
excavated here in phase I,
N25E130, and two additional units were excavated
during phase II. N20E130
Figure 3-18: Features 21-22, plant stains at base of zone 3 in N15E30, facing was located adjacent to the
north
rst unit, while N20E170
was located beyond. The
ephemeral, low-density nature of deposits encountered in these units discouraged additional work
here; the area became the central location for screening, and so most of this area was eventually
covered with a large mound of backdirt.
Though only a few test units were excavated here, the stratigraphy in the middle
portion of the yard suggested a different use for this portion of the garden. The zones 1-2-3
stratigraphy dened in the other areas of the yard was present here as well, and zones 1
and 2 exhibited the same characteristics as elsewhere on the property, particularly the front
garden. A few late 19th
century plant holes were
present, including feature
11 in N20E135 and feature
91 in N25E130. The zone
3 deposits were different,
however. There was no
evidence of shell paths
(feature 28) here, with the
exception of a path parallel
to feature 1, about 3’ south
of the wall. This was
noted in units N40E110
through N40E125, and it is
suspected that this feature
continued the length of the
Figure 3-19: View of feature 78 in N10E25 (excavated) and N15E25 (unexca- middle garden, as well.
vated), facing south
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Figure 3-20: Composite map, feature 28 and associated plant stains, zone 3 level
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Figure 3-21: View of east block, phase V from second story, facing south
(sago palm is at E65)

Instead of the homogenous brown sand and associated shell paths of the
front garden, the middle
area featured a homogenous
deposit of zone 3 soil, lightly
ecked with shell and artifacts. There were no features present in the zone
3 level (gure 3-22). In
some areas, particularly the
N20E130/N25E130 units, a
deep deposit of lighter
brown soil beneath zone 3
was excavated as zone 4.
A few amorphous features
were noted in the base of
zone 4 (features 97, 98, and
99), but none were well
dened.

Unit N20E170 exhibited somewhat more complicated stratigraphy, particularly a deep
zone 1/zone 2 and two large features from the late 19th century (features 107 and 108). A thin
lense of zone 3 soil was present beneath these deposits, but the major nd in the unit was a
large feature with a concentration of late 18th century material, described in more detail in a
subsequent section.

Figure 3-22: Prole of N25E130, showing typical stratigraphy of middle
garden
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To better understand
construction of the garden
wall (feature 1) and the
interface between the front
formal garden and the
middle garden area, a series
of units were excavated
along the south side of feature 1 during phase III; these
were N40E110 to N40E125.
These units proved difcult
to interpret until the entire
four-unit block was exposed.
The intact shell path, feature
28, continued in this area,
parallel to feature 1, about
3’ from the wall. Here feature 28 was very straight and
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regular. It was in N40E125 that in situ red tiles were noted as edging for the shell. A linear area
of brick rubble at the base of feature 28 in N40E115, designated feature 86, may be a foundation
for creation of the shell path.
The entire area between feature 1 and feature 28 contained a deep pit of zone 2 soil,
designated features 84 and 171, and appearing to be the linear border bed visible in the late
19th century photographs. Several features were designated in these units, including a rectangular
plant hole designated feature 85, and irregular areas beneath this, designated features 87 and 88.
A 20th century brick recovered from the base of the zone 2 soils conrmed the continued use of
these features into the 20th century. It likewise appears that feature 28 remained in use into the
20th century, though its construction dates to the 19th .

The Rear Garden
The back garden was examined during three phases. A single unit was excavated here in phase
I, while 9 more were excavated during phase II. In order to mitigate damage from the proposed
installation of a pool area, ve additional units were excavated during phase V. Zone 2 in this
portion of the yard exhibited characteristics slightly different than elsewhere on site. Here, the
top of zone 2 was truncated by a deeper zone 1, the result of installation and maintenance of the
Innocenti garden in 1951and renovation of it in the 1980s and again following Hurricane Hugo in
1989. Like other areas of the site, zone 1 in this garden contained virtually no artifacts.
The underlying zone 2, though narrower, contained a denser cultural material assemblage,
associated with reworking of this area as a pleasure garden in the late 19th century (discussed
in more detail below). Beneath these dark soil layers, however, was extensive evidence of
antebellum gardening. The same brown soil of zone 3 was present here, but it was deeper and the
artifact, bone, and architectural rubble content denser. Because of this contextual difference, these
deposits were designated zone 3a. Zone 3a was present in some form in all of the units. Each of
the units was unique, and so will be described separately.
The rst unit excavated in this portion of the garden was part of the 1998 testing.
N50E186 was placed adjacent to the northern portion of the wall that encloses the Innocenti
garden. This unit was chosen to expose this foundation and determine a date of construction,
whether contemporary with feature 1 or a later addition. The stratigraphy encountered in this unit
was complex and quite confusing at the time, and in retrospect several deposits were designated
incorrectly. A deep zone 1 was followed by zone 2. Two plant holes were noted at the base of
zone 2, containing characteristically dark soil; features 12 and 13 were mapped and excavated.
Beneath this was the lighter, brown soil of zone 3. But the dominant, intrusive deposit was a
large square pit, evidently quite deep and lled with lumps of grey and red subsoil clay, as well
as dark (zone 2) soil. This feature lled most of the unit, intruding into the east prole. The soils
around this pit were thus small areas of brown sand which initially received feature designations
(features 16 and 15), but proved to be the remnants of zone 3, truncated by the large pit (which
eventually received the designation feature 19). The area of feature 15/zone 3, in the northern
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wall, was distinguished by pockets of crushed and possibly burned shell, suggesting garden bed
preparation as noted in subsequent units. Feature 14 appeared to be the builders trench for the
brick wall, with a TPQ of 1820.
Only a small portion of feature 19 was sampled below the mottled clay; removal of this
clay layer revealed a deep, multi-layered feature. The sampling of the feature began at the level
of sterile subsoil, 2.0’ below the ground surface and .8’ below the top of the deposit. At this
point the heavily mottled clay and dark soil gave way to a layer of crushed shell and brown
sand about 1.0’ thick, followed by .8’ of compacted brick and mortar rubble. A fragment of
transfer-printed pearlware recovered from the sample suggests that the feature may have been
a planting bed of some sort, possibly associated with the antebellum garden, or an 18th century
feature with later soil on top of it.
Also noted was a possible builders’ trench for the brick wall, designated feature 14. This
exposed a wall of similar, but not identical, construction to feature 1, designated feature 20.
Here, the wall consisted of four courses of well-laid brick, to a depth comparable to feature 1,
characterized by two courses of brick followed by two courses of bermuda stone.
The rst unit excavated in this area in 1999 provided the basic stratigraphy for this portion
of the site. Unit N30E205 contained mixed layers of zones 1 and 2, to a depth of .7 feet. A
relatively narrow band of zone 3 soil was followed by the deeper, denser deposit dened as
zone 3a. The soils dened as zone 3a was the same brown sand as zone 3, but was deeper and
contained a denser deposit of shell, architectural rubble, and artifacts. These soils were a foot
thick, and the depth of the deposit and the heavy artifact content gave an impression of soil
that was plowed, or at least worked continually. Beneath the zone 3a deposits was the base
of a large feature, designated feature 120. This appeared to be a deep pit with a at bottom.
The soils here were a mottled orange subsoil clay and grey loamy sand, similar to the zone
3 matrix. Current interpretation, based on conversation with William Kelso, is that feature
120 represents an original
planting bed, initially dug
into sterile and mixed with
fertilizer (the equivalent
of a ‘deep plowing’) for
planting preparation. Continuous working of the
above zone 3a then blurred
the edges of the original
planting bed (gure 3-23).
Feature 120 contained Chinese porcelain as the latest
artifact, while zone 3a contained mid-19th century
transfer-printed whiteware.
The zone 3 soils on top of
Figure 3-23: Prole of N30E205, showing typical rear garden stratigraphy
zone 3a contained the same
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mid-19th century artifacts, but was clearly a separate deposit. The upper zone may be associated
with the late 19th century pleasure garden in this area.
Unit N25E185 was located on the east side of the southern portion of the garden wall
fronting the Innocenti garden. Historic photographs suggest that this section of wall may have
been a 1950s addition, possibly reusing historic fabric. The excavations revealed that this was
the case. The wall rested on a relatively shallow foundation, constructed of modern brick. Zones
1 and 2 were disturbed by a box and series of pipes for the irrigation system. A small dark plant
hole, feature 124, intruded into the underlying zone 3a. This deposit was relatively deep, .8’, and
contained signicant amounts of brick and mortar rubble, as well as artifacts.
This unit, as well as one in the middle garden, N20E170, then contained a deep layer
of brown sand and mottled orange clay, excavated as a zone 4. An amorphous concentration of
brown soil was designated feature 124. Artifacts in this area and in the general zone were sparse,
but consistently present, and were mostly architectural. It is possible that this soil churning may
relate to building construction during the 12 Legare era, or to garden preparation in the early 19th
century. In both this unit and those in the middle garden, the proportion of orange clay to brown
sand gradually increased as the domestic artifact content decreased. In N25E185 this change
received a new designation as zone 5. A possible pit feature, 149, was noted intruding into the
underlying zone 5, but this was poorly dened and so was excavated separately. Excavation
halted at a grey clay layer, which was presumed to be sterile. This relatively deep unit was
3.5’ deep.
N55E210 was the most complex rear garden unit, and contained evidence for many
different gardening activities. This unit was situated in an attempt to locate the hexagonal
summer house present in several late 19th century photographs (see gure __). The unit was 5’
east to west, but only 4’ north to south, to avoid a large crape myrtle in the center of this 20th
century garden bed. Zones 1 and 2 were excavated in two levels each. A brick foundation that
appears to be evidence of the summer house was encountered in the northeast corner. This was
designated feature 105. The feature never had a well dened builders’ trench, and was quite
deep, continuing through zone 3a below. A slightly darker, amorphous area adjacent to feature
105 was segregated as area A, but contained only early 19th century artifacts.
Two additional, intrusive features are associated with the summer house. These were
deep posts located in the south and north proles, designated feature 121 and 114, respectively.
Some of the Victorian photographs show a fence or trellis along the west side of the summer
house; these posts seem to be evidence of that (gures 3-24).
These posts intruded into a narrow dark brown-gray sand, excavated as zone 3, and the
underlying zone 3a, which was particularly deep in this unit, and was excavated in ve separate
levels. Within these levels, various pockets and concentrations of soil and artifacts were dened
as features or areas, but were not attributable to function (features 122, 123, and various ‘areas’).
Artifacts seemed to be concentrated in the southeastern quadrant of the unit. Directly beneath
the zone 3a deposits was an unusual feature, one not noted anywhere else on the site.
Feature 131 was a layer of brown sand and nely crushed shell, .4 feet deep. This shell was quite
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different from the content
of feature 28 in that it was
nely crushed, and sorted
to an even size (gure
3-25). Visiting scholar
William Kelso suggested
that feature 131 may be
a preparatory bed for a
particular type of planting,
such as asparagus suggested by C. Allan Brown.
Beneath this were two features that appear to be the
bases of prepared planting
beds, as with feature 120.
These were features 140,
running north/south in the
Figure 3-24: North prole of N55E210, showing deep posts and brick
summer house foundations from late 19th century pleasure garden intruding unit, and feature 141, runinto zone 3a deposit
ning east/west. These
were both quite shallow,
and appear to be the very bottom of these planting beds, but like feature 120 exhibited roughly
mottled orange clay and brown sand ll. Sterile soil was encountered beneath these features,
at 3.1’ below surface.
Unit 70E210 exhibited similar stratigraphy. Because this was outside (just north of)
the area impacted by the most recent changes to the Innocenti garden, the zone 1/zone 2
stratigraphy was intact. At the base of zone 2, three small round features were encountered. Features 117 and 118, and possibly 119, appear to be fence
posts, like those encountered
in N55E210. Feature 118,
in particular, was quite deep,
and thus similar to the features in N55E210. A narrow
level of brown soil was
excavated as zone 3 (likely
the same soil as zone 3c in
the phase V units, described
below); this was followed by
.8’ of zone 3a. Within this
zone, a trench-like concentration of darker soil
was designated feature 113,
Figure 3-25: South prole of N55E210, showing late 19th century post intrudbut proved to be inconcluing into zone 3a; planting features at the base of zone 3a
sive. Beneath this was a
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very dark, homogenous loamy
sand that was designated zone
4. This has been interpreted
as ll of marsh or lowlying
areas, prior to occupation of
the lot (gure 3-26). (Thus
this is the most correct use
of the designation ‘zone 4’,
and will so appear in later
analyses. A similar zone
was noted in subsequent units
- N92E220 and N65E265,
as well as N80E245 and
N70E235. Richard Marks
reminded us that historic
maps show a nger of marsh Figure 3-26: West prole of N70E210; note zone 4 beneath zone 3a deposit
running behind these lots in
this area).
Three additional features were noted at the base of zone 4, intruding into sterile. Features
138 and 139 were rather shallow and amorphous, but feature 142 appeared to be a posthole of
some substance. Excavation of the upper levels of zone 3a also revealed feature 125, a brick
drain running east/west along the southern side of the unit; its builders trench was designated
feature 130. The drain was rectangular in cross-section, with brick laid in running bond and a
top formed by bricks laid side-to-side, spanning the sides of the drain (gure 3-26). These were
well-made and strongly mortared; three were removed to examine the interior and sample the
drain. A 1.5’ sample of the drain ll was excavated, but it contained no artifacts. This drain,
or one likely connected to it, was encountered near the rear of the main house in the driveway
during construction activities. It was again encountered in the work yard during installation of
the geothermal system in Feburary 2000, in the vicinity of N70E125.
Unit N65E265 was excavated along the rear property wall, to determine date and method
of construction for this site feature. The stratigraphy was the same as noted elsewhere in the rear
garden, but the zone deposits were deeper; sterile subsoil was not encountered until 4.7’ below
surface. The unit was also characterized by a higher concentration of artifacts in each zone.
Most of the upper two zones appear to be the relatively sterile zone 1, with a narrow (.3’) band of
the more rubble-lled zone 2. Together, these were .9’ deep. Below this was a very deep layer of
the zone 3a soil, 1.8’ deep. This was excavated in three levels. This portion of zone 3a contained
only moderate amounts of artifacts; the remarkable concentration began with level 4. Though
this appeared at the time of excavation to be the same soil as the above zone 3a, post-excavation
examination of the prole revealed that these soils were in fact a zone 3 soil mottled with darker
dirt that was likely zone 4 below (10yr4/2 with 10yr4/1). These soils continued another 1.3’ in
depth and were excavated in two additional levels (levels 4 and 5). Level 4 alone yielded six
large bags of cultural material, including an intact colono ware bowl.
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The footing for the back wall began
near the top of zone 3a, level 4, about 3’
below ground surface. This footing continued another 1.5’ to sterile. Zone 4 initiated 4.0’ below surface and was .6’ deep.
Like other units in this vicinity, zone 4
was a homogenous dark soil (10yr3/1) that
appears to be low soil or former marsh (this
may account for the depth of the wall foundation). This soil also contained artifacts
and architectural material (gure 3-27).
Units on the edges of the back
garden area contained similar stratigraphy,
but were complicated by a variety of additional features. Unit N92E220 was excavated adjacent to the south wall of the privy
building, to expose the area of foundation
beneath the stone lintel present in the western half of the southern wall. This rather
complicated unit revealed architectural fea-

Figure 3-27: Prole drawing of N65E265

tures associated with the privy, as well as a stratigraphic sequence comparable to the rest of the garden.
The rst architectural feature was encountered in the
matrix of zone 2. This was a brick foundation footer,
aligned with a former doorway, currently lled with
brick. The foundation ran north/south, with a western
edge 4’ from the western edge of the privy building
(gure 3-28). Historical architects Willie Graham and
Orlando Ridout suggest that this may be a foundation
for an entry stair into the building when this opening
functioned as a door. The nal dimensions of feature
132 remain unknown; it abutted but was not articulated to the foundation of the building, and it continued the full 5’ of the unit.
Following exposure of feature 132, excavation
of zone 2 continued. At the base of zone 2 a second Figure 3-28: N92E220; brick foundations assobrick foundation was encountered. This was aligned ciated with privy building
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with the stone lintel in the building foundation, and appeared to be an entry or ‘cleanout’ vault
for the privy, with the opening in the privy foundation subsequently bricked in. The east and half
of the south walls of the vault were encountered. This was designated feature 136. Feature 136
was beneath feature 132, and was clearly an earlier event (a lower portion of feature 136 later
received the designation feature 154); soil around the top of feature 136 was excavated as zone
3 and, once the complete foundation was exposed, the soil inside feature 136 received a separate
designation as feature 137. This proved to be a clean sand ll, similar to that found inside the
building. The sand ll bottomed onto a brick oor, 2’ deep.
The soils outside feature 136 were somewhat mixed and mottled, and so were difcult
to interpret. Excavation around feature 136 began with two levels of zone 3, a sandy soil
dened as 10yr4/2. Several rather clearly dened areas received feature designations, though
they subsequently appeared to be ll episodes. A pocket of dark greyish-brown sand (10yr3/3)
along the south wall was designated feature 148. A dark greyish-brown soil similar to zone 3
but lled with heavy rubble was designated feature 152. A pocket of relatively sterile clay along
the wall of the privy (northeast corner of the unit) was designated feature 157; it was tentatively
interpreted as a builders trench for the privy but the evidence was inconclusive. A linear area of
brown sand, rubble, and shell material continued in the central part of the unit, intruding into
the south wall as feature 158, in the matrix of zone 4. As with the previous units, the zone
4 here consisted of a nearly sterile dark brown loamy sand (10yr3/1 to 3/2). A brown sand
below that was initially designated zone 5, but this proved to be a light grey sterile. A residual
portion of zone 4 was excavated as feature 153. Completion of the unit revealed that the basic
stratigraphy of this portion of the yard remained consistent and intact (zones 1-4), with mixed
deposits intruding at various levels (dened as features).
Two units were excavated in the rear (southeast) corner of the yard, to identify a structure
shown in this vicinity on the 1852 Bridgens and Allen map and to date the surrounding brick
wall. N5E260 was located adjacent to the south garden wall, in a portion formed by the rear wall
of the privy building at the Miles Brewton house. As the grid is not parallel to the south property
wall, here the N5 pin was actually 1.5 feet north of the wall. The unit was extended to the south
to meet the wall, forming a 5x6.5’ unit. The northern half of the unit was quickly abandoned,
though, when it was discovered that a very large cedar tree stump occupied this spot. The unit
was then shortened to a 3.5 by 5’ unit adjacent to the southern wall. Heavy root presence also
compromised the soils in this portion of the unit, as well. Soils dened as zone 2 and zone 3 were
all mixed in this unit, marked by a number of black-glazed roof tiles that appear to come from
the Miles Brewton house privy. It also appears that the rear wall of the privy was rebuilt, and
in poor quality. Historic photos suggest that this building was destroyed in the 1886 earthquake,
and it appears that the rebuilding postdates that event.
The dark zone 2 soils contained large amounts of the glazed roof tile and other debris.
This has tentatively been interpreted as demolition of the former structure in this area. The
dimensions of the structure as shown on the 1852 map would also indicate that N5E260 is inside
the building, and therefore soil layers might be different from yard units. A lighter brown soil
was dened and excavated as zone 3, but this layer still contained quantities of building rubble,
along with pockets of dark soil. Below this was a mottled, loosely packed soil, originally
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dened along the south wall (and presumed to be a builders trench), designated feature
112. When excavation was completed, it appeared that all of these deposits may have
been a single event, associated with demolition of the structure. Small areas of a ‘real’
zone 3 were noted below
these deposits, on top of
sterile subsoil. Two amorphous features, 127 and 128
were mapped but proved
to have no real denition.
Likewise, there was no
well-dened builders trench
for the south garden wall,
including the areas of sterile.
Thus the unit ended as it
began, with very poor denition.
The adjacent N5E245
was a bit more informative.
This unit was aligned in the
Figure 3-29: Series of brick wall foundations in N5E245
same manner as N5E260.
Here, the N5 point was 1.7’
north of the property wall, and so the unit was extented to the south to expose the foundation.
A substantial crape myrtle tree occupied the northern half of the unit, and so 2.7 feet of the unit
was not excavated. As with the previous unit, the zones 1 and 2 deposits were quite deep. The
unit was further truncated by a large planting hole feature for the crape myrtle, designated feature
96. The zone 2 soil was followed by some areas of disturbance before a layer of zone 3a soil
was encountered. Features 101 and 103 were areas of brown sand and architectural rubble
very similar to zone 3a. Beneath these was a solid layer of zone 3a, and an intact brick wall
running north/south, tied into the ‘seam’ (the meeting of the garden wall and the edge of the
Miles Brewton privy) in the south garden wall. This new foundation was designated feature
106. The zone 3a soils beside it were quite deep. At the base of zone 3a there was a lighter
brown builders trench to feature 106, designated feature 115. To keep the two separate, the ll
inside, or on the east side, of feature 106 was designated feature 111. Neither feature contained
any cultural material.
A builders trench was also noted for the (south) garden wall. Feature 110 was quite deep
and exposed a seam in the wall that suggests there are two wall foundations, one on top of the
other. In prole it appeared that feature 110 was a builders trench for the earlier wall, and that
feature 103 above may have been a builders trench for the second event, with a level of zone
3 between. Feature 110 was quite deep and relatively sterile. Some amorphous dark deposits
continued in the bottom of the unit; these were variously labeled zone 4 and feature 126.
Taken together, the rather confusing series of deposits in these two rear units suggest
a denite sequence of construction and destruction: the south garden wall originally belonged
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to the Miles Brewton property, represented by the lowest level of foundation. This wall was
evidently used for some time by the owners of 12-14 Legare. A building was then constructed
in the rear corner of the Legare Street property (represented by feature 106). The south garden
wall was then rebuilt, possibly under Edwards’ ownership. The building was later demolished,
and the architectural debris appearing as ll inside the footprint of the structure. Sometime later,
after 1886, the portion of garden wall behind the Miles Brewton privy was rebuilt in a rather
substandard fashion. The last event in this area was installation of the Innocenti garden, and
some replanting of this in the 1980s (the crape myrtle represented by feature 96). But the general
rear garden stratigraphy, particularly the creation of the artifact-laden zone 3a, was consistent
throughout the rear garden areas, including those abutting brick outbuildings.
The rst rear garden unit excavated in 2000 added to the data from these two units. Unit
N25E260 was located based on the presumed dimensions of the building dened by feature 106.
The east/west dimension of this structure measured 20’, and a north/south dimension of 28’ was
projected, based on the proportions shown on the 1852 map. Ground access was very limited
in this vicinity, but a 3’ by 5’ unit was placed at N25E260, which spanned the expected 28’
dimension. Zones 1 and 2 were comparable to those found elsewhere, with the exception of
a good deal of disturbance from pvc irrigation system pipes and a large amount of plants and
roots. This resulted in some disturbance to zone 2 and the underlying deposits. Zone 3a was
present beneath this, and was marked by a higher than normal amount of structural debris. This
was particularly concentrated in the north/central section of the unit. This proved to be a linear,
somewhat amorphous feature of dark (zone 2-era) soil and large fragments of brick, mortar, and
other cultural artifacts, including sections of whiteware plates and late 19th century bottles. This
was designated feature 268, and proved to be a linear trench running east/west through the unit.
A TPQ of 1870 was provided by a blue soda water bottle. This feature was located 28’ from
the south wall, suggesting that it might be evidence of demolition of the rear building. A TPQ
of 1870 agrees with the suspected date of deposition for this building. It is possible that the
unconsolidated nature of the architectural material in the feature may represent remains of a pier,
rather than continuous foundation (Richard Marks, personal communication).
Feature 268 intruded into zone 3a, which was 1.5’ deep in areas not truncated by intrusive
deposits. Beneath zone 3a was a large deposit of brick and mortar rubble in a dark soil matrix.
This was designated feature 269 and excavated separately. The brick and architectural rubble in
this deposit appeared to be of a different type and composition than that in feature 268, and the
feature contained transfer printed pearlware as the latest artifact. This may be ll for the lowlying
ares of the site. Zone 4, the dark wetland soil, was located beneath feature 269, and has been
interpreted as wetland ll prior to construction. Zone 3a in this unit contained mid-19th century
whiteware. Sterile subsoil was encountered 2.5’ below surface (gure 3-30).
Four units were located in the northern portion of the rear garden, in an area slated for
swimming pool construction. These conrmed some of the stratigraphic events noted in the
1999 units and introduced other data. The units excavated included N80E215, excavated to
the base of zone 2; N80E230, N80E245, and N70E235. A fth unit, N100E240 was located
adjacent to the north wall, but this area proved to be highly disturbed and so excavation was
halted in zone 2.
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Zone 1 was
excavated and discarded in all phase
V units. Excavation
of N80E215 began
with zone 2. A
large trash and architectural rubble-lled
pit was immediately
noted along the east
side of the unit. This
shallow, amorphous
pit contained large
fragments of late 19th
century ceramics, red
and yellow tile, and
portions of the brick
garden wall columns.
This was designated
feature 258. Review
of the eastern prole
suggests that feature
Figure 3-30: South prole of N70E235, showing brick rubble at base of zone 3a
258 was a ‘dump’
or a pile of debris,
rather than a lled pit, that gradually was covered with zone 2 deposits. This conguration
suggests that the column remains recovered fell there, and not that a column was once located
here.
Zone 3a was difcult to dene in this unit, and was highly mottled. Two dark plant stains
intruded into the zone (features 274 and 275). Three more levels of zone 3a were excavated,
but all appeared highly mottled, and so the designation was changed to feature 272, to match the
same mottled soils in N80E230, discussed next. Due to time constraints and repetition of data,
the unit was halted at 1.8’ below surface.
Unit N80E230 was much deeper, and provided new variants on the rear garden stratigraphy. Zone 1 was excavated and discarded. Zone 2 contained several contaminants from the
past few decades. Zone 2 was followed by a new zone; instead of the rubble-lled zone 3a,
the next deposit was a relatively thin lense of orangish-brown sand with no artifacts. Because
this was positioned beneath zone 2, appeared to be a zone event, and was unlike any previously
encountered provenience, it received the designation zone 3c. Zone 3c was .35’ deep, and
corresponds stratigraphically with the zone 3 above zone 3a in the N55E210 and N30E205. .
Three large planting holes of zone 2 soil were noted in the northern half of the unit, in the zone 3c
matrix; features 259, 260, and 261 were mapped and excavated.
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The traditional zone 3a was noted beneath zone 3c, and was excavated in several levels.
This deposit exhibited an uneven bottom, and below it were several irregular deposits of greyishbrown loamy sand, mottled yellow and grey clay, and architectural rubble. Many large slate
and brick fragments were deposited at an angle, suggesting a ‘dump’ episode. The soils had the
apprearance of ll, likely inside a structure. Because these ll deposits were difcult to dene
and isolate, the ll soil was excavated as feature 272, again in several levels. Below these soils
was another uneven lense of soil, but this time homogenous as a dark greyish brown loam. This
was, in hindsight, similar to the zone 4 wetland soil, but here it was excavated as lower levels
of feature 272. Pockets of differing soil were isolated and excavated as areas. Several pits of
such soil intruded into light grey sterile subsoil, and were excavated as areas. One contained the
articulatable foot bones of a young pig. The unit was 3.0’ deep.
Unit N70E235 was more regular and predictable than its close neighbor. Zone 1 was
excavated and discarded, and zone 2 was excavated and screened. No late plant stains were
noted at the base of zone 2, nor was there any evidence of the zone 3c deposit. Zone 2 was
followed by zone 3a, here 1.6’ deep. Several irregularities within the zone 3a context were
designated and excavated as features, though most of them were vague in denition. An area
of loamy sand with brick, mortar and charcoal in the southwest corner, and the base of level 3,
was designated feature 262 A linear area of dark grey-brown and yellow mottled soil along the
north wall was designated feature 276. These deposits were followed by a concentration of brick
rubble. The rubble was solid
enough to be noteworthy as
a distinct deposit (see gure
3-31), but too indistinct to be
designated as a building or
building demolition event.
It was eventually designated
zone 4a. The soil layers
below this appeared to be
the wetland zone 4. These
soils were not completely
homogenous, and various
deposits in zone 4 received
feature designations. Feature 279 was a dark grey soil
(10yr4/1) with pale brown
sand inclusions; feature 280 Figure 3-31: Prole drawing of north wall, N25E260
had the same inclusions but
was a darker soil (10yr3/1). A linear area of dark greyish brown (10yr3/2) was designated feature
281. The zone 4 soils ended on pale grey sterile sand, 3.2’ below surface.
Unit 80E245 had a similar deposition sequence, but the zone 3a soils here contained a
greater concentration of mid-19th century artifacts. Zone 1 was excavated and discarded, and
there was no distinct zone 2 deposits in the unit. Zone 3c was the rst screened provenience
(here called simply zone 3 in error). This was .3’ thick and was medium orange-brown (10yr5/4).
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Several dark plant stains were noted in the context of zone 3a, features 263-267. All were
small, oval to irregular holes, possibly in two parallel lines running east/west. Features 263,
264, and 265 were .8’ in diameter and aligned about 2’ north of the south prole and were
lled with brown loamy sand. Features 266 and 267 were 2’ in diameter, and located along
the north wall; these were lled with darker zone 2 soil.. These were mapped and excavated
completely, followed by excavation of zone 3a. At the base of level 1, the unit was covered with a
concentration of brick and other architectural rubble; this rubble was heaviest along the east wall.
This was designated feature 270 and excavated separately. It was relatively shallow, .35’, with a
at bottom, and covered the entire unit.
Zone 3a continued, but again contained areas or pockets of different soil, suggesting some
interruption in the general depositional/use sequence for this portion of the site. A wedge-shaped
deposit of mottled yellow and grey-brown soil was noted along the north wall; this was noted but
not given a separate designation. A darker area in the center of the unit, with a concentration of
cultural material, received the designation feature 271. The zone 3a soils around this feature, in
the lower levels, likewise contained a heavy artifact concentration, with the larger artifacts dating
to the mid 19th century. This was immediately followed by a heavy concentration of brick rubble,
again dened as zone 4a, following the precedent of unit N70E235. Beneath this was the dark
mottled soil of zone 4, here also appearing to be somewhat altered, containing small lumps of
orange clay and charcoal. At the base of the undulating zone, intruding into sterile, were two
features, 277 and 278. The larger, feature 277, was a deep linear trench running east/west across
the unit. The feature had an uneven bottom, but was 1.3’ deep at its greatest depth. Feature
278 was not excavated

The Work Yard
As expected, the work yard, that portion of the site north of the dividing wall and
west of the rear garden, was archaeologically more complex than the garden portions of the
site, including the rear garden. Excavations were placed in this portion of the site during the
initial testing in August 1998. The rst unit excavated, N45E125, was designed to intersect the
remainder of the garden wall. This wall is currently standing at a height of 2.5’ from the front
gate to a location parallel with the rear of the main house, approximately 75’ from the front of
the driveway. Truncated columns are located at 9’ intervals. The standing wall terminates at a
sandstone lintel which appears to be remnants of an entry or gate from the driveway/work yard
into the garden at this point. Though the wall terminates at a nal column at this point, historic
photographs suggests that the wall originally continued the length of the work yard to the front
of the Innocenti wall. The photos further suggest that the northern portion of the Innocenti wall,
which returns to the rear corner of the carriage house, was original to the wall construction, while
the southern portion of the Innocenti wall, creating a back garden which spans the property, is
a 20th century creation. As seen in the previous section, excavations on the eastern side of the
Innocenti walls conrmed this sequence of events.
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A single unit was excavated on the north side of the garden wall in the driveway area,
N45E50. The restoration crew already working on site reported that the driveway contained all
of the service lines to the house, and so was likely disturbed beyond interpretation. The possible
exception were the side areas of the drive, currently delimited as border planting beds 2’ wide
by a brick edging. A single unit was placed to intersect the brick garden wall and expose any
builders trench for this feature. The wall foundation was immediately designated feature 1, and
remained an important landmark in site study.
Excavation began by using this brick border as a convenient bisecting point for unit
excavation. Digging began in the northern half, in the driveway. Here, excavation to .5’ revealed
dramatic evidence of disturbance, a highly mottled black loam and orange soil ll. Excavation
was suspended here, and efforts focused on the southern half of the unit. This was undisturbed.
Zone 1 was a dark grey topsoil, from the top of the ground to .7’ below surface. Zone 2 was
a slightly lighter loamy sand, covering the entire unit to a depth of 1.3’ below surface. These
excavations revealed that feature 1 had a very substantial foundation.
At the base of zone 2, zone 3 was a lighter brown sand in the eastern portion of the unit
to an orange clay in the western portion, to a depth of 1.7’ below surface. At the base of zone 3
two features were noted. Feature 7, the builders trench for the wall, was noted. A small round
feature, designated feature 8, was present in the western portion of the unit, intruding into the
orange clay subsoil. This relatively shallow pit exhibited rounded sides and bottom, and has
been interpreted as a planting hole.
Beyond the extant garden wall, unit N45E125 immediately exposed an intact and impressive foundation to the garden wall (gure 3-32). This was designated feature 1 and remained
a landmark throughout the research project. As exposed in N45E125, the wall foundation
was 1.7’ wide, formed from two well-laid courses of brick, followed by two courses of
bermuda stone, 1.2’ deep. Plaster and brick remnants of the above-ground wall were
present on top of the foundation, including outlines of
the columns, continuing at
9’ intervals. Remants of the
mortar suggest that the wall
was .6’ wide. A narrow
builders trench of grey sand
was present on the north
side of feature 1 and was
again designated feature 7.
These features were eventually encountered in numerous units, and received the
same designation in each
unit.
Figure 3-32: Feature 1 exposed during phase I, unit N45E125, facing east
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N45E125 provided a
model for interpreting the
work yard deposits (gure
3-33). The same basic stratigraphic sequence of zones 1
through 3 continued in the
work yard area, truncated by
a variety of features. At the
base of zone 1, a mottling
of deposits, labeled Areas
A, B, C included areas of
ne crushed shell, whitegrey coarse builders sand,
and river cobbles. These
became, at the base of the
dark zone 2, a round pit of
Figure 3-33: North prole of N45E125
zone 2 soil lined with river
or int cobbles. This was
designated feature 2. Beneath this feature, and initiating at a level even with the top of feature
1, was the brown (10yr4/2) sand of zone 3. Here, in contrast to the formal garden, the soil was
thicker and had a much denser architectural and cultural refuse content. The zone continued to a
depth of 1.6’ below surface, and was excavated in two arbitrary levels.
Several features were dened at the base of this culturally rich deposit. A light grey
sand blending to yellow was visible in the center of the unit and proved to be the interface of
zone 3 and sterile subsoil. A circular pit was present in the northeastern corner of the unit,
containing brown sand similar to zone 3, but lacking the heavy brick and mortar rubble. This
was designated feature 5 and proved to be a well-dened trash pit with rounded sides and
bottom. Feature 6 occupied the northwestern quadrant of the unit, and was a linear area of
brick and mortar rubble. Excavation of feature 6 revealed intact brick. Feature 6 was clearly
truncated by feature 7, the builders trench to feature 1, so the garden wall post-dates this brick
foundation. Both features 5 and 6 were excavated into sterile soil, and the remants of zone 3
were excavated as zone 4.
This unit was expanded to the north to better understand this series of features, particularly the structure represented by feature 6. N50E125 revealed that the late 19th century pit of
cobbles, feature 2, covered most of this unit, but was ill-dened as a pit feature here. Beneath
this was zone 3, which exhibited the same characteristics noted for the previous unit. Animal
bone was particularly dense in this provenience. Excavation of a rst level of zone 3 revealed
feature 6, here an extensive area of foundation rubble , possibly encompassing a northwest corner
to a structure. Much of this feature revealed was rather ne rubble, with brick and mortar bits
scattered on the ‘interior’ of this co rner, and the edge of this interior corner rather poorly dened.
This was rst encountered 1.4’ below surface. At 1.8’ the top of feature 5 was revealed; this was
the trash pit encountered in the northeast corner of N45E125. Here the northern half of the pit
intruded into sterile sand and contained artifacts providing a TPQ of 1830.
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Excavation of the remainder of the unit to this level (1.8’ b.s.) revealed that much
intact brick remained in feature 6. The westerly wall was particularly well preserved, and the
conguration of the intact brick noted in the north prole of N45E125 appears to be a footing,
possibly for a chimney. The northern wall appers to be less well preserved. As in the previous
unit, both the upper and lower levels of feature 6 contained pearlware as the latest artifact,
providing a TPQ of c. 1780 to 1800.
The nal test unit excavated in 1998 was arbitrarily located in the workyard adjacent to
the kitchen, between the driveway and the features encountered in N50E125. This unit contained
some unexpected features. Zone 1 contained a moderate amount of cultural material, relative to
other units. Beneath this, the artifact content increased markedly. Zone 2 began as a dark grey
loamy sand which quickly gave way to a brown soil with compacted architectural rubble. At .5’
below surface it appeared that the northern half of the unit might be completely disturbed, but
excavation revealed instead a dense cap of orange clay and an underlying white builders sand,
suggesting a paving incident.
The next deposit present in the southern half of the unit was zone 3, excavated to .9’
below surface. A dense midden layer followed, designated zone 4 at the time of excavation but
likely the same soil as zone 3 with a greater artifact content. The soils excavated as zone 4
contained oyster shell, brick rubble, cultural artifacts, and dense animal bone. At a depth of 1.2’
below surface an area of intact brick was noted in the southwest corner of the unit. Troweling
revealed that this was in fact circular, and the top of a brick-lined well. The brick foundation
for the well was designated feature 23, and the interior ll feature 24. The ll at the top was
characterized as a medium grey loamy sand full of nely crushed mortar and shell; it contained
an 1865 penny. A single level of this ll was excavated during the 1998 testing. The soils
outside of feature 23 were a highly mottled brown sand and orange clay, which appeared to be the
builders trench for the well, feature 25. Two arbitrary levels were excavated at that time. Work
continued on these features in 1999.
Testing in the work yard continued during phase II. Placement of units followed the
original staggered sampling strategy, but other units were later placed to further expose key
features like the brick well (feature 24) and the early building foundations (feature 6). A block
of units was also excavated along the N45 line to search for a suggested gate or opening in
the garden wall at this point; these units are described previously, in the middle garden section
(gure 3-34).
A block of units was excavated in the area that included feature 1, the garden wall,
and feature 23/24, the well. These included N45E105, N45E110, and N50E110. These units
exposed the edges of feature 25, the well construction pit, and additional levels of this feature
were excavated in the N50 units. A small pocket of dark midden soil in the construction pit
was excavated as feature 164. This block revealed other features, as well. As was discovered
in 1998, the zone 3 midden around this feature contained dense concentrations of refuse,
particularly bone. Several features were noted below this, their ll comparable to zone 3.
Features 160, 162, and 163 may be remnants of the zone 3 activity, or they may predate
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this event. There is some support for the
latter interpretation, as feature 163 appears
beneath the well construction pit, feature
25. Another notable feature from this
area was remant of a brick foundation in
N50E110, designated feature 159. This
was similar to feature 6, but was welldened as a corner foundation a single
brick wide. Occasional brick and halfbrick fragments were in place, but in other
areas the linear outline was lled with
crushed brick rubble. The orientation of
feature 159 sugggests that it was a northwest corner to the structure (gure 3-35),
associated with feature 6.
Excavation of features 24 and 25
were a major focus of phase II work. The
location of the units were such that the
western 1/4 of feature 23 and 24 remained
unexcavated. This allowed relatively easy
access to the interior of the well while
preserving a portion of the ll in prole
for the future. The well was excavated
in arbitrary 4/10 foot levels, beginning
with level 2 and continuing to level 12,
where the water table was encountered.
Figure 3-34: Aerial view of well and construction trench,
Cultural deposits clearly continued beyond
features 24 and 25
this point, but the upper levels had yielded
such a rich array of materials that it was
determined that the project budget could not support recovery and conservation of fragile
waterlogged materials. Excavations were therefore halted at 6.1’ below ground surface, and the
deposits below that remain preserved. Examination of the prole and the artifact content suggest
that the well was lled quickly. The upper level of ll consisted of an ashy-grey soil with a
lense of nely crushed shell. This was excavated as level 1 in 1998 and proved to be the only
deposit containing mid-19th century artifacts. This was followed by a thin lense of shell, and
then lensed deposits of tan sand, grey sand, ash, and brick crumbs. These deposits, and those
that followed, all contained quantities of artifacts, the latest dating to 1800-1810. The bulk of the
cultural materials came from a 2’ thick layer of dark grey loamy sand (10yr3/2) full of charcoal
ecks and whole oyster shell. This lense also consisted of a very dense, nearly solid layer of
animal bone, and included large amounts of metal artifacts, as well as a range of kitchen artifacts.
This was followed by layers of mottled sand, with similar materials (gure 3-36).
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Figure 3-35: Composite map, 18th century features along 12 Legare lot line
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Figure 3-36: Prole of well ll

Excavations of feature 25 continued only for a third 4/10 foot level of material. The
builders trench contained very little midden sand mottled with sterile clay and sand, and so
sampling ended at 2.4’ below ground surface.
The rst unit excavated in the immediate vicinity of the outbuildings was N70E130,
located a few feet outside of the western door to the carriage house. Zone 1 was excavated and
discarded; it was fairly shallow here. A concentration of shell and int cobble were noted in
the northwest corner of the unit at the base of zone 1 (feature 90) , and a large dark plant stain
occupied more than the entire southeast quadrant of the unit (feature 89). Late 19th century
photographs show a line of trees in this vicinity (see gure __), and it is suspected that feature 89
may be a remnant of these. Like many of the 20th century stains, feature 89 was distinguished
from the surrounding zone 2 by an absence of cultural materials.
These two features proved to be very deep and to have truncated most of the underlying
deposits. Feature 90 appeared to be a cobble-lled drain line or eld, running north/south. At
its widest it was 2.2’ across and bottomed in sterile subsoil and was 2’ deep. It was lled almost
entirely with large int cobbles and some brick rubble (gure 3-37). It is likely that the int
cobble deposits discovered in feature 2 in N45E125, feature 180 in N45E145, and feature 196
in N45E135 are part of this same deposit. Feature 89 was likewise quite large, measuring 3.2’
across and 1.8’ deep.
Elsewhere in the unit were several underlying deposits. A small area of zone 3 was noted,
principally in the northeast quadrant; there appeared to be some lighter mottling in the zone
here, perhaps suggesting heavy trafc. Present in this area was a square patch of heavily eroded
brick. The rectangular shape of feature 93 was the result of truncation by the large, late features.
Feature 93 was tentatively interpreted as an area of informal paving for the carriage way, and
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excavations later proved this to
be the case. The brick and shell
of feature 93 proved to be very
soft, and placed on top of a
squarish stain of mottled soil.
A second layer of zone 3 was
excavated beneath feature 93.
An area of dark soil beneath this
was designated feature 100, but
this proved to have little denition as excavation began.
Unit N50E165 was the
nal unit excavated in the work
yard during phase II, and as
is often the case proved to be
the most complex. The upper
layers of this unit, located in
the rear center of the work
yard, were highly mixed and
mottled, while the edges of several large, deep, overlapping
features were noted beneath
these zones (gure 3-38). The
area appears to be the locus of
repeated leveling and mixing.
Zone 1was excavated to a depth
of .3’, and mixed deposits
appeared at this point. Designation in this unit varied from day
to day, with most of the upper
zones being excavated as some
variant of ‘zone 2 mixed’. A
large part of the unit was covered with a very nely crushed
Figure 3-37: Prole drawing, N70E130
shell in zone 2 matrix, and so
this was designated feature 133
to distinguish it from the coarser shell of feature 28. This nely-crushed shell was noted in other
workyard units - N50E105, N45E145, and N60E160.
The underlying zone 3 deposits were also churned and mixed. This was confusing during
excavation, but clearer in prole afterwards. A regular deposit of zone 3, heavily ecked with
brick and mortar underlay a mottled layer of zone 3 soil and orange clay. (A similar and more
widespread version of this deposit was noted during phase IV, described later). Beneath, and
actually within, the zone 3 deposits the large features began. A shallow pit of shell and dark
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Figure 3-38: South prole, N50E165

grey soil along the northern
wall was designated feature
135; a similar deposit in the
southwest corner was designated feature 134. These
were separated by a ridge of
fairly sterile-looking orange
clay. Further excavation,
however, proved that these
were simply deposits of zone
3 underlying a ridge of clay.
Beneath this was a fairly
even center of seemingly
orange sterile clay. What
seemed to be a nal pocket
of zone 3 continued along
the south prole, and this
was designated feature 143.

But the unit’s surprises weren’t over yet. The dark grey soil of feature 143 soon gave way
to a solid lense of chalky white mortar. This was re-designated feature 146. The dense lense of
white mortar gave way to a deposit of brick and mortar rubble, full of domestic debris, including
ceramics, glass, and animal bone. Feature 146 was linear, along the entire south prole, 1.6’
wide in the unit. The feature had relatively straight sides and was extremely deep. Excavation
continued to 7’ below ground surface, where the water table made further excavation impossible.
Probing revealed at least another foot of deposits below this point.
The northern section of the unit proved no less complex. A pit of dark loamy soil and
large brick fragments was designated feature 147. This feature intruded into the northern wall
and northwest corner. This feature contained some cultural material, particularly metal, including
a at shovel. Feature 147 was excavated to a depth of 3’ below ground surface, but it appears
that the majority of the feature is contained in the unit to the north and likely slopes downward
from this point.
Excavation of these two features left a ‘mound’ of soil in the center of the unit. This
was a tannish-yellow sand and orange clay that appeared to be sterile subsoil. The decision
was made to shovel these soils out of the way to aid in excavation of the deep features. But
shovel excavation immediately revealed a concentration of large colono ware fragments that
proved to be two nearly complete bowls. These soils were then re-designated feature 145 and
excavated separately. A nal, linear feature running along the western prole was the last deposit
discovered, designated feature 156. As this deposit was truncated on several sides by intrusive
events, it was difcult to determine its original conguration. Sterile soil was encountered in the
unit at 3.4’ below surface, except in feature 146.
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All of the deposits described above were explored in greater detail during phase IV. After
much discussion and planning, it was determined that the work yard was the best location for the
placement of the geothermal system. According to plan, 24-30 well points would be located in
the northern half of the yard, aligned in straight rows, at least 15’ apart. Half of these would be
placed in and along the driveway, in areas previously disturbed. Barely 30’ existed from the edge
of the outbuildings to the garden wall, feature 1, and it was determined that the two outer rows
would need to be close to the edges of the yard. Each well point would require a 3x3’ excavation,
and so it was determined to excavate a standard 5’ unit in each location. The well points would
be connected by piping that would require trenching, but complete mitigation of these areas was
beyond the scope of the project budget. Installation of the wells and excavation of the trenches
would be monitored during construction, and signicant deposits would be mitigated.
Sixteen units plus several feet of 3’ trench were excavated during phase IV. This project,
conducted in December 1999, was followed in February 2000 by the well point installation.
The on-site requirements of the well system changed as the project progressed, and signicant
trenching, outside of the excavated units, was ultimately necessary to complete the installation.
In particular, the wells were concentrated in two, rather than three, lines, along the edges of
the work yard. These, plus the connecting trenches, resulted in nearly complete destruction of
the archaeological remains in all but the center of the work yard. But the excavation of the
15 units provided an unparalleled view of work yard features and deposits, and these baseline
data allowed quick and accurate interpretation of the remains encountered during trenching. The
installation crew was very cooperative, and allowed the archeologists any access necessary to
map features and proles, and to screen excavated soils in sensitive areas.
As was the case between Phase I and Phase II, there were some discrepancies between the
grid points established in the summer and those re-established during December. The differences
were reconciled by the presence of feature 1, which allowed unit maps from all phases to be
precisely coordinated. Excavation began along the N45 line, where several units were in place
already. N45E115 and E120 were excavated, and E135-E145 were dug simultaneously. These
served the dual purpose of completely exposing the surface of feature 1 to determine column
placement and possible gate location. A 3x5 foot unit was excavated at N45E130 to complete
this exposure. These units revealed many new, unexpected features, as well as the familiar
site stratigraphy.
Excavation began with N45E115, N45E130, and N45E145 simultaneously. Zone 1 was
excavated and discarded in this vicinity. There was some disturbance at this level, particularly
in N45E145, where the water line to the carriage house runs parallel to feature 1, and then
turns to the carriage house. These proveniences were mapped and excavated separately. Most
signicant was a rather deep deposit of zone 2-type soil full of small int cobbles. This received
the designation feature 180, though it is likely part of the same event resulting in feature 2 and
feature 90. The units also contained some dark zone 2 planting holes, along the garden wall. The
largest was feature 179 in N45E115.
Zone 3 in these units contained large amounts of oyster shell, more than had been noted in
workyard units during phase II. Field notes from phase I, however, commented on the presence
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of shell in zone 3 in N45E125. Also noted in these units was a new layer between zone 2
and zone 3 that consisted of zone 3 soils (10yr4/3) mottled with yellow sand. These were
given the arbitrary eld designation of ‘zone 4’ though they in no way coincide with the zone
4 proveniences previously excavated on site. In the simpler units, several round pits of zone
3-type soil initiated at the base of the deposit and intruded into sterile subsoil. These included
features 182, 183, 184, 185, 189, and 197.
The most remarkable aspect of these units was the discovery of foundations for two
unknown buildings. These were aligned along N45-50 grid line, beneath feature 1. The
rst encountered was a foundation running north/south in N45E145. This was designated
feature 186.A subsequently
discovered builders trench
was designated feature 188.
Subsequent excavation of
N45E140 revealed a companion foundation, designated feature 190. At
this point it became clear
that the ll inside this foundation was different from
the surrounding stratigraphy.
Instead of the zone 3 deposit
found outside of the walls,
the interior of this structure
seemed to be lled with layered trash. This soil was
Figure 3-39: Feature 187; ll inside 18th century structure, facing north
designated feature 187, and
was excavated in natural
zones to a depth of 4’ below ground surface (gure 3-39). Soils outside feature 190 were
originally designated feature 195 for the same reasons, but further excavations revealed that these
were zone 3 soils, outside of the structures.
The rst zone of feature 187 was similar to the rst level of the well ll. This was a dusty
grey sand with powery shell inclusion. This was followed by a grey sand (10yr4/3, similar to
zone 3) mottled with orange clay, ne shell, and coal inclusions. A lense of homogenous grey
loamy sand followed by the same soil mottled with orange clay was excavated as zone 3. This
was followed by a darker grey-brown midden-type soil, designated feature 187 zone 4, with an
increased refuse content. The underlying zone 5 was distinguished from this by the addition of
quantities of whole oyster shell, again similar to a level of ll in the well. Dark soils continued
below this point, but the encroaching water table brought excavations to a halt.
The eastern wall (feature 186) initiated at a lower level than did feature 190, and the
soil lenses of feature 187 (zone 3 and above) actually ‘spilled over’ this wall into the building
adjacent to the brick one (gure 3-40). Here, the same basement ll episode continued in unit
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N45E145, and there was evidence for a second wall beneath feature 1. But this second building
was constructed of bermuda stone, rather than brick. It abutted the brick structure to the west,
and continued east an unknown distance.
The interface of the two new structures with the overlying feature 1 proved to be one of
the most puzzling aspects of the excavation. Prior to these discoveries, the exposed portions of
feature 1 revealed a wall uniform in construction. The well-made wall was two courses of brick
on top of two wider courses of bermuda stone. Exposure of a 20-foot section during phase IV
revealed that this orderly construction ended at the interface with feature 190. At this point, the
top courses of structure 1 had been removed, and feature 1 constructed across it from four courses
of brick. Further, the top two courses were inexactly aligned with the lower two (gure 3-41).
This, in turn, was built over the top of the south wall of structure 1, but off-set by 1⁄2 foot. This
situation was exaggerated when feature 1 continued over the southern (bermuda stone) wall of
structure 2 (feature 222). Here, feature 1 was off-set from the top of structure 2 by a full foot!
An additional curious aspect to the archaeological sequence was a substantial ‘air pocket’ on the
north side of feature 1, and beneath feature 1. The latter void was 1⁄2 foot deep (gure 3-42). It
was this void that facilitated probing and lighting sufcient to determine that a return wall for
structure 2 was located about 10 feet to the east.
Excavation of a unit to the south, N40E145, revealed the south side of the interface
of structures 1 and 2; Here the brick and bermuda stone, respectively, protruded underneath
the feature 1 brick. Zones 1 and 2 were discarded, and a dark grey-brown linear feature was
noted on the south side of feature 1. This was excavated as feature 218. Beneath this was a
zone 3 deposit, followed by sterile subsoil and distinct builders trenches for the two structures.
Feature 220 was the designation given the builders trench for the brick building, structure 1. This
appeared to be homogenous orange sandy clay. Feature 221, the builders trench for structure 2
was a mottled grey and orange sandy clay, and was the earlier of the two deposits. Both of these
features were sampled. A nal feature located in this unit was a well-dened square post stain,
intruding into sterile subsoil this was designated feature 219.
Excavation of a new unit N45E170, beyond the limits of structure 2 revealed that this
construction method for feature 1 (four courses of brick, the top two mis-aligned) continued
from the E142 point to the end of the wall. This easternmost unit also revealed a great deal of
disturbance to feature 1 in this vicinity. Two large dark plant holes were located in the northwest
and northeast corners of the unit; these were excavated as features 199 and 200. These intruded
into a zone 2- matrix with nely crushed shell and int cobbles, similar to zone 2 deposits
elsewhere in the work yard. Because of its truncated shape, this was designated feature 201
The southeastern quadrant contained a large circular pit lled with zone 2/zone 3 soils mottled
with clay. This was designated feature 202. Only the southwest corner contained lighter brown
soil similar to zone 3.
Features 199, 200, and 201 were excavated to reveal zone 3 in the northern half of the
unit. Feature 202 was excavated to its base in sterile subsoil, and there was no trace of feature 1.
Excavation of the lighter soil in the southwestern quadrant revealed parallel lines of single bricks,
with dark soil in the center. This was designated feature 207, and at rst interpreted as a drain.
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Figure 3-40: Prole drawing of feature 187 and associated deposits

However, excavation of the dark dirt in the center revealed that remnants of feature 1 existed
below this dirt. Further, the northern line of single brick was part of feature 1. The southern line,
in contrast, was separate and was in fact in the feature 207 dark soil matrix, and thus part of it.
Only the lower two courses of brick from feature 1 remained in the southwestern quadrant of the
unit; feature 202 in the southeastern quadrant had completely removed it.
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Current interpretation is that reconstruction
of the Innocenti garden, and
possible removal of a gate in
this area, resulted in removal
of the end portion (the nal
12 feet) of the wall foundation. The nal excavation
of phase IV was a 3’ wide
trench along feature 1, to
completely expose the feature, map the remains of
wall and column superstructure, and further interpret the
construction and destruction
of the wall (shown in gure
Figure 3-41: Closeup of feature 1 in N45E150, showing shift in building style
3-43).
from bermuda stone to brick

Excavation of
N45E170 continued in the northern half of the unit. Excavation of zone 3 exposed the eastern
edge of feature 146, rst dened in N50E165. As expected, this feature continued beneath
feature 1. Bands of mottled grey and orange sandy clay were followed by deposits of mortar.
The feature was excavated 2.5’ (3.7’ below ground surface) before reaching the water table, and
excavations were halted. An irregular, ill-dened pit of dark grey loamy sand, designated feature
210, intruded into this feature along the northern wall of the unit.
A nal aspect of research on this portion of the site was the monitoring of trenches
excavated during well point A 2’ wide trench at c. N54 revealed the northern wall of structures
1 and 2. These were slightly off-angle to feature 1, and were each 10’ deep. Structure 1
measured 4.5’ by 8.0’; structure 2 was 10.5’ by 8.5. This further revealed that structure 3 had
three bermuda stone walls, and that the brick wall of structure 1 formed the fourth wall of
structure 2.
Excavations then moved to the northern portion of the work yard, adjacent to the carriage
house. This was done to provide maximum space between the well point locations, and to search
for deposits and activities giving clues to the use and construction of the carriage house. Two
units were rst excavated; N75E149 and N75E160. These units were both truncated by the
paved brick walkway in front of the carriage house, and so the exposed soil area measured 3.6’
by 5.0’ in each unit. Unit 75E149 was so placed to avoid the intersection of the main bay and
northern rooms of the carriage house, the location for water and electric lines to the building.
In each unit, zone 1 was excavated and discarded. Zone 2 was screened and was, instead
of a homogenous dark soil level, a patchwork of this soil with small deposits of coal, nely
crushed shell, and mottled soil. At the base of zone 2 a large circular feature of dark soil
was noted in the southern half of the unit, particularly E149. This was designated feature 194,
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and proved to be a
late, intrusive planting
hole, with an upper
zone of dark soil and an
underlying orange clay
layer. Two other features lled with zone
3 soil were dened in
E160; feature 192 was
a small round plant
hole, and feature 193
appeared as an amorphous, roughly linear
deposit. Both were relatively shallow.
But the most interesting
deposit lled the
northern half of both
units. Labeled feature
191, this feature began
as an area of crushed
shell. Feature 191 was
roughly linear in
N75E160, but curved
to the south at the
western end of
N75E149. Upon
excavation, the crushed
shell gave way to coal
and blacksmithing residue, followed in E149
by soft crushed red
Figure 3-42: East prole of N45E145, showing relation of feature 1 to feature
brick, very similar to
187 ll
feature 93 in N70E130
(tentatively interpreted at the time as part of the driveway paving). Excavations
halted at this point in N75E149, but continued in N75E160. Feature 191 proved
to be a series of very thin, compacted driveway layers, including crushed shell,
mottled clay and sand, coal and blacksmithing residue. A lense of broken roof slate
was encountered at the base of level 4. The six layer of feature 191 were .9’ thick (gure 3-44).
Beneath feature 191 in both units was a radical soil change. Dened as zone 5 (to avoid
confusion with the various zone 4 deposits across the site), this was a dark grey-brown sand
(10yr4/2) full of whole oyster shell and full of large, reconstructable artifacts and animal bone.
These artifacts continued into two underlying zones. Zone 6 contained the same artifacts, and
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Figure 3-43: Composite map of feature 1

more architectural materials. The soil was slightly lighter (10yr5/2), and had no oyster shell.
Zone 7 was lighter still (10yr5/4), slightly mottled. The same stratigraphy applied in N75E149,
but here these zones contained virtually no artifacts. In N75E149, a lump of soft grey mortar was
located at the base of zone 7; this was designated feature 198.
The soil in zones 5-7 contained remarkable artifacts, including a green glass bottle
bearing a seal for ”MBrewton“. Also recovered here were numerous reconstructable ceramics
from the fourth quarter of the 18th century, including several colono ware vessels. For this
reason, a 6’ by 3.6’ unit, N75E154 was placed to retrieve the deposits between the two units. The
deposits, which were likely a large feature, or trash pit, continued underneath the paved area in
front of the carriage house for an unknown distance, at least 1 1⁄2 feet. Subsequent trenching (at
a grid location c. 71.5’ north) during well point installation indicate that the deposits continue
at least 3.5’ to the south as well. And a nal unit along this line suggests some continuity
20 further east.
The nal unit excavated along the N75 line was N75E180, located even with the rear wall
of the carriage house, and bounded to the north by the brick paving in front of the carriage house
and to the east by the enclosing Innocenti wall. A large tree had been in this location, and so root
damage to the unit was fairly extensive, particularly in the eastern portion. Stratigraphy similar
to the other units in this area was noted.
Zones 1 and 2 of N75E180 were quite disturbed, and so were discarded. The next
encountered deposit was a large planting hole, designated feature 204. Beneath this deposit
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was a layer of crushed brick,
part of feature 191, in the
northwestern half of the unit,
and zone 3 in the southeastern half of the unit.
Like the previous units, the
layers of feature 191 were
fairly hard-packed, and so
the large roots from the
tree had instead followed
the zone 3 soils, resulting
in signicant disturbance to
this deposit for a considerable depth. The feature 191
deposits, though, appeared
to be intact. The layer of
crushed brick was followed
by grey-brown sandy loam, crushed shell, yellow-brown sandy loam with crushed shell, and
brownish sand with brick chunks (levels 1-4).
The following level (level 5) consisted of larger
brick chunks, and here the outline of feature 191
changed from a straight, slightly irregular line, to
a concave one, indicating that the drive had likely
curved to continue along the rear of the carriage
house, or curved to end abruptly at the edge of
the wall. Though this was the most substantial
level, two more layers of feature 191 were dened
and excavated before encountering zone 5. Level
6 was a layer of crushed shell, level 7 a mottled
orange/yellow sand with brick fragments. Though
not as rich in artifacts, the unit contained zone 5
and zone 6 deposits similar to E160 before sterile
subsoil was encountered.
The nal yard excavations were placed in
the center of the yard. N60E115 was located to
allow 15’ between the N45 and N75 lines, and
Figure 3-44: N75E160, west prole, showing rela- to encounter the builders trench for the well reconstructed by Mr. Smythe. Unlike the units on the
tion of feature 191 to feature 226, before and after
excavation of feature 191
edge of the work yard, this unit was relatively
shallow. Like N75E180, a large tree had been in
place here, and the remaining trunk and roots made excavation difcult. Further, a 1977 coin
was recovered from what seemed to be zone 3 deposits around the roots. The tree occupied
the southern 2/3 of the unit, so excavation focused on the northern third. Here, an intact zone
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Figure 3-45: Comparative prole drawings, inside and outside of privy building

3 deposit was present. This contained sparse artifacts, but ones matching those found in the
N75E160 deposits. Beneath zone 3, intruding into sterile subsoil was a rectangular feature of
mottled brown-grey and yellow soil. This was designated feature 203. A rounded feature in
the northwest corner was brown sand with clay mottling, interpreted as the well pit. This was
designated feature 205, and an associated small round pit was labeled feature 206. Feature 205
was excavated to a depth of 1.0’, when roots made accurate excavation impossible.
Unit N60E130 was deeper and a bit more complex. Here, zones 1 and 2 were relatively
deep, and zone 2 soil seemed to be mottled with underlying zone 3 soil to a fairly good depth.
The southern foot of the unit was disturbed by chunks of concrete and coarse builders sand. This
was left, and the unit shortened to avoid this area. The dark mottled soil was deeper along the
northern part of the unit, and proved to be a deep planting hole, eventually designated feature
211. Beneath this was a brown deposit labeled zone 3, which was fairly deep here and included a
high percentage of clay and a concentration of brick rubble on the southern end. At the base of
zone 3 was a linear area running north/south that contained solid brick rubble and a later bottle
base. This was labeled feature 214. A circular stain adjacent to it, also containing brick, was
designated feature 215, but was not excavated. Feature 214 was likely a foundation remnant.
Like the other units located in the center of the yard, the nal pit in this area was also
shallow and sterile relative to those north and south of it. Unit N60E160 was located midway
between the phase II unit that yielded large, deep features and (N50E165) and the artifact-laden
pits at N75E160. This nal unit contained neither. Zones 1 and 2 were complex and difcult
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to read, and the second zone was followed by a layer of greyish-brown sand with powdery shell,
similar to the top layer of ll in the well and in feature 187. This was excavated as zone 3
because it was lighter than zone 2, but seems to be an event that post-dates the traditional zone
2. At 1.1’ below surface the soil deposits became better-dened, and two dark planting stains,
features 208 and 209, were dened. The latter contained some of the powdery shell, so its
excavation postdates deposition of the shell layer.
The soil layers beneath these were excavated as zone 3, and seem to date comparably to
other zone 3 deposits, but the soil was different in appearance and texture. Here it was greyer
and ‘dustier’ than in other areas of the site. Concentrations of granular builder’s sand were noted
along the north, and later the south, walls, and were designated feature 212. These were followed
by a mottled brown soil, designated zone 4. A small patch of brick and mortar was designated
feature 213. Sterile subsoil was encountered at the base of zone 4, 1.6’ below surface.
Three more units were excavated on the edges of the work yard, and yielded minimal
information. Unit N96E129 was located in the small space between the kitchen and carriage
building. A later privy building was reported to be in this space; however a number of obstacles,
including conduit lines, fencing, and refuse piles, limited the possible locations for an excavation
unit. Because of this, the unit measured 4’ by 3’, and was adjacent to the west wall of the carriage
house. Zone 1 contained large quantities of window glass. A layer of brick and mortar rubble at
the base of zone 2 was designated feature 144. Beneath this was a deposit of zone 3, similar to
the rest of the site. Within zone 3, two patches of brick and mortar were designated features 150
and 151. At the base of zone 3, a trench 1.5’ wide, lled with mottled soil, was noted along the
carriage house wall. This was designated feature 161 and was excavated to the water table. The
base of the building foundation was not encountered.
Unit N73E95 was located in front of the kitchen building, and in many ways proved to
be the least productive. Both zones 1 and 2 were quite disturbed and contained modern artifacts,
likely the result of the current restoration. Because of this, zone 2 was quite deep, followed by a
shallow deposit of zone 3. Sterile subsoil was quite high in this location. Two features intruded
into sterile. Feature 216 was a water pipe trench, and was underlain by feature 217, a linear
deposit lled with zone 3 soil. Very few artifacts were retrieved from this unit.
The most unusual unit was N103E215, located on the interior of the privy building. This
unit measured 4’ by 7.5’, aligned along the north, or back, wall of the structure. The coordinates
for this unit are approximate, as the location was taped from grid points outside the structure.
The challenge of moving the grid in through a narrow door was confounded by the elevation of
the door jamb 3’ above yard level. The ll on the interior of the building began at this height. As
discussed with unit N92E220, this building had been altered many times, and its original function
was in question. It is currently congured as a greenhouse, and there was some suggestion that
this might be its original use, as well. Two brick vents along the rear building were variously
interpreted as venting for a privy or heating for a green house. An interior wall of poorly laid
bricks was clearly a later addition.
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The stratigraphy in the building did not match that of the yard area. Zone 1 was the
designation given to a friable dark sand, full of very loose brick and mortar, making straight walls
nearly impossible. This soil was virtually artifact-free, with the exception of an early cast iron
commode, bearing a manufactures name. The toilet was patented in 1866. The next deposit,
zone 2, was a reddish brown sand, also containing brick rubble. This zone contained three pint
ask liquor bottles (late 19th century), and a few fragments of creamware. Zone 3 contained
more material, including animal bone. Zone 3 was a tan-brown sand with patches of ne white
sand. The soils excavated as zone 4 were darker and virtually sterile. The nal layer of soil
was zone 5, a deep deposit of clean white sand (also encountered in the limits of feature 136 in
N92E220). This bottomed onto a brick paving which sloped in toward the center of the oor.
This appears to be the original bottom of the privy pit, and is at the same level as the base of
feature 136 (gure 3-45).
The work yard for 14 Legare contained most of the features expected in a 19th century
work yard. The extensive excavations here, coupled with the monitored view of the yard from
the extensive trenching for the well points, provided an unusually complete glimpse of such a
site. The work yard also contained much that was unexpected, including the quantities of 18th
century trash. Excavation of the controlled units in the work yard was followed a month later
by installation of the well point system. The installation process entailed a great deal of trench
excavation by power equipment, in areas between the excavation units and in areas outside
of archaeological testing. Archaeologists monitored much of this work, and visited the site to
record and salvage signicant features encountered during construction. Many of these were
familiar and easily interpreted due to the extensive testing, while others were remaining portions
of features sampled during the testing. A series of new feature numbers were assigned during
this salvage work. Feature 222 was the designation given the bermuda stone building foundation
rst encountered in N45E145. A small portion of a builders trench was encountered in a
well trench and designated feature 223. A deposit of zone 3 soil on top of the truncated
bermuda stone foundation was designated feature 224, while a small area of midden beneath the
brick wall of feature 186/190 was designated feature 225. Feature 226 was a post-excavation,
convenient designation for the large trash deposit excavated as zones 5-6-7 in the N75 area and
this designation will be used in subsequent discussions. Finally, a brick drain associated with the
19th century well was designated feature 227, while a late 19th century grease trap encountered in
the driveway was designated feature 228.

18th century deposits in the garden area
Evidence of 18th century occupation was expected underneath the garden, on what was
12 Legare street, and many such deposits were discovered. Documentary evidence recorded to
date suggests that a house or structure was built by 1784 and remained intact during Simmons’
ownership of the property, as he is recorded as asking his tenant to avoid building in front of
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the house, lest his breezes or view be blocked. The 12 Legare house, then, was expected to be
some distance from the street.
The rst evidence of this was encountered in the rst unit excavated in 1998. N20E65
revealed the basic stratigraphy of the 19th century garden (zones 1, 2, and 3, plus the ‘feature
28’ shell). Completion of zone 3 revealed an underlying deposit of highly mottled sand and
clay, covering the eastern 3/4 of the square (gure 3-46). A narrow strip of sterile yellow sand
was present along the western wall of the unit, suggesting that the mottled deposit represented
a feature. This was rst designated feature 3, but the more dened levels were designated as
feature 10 . It exhibited straight sides and a at bottom, and was 1.6’ deep. The mottled ll was
virtually sterile, and contained occasional shell and large brick fragments. The brick fragments,
and the few complete bricks, found in the feature were bright red in color. At 2.6’ below surface,
the bottom of the pit was encountered, except along its eastern edge, where a trench 1.5’ wide
continued into sterile clay. This trench was .4’ deeper than the remainder of the feature. Feature
10 was tentatively interpreted as the builders trench for the foundation of the 18th century house.
Based on its arrangement, this appears to be the front of the house, represented by the builders
trench, and possibly an excavated cellar.
Evidence of this building, and associated deposits, were next encountered in a group
of phase II units, beginning with N30E75, N40E75 and N40E85. Here the zone 1-2-3-feature
28 deposits were followed by a variety of deeper, earlier deposits. Unit N40E85 was the rst
excavated. Here zone 3 was followed by feature 66, a lense of brown sandy loam with heavy
mortar concentration, and feature 67, dark brown loamy sand full of rubble. Beneath these
midden-lled deposits was feature 70, a layer of brick and mortar rubble. A homogenous dark
grey loam lled with charcoal lay beneath this and was excavated as zone 5. A small pit of
dark grey-brown sand initiated at the base of zone 5, and was excavated as feature 73. The
base of feature 1 began on top of feature 67. Identical stratigraphy was noted in N40E75
(gure 3-47).

Figure 3-46: South prole of N20E65, showing feature 10
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Simultaneous excavation of N30E75 revealed a
linear deposit of heavy brick
rubble beneath zone 3 and
feature 28. This was designated feature 65 and the
western half was excavated,
leaving a prole of brick
rubble about 1’ thick. This
left in place at the time
of initial excavation. Later
in the phase II season we
returned to this unit and
excavated the eastern half of
the feature as dened, where
the rubble was heavier.
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We returned to this
area during phase III, with
the intention of expanding
the units around features
66, 67, and 70. Excavation
began with N35E80 and
N35E90. Excavation of
N30E80 revealed stratigraphy identical to the N40
units, with minor differences. Here the two soils
dened as features 66 and
67 seemed to be mixed
together in pockets, rather
than superimposed layers.
Also, a different soil type Figure 3-47: East prole, N40E75, showing 18th century deposits below zone 3
was noted along the southern edge of the unit. This appeared as a linear area, about 1’ wide, of granular tan sand and brick
rubble. The feature 70 deposit in this unit (the brick rubble) was thinner than the more northerly
units. After excavation of feature 70 and the underlying zone 5, excavation focused on the linear
area in the southern portion of the unit. This was designated feature 165.
Feature 165 soon changed from granular tan sand to mottled clay and sand, a soil type that
underlies feature 65 in N30E75. This discovery prompted a return to feature 65. The eastern half
was excavated, and immediately revealed an intact brick wall beneath the rubble. It appears that
this might be a westerly wall, and feature 165 in N35E80 a northerly wall to the same structure.
Excavation in these two units continued at this point. The brick wall was designated feature 166,
and the mottled grey soil and clay ll continued on the eastern side (presumably the interior) of
this building. Because the highly mottled ll was difcult to interpret at rst, the grey portion
received the designation feature 167. A darker grey, more homogenous, soil continued on the
western side of the unit, and was designated feature 168. This soil contained large quantities of
cultural material, including bone.
The intact brick of feature 166 ended abruptly (at least at this level) about 6” from the
northern wall of N35E80. A late-discovered builders trench on the eastern side of feature 166
continued farther north, however. This was designated feature 169.
Discovery of these features prompted excavation of N25E75 to further expose the brick
foundations. Each of the 19th century deposits were removed to the level of feature 65. Here
an intact southwest corner was discovered, the brick much higher than in the previous unit. The
brick rubble on the western side of this foundation (feature 166) was excavated as a second level
of feature 65, followed by the grey soil of feature 168. The mottled soil of feature 165 was
noted on the eastern side of the foundation. At this point, a second area of intact brick was
discovered along the south wall of the unit. This received a separate designation, feature
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170, and the soils inside this feature were briey
designated feature 173 before being reclassied as
part of feature 167 (gure 3-48 and 3-49). When
excavation was completed, it revealed that feature
170 was steps leading into the enclosure dened
by feature 166. Two other minor features were
present in the unit, as well. Feature 174 was a
linear feature with moderate rubble ll. Smaller
post stains were features 172 and 175. Both of
these intruded into the eastern wall.
Further exploration south of N27E75 during
the Phase V season targeted feature 170, in hopes
that additional intact architectural remains might
be found. Excavation of feature 165 in N20E75
revealed no additional brick, but instead a confusing collection of ll episodes. A seemingly intact
pit was designated feature 283, but proved insubstantial.
Unit N35E90 was also excavated as part
of this exploration. This unit was somewhat
disturbed by heavy root concentration from the
Figure 3-48: View of feature 165 and associated 18th adjacent oak tree, but revealed comparable stratigcentury deposits, facing south
raphy to the other northerly units. The same stratigraphy - feature 66, 67 - was somewhat mixed
with zone 3 soils. Feature 70, the brick rubble layer, was present and intact; it was thicker in the
southeast corner, again suggesting some sort of wall remnant along this southern line. Beneath
these soils was zone 5, which exhibited an even heavier concentration of charcoal fragments.
It appears, then, that the features encountered in this area may be evidence of the 12
Legare street house. The foundations and steps suggest a semi-subterranean cellar, one perhaps
somewhat smaller than the perimeter of the house. The association between the linear clay-lled
pit in N20E65 and the foundation in N30E75 remains unclear at this point. The dark soils of
feature 168, on the west side of feature 166, would suggest that this area is also building interior,
collecting ll. Taken together, the architectural evidence in the two units do suggest a footprint
for the building. The refuse represented by features 66, 67, and 70, coupled with the linear area
of rubble represented by feature 165 suggests that the northern edge of the structure may lie
along the N40 grid line, and that the three features are midden which accumulated outside of,
and adjacent to, the structure.
Additional evidence of 18th century occupation was found in the rear of the lot, in
N20E170. Here, the upper zones were disturbed by modern intrusion, with rubber and plastic
fragments recovered from the base of zone 2. Two large 19th century features were discovered
at the base of zone 2. Feature 107 was a dark stain, possibly a planting hole, in the northwest
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Figure 3-49: Composite map of feature 165 and associated features

corner. Feature 108 was larger and more substantial, a square pit with straight sides and at
bottom. These two features intruded into a large pit of mottled clay and medium brown soil,
designated feature 109. This was a linear pit, occupying the northern half of the unit. It was
bisected and excavated in levels, and contained a concentration of primary refuse in the center of
the pit, top level. This included a replace tong, a cannonball, a reconstructable stoneware
bottle, and two overglaze hand-painted teacups, likely dating to the 1770s. Outside of this
concentration, though, artifacts were very sparse; those present were principally architectural.
The feature had straight sides and a at bottom, and was 2’ deep. It may have been an
architectural feature of some type, but this was impossible to determine with the present sample
size. A nal feature in this unit, 129, was a small round pit in the south wall; it contained a
complete red clay roong tile (at).
Many of the 18th century features located in the present connes of the workyard, and
discussed in that section, are also associated with the 12 Legare occupation, clustered along the
north lot line. This includes the well, feature 24 and 25, the three outbuildings - features 6/159,
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features 186/187/190, and feature 222. The only signicant 18th century deposition not clearly
associated with 12 Legare Street was feature 226 (zones 5-6-7). The 18th century occupation and
the site formation processes responsible for them are discussed as a group in Chapter V.
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Table 3-2
List of Features by Association
Late 19th Century Planting Holes, front Garden
Unit
N5E20
N4E45
N5E55
N40E30
N30E20
N35E50
N25E40
N30E75
N40E85
N40E110-125
N40E110
N25E110
N25E130
N20E135
N20E170
N5E25
N5E30
N15E10
N15E5
N20E15
N25E0
N25E5
N35E5
N35E45
N35E25
N35E35
N40E30, etc.
N35E70
N30E80
N20E80
N25E85
N25E90
N30E90

Features
Features 39, 40, 41, 44, 45, 46
Features 29, 30, 31
Features 27, 32, 33
Feature 43
Feature 42
Feature 53, 54, 56
Feature 55
Area A
Feature 64
Features 84, 85, 88
Feature 171 (linear bed)
Features 71, 74
Areas 1-2
Feature 11
Feature 107
Features 229, 230
Feature 233, 234
Feature 235
Features 239, 240
Feature 243
Feature 241
Feature 242
Feature 236
Feature 237
Feature 238, 245
Feature 246
Feature 244 (linear bed)
Feature 248
Feature 249
Feature 250
Feature 251
Feature 252
Feature 253

Late 19th Century Plant features
Rear Garden
Unit
N50E186
N5E245
N30E205
N80E245
N80E215
N80E230

Late 19th Century Plant features
Work Yard
Unit
N70E130
N45E105
N45E115
N45E160
N45E170
N75E180
N60E165
N50E125

Features
Feature 89
Feature 155
Feature 179
Feature 192
Feature 201, 202
Feature 204
Feature 209
Feature 26

Planting features associated with the Zone 3
garden
Feature #
Unit
8
N45E50
21,22
N15E30
34, 35
N5E55
36, 37, 38
N20E10
48, 49, 50, 51
N30E20
52
N40E30
59, 60, 61
N35E50
62, 63
N25E40
75, 76, 77
N25E110
78
N10E25
79, 80
N30E45
82, 83
N20E85
87, 94, 95
N40E115
92, 97, 98
N25E130
176
N15E25
177, 178 N5E20
232
N5E25
255, 256 N20E60
257
N25E80
254
N25/30E90
231
N5E25
47
N40E30
57, 58
N35E50

Features
Features 12, 13
Feature 96, 104
Feature 102
Features 263, 264, 265, 266, 267
Features 259, 274, 275
Features 260, 261
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Table 3-3
Provenience Guide, by Association
Plant Hole Features, early 19th Century
FS #

Fea #
29
31
34
36
37
38
45
46
48

Unit
N5E45

49
50
51
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
82
83
87
88
94

N30E20
N30E20
N30E20
N25E110
N25E110
N25E110
N25E110
N10E25
N30E45
N30E45
N20E85
N20E85
N40E115
N40E115
N40E115

683
684

95
176
177
178

N40E115
N15E25
N5E20
N5E20

687
686
685
677
674
669

58
59
57
179
62
63

N35E50
N35E50
N35E50
N10E25
N25E40
N25E40

689,690
120,632
633
145
143
679
671
672
223

240,668
631
289
275,280
293,296
302
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N5E55
N20E10
N20E10
N20E10
N5E20
N5E20
N30E20

Zone 3a proveniences (in back)
FS#
329
315,336
397, 391, 384
383, 375, 357,
374
377,402,

Unit
N5E245
N30E205

415
386

N70E210
N5E260

388,392
424
497,503,504,

N25E185
N103E215

510,511
465,445,428

N65E265
N92E220

N55E210

Zone 3 (in front)
FS#
102

Unit
N20E10

107,108
127,128,138,

N5E55

140,141
135
130

N30E20
N5E20
N40E30

162,167
164,164

N35E50
N25E40

168

N10E55

220,228

N25E110

234
239,248,250
251
267

N10E25
N30E45
N20E85
N30E40

4

N20E65
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Zone 3 (in middle garden)
FS#
331,332
278

Unit
N20E170
N25E130

37

N20E135

Zone 3 (in work yard)
FS#
299,311

Unit
N70E130

416,440
479
66
483,501
599
10
74,86

N50E165
N50E110
N50E105
N45E105
N45E110
N45E125
N50E125

Feature 28 proveniences
FS#
112,113

Unit
N5E55

115

N20E10

129

N5E20

130

N30E20

160,161,
174,175
185

N10E55
N30E75

189,190
199,200
231

N40E85
N40E75
N10E25

236,242,263
255,262
258

N30E40
N20E45
N40E115

62
18,28
626
625
606
528

N15E30(f.18)
N20E65(f4,9)
N40E110
N35E90
N25E75
N35E80

Zone 2/dark -plant hole features
FS#
99,100
110,114
104-106
122.123

Fea#
27
30
32
33
39

Unit
N5E55
N5E45
N5E55
N5E55
N5E20

121,124
134
131,132
136

40
41
42
43

N5E20
N5E20
N30E20
N40E30

165,166
178
179
187,188
212
268,269
276

55
62
63
64
71
85
89

N25E40
N25E40
N25E40
N40E85
N25E110
N40E115
N70E130

Zone 2 proveniences - front garden
FS#
98

Unit
N5E45

101
117

N20E10
N5E20

125

N30E20

153

N35E50

154,155
156,157
176

N10E55
N25E40
N30E75

180,184

N40E85

191-193
201-202
210

N40E75

227

N10E25

N25E110
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18th Century Proveniences /1800-1818

Workyard Features

FS#
186,194,195

FS#
298,313,316

Fea#
93

320
446,455
454
447,468
474,482,502
452,492
456

100
143
144
145
146
147
148
150
151
152
153
154
156
157

Unit
N30E75
N25E75
N40E75

205,207,211,216
219,222,238,241
245
196,197,198,203
204,213,215,221

N40E85

N35E80
N35E90
N20E65
345,347,355,359 N20E170
366,376,389,394
406,418
Marsh soil, NE corner of site (zone 4)
FS#
423,427

Unit
N70E210

473
516,532,533

N92E220
N65E265

Back garden features associated with Zone 3a
FS#

Fea#

Unit

410

131

N55E210

431,432

141
140
z.4
120

N55E210

345
371
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N30E205
N30E205

460
465
471
486
506
485,495 158
490
505
519
500,518,526
512,514,525
558,590,594
597,660,681,
682,688

159
161
164
25
24

Unit
N70E130
N70E130
N50E165
N96E129
N50E165
N50E165
N50E165
N92E220
N96E129
N96E129
N92E220
N92E220
N92E220
N50E165
N92E220
N92E220
N50E110
N96E129
N50E105
N50E105
N50E105
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Chapter IV: Analysis of Recovered Artifacts
The designation and excavation of 1168 individual proveniences from 14 Legare Street
resulted in the recovery of 46,342 identied artifacts and 103,442 grams of animal bone. The
analysis of these items in the laboratory consumed the majority of person-hours spent on the
14 Legare project. The assemblage included cultural materials spanning three centuries of
manufacture and use. The project also recovered numerous samples amenable to environmental
analysis.
In this chapter, each of the distinctive artifacts or artifact groups recovered from the site
are described in detail, following a temporal format. Complete, or reconstructed, vessels are
described rst, and then distinctive fragments and types are discussed to the extent possible.
This is followed by quantication and comparison of each of the 17 temporal and functional
subassemblages from the site. Here, the overall assemblages and individual artifact types are
discussed by quantity and relative proportion. Each of the section follows Stanley South’s (1977)
method of grouping artifacts by functional categories.

Laboratory Methods
Following excavation, all materials were removed to The Charleston Museum where they
were washed, sorted, and analyzed. All bagged materials were sorted by the eld provenience
number (FS#) and inventoried. Each artifact in each provenience was then washed in warm
water with a soft brush and rebagged when dry. Analysis by provenience included identication
and counting of each artifact by type. Washing and sorting commenced immediately after each
eld project, and was conducted by trained laboratory technicians, students from the College of
Charleston, and experienced volunteers. Identication of the last provenience was completed
in February 2001.
Conservation procedures included reconstruction of ceramic and glass vessels, where
possible, and stabilization of metal artifacts. Ceramic and glass vessels were restored with
conservator’s glue, B-72 and a number of commercial super-glue products, all reversible in
acetone. Ferrous materials were separated during analysis and stabilized by placing them in
successive baths of distilled water to remove chlorides. They were then oven-dried, bagged and
stored separately. Stabilization of iron from downtown Charleston sites usually requires at least
one year of soaking. Several ferrous and all non-ferrous metal artifacts were selected for further
treatment through electrolytic reduction. The ferrous items were placed in electrolysis in a
weak sodium carbonate solution with a current of six amperes. Upon completion of electrolysis,
ranging from a few weeks to a few months, they were placed in successive baths of distilled
water to remove chlorides and dried in ethanol. Finally the artifacts were coated with a solution
of tannic acid and phosphoric acid, and dipped in microcrystalline wax to protect the surfaces.
The Charleston Museum
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Non-ferrous artifacts were also placed in electrolytic reduction, in a more concentrated solution
with a current of 12 ampheres. Electrolytic reduction of these artifacts was usually accomplished
in one to two days. They were then placed in distilled water baths to remove surface chlorides,
dried in ethanol, and gently polished before being coated with Incralac to protect the surfaces.
Faunal materials were washed, separated from other materials, and weighed by provenience. They were then shipped to the Zooarchaeology Laboratory, University of Georgia for
analysis. The report by Dr. Elizabeth Reitz appears in this volume. Soil samples, ranging from
one to two quarts in size, were inventoried, and portions of selected samples were dried and
rebagged for various analyses; samples were sent to Dr. Karl Reinhard, Dr. John Jones, Dr. Lisa
Kealhofer, and the Clemson Extension Agricultural Service Laboratory. The remainder of the
soil samples were double-bagged and boxed for permanent curation.
The Thorntons decided that permanent curation of the collection at The Charleston
Museum was appropriate, and donated the collection to the Museum. The 14 Legare materials
received the accession number .
All excavated materials are curated in The Charleston
Museum’s storage facility according to museum collection policy. Artifacts are packed by
provenience in standard low-acid boxes, labelled, and stored in a climate-controlled environment.
Those artifacts worthy of individual study or exhibition (including all illustrated in this report)
are stored in easily-accessible drawers in reproof metal storage cabinets in the same storage
facility. Field records and photographs are curated in the Museum’s archive in acid-free containers in the security section. Archivally stable copies are available in the general research section
of the library.

Analysis
The rst step in the analysis of materials was the identication of the artifacts. The
Museum’s type collection, Noel Hume (1969), Stone (1974), Ferguson (1992), and Deagan
(1987) were the primary sources used. Ceramics references included Towner (1978), Gaimster
(1997); Austin (1994), Sussman (1997), and Cushion (1976). Other references were consulted
for specic artifacts. Lorrain (1968), Huggins (1971), Kechum (1975), and Switzer (1974) were
used to identify bottle glass. Epstein (1968) and Luscomb (1967), as well as South (1964) were
used for button identication, and Fontana and Greenleaf (1962) and Sutton and Arkush (1996)
were consulted for nails. Other specic reference books included Noel Hume (1974, 1978), Ray
(1973), Fisher (1965), and a series of the Shire Albums from Great Britain.
For basic descriptive purposes, the artifacts from each of the temporal and locational
assemblages were sorted into functional categories, based on South’s (1977) model for the
Carolina Artifact Pattern. South’s methodology has been widely adopted by historical archaeologists, allowing for direct intersite comparison; all of the Charleston data have been organized in
this manner. For nearly twenty years, archaeologists have attempted to classify the artifacts they
recover by function, or how they were used in the everyday life of their owners. Artifacts are
quantied in relative proportion to each other within eight broad categories. Broad regularities,
or patterns, in these proportions prescribe the average retinue of activities on British colonial
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sites. While some have criticized this methodology as being too broad, it has been widely
adopted by historical archaologists working in the southeastern United States. In Charleston, it
has been used as an initial organizing tool.
Some artifact types were subject to more detailed identication. Ceramics were separated
into types, and identied by vessel form. Given the extensive nature of the excavations at this
site, it was possible to recognize distinctive vessels and vessel types across the site, by either
form or decoration. In some cases, distinct vessels were indicated by one or two sherds.
Cross-mends and matches were noted on a site map, but a complete cross-sorting by minimum
number of vessels (MNIV) was not undertaken at this time. Colono wares in particular were
analyzed according to a variety of criteria, in a separate study by Nicole Isenbarger (this volume,
Chapter VIII). Nails were identied by manufacture type, head type, and size, where possible.
Architectural rubble - brick, mortar, and plaster - was weighed by provenience in the eld and
discarded.
Following this exercise, the relative proportions of a variety of artifact types were
examined, based on the work of King (1990, 1992), and many others in the mid-Atlantic region.
This recent exercise (Zierden 1993, 1994) has provided more details on proportions of consumer
goods and how they were used by Charlestonians.

Reconstructed Vessels from 18th Century Proveniences
Ceramic and glass containers, the kitchen-related items, dominated the artifact assemblage for the late 18th century; the proportions varied, however, from feature to feature. Ceramics
and glass dominated the feature 226 assemblage, comprising 76% of the feature. This is followed
by feature 187, with 61% kitchen items. The kitchen debris declines in feature 24, comprising
54% of the assemblage, while it was only 50% of the midden around feature 165. As it contained
the largest proportion of kitchen wares, feature 226 contained the most complete and most
elaborate reconstructed ceramics.
Feature 226 contained several delft
vessels. First was an undecorated vessel,
originally classied as an apothecary jar, featuring a at bottom, straight sides, and a
rounded lip. The glaze was white and somewhat shiny, and the paste was salmon-colored. The vessel was 2.5” high and 4.5”
in diameter. While these forms were used in
apothecary contexts, John Austin (1994:200)
suggests that this form also has domestic
uses. Austin shows similar forms as a potting pot, a container for potted, or preserved,
meats. Given the context and the size of the
vessel, this use is the more likely (gure 4-1). Figure 4-1: Undecorated delft meat pot, feature 226
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Decorated delft tableware from feature 226 includes two medium bowls and two smaller
saucers. The bowls, which may be tea waster bowls or may be general purpose. Both feature
blue hand-painted decorations on light blue
background. Both are 2.5” high and 8” in
diameter. The more complete bowl features
a red band on top of the rim, and a stylized
oral design on the interior rim and base. The
exterior features a oral motif. The other
features an interior blue band with scratched
swag, and a stylized tree/landscape motif in
the base. The exterior is decorated with a
geometric band around the base and stylized
swag motif around the rim (gure 4-2). These
motifs are shown on pieces dated 1760-1770
by John Austin (1994).
The teacup and saucer feature a pow- Figure 4-2: Blue decorated delft bowls, feature 226
ered light blue background with blue handpainted checkerboard design lling the rim
of the saucer and the exterior of the cup; a stylized star motif lls the center of the
saucer. One saucer is 3/4 complete, and is 1.5” deep and 5.5” in diameter. A second
saucer is suggested by fragments that duplicate those
already mended to the rst
saucer; these were recovered
from feature 24. The teacup
is represented by a large
basal fragment. Since no
rim fragments were recovered, the overall size and
shape of the cup, and
any possible rim decoration,
remain unknown. There was
no decoration on the inside
bottom of the cup (gure
4-3).

Figure 4-3: Blue decorated delft cup and saucer framgments, feature 226
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Two reconstructable
vessels of Chinese export
porcelain were recovered
from feature 226. The
rst was a small handle-less
teacup or teabowl, decorated
in underglaze blue design.
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The cup is 1.75” high and 3”
in diameter. The interior rim
features a trellis border and
the exterior a Chinese scene.
The cup dates to the third
quarter of the 18th century.
The saucer is a delicate,
very thin vessel with white
paste and background glaze,
and an elaborate overglazed
design in red, accented with
black. The rim and center
of the vessel feature a trellis
diaper pattern, with oral
design between and in the
center of the vessel. The
vessel is 3/4” deep and 4.5”
in diameter (gure 4-4).
The most unusual
vessels, in archaeological
terms, were two saucers of Figure 4-4: Chinese export porcelain saucer, red and black overglazed
English porcelain. Unlike
designs, feature 226
the Chinese porcelain, these
vessels features a somewhat softer, whiter paste, with a bluish cast to the glaze, typical of
several late 18th century English factories. The more complete of the two saucers feature an
elaborately molded design on the interior of the saucer, featuring peonies, leaves, and trailing
vines, in a design about 1.5” wide. The unmolded center features a large sunower painted
in blue under the glaze. The
border, also unmolded, features a stylized trellis and
scroll design. Smaller fragments of this saucer, or
of a matching vessel, were
recovered in the work yard
units. The second saucer,
only about 1/4 complete, has
no molding and features a
simple rim design of bands
and scalloped and dotted
lines. Reserves of oral
sprays (likely 4) are located
around a central medallion
landscape scene, too fragFigure 4-5: Blue hand-painted porcelain teacup with gilt rim, feature 165
mentary to determine the
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exact design (gure 4-6).
Both vessels feature a
makers mark attributed to
the Worcester porcelain factory, c. 1751-1790. The
hand-painted mark is the
Crescent, painted in underglazed blue, and found on
blue decorated examples
from this pottery (Godden
1964:693). British porcelains are rarely recovered
on archaeological sites in
Charleston.
Features 226 and 24
contained several unusual
Figure 4-6: English porcelain saucers, feature 226 and zone 3
examples of early (those
consistent with a 1770s date)
creamwares. The largest is a pitcher covered in a golden brown slip. The pitcher features
a waisted base and oval body, 6” in diameter at its widest point. The brown slip covers
the exterior of the vessel completely, while the top of the rim, the interior, and the spout
are cream-colored. The body of the pitcher is decorated in a sprigged rope, featuring bows, draping tassels, and continuous
swags; the sprigged design
is also cream-colored. The
reconstructed vessel is frustratingly incomplete, and is
represented principally by
three large mended fragments (gure 4-7).

Figure 4-7: Slip-decorated creamware, feature 226 and feature 24
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Two other vessels featured marbled decoration, a
decoration common on factory-made ne earthenware
from the 1760s on (Sussman
1997:21). Here, the vessels
were rst dipped in colored
slip to lay a ground, then
the ground was covered with
irregularly trailed blobs of
slip of various colors. In the
case of these two vessels, the
marbled effect was created
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by ”joggling“ the object to distort the blobs. Early marbleized vessels can be distinguished
from those executed with the chambered slip bottle forty years later (Sussman 1997:21). The
rst marbleized vessel features the same golden-brown background slip as the pitcher described
above, carefully cut away from the foot ring and the rim to give a well-nished edge. The
golden slip was then covered with slips of cream, dark brown, rust, and terra-cotta, and
the vessel was well ”joggled“, swirling the slips
into a ne-grained pattern. The vessel form
is quite unusual, and
features a low rounded
shoulder just above the
foot ring, then straight
sides and a slightly
everted rim. The vessel
is 3.5” high and 3.5”
wide, too large for a cup
and too small for a bowl.
It is possibly a sugar
bowl (with no recovered
evidence of the lid).
The second is clearly
a small mug, with no
foot ring, slightly everted
base, straight sides, and
single handle. The
Figure 4-8: Creamware plate with pierced rim, feature 24
cream-colored vessel was
covered with a pale yellow slip, then marbelized with blobs of black, white, and rust slips.
Though only 1/3 complete, the vessel appears to measure 3” in diameter by a similar height
(gure 4-7).
The most elaborate creamware vessel was recovered from the well, feature 24. This plate,
about 8.5” in diameter, features a pale cream nish, a pierced open-work rim, and reeded bands
in the marley , lled in with a black glaze (gure 4-8). These characteristics all suggest that the
piece may have been produced at the Leeds factory (Towner 1978:136, 143). A similar molded,
but not decorated, piece shown in Towner’s reference work is dated 1780.
The most delicate creamware vessels were recovered from the middle of the rear yard at
12 Legare Street, in feature 109 of N20E170. The small collection of in situ artifacts included
two, and possibly three, delicate tea bowls of pale creamware. These remarkably thin cups were
2” high and 3.25” in diameter. They featured enameled decorations over the glaze. The interiors
were decorated with a delicate scalloped line in red around the rim and a single red ower in the
bottom. The exterior featured stylized oral decorations, with red owers and pale green leaves,
outlined in black. Towner shows similar examples dated to 1775 (Towner 1978:145). One cup is
nearly complete, while the second, a complete half, does not mend with the remaining fragments,
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suggesting the possibility of
a third vessel (gure 4-9).

Figure 4-9: Creamware teacups with overglaze enameled decoration, feature
109

The nal ceramic
recovered from feature 226
was a dish of agate ware.
This vessel featured a body
of pale-yellow and pink
clays ribboned together to
produce a marbled effect
when red. The body is
covered in a clear to yellowish lead glaze that turns
the clays to a deep yellow
and reddish brown when
red. The dish features a
at bottom 5” in diameter,
sloping sides and wide
everted rim, 8” in diameter.
The rim featured bands of
rouletted pipe clay around
the interior and exterior
edges, which appear yellow
beneath the glaze (gure
4-10). Ivor Noel Hume
dates an identical vessel
to 1760 (Noel Hume
1969:134). Over 3/4 of the
vessel was reconstructible.

Ceramics from 18th
Century Proveniences

Figure 4-10: Agateware bowl, feature 226 and feature 165
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Though somewhat
less recognizable, and less
dramatic, the 18th century
features contained a large
number of fragmentary
ceramics that inform on
daily activities. These artifacts range in date from the
second quarter of the 18th
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century to the turn of the 19th century, and include table as well as utilitarian wares.
Delft is a tableware common in the early 18th century that persists in use through the late
18 century. Such wares are common on 17th century sites, but they were fragile. Tea cups and
small vessels faded in popularity after 1750, but larger vessels such as plates, bowls, platters and
punch bowls continue throughout the century. British delft features a soft yellow-to-buff-colored
earthenware paste and an opaque, sometimes chalky-textured glaze consisting of tin oxide in a
lead glaze. The glaze can be white, but often exhibits a light ‘robin’s egg’ blue background
color. Individual vessels may be undecorated, or feature hand-painted decoration in blue or in a
range of colors, the latter classied as polychrome. In addition to the vessels described above,
the 18th century features contained a signicant amount of delft (more than 5% per feature).
Fragments of blue-on-white decorated plates ranged in date from 1750 to 1770. Some exhibited
bold designs in stylized owers and swags; others rather sparse designs, highlighted by a diaper
trellis rim design. Still others exhibited a single blue stripe. Some vessels were undecorated,
and several fragments of plain white dinner plates were recovered. Polychrome decorated
plates featured bold stylized oral patterns in green, red, blue, and manganese on a light blue
background, and a plain white background decorated in a delicate oral pattern of sage green,
umber, yellow and blue, the latter dating to the 1770s-80s. The most distinctive delft fragment
was the handle to a porringer, a delicately curved piece with carefully detailed blue decoration.
One fragment was recovered in N40E85, while a matching fragment came from the back garden,
N30E205.
th

Related in style and quality to the British delft wares were the french faience. A small,
but consistent amount of these wares are recovered on Charleston sites; the 18th century ceramic
assemblage at 14 Legare contained .4%. The Navigation Acts of 1651 and 1660 required that
foreign goods, including most ceramics, should be imported into England and her colonies only
aboard English ships. Further proclamations and embargoes in 1672 and 1676, restricting the
trade of any ”kind or sort of Painted Earthen Wares whatsoever (except those of China, and Stone
bottles and Juggs)“ remained in effect until 1775, when trade was interrupted by the American
Revolution. By that time British ceramic factories dominated the world market, and so very
few 18th century European ceramics arrived in the British colonies (Noel Hume 1969:140-141).
The small, but consistent, amount of French faience present in the southern colonies has been
attributed to alternate trading situations during the Revolutionary War years. Some of the earlier
wares, however, may be present in Charleston as the result of privateering, illicit trade, or via the
French colonies of Louisiana or Canada.
The types recovered range in date from the mid-18th century through the late 18th
century. The faience wares range in style, but may generally be distinguished from the British tin
enameled wares by a salmon, rather than yellow or buff, body, a white tin enamel, and a heavier,
more shell-like edge design. Most common are the brown-glazed faience vessels, most likely
from the Rouen potters. This ware features a heavy red or salmon body, a shiny brown glaze on
the exterior and white to light blue tin enamel on the interior. Plates of this type also feature a
simple rim decoration, often in blue or black. Noel Hume illustrates an oval pattern of brown
faience with a rim design and a central decoration of a fruit-lled basket. He dates this particular
piece to the third quarter of the 18th century; Walthall (1991) labels these wares Rouen blue on
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white and provides a date range of 1740-1790. Fragments of an identical vessel was recovered
at 14 Legare. Also recovered were plain white plate fragments, also typical of the mid-18th
century. The most distinctive were fragments of Provence yellow on white, a ceramic dated by
Walthall from 1750 to 1765. This ceramic features a heavy, curving rim, buff-to-salmon
body, white tin enamel glaze, and orange-yellow monochrome painted design; the 14 Legare
fragments contain an elaborate border design consisting of bands of color
and stylized swags (gure
4-10). Both Walthall and
Noel Hume attribute most
of these wares to the factories at Moustiers. Walthall
suggests that Provence
yellow on white ceramics
are rare on North American
sites; this ceramic has been
recovered from four lowcountry sites to date; 14
Legare, the adjoining Miles
Brewton house, the South
Carolina Society Hall on
Meeting Street, and Charles
Pinckney’s Snee Farm in
Mt. Pleasant (King 1991).
The tin enamelled
tablewares of the 18th
century were briey, but
Figure 4-11: Provence yellow-on-white faience, from N5E245
quickly, replaced by dinner
and teaware of white saltglazed stoneware. First developed in the 1740s, these became the typical English
tableware of the mid-18th century. Plates and soup bowls, as well as a host of
serving vessels and tea wares, are the most common forms recovered in Charleston, reecting the
rising importance of individual place settings and matched sets. While much of the saltglazed
stoneware was undecorated, elaborately molded and sprigged examples are recovered as
well. Typical rim forms included the ‘dot, diaper and basket’, bead and reel, and barley patterns,
though plain rims are also recovered. The 14 Legare collection includes all of these forms. Also
recovered was a fragment of a fruit basket, featuring piercework within an elaborate dotdiaper-basket pattern. White saltglazed stonewares comprised 3.6% of the 18th century ceramics.
A mid-18th century variation of the all-white saltglazed wares was decorated with incised
lines that were lled with cobalt. The well-made examples date to the third quarter of the
18th century, but the more utilitarian wares in the ‘debased’ version of this ware, in which the
excess cobalt was left in the general area of the incising was most popular from 1765-1775 (but
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continued until 1790). These latter wares are often found in such vessels as chamber pots, mugs,
and pitchers. The 14 Legare site contained only a few examples of this ware, most notably a
medium-sized mug.
Two other mid-18th century stoneware types used for table or tea wares were present in
the 18 century deposits. Nottingham stoneware was relatively frequent here, compared to other
Charleston sites. Here, 68 sherds comprised 1.7% of the ceramics. This ware is characterized by
a hard grey stoneware body and a smooth or lustrous brown glaze over a white slip. The white
slip distinguishes the Nottingham wares, and can be seen by viewing a ceramic fragment from
the side. Noel Hume (1969:114) notes that several potters may have produced a variation of
this ware; in Charleston, and at 14 Legare Street, we also recover a coarse earthen ware version
of this ware, which features a softer, brown paste rather than the hard grey paste, but with
the same white slip and lustrous brown glaze. Nottingham wares were produced throughout
the 18th century, from 1700 to roughly 1810. Nottingham wares are usually small vessels, and
include tavern mugs, bowls,
pitchers, and double-handled
cups. The 14 Legare collection included fragments of
bowls and mugs, particularly
the bases of two moderatesized tankards (gure 4-12).
th

Far less common in
the 14 Legare collection
were fragments of Elers
ware; four fragments
included portions of a highly
decorated teapot. This distinctive stoneware was proFigure 4-12: Nottingham stoneware tankards, feature 226
duced primarily, but not
exclusively, by the Elers
brothers from 1750-1775. Many examples, including the 14 Legare teapot, copy silver forms
and feature delicate sprigged ornamentation. In 1763 Josiah Wedgwood supposedly introduced
engine-turning on a comparable ware, and some examples were later lead glazed. Both varieties
are found in the British colonies in the third quarter of the 18th century, and almost all examples
are teapots. All of these styles are present in the 14 Legare collection.
Three nely made redwares were produced by the Staffordshire potters and are recovered
in small amounts (.25% average) in Charleston - Jackeld ware, Agate ware, and Astbury ware.
The earliest, Astbury, are hard, red-bodied earthenwares, lead glazed to give them a ginger
brown surface. They were decorated with sprig-molded designs, often in white pipe clay. A
common variation in Charleston features white clay around the rim. Feature 226 contained only
a few examples of Astbury ware; these exhibited a wide band of white clay, scratched through in
a wavy line pattern. The 14 Legare deposits contained a far greater amount of Agate ware, which
consists of red and yellow clays swirled together and covered with a clear lead glaze. This was
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manufactured in Staffordshire from 1740 to 1775. In addition to the dish described above (gure
4-10), several fragments of smaller bowls were recovered from the 18th century features. Though
no additional vessels could be reconstructed, the numerous fragments indicated a small dish with
straight or sloping sides and a delicate rolled rim. Another dish, similar to the reconstructed
vessel, was represented by two large rim sherds; this rim featured three solid stripes of white
or yellow. A third vessel or vessels represented by individual fragments was a tankard or mug,
which featured white pipeclay cut in a ‘checkerboard’ pattern over the agate body. These
examples seem to date to the end of the Agate ware period. A single sherd of a distinctive
ceramic recovered from feature 226 featured a dark brown body and glaze, with bright white
oval dots of pipeclay on the exterior.
More popular in Charleston in general, but relatively sparse at the 14 Legare site, was
Jackeld, produced from about 1740 to 1790. The ware was made by various potters and
featured a ne clay body that ranged from grey to purple to red, the red being the hallmark
of the Staffordshire potters. The common feature was a deep black, oily or shiny black lead
glaze. Jackeld vessels include teawares and pitchers. Bowls and teapots are the most common
Charleston forms; the Legare sample included a teapot spout.
The most important ceramic development of the 18th century was the gradual perfection
of a thin, hard-red cream-colored earthenware that could be dipped in a clear glaze. The ware
red at a lower temperature than stoneware, and was thus a rened earthenware. The resulting
wares were durable, attractive, and inexpensive, and they rapidly spread throughout the world.
Pioneering efforts in this direction were made by Thomas Astbury and Thomas Whieldon, but it
was Josiah Wedgwood who would ultimately perfect these wares and market them successfully.
The original cream bodied ware featured clouded or swirled underglaze design in purple, brown,
yellow, green and grey, introduced in the 1740s. In 1759, Wedgwood produced a wholly-green
ware. All of these are loosely categorized as Whieldon Ware by American archaeologists. The
Whieldon wares were manufactured until 1770, and are consistently present in 18th century
contexts in small numbers. The 18th century proveniences at 14 Legare yielded 27 fragments,
including a teapot lid, handles to teapot and pitcher, and plate fragments. Most distinctive was a
fragment of molded ‘cauliower’, possibly from a teapot.
Far more numerous, in fact dominating the 18th century ceramic assemblage, were
creamwares. Creamware fragments, in fact, comprised a whopping 37% of the ceramics. This
is in keeping with the almost universal popularity of cream-colored earthenware in the late 18th
century. After Josiah Wedgwood went into business on his own in 1759, he found the green
glazed ware was not so popular, and he turned his attention to renement of the cream colored
ware, later called Queensware. Wedgwood appears to have perfected the ware by 1762, although
diverse archaeological sites have produced nearly irrefutable evidence of earlier use (cf. Deagan
1975). Regardless of the manufacture date, by 1770 these wares could be found in the four
corners of the colonial world, and are ubiquitous on archaeological sites of the period. In her
study of 18th century consumerism, Ann Smart Martin has comment that Wedgwood himself
marveled how quickly creamware ”spread over the whole Globe and how universally it is liked“.
What is remarkable in Martin’s view is that Wedgwood managed to compress the cycle of
luxury-to-common consumption into a very short period. By continually bringing out new styles,
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Wedgwood satised both the middle class consumer eager to display their knowledge of manners
and the fashionably wealthy who sought to distance themselves from the nouveau (Martin
1994, 1996). Creamware came in highly decorated and expensive styles, and in relatively plain
and affordable patterns. Like other members of the colonial gentry, Charlestonians evidently
swarmed to the new ware.
In addition to the teacups and pierced plate discussed above, it was possible to discern
many vessel forms among the 14 Legare artifacts. Feature 24 yielded an additional small teacup,
similar in dimensions to the three recovered from feature 109. This example was undecorated
on the interior but featured a delicate oral design on the exterior in overglaze enamel of brown,
black and orange. A third marbled vessel, likely a tankard, was noted, as were several fragments
of cups and saucers which exhibited enameled designs in orange and brown. Two fragments of
delicate undecorated creamware appear to be from a cruet, possibly part of an elaborate cruet set
or center piece (cf. Towner 1978: 85,140-141). Most distinctive was the entwined and twisted
handle with ower terminals, part of a tureen or large serving dish, dated to 1770 (Towner
1978:199). Another reeded double intertwined handle dates between 1775 and 1815 (Towner
1978:200). Feature 187 contained fragments of a small oval serving dish with a scalloped
outline. Several fragments to hollow ware forms featured molded horizontal bands and a beaded
rim.
Far more common in the 18th century contexts are fragments of dinner plates and soup
bowls, featuring plain rims as well as shell edged, royal, and queens rim styles. Some of these
styles continue in popularity through the early 19th century, and other creamware styles are
introduced in the later years. These styles are discussed in the section on early 19th century
ceramics.
The most elaborate and most popular tea and table ware of the 18th century were
porcelains from China. Relatively rare and expensive in the late 17th to early 18th centuries, they
were increasingly popular and available as the 18th century progressed. Robert Leath suggests
that porcelain had become fairly commonplace in South Carolina by the 1730s, and a decade later
was advertised regularly among merchandise in the South Carolina Gazette; merchant David
Crawford, for example, advertised, ”a large assortment of China ware as breakfast cups and
saucers, dishes, plates and bowls of all sorts, tea and coffee cups and saucers, also 3 compleat
sets of color’d china for a tea table“. (Leath 1999:50). Porcelains often comprise over 20% of the
ceramics at elite townhouse sites, and comprised 12% of the 14 Legare assemblage; the majority
of these are blue-on-white underglaze decorated.
Chinese porcelain was made from a combination of kaolin clay and a nely ground
feldspathic rock, and can be distinguished from other ceramic wares by a high-gloss glaze fused
to the body. The body is extremely tight-grained, and the glaze clings to it in a think translucent
line on both sides. Those wares with an underglazed blue design are most common. Tea wares
- handleless cups and saucers - are the most common forms recovered, but plates are also found
in large numbers - these forms also dominate the 14 Legare assemblage. Also present was a
portion of a small coffee or chocolate cup, with a handle. Feature 165 yielded a blue-on-white
underlaze cup with a gold rim (gure 4-5). Two fragments, one from a plate and the other from
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a punch bowl, exhibited small drilled holes for repair. The nal vessel, from feature 226, was a
soup bowl, with stylized chrysanthemum and other oral patterns in the center of the bowl, and in
three clusters around the rim. The plate is typical of the third quarter of the 18th century.
The 14 Legare example also included a signicant number of the more expensive
overglazed porcelains, featuring elaborate enamel decorations or scenes. The Legare examples
are dominated by delicate oral decoration and rim designs in red, black, and green, and most
feature gold decoration as well. Included in this group are plates and tea wares (cups and
saucers).
The 18th century proveniences also yielded numerous fragments from utilitarian ceramics.
The two earliest ceramic types were represented by a single sherd each. North Devon gravel
tempered ware consists of a smooth red and grey clay with quarts inclusions, hence its name.
The interior of the vessel is coated with a thick apple-green lead glaze. The Charleston examples
are usually cream pans or one-gallon pots. The North Devon wares were manufactured from
1650 until the third quarter of the 18th century and Buckley ware was manufactured from 1720
until the Revolution. Buckley ware features the agate-like body of red and yellow clays, but the
heavy vessels are ribbed on the interior and/or exterior and covered with a thick black lead glaze.
Charleston forms include cream pans and bowls, glazed only on the interior, and large storage
jars glazed on both sides (Noel Hume 1969:135).
The most common utilitarian ceramic on 18th century sites in Charleston are the body of
wares known collectively as combed-and-trailed slipwares. Noel Hume attributes most of these
wares to factories in Staffordshire and Bristol but British archaeologist David Barker suggested
Buckley or Liverpool as a source for much of the slipware imported to Charleston. The majority
of these wares feature a buff- to yellow body and are decorated with combed lines in iron oxide
or manganese under a clear to pale yellow glaze. The simplest were trails of brown glaze over
the buff body, sometimes combed into elaborate designs. Other variations occur with light trailed
stripes over a black slip, or with ”skillfully marbleized blend of white, dark, and light-brown
slips.“ Noel Hume declines to date these variants with accuracy, but suggests that importation of
these wares ended with the Revolution.
Slipwares are recovered in large numbers on Charleston sites. They average 10% of
the ceramics for this period in Charleston and account for 7% of the Legare street assemblage.
The large atware pieces - shallow bowls, plates, and platters of all sizes - feature an unglazed
exterior and molded rim reminiscent of pie crust. The interior features slips and spriggles of
white, dark, and brown clay, often combed in elaborate designs. The hollow wares - most often
mugs or cups of various sizes, but also pitchers and candlesticks - are thinner, glazed on both
sides, and most often feature a series of brown clay dots with combed trailings on the exterior.
In 18th century contexts, we also recover red-bodied slipwares trimmed with trailings of
white clay. Sometimes these vessels feature splotches of green or brown glaze. All of these
are attributed to potteries in the North American colonies, possibly Philadelphia or Salem, North
Carolina. Carl Steen has recently suggested that the many Philadelphia potters were the source
of these wares, and the South Carolina Gazette regularly advertises ships arriving from that port.
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The most common Charleston examples are called Trailed Philadelphia Earthenwares by Steen
(1999), and match the description above. Cream pans and heavy, smaller bowls are the most
common vessel forms recovered in Charleston. These are most common in the third quarter of the
18th century, and provide irrefutable archaeological proof of inter-colonial trade, a venture rarely
discussed in the documentary record (Steen 1999:68); forty-seven fragments were recovered
form Legare street 18th century features.
A second product of the Philadelphia potters common to Charleston consists of mediumsized bowls, with or without handles. The exterior of these vessels features a solid lead glaze
in either brown, rust, or black, and an interior that features sloshed or swirled slips, or powdered
glazes that run to the bottom of the vessel; Steen terms these Clouded wares; in Charleston they
have been catalogued for a decade as ”Mid-Atlantic earthenwares“ Only a few fragments of these
wares were recovered from Legare street.
The 18th century earthenware assemblage also featured a number of lead-glazed earthenwares, in a variety of forms and glazes. The most distinct is a late 17th-18th century ceramics
known here, and in Williamsburg, as Mottled ware. The coarse earthenware paste is thin, but
otherwise similar to English slipwares. The vessels here are all mugs or tankards of various sizes.
They feature a brown streaky glaze with manganese inclusions and bands of narrow ribbing
around the center of the vessel. The runniness of the glaze results in a relatively thin glaze near
the rim and a thick puddling on the interior of the vessel. Michael Stoner has recently identied
this ware in 1670s contexts at Charles Town Landing (South, Stoner and Eubanks 2001). Only
two fragments were recovered at 14 Legare Street.
The nal class of 18th century ceramics recovered at 14 Legare street are the stonewares
manufactured in the Rhineland. Noel Hume suggests that these wares were imported into
England and later onto the colonies in large numbers throughout the 17th and rst half of the
18th centuries. After 1760, the Rhineland’s virtual monopoly was broken by the saltglaze potters
of Staffordshire (Noel Hume 1969:276). The type known to archaeologists as Westerwald is
grey-bodied and decorated in blue, and sometimes purple. Vessel forms for the period of the
Legare street feature include chamber pots, small crocks, and mugs of various sizes; earlier 18th
century sites contain jugs with bulbuous bodies and reed necks, and porringers. The Legare
Street features contained portions of blue-decorated chamber pots and the neck to a 1-quart
crock. Sixty-ve fragments were recovered from the 18th century features.
The Rhineland potters also produced saltglazed stoneware in brown. Most famous are the
”bellarmine“ jugs with a bearded face. These 17th century vessels are rare in Charleston; more
common are undecorated bottles. These were imported through the rst half of the 18th century.
British brown stoneware of the second half of the century are more commonly pots or mugs,
but stoneware bottles from the late 18th century are also recovered. Brown stoneware vessels,
including a bottle, were more common at Legare, comprising 2.5% of the ceramics.
The most remarkable aspect of the 18th century refuse at Legare street was the presence
of several reconstructable vessels of colono ware, discussed in detail in Chapter VIII by
Nicole Isenbarger. Colono ware is a locally made, unglazed earthenware. It is recovered
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on all lowcountry historic
sites from the early 18th century to the early 19th century.
In Charleston it comprises
about 6.5% of the ceramic
assemblage; on rural plantation sites it may be as
much as 50%. The Legare
street features contained
10% colono wares, including a number of reconstructable vessels (gure 4-13).
Archaeologists have determined that much of this
Figure 4-13: Colono ware jars, feature 226
ware, rather than being
Indian trade pottery, was
made by African slaves. The most common forms are the globular jar and the shallow bowl; both
types were recovered at Legare. Some vessels copy European forms. One bowl from Legare
featured a crenulated rim reminiscent of combed-and-trailed slipware, while another replicated
European chamber pots.
The ware varies greatly in quality, ranging from thick, coarse sand tempered wares (classied at The Charleston Museum as Yaughan) to intermediately-thick burnished wares (Lesesne
lustered) to ne, hard, micaceous wares (River Burnished). The latter type often has designs
made from sealing wax in red or black. These are believed to be trade wares from Catawba
Indian potters traveling the lowcountry (Crane 1993; Ferguson 1990).

Other 18th Century Kitchen Wares
Glass bottles and containers comprised the remainder of the kitchen group for the 18th
century assemblage. Most numerous were fragments hand-blown olive green bottles, used most
often for alcoholic beverages. These range from squat, ”onion“ bottles in the 17th century to tall,
cylindrical bottles in the early 19th century. Fragments of these containers litter every colonial
site. The 18th century assemblage contained hundreds of fragments, plus some intact bases and
necks. The single intact example, from feature 24, was 4” in diameter and 10” high, with
proportions that suggest a 1760s-1770s date of manufacture (Noel Hume 1969:66-67). Equally
common in the 18th century assemblage were fragments of square blown green bottles, known as
‘case bottles’. These feature straight sides, high shoulders, and a short neck. These cannot be
dated precisely, but seem have been used alongside the round versions. Hand blown bottles with
slightly wider mouths were designed for storing fruit or slow-pouring liquids. Ivor Noel Hume
discusses intact examples from Wetherburn’s Tavern, thought to have contained brandied cherries
(1969b:41). Other smaller bottles with wide mouths and a rolled rim were for snuff or blacking.
These often-rectangular or octagonal bottles are commonly called snuff bottles.
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The most remarkable glass container was
recovered from feature 226. This was a reconstructable wine bottle, slightly larger than most
from the c.1770 period, and it likely held a quart
or more of liquid. The bottle was embellished
with a personalized seal reading ”MBrewton“,
whose home at 27 King Street is located behind
and beside the 14 Legare house. The bottle
cannot be dated precisely by its form, but we
know from the documentary record that Brewton purchased the property in 1765 and died at
sea in 1775; the bottle was likely manufactured
during this era (gures 4-14 and 4-15). This
bottle and its archaeological signicance are discussed in greater detail in Chapter V.
Fragments of aqua or clear glass
were from condiment bottles or medicine vials.
The condiment bottles were hand-blown as well,
and ranged in size up to 8” in height and 2.5”
in diameter. Others were square or rectangular
in cross-section, 1.5” to 2” across. A smaller,
mold-blown bottle was for ”London Mustard“. Figure 4-14: Green glass wine bottle, with ”MBrewOne unusual example, recovered from feature ton“ seal, feature 226
24, was a medium-sized bottle of grey-brown,
or ‘smoke’ colored glass; the base and several
fragments were recovered
from the well. This bottle
was 2” in diameter and
an unknown height. The
medicine vials were usually
smaller, and rounded, with a
hand applied lip and everted
rim that could be corked.
These were aqua or clear,
but occasionally dark green,
and were 1” in diameter and
up to 4” high.
Decorative table and
serving glass was also represented in the 18th century
assemblage. Most distinc- Figure 4-15: Close-up of wine bottle seal
tive were several fragments
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to a nger bowl or wine
rinse of dark aqua glass,
recovered from feature 70.
Though more fragmentary,
pieces of a similar vessel in
blue glass were also recovered. Dating from the 1770s
through the early 19th century, the two forms are difcult to distinguish from
each other. Finger bowls
of this period were hand
blown with ‘cut’ bottoms
and straight sides. Until
the close of the 18th century,
nger bowls served the
double purpose of cleansing
the ngers and rinsing the
Figure 4-16: Examples of glass stemware, features 24, 187, 226
mouth. They were introduced as ‘wash hand
glasses’, later shortened to washer. Wineglass
coolers were designed to keep the heavy leaded
wine glasses cooled until use by immersing
them in iced water. These vessels were slightly
deeper than the nger bowls, and they featured
one or two lips in the rim to form rests for
the wineglass stems (Hughes 1961:296-297).
The few large examples recovered in Charleston have been nger bowls, and the 14 Legare
samples appear to be so, as well.

Figure 4-17: Etched glass ‘rummer’, feature 187
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Many fragments of clear soda or leaded
glass appear to be from table wares. These
might be serving vessels, such as cruets or
decanters, but most were from tumblers,
both plain and with etched designs, or
wine goblets. A single neck of a cruet
or decanter was recovered from feature
226. This featured an everted rim and
mold-blown paneled sides. Tumblers, literally
named because the heavy base prevented
it from tumbling, were used for drinking water.
They rarely date before the last quarter of the
18th century and become more common as the
19th century progressed. The goblets recovered
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from the 18th century features all had drawn or faceted stems. The faceted
stems were popular from
1780 to 1825, and the
style was part of an overall
emphasis on cut table glass
and chandeliers. The plain
drawn stems were also
popular in the last quarter
of the 18th century. Both of
these feature a plain handblown base and straight
or trumpet-shaped bowls
(gure 4-16). A reconstructed example from feaFigure 4-18: Copper kettle, feature 24
ture 109, missing its stem,
featured a more delicate
base with rolled edge and an ogee bowl. The most complete drinking glass came from the top of
feature 187, in the air pocket beneath feature 1. This was a style know as a rummer, a wine glass
with a fairly large bowl, rudimentary stem, and heavy square base (Bickerton 1984; Noel Hume

Figure 4-19: Silver spoon handle, engraved M*B, feature 165

1969b). The large bowl of
this vessel also features linear facets at the bottom and
a wide band of engraved owers around the rim (gure
4-17). These vessels date from 1780 to 1830 (Noel Hume
1969:195).
Seven items of cutlery were recovered from the 18th
century features. These were either knives or forks, of
iron with bone handles riveted on either side. Some of the
late 18th century examples features diagonal cross-hatched
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designs carved into the bone handle. The nal item was an unusual nd, a large copper
kettle from the well ll. Though crushed and corroded, the vessel was clearly identiable as a
bulbous kettle of about one gallon capacity, with a wide mouth, and hole for a spout. No handle
attachment was identiable. A heavy brass ring, recovered separately, appears to be the rim for
the kettle (gure 4-18). The most unusual nd was a sterling silver teaspoon handle, recovered
from the vicinity of Feature 165. This demure handle was likely from a small, or demitasse ,
spoon, and the handle showed some wear along one side (gure 4-19). The underside of the
handle end was engraved ”M*B“ and, like the wine bottle, appears to be the property of Miles
Brewton. Curator of History Chris Loeblein (personal communication) conrmed that the style
of the handle and the type of engraving are consistent with the late 18th century.

Architectural Items
The vast majority of the numerous architectural items recovered were hand-wrought nails
and fragments of window glass. The window glass of the 18th century was hand-blown and light
aqua in color. The majority of the nails were wrought, or produced by hand; due to corrosion,
however, most of those from 14 Legare were not identiable as to type of manufacture. A few
distinctive items were encountered, however. Recovered only from 18th century proveniences
were fragments of delft replace tiles. These came from the large 18th century features along the
central property line, feature 226, and ll inside the 14 Legare kitchen building.
The majority were hand painted in blue or purple (gure s4-20). Though the fragmentary, it appears that the purple set exhibits the more detailed interior scenes. Both
the blue and purple-decorated tiles feature scenes framed in double circles, with additional
decorations in the corners outside the circles. The motifs recovered all date to the rst half
of the 18th century, according to Ivor Noel Hume
(1969:291). Corner patterns
in both colors include foliate
and oxhead designs. A
single example in both blue
and stippled purple features
a corner carnation. A few
examples, attributable to the
Bristol factories, featured
a blue-grey ground color
with a thick white foliate
and oral border, a pattern
known as bianco sopra
bianco. Also recovered
were a few fragments of
th
the famous overglazed transFigure 4-20: Examples of delft tiles, 18 century proveniences
fer-printed tiles produced in
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Liverpool by Sadler and Green in the third quarter of the 18th century. While one of the Legare
street examples features a trace of weathered red enamel, the remainder of the samples have the
enamel completely removed, with just a shadow of the pattern remaining on the white ground.
When held at an appropriate angle in good light, though, the decorations are clearly detailed
scenes with human gures in a rococo border.

Other Colonial Artifacts
Only a few items relating to guns or weaponry were recovered from the colonial deposits.
The majority were lead balls, either small shot or musket balls. The other common item were
gun ints, fashioned from bronze or grey European int. All of those recovered at Legare,
whether of grey or brown int, were fashioned as the spall-type, commonly produced in France
and considered superior to the blade ints from Britain. Most unusual were two cannon balls, of
a size and type common in the Revolutionary War era.
Far more numerous, but still relatively sparse, were items related to clothing. The
majority of these were buttons, either single-hole bone discs or plan brass buttons with
wire eye rings. The at copper alloy discs predominated in the second half of the 18th
century, getting larger and larger toward century’s end. The bone discs could be covered with
fabric or woven thread,
and many were produced
locally. Other clothing fasteners included hooks and
eyes, fashioned from brass
wire.
The most unusual
button was a brass disc
with silver-plated cover,
engraved ”JB“ in 18th century script (gure 4-21).
Recovered from feature
226, it is possible that
this belonged to a Brewton
family member. Another
group of buttons was
recovered from 18th century proveniences, and
seem to be part of the
same garment or set of
garments. These are twopart buttons, featuring a
domed brass top and a
similarly curved four-holed

Figure 4-21: Silver-covered button, engraved ”J B“, feature 226
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bone back. Many of the backs were stained green from contact with the brass front. They came
in two sizes, 1” diameter and .5” diameter. The former are probably to the front of a coat or
vest, while the latter are from the sleeves. While some of these were recovered from early 19th
century proveniences, the majority come from the 18th century features. This suggests that the lot
originated in the 18th century refuse and that some were redeposited in later proveniences.
Items for making and repairing clothing included brass straight pins, thimbles, and scissors. As these items have changed little in style over the centuries, it is impossible to date
them closely.
The nal group of clothing items were glass beads, worn either as jewelry or sewn
onto clothing. The vast majority of beads recovered at 14 Legare came from 18th century
proveniences, and four general varieties were found. The most common was a small white tube
bead, 1/4” in diameter and 1/4” long. Eight of these were recovered from 18th century features,
while four more were redeposited in early 19th century proveniences. Two cornaline d’alleppo
beads were found, these a barrel-shaped variety. The conaline d’alleppo beads are made of clear
dark green glass with an outer layer of opaque red glass. Three large blue wire-wound beads
were recovered, two in the same provenience as the small white beads. Two were from feature
226, while the third was in feature 24.
The nal group of 18th century beads came from feature 109 (the 12 Legare trash pit),
and are somewhat different; two blue tube beads with red stripes and a white tube bead with
red and blue stripes. This slight difference in bead content may support the idea that feature
109 represents refuse from the owners of 12 Legare street, and not refuse imported from the
Miles Brewton lot.
Items of personal possession were also infrequent in the 18th century assemblage.
The few present included slate writing pencils, a pocket knife, and three coins. The coins were
all George III halfpennies,
dating to 1775, 1773, and
1781. The most common
personal item were fragments from women’s fans
(gure 4-22). A concentration of delicately carved
bone slats was recovered
from feature 187. Other
single slats or fragments of
slats were recovered from
the midden deposits around
the 12 Legare main house
(feature 67, 69, 70; zone
5). One example featured a
single bone slat riveted to a
matching strip of at brass. Figure 4-22: Fragments of bone fan slats, feature 24, feature 187, zone 3
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Other individual slats featured the same
ogee silhouette as this, and so were
likely from the same fan. Two other
fragments were straight in prole. The
18th century assemblage also included
two glass jewels, popular in the second
half of the 19th century. One was a
circular ”sapphire“, the other an oval
clear glass with carved design, from a
button or cuff link.
Hardware from furniture was
present small numbers in the 18th
century features (gure 4-23). Most
common were small brass upholstery
tacks, which appear in the 17th century
and become common in the 18th and
19th centuries. Decorative hardware
included a small box hinge of brass and Figure 4-23: Examples of furniture hardware
a screw-mounted brass ring with solid
center, which swiveled on a pin at the top of the ring. The function of this piece is unknown, but
it may have been from a carriage. The nal furniture items were portions of brass wood screws;
the furniture screws of the 18th century featured a at bottom.
Smoking was reected in numerous fragments of clay tobacco pipes, principally stem and
bowl fragments. Smoking tobacco was a popular habit, borrowed from Native Americans in
the 1570s, and widespread by the early 17th century. For the next two centuries, the extremely
inexpensive clay pipes were commonplace. Numbers of clay pipe fragments decline gradually
in the 18th and early 19th century, though such pipes were used through the Civil War. Pipe
fragments comprise 2.5% of the 18th century assemblage.
The special activity group includes those items used is specic site activities other than
those involved in food preparation, consumption and storage. This varied group, then, includes
tools of all sorts, toys and games, artifacts related to gardening and horticulture and, occasionally,
those items related to commercial and non-domestic activities. The 18th century assemblage was
dominated by undecorated clay marbles. Other special items included iron barrel straps, for
storage of foods and other items. Tools included a replace tong from feature 109 (gure 4-24)
and a two-tined garden pitchfork from feature 226 (gure 4-25). Evidence for gardening was
otherwise minimal, as only two ower pot fragments were recovered. Feature 226 also yielded
a curved adze, socket-tted, featuring an iron collar designed to t on a pointed wooden handle
(Sloan 1962). A semi-circular gouge was also socket-tted Two equestrian items included a
stirrup and a snafe bit, similar to one dated to c. 1730 by Ivor Noel Hume (1969:241). Final tool
items from feature 226 included a possible shovel head.
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Early 19th Century
Assemblage
The artifacts deposited in the soil at 14 Legare
Street during the rst half of
the 19th century were recovered from a large number
of proveniences, and is thus
a large assemblage. Unlike
Figure 4-24: Fireplace tongs, feature 109
the 18th century assemblage,
which consisted of primary
refuse deposited into large
features, most of the 19th
century refuse was secondary, either randomly or
deliberately deposited on the
ground or in small features
and subject to a good deal
of trampling, movement, and
redeposition. The early 19th
century artifacts are therefore more fragmentary and
more difcult to describe.
Figure 4-25: Garden pitch fork, feature 226
Nonetheless, there are several individual artifacts, or
th
groups of artifacts, worthy of mention. The description of the 19 century assemblage will
therefore follow the same format as the above, with specic attention to those items typical of
the antebellum period.

Ceramics
The dominant ceramic wares of the early 19th century are the rened earthenwares massproduced from the late 18th century onward in the British factories of Staffordshire and elsewhere.
Creamware, perfected in the 1760s, does not seem to dominate the tables of Charlestonians
until the 1780s (Martin 1996:177). As this ware becomes increasingly popular among the rising
middle class, it continued to dominate the ceramic industry into the early 19th century. Several
vessels were recovered from early 19th century proveniences at 14 Legare, some fragments
redeposited from the 18th century features, but much of it evidently used and discarded during
the Simmons-Edwards-Heyward tenure.
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Plates are present in a variety of sizes and styles. The earlier feather-edged style is present in only moderate amounts. More common are the royal pattern rims, which was produced
into the 1820s (Miller 1980). At least two plates with a plain rim were recovered. Other vessels
included undecorated bowls and saucers. The most distinctive creamware vessel was a warming
dish, a two-layered hollow vessel designed to be lled with either warm or cool water, to regulate
the temperature of the food.
Throughout the 1770s, Wedgwood continued to experiment with production of a whiter
ware, which in 1779 he termed ”pearl white.“ Thus 1780 marks the beginning of the era where
British rened earthenwares feature a bluish tint to the glazing and blue pooling in the cracks and
crevices. It was not Wedgwood’s intention to replace the earlier creamware, but this did occur to
a certain extent, as other potteries produced the new wares in quantity. In general, pearlwares are
17% of Charleston ceramic assemblages, compared to 25% creamware.
Pearlwares come in a wide range of decorations, compared to creamware. Earliest
(1780-1810) was hand painting in underglaze blue, most often in chinoiserie designs. The
Legare assemblage contains
several signicant examples
of this ware. These include
fragments of a cylindrical
teapot, and several tea
bowls, saucers, and cups. A
large pearlware tea bowl (or
slop bowl) was recovered
from the ll of feature 226,
with a mending sherd from
feature 187 (gure 4-26).
Also present in this assemblage were examples of
small mugs, or cylindrical
coffee cups. There is also
a single sherd each from a
Figure 4-26: Blue hand-painted pearlware bowl, features 226 and 187
creamer or cruet lid and a
toy tea saucer. All of these
feature chinoiserie scenes.
There are also examples of more elaborate, and likely more expensive painted pearlware
vessels. Several fragments were recovered to a tea cup or cups featuring a delicately uted
sides and scalloped edges. Two fragments to a cruet were also retrieved. The site also yielded
fragments to two ‘leaf’ dishes, in an elaborate form of shell edged pearlware (gure 4-27).
Shell-edged pearlware is perhaps the most readily recognizable historic ceramics. The
ware comes most often in atware - plates, soup bowls, platters - and features rims molded in
a feathery design, which was hand painted in blue or green. The earlier pieces, c. 1780-1795, fea4-25
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ture careful, individual brush
strokes, accenting the individual feathers. By the early
19th century, the hand painting had deteriorated to a
single swiped band around
the rim. The early 19th
century also witnessed rims
molded in designs other than
feathers.

Figure 4-27: Fragments of creamware and pearlware cruets, 19th century
proveniences

The antebellum
assemblage features a
number of plates and soup
bowls in green and blue
shell-edged design. A large
platter in green shell-edged
was recovered from the rear
garden. Shell-edged plates
were also recovered from the
18th century features.

Pearlware was also hand painted in a polychrome earth-tone pallet. These wares are most
frequently tea wares - handleless cups and saucers. The colors of the 1780-1810 era are brown,
sage green, cobalt blue, orange-rust, and yellow. The vessels feature small, delicate designs.
While there is a wide range of patterns, the number is nite, and patterns are repeated across
Charleston. These general characteristics are observed in the Legare assemblage; the vessels
represented include tea cups with no handles, open saucers, and small cylindrical coffee cups.
As the 19th century progressed, the designs on these wares, though in the same colors,
gradually become bolder. By 1820, the directly stenciled oral patterns are found in bright blue,
mulberry, forest green, and black. These decorations are found principally on whitewares.
Two other decorative styles were applied to pearlware in 1795, and they dominate the
early 19th century ceramics. Transfer or bat printing involved the creation of detailed designs in a
myriad of patterns. The North Staffordshire potters, led by Josiah Spode, successfully produced
this blue on white ware in 1784. This development, coupled with a signicant reduction in the
importation of porcelains from Canton after 1793, resulted in a large market for the new ware
(Copeland 1994:7; Miller 1991). Though few reconstructable pieces were recovered from 14
Legare, the ware accounts for 18% of the pearlwares. Transfer printed wares were the most
expensive of the decorated rened earthenwares, are usually recovered in a wide variety of
forms; plates of all sizes, bowls of all sizes, teacup and coffee cups, with or without handles,
mugs and saucers. The list of service pieces is equally lengthy, including platters, tureens and
teawares.
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After 1830, transfer printed wares were produced in colors other than blue. These
remained popular until the 1850s, when white granite china became the most popular. The 14
Legare collection includes transfer printed wares in brown, black, green, and purple. The most
distinctive, and likely the latest, transfer print ware in the early 19th century assemblage was a
pattern in a light blue-green print, sparsely applied on a white background. The style is Oriental,
copying the Kakeimon patterns on porcelain, which employ the use of the owering plum and a
bird, possibly a phoenix or quail (Jill Koverman, personal communication). The piece is likely
English, from c. 1830-50.
Fragments of this set are
found scattered across the
site, from the front garden
to the rear. Recovered
fragments include plates,
saucers, and a tureen lid
(gure 4-27).
The least expensive
of the pearlwares were
annular ware, or ”dipped
wares“. Usually limited
to bowls, mugs, jugs (or
pitchers), or chamber pots,
they were the cheapest
holloware available with
Figure 4-28: Light green transfer-printed whiteware, various proveniences
decoration (Miller 1991:6).
These wares feature
machine-turned decorations with bright bands of color. Sometimes a wide band was lled with
marbled slips, in a variety of patterns known as cabled, cat’s eye, fanning and turning (Sussman
1997). Engine-turned designs feature black-and-white checkerboard patterns on rims, often
combined with a wide blue band. The early 19th century sample contained two reconstructable
vessels. One is a large mug or tankard with rust-colored bands and brown inlaid designs,
recovered from the rear garden. The second is a pitcher with blue and rust bands and rouletted
inlaid designs.
The British potters, including Wedgwood, continued to rene their glaze formulas so that
by c. 1820 the blue tinge had been removed from the wares, leaving a white china. Much to the
confusion of archaeologists, the same decorative motifs continue from pearlware to whiteware.
Blue transfer printing gets lighter and sparser, and after 1830 appears in colors other than blue;
black, brown, red and green. Annular wares likewise continue through the 19th century, with
some discernable stylistic differences. Shell edged and hand-painted wares also remain popular
after 1820. Moderate amounts of hand painted, annular, and transfer printed whitewares were
recovered from the 19th century proveniences, particularly the light blue-green Kakeimon pattern
described above.
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Throughout the antebellum period, undecorated white ware increase in popularity; the
mid-century is characterized by heavy, undecorated wares, often in paneled or octagonal forms.
Fragments of these wares comprise 10% of the antebellum ceramics.
Archaeological ceramics decline in quantity and quality after 1840. By that time, much
of the city’s refuse was being hauled to central dumping areas, and city residents were working
to keep their yards refuse-free. Generally, ceramic styles of the 1830s continue through the
century with few datable changes, and ceramics thus become less useful for dating archaeological
proveniences. There are a few ceramics introduced during the 19th century that are present at
14 Legare in small numbers.
Portobello ware is a ne redware featuring a white-slipped interior and a clear lead glaze.
The brown exterior is further decorated with a yellow transfer printed design. The ware was
manufactured by the Scott brothers of Portobello, Scotland from 1796 until at least 1825. Roundbodied pitchers are the most common form (Lindsay 1962). Fragments lacking the yellow
transfer print but otherwise similar in execution are consistently found on lowcountry sites, and
are catalogued as ‘Portobello-like’ earthenwares. Only a few fragments of these wares were
recovered at Legare Street.
Sprig-decorated whiteware was popular around 1840. There is a good deal of variety in
these wares but the most common in Charleston, and the type recovered at Legare Street, feature
a white rened earthenware body with a light blue slipped exterior, over which sprigged decorations are glazed in white, in immitation of Wedgwood’s jasper ware. The vessel represented by
the Legare Street fragments was a mug or coffee cup.
Also marking the 1840s was the appearance of luster ware, where copper or platinum
salts produced a metallic glaze in gold or silver, over earthenware or creamware. Most common
in archaeological assemblages are copper-lustered earthenware, often with the white-slipped
interior found on the portobello wares (Fisher 1966). The lustered wares, often produced by
C.J. Mason & Company, were popular in the rst four decades of the 19th century. Only a few
fragments were recovered from 14 Legare Street.
Two types of porcelain are important dating tools for 19th century sites. ”Canton“ refers
to the poorer-quality Chinese export porcelain that reached the United States and Europe in the
rst four decades of the 19th century. This ware is distinguished from the blue-on-white wares
of the previous century by a greyer paste and glaze, thicker vessels, and an overall darker and
sloppier painted execution (Noel Hume 1969:262). With the opening of the China trade in 1784,
these wares were shipped to America in great quantity. The Legare site, however, contained
only a few fragments.
Far more common (5% of the ceramics) are the plain white porcelain manufactured and
distributed in the United States after 1850. These wares increase in importance in the second
half of the 19th century, and are an important dating tool. These all-white dishes were used for
every day ware; after 1880 they were often gold-trimmed. White porcelain comes in a variety of
tableware forms, including plates and miscellaneous holloware forms.
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Utilitarian wares common to the 19th century include a variety of stonewares produced
at regional potteries throughout the eastern United States. Most of these continue the Rhenish
tradition of the earlier centuries with brown and gray saltglaze nishes on large crocks and
jugs, though many of the 19th century vessels are thicker and heavier. Most of the 19th century
stonewares, however, are nished on the interior with a lustrous brown glaze known as albany
slip. A group of potteries in Edgeeld, South Carolina produced a distinctive ash-glazed crockery
from 1800 to 1880, known collectively as Edgeeld stonewares. Many are distinguished by
a dark olive to light greenish-grey shiny alkaline glaze on a coarse dark grey body. Some of
the earlier vessels are decorated in white and brown slipped designs (Baldwin 1993). Many of
these potteries used African-American slaves, as revealed in the pots signed by Dave (Drake),
owned by Harvey Drake in 1833, by potter Lewis Miles before 1840, and by the Landrum
family after 1846 (Koverman 1998). While much of the Edgeeld pottery survives in lowcountry
households, surprisingly little nds its way into the archaeological record; this may be due to
its durability.
Two rened earthenware also served utilitarian purposes. Rockingham or Bennington
ware is distinguished by a yellow body and blotched brown and yellow glaze, and came in a
variety of forms. Pitchers and teapots are the most common on early 19th century sites. This
ware was mass-produced in America and other countries for a century beginning in the 1830s
(Claney 1996:107). A comparable vessel, but one more common on Charleston sites, is yellow
ware, again manufactured in America and elswhere for more than a century beginning in 1810.
This ware also featured a buff to yellow body and a plain mustard- yellow lead
glaze. Some of the larger vessels, such as mixing bowls and chamber pots, feature
white bands on the exterior
or wide white stripes with
dendritic designs in blue or
green. A large number of
vessel forms are present,
including small bowls and
mugs, large mixing bowls,
chamber pots, and garden
jars.
Lead-glazed coarse
earthenware also were also
used in the early 19th century, principally as utilitarian
items. The black leadglazed earthenware popular
in the mid 18th century
enjoys renewed popularity in
the early 19th century, but
in slightly different vessel
forms. Charleston sites have Figure 4-29: Black lead-glazed redware teapot, N80E245 zone 4
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yielded some tea wares in black lead-glazed redware from 19th century contexts. A pitcher or
teapot of this ware was recovered from the deep garden deposits in N80E245 (gure 4-29).

Other Kitchen Items
Glass fragments comprised the remainder of the kitchen groups, about 40%. Fragments
of green bottle glass were the most common, followed by clear container glass. Green glass
bottles continue to be an essential part of 19th century foodways; they were hand-blown until
1820, and then were blown into a mold. For the remainder of the century, the bodies of glass
bottles were molded, and the necks and lips were nished by hand. Mold seams on these
bottles are visible on the bottom and sides of the containers, and disappear at the hand-blown
neck. Clear container glass increases in quantity in the 19th century, but is only one-third as
common as green bottles at Legare Street. Container glass in aqua was as common as clear glass.
These bottles were often for condiments and sauces, as well as for medicines (though, whenever
possible, the fragments of medicine bottles were separated from the larger, thicker fragments of
condiment bottles). Glass that was positively identied as pharmaceutical was relatively scarce
in this assemblage.
Container glass in blue and brown were present in smaller amounts. The clear, brown,
and blue glass increase in frequency as the 19th century progresses. Blue bottle glass is most
often associated with mineral or soda water, which became popular by mid-century. Brown
bottles were most often for beer.
Fragments of glass from tableware were fairly common in the antebellum assembage.
These were most commonly fragments of wine goblets, tumblers, or serving containers. Two
small glass stoppers, from decanters or cruets, were recovered. The majority of the goblet
stems were drawn, though some from the early 19th century feature an angular knop and stepped
junction. The bowls of these are often faceted (Noel Hume 1969:190).
Architectural items averaged 43% of the antebellum artifacts, yet very few of them are
distinctive enough to describe in detail. The majority of the 6000+ architectural artifacts were
nails and fragments of window glass. Many of the nails were fragmentary, or too corroded
for identication. Of those that were identiable, the majority appeared to be hand-wrought.
About 1/3 as many were machine cut, a type developed after 1815 (Fontana and Greenleaf 1962;
Lounsbury 1994). Only three were wire nails, developed after 1850. Also recovered were 16
brass nails, used for slate roofs.
The majority of the window glass was pale green or aqua in color, and thus the handblown glass common through the rst quarter of the 19th century. Crown glass began as a
bubble of hand-blown glass, gradually worked into a disc. These then featured a thick edge,
which was trimmed away and wasted, and a central pontil scar, or bulls-eye, which could be up
to one inch thick. The circles of glass were known as ‘crowns’ and were shipped to America
in crates, to be cut to size by the purchaser (Noel Hume 1969:234). Several fragments of the
rounded, or discarded, edges were recovered at 14 Legare. Other window glass appeared clear,
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likely the post-1832 sheet glass. Still other fragments of clear glass exhibited a frosty white
patina, possibly suggesting leaded, or higher quality, glass.
The most distinctive
architectural artifacts were
hardware elements, including strap hinges and hooks
from shutters, and large bolts
for structural bracings. Two
gate or door locks were
recovered, including a slide
bolt and a stock lock, the
latter complete with thumb
lift (gure 4-30).
Arms materials were
quite sparse in the antebellum assemblage, and averaged .4% of the artifact total.
This group included some
lead shot, musket balls, and
ints, but also included
Figure 4-30: Door latches and locks, N65E265
some shell casings, developed after 1854 (Barnes
1965).
Clothing items were slightly more numerous than those associated with the arms group,
but still relatively sparse compared to other Charleston sites. The 69 items were mostly button
and other lost or discarded clothing items. In addition to the one-hole bone discs, the buttons
included two types typical of the 19th century. The machine-made bone buttons with four holes
were developed by the early 19th century, while the four-holed buttons of porcelain or milk
glass are not common until the mid-19th century. Most common in this assemblage were brass
discs, the mid-19th century variety containing maker’s information stamped on the back of the
button (‘treble gilt’, etc.). Other buttons were hollow, two piece buttons, and many of these
were decorated in molded designs, such as basket-weave, spiraled, and woven patterns. The nal
clothing items was a four-holed button of shell and a wire clothing eye (gure 4-31).
Five buttons may be military buttons, though some are incompletely identied. The
single pewter button recovered on the site bears the letters LDC. One relatively rare example
may be an early navy button. This brass disc features an eagle with the American shield on its
chest, holding a cartouche with contains an anchor. Fifteen stars surround this motif. This likely
dates from the time of the War of 1812. The fteen stars were added to Navy buttons after
1802, and the buttons didn’t change again until 1852. British Navy buttons of the same
period are, however, very similar and therefore confusing (Albert 1976:89-95). A smaller,
possibly sleeve, button also features an eagle holding an anchor at angle, and thirteen stars
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around the top half of the
button. This is a Marine
corps button, manufactured between 1822 and
1866. A third is a general ofcer’s button from
the Confederacy. The
fourth button is not technically military, but features the seal of the
City of Charleston, and
is likely a police ofcer’s button. The City
seal consists of lady liberty in the foreground
and the harbor skyline
in the background. The
back reads ”Scoville
Mfg. Co.“; this company
was in business from
Figure 4-31: Examples of brass buttons; top row, civilian; bottom row, military
1850-1900 (Tice
1997:35). A Charleston
policeman’s button was recovered from the Medical University-President Street site in 1988; this
button was manufactured by the Waterbury company (Zierden and Raynor 1988).
Several decorative buckles were recovered from early 19th century contexts. The larger,
curved examples were from shoes, used in America from c. 1700 to 1815. Though inexpensive,
these were often elaborately molded. Smaller buckles were for knee breeches, hats, and vests
(Noel Hume 1969:84)
Recovered items related to clothing manufacture include straight pins, thimbles, and lace
bobbins. The straight pins and thimbles of the 18th and 19th centuries were identical in form to
those used today, and so are difcult to date. The two thimbles were quite small, and could
have been used by children. Alternately, they were used by smaller women or on smaller ngers.
The lace bobbin consists of an elaborately carved rod of bone, to which cotton thread for lace
was afxed. Each skein of thread was attached to a separate bobbin, and the threads carefully
woven in patterns, using a large, hard pillow and pins to hold the developing pattern in place.
The bobbins were often afxed with a string of glass beads, called the spangle, to give them
extra weight (Hopewell 1994).
Items associated with personal adornment included glass beads and jewel settings. Four
beads were recovered in early 19th century contexts. Most were similar to those found in
the 18th century contexts and likely redeposited. The single early 19th century type was a
faceted blue glass bead. A most unusual nd was a large bead of carnelian, 1” long. It
is pendant-shaped, with a hole running the length of the bead (gure 4-32). A similar bead
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was recovered from the Calvert site in Annapolis, Maryland (Yentsch 1994) and
has been associated with
African-American residents
(Yentsch 1994; Stine et al.
1996).
Items of personal
possession were very sparse
in the 19th century assemblage; it is interesting,
though, that those recovered
may represent the possessions of slave residents, as
well as the owner’s family.
Items new to the 19th century
include toothbrushes made
of bone, and slate pencils.
Though tooth brushes were
used in Europe as early
Figure 4-32:
Top row: carnelian bead;
as the 15th century, the
middle row: brass cuff link with glass settings
bone handled brush was not
bottom row: paste jewels
invented until 1780 (Mattick
1993:162). They became common as the 19th century, with new ideas about hygiene and
individual privacy, progressed. Short pencils of slate, for writing on slates, become more
common on archaeological sites as the 19th century progresses. Another item possibly related to
hygiene or medicine was a brass scale weight. Small scales and weights were often part of home
medicine chests, and suggests the preparation of medicines.
Several items likely belonged to the women of the Edwards, Simmons, or Heyward
households. Two fragments of bone slats from women’s fans were recovered, as was a brass
rib from a parasol. Four glass or ‘paste’ jewels were recovered; though these are considered
women’s, paste jewels were also used in men’s cuff links and shoe buckles. These articial stones
of glass or paste were popular in the second half of the 18th century into the early 19th century
(Fales 1995). Loose stones from early 19th century contexts included a circular green ”emerald“
and a circular blue ”sapphire“ (gure 4-32). Two small clear ”diamonds“ were set in tinned
brass, and may be buttons or small cuff links. A gold-lled pendant with clear glass stone, in a
teardrop or heart-shape, is likely a fragment of mourning jewelry. Such pieces were common in
the 18th and 19th centuries. The locket might have included a monogram or hair (Fales 1995). The
nal glass jewels were clearly men’s. This was a pair of cuff links, consisting of square-cut clear
stones in a brass setting. The other man’s item was a pocket knife.
Coins, or pocket change, are sometimes lost on archaeological sites. The antebellum
collection contains a few coins, including a relatively unusual Liberty half penny, from
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1791. The most unusual
coins were four early 18th
century examples, dated
1722, showing George I on
the front and the Tudor rose
on the back. They were
all recovered from separate
deposits (gure 4-33).
Three silver Spanish
1⁄2 reales were recovered;
these coins are relatively
common on Charleston
sites, and were evidently
used into the early 19th century. One of the coins
is a fragment, but two
of the other three exhibit
drilled holes, to be worn
as charms. Such pierced
coins have been reported
Figure 4-33:
Top row: George I coins, 1722-1723
in increasing numbers from
middle row: George III halfpennies, 1770s-1780s
sites occupied by Africanbottom row: Silver Spanish reales
Americans, and are interpreted as charms. Also likely the cultural property of African residents were three quartz crystals.
Such items have been recovered from other African-occupied sites, and are associated with other
religious activities.
Items from furniture
comprised .25% of the
early 19th century assemblage. Furniture is
represented in the archaeological record principally
by the bits of brass
hardware remaining after
wood, fabric, and upholstery have decayed. The
brass hardware retrieved
from the Legare Street site
speaks to some elegant
furnishings (gure 4-34,
4-35).
Figure 4-34: Cloak pins or drawer pulls
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Figure 4-35: Close-up, front of cloak pin

This group also included
eye screw mountings and
mounting plates for handles.

common furniture item are
upholstery tacks, featuring
a round domed head and
square shank. These were
available in a variety of
sizes and were used to hold
fabric or leather upholstery
in place. More and more
of these might be placed on
a piece of furniture as the
18th century progressed, until
the early 19th century, when
Neoclassical pieces utilized
an almost continual line
of these, to enhance light
reection (McInnis 1999).
The Legare street assemblage, however, contained
only three. More common
were drawer pulls and key
hole escuteons from chests.

The furnishing group
also included a shutter pull
and two cloak pins. The two
cloak pins could be interpreted as drawer pulls, as
such styles were used in
the early 19th century (Smith
1975:88), but one was
covered with white paint,
suggesting the former inter- Figure 4-36: Candlesticks
pretation. Both were
designed to be screw-mounted directly into the wood. The plainer one featured an outer and
inner circle of rouletting, while the more decorated featured a stylized ‘sunower’ or ‘pinecone’
design. **ask Willie and Orlando about these
Two candlestick bowl fragments were recovered. One was small and rather plain, with a
wide everted lip and two holes in either side of the bowl. The second held a larger taper, with a
bulbous design, rounded bowl, and rouletted decoration (gure 4-36). Several curtain rings were
recovered. The larger at rings, about 1” in diameter, were cut from a sheet of brass and led
at; this style dates to the 18th century. The smaller rings, about 1/2” in diameter, are typical of
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the early 19th century; several examples were recovered at the c.1808 Nathaniel Russell House
(Zierden 1996). Two rings, in two sizes, featured a second small loop afxed perpendicular to
the main ring. Curtain rings could have been used in a variety of ways, for window hangings,
bed curtains, or other drapings.

Figure 4-37: Fragments of Staffordshire creamware gurines

Two fragments of
glass from mirrors were
recovered. The nal artifacts
classied as furnishings
were fragments of ceramic
gurines. Several small
fragments of rened Staffordshire earthenware were
recovered, molded and
enameled in patterns not
found on dishes. These have
been interpreted as portions
of gurines produced in the
late 18th and early 19th centuries. The largest fragment
appears to be a owing skirt
of some type (gure 4-37).

Items associated with
specialized site activities fell into several distinct categories, and overall comprised .42% of
the assemblage. Despite their relative paucity, the artifacts reected several distinct activities.
Gardening was represented by 30 fragments of clay ower pots. More dramatic, though, were
the two lead plant tags, scratched with the names of owering annuals. Toys and games usually
reect children’s games, but can include artifacts from adult leisure activities. Children’s activities was reected in clay marbles, all of them undecorated clay. The counters or ‘checkers’,
round discs produced from sherds of delftware, could have been used by children or adults, as
could the die, made of bone. The same is true of the brass ‘bridge’ from a stringed musical
instrument, such as a violin. Fishing was reected in two lead net weights. Tools included a
square shovel, minus the handle attachment and a chisel with a tang attachment. Storage was
reected in fragments of barrel straps.

Late 19th Century Assemblage
The late 19th century assemblage was derived from the extensively-excavated zone 2
deposits, particularly in the front garden area. As a large portion of zone 2 was excavated,
the artifact assemblage for this period was very large, over 13,000 artifacts. By this time,
most of the refuse generated by the 14 Legare household was deposited off-site; much of the
artifact assemblage, then, consists of earlier artifacts redeposited in the later proveniences. Some,
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however, date to the late 19th century, and were either lost or discarded. Only those artifacts
unique to the late 19th century, or dramatically increasing in frequency and use during this period,
will be discussed below.
Some architectural materials were introduced into the ground as a result of Victorian
activities. These include agate ware door knobs, developed after 1880. The other distinctive item
were fragments of decorative frosted pane glass, likely from a fanlight or door surround. These
featured a frosted pattern around the edges of the glass. Wire nails, developed after 1850, were
present only in modest numbers.
Arms items of the second half of the century included seven percussion caps, developed
in 1822, but not common until the 1840s (Noel Hume 1969). Nine brass shell casings, again
more common as the century wore on, were recovered.
Additions to the standard items of the clothing group were small grommets from shoes,
common after 1860. Porcelain, or prosser buttons, patented in 1849, are also numerous in the
late 19th century assemblage. Some exhibit calico designs, manufactured between 1848 and 1865
(Sutton and Arkush 1996:205). Another Victorian clothing item was a portion of a porcelain
‘darning egg’, which was placed in a sock to hold its shape during repair.
Personal items, particularly those easily lost, were more common in the Victorian period.
Items available by mid-century included the harmonica; two brass plates, with some reeds intact,
were recovered. The Mund-Harmonica, or mouth harp, was patented by C.F.>L. Buschman of
Berlin in 1821. In 1857, Matthias Hohner picked up the patent, and the instrument became
widespread (Baines 1967). These instruments were available by the Civil War. A woman’s hair
comb appeared to be a synthetic material. Decorative combs, in horn or tortoise shell, were
available in the late 18th century. The rst synthetic, celluloid, was developed in 1869. After
that, synthetic combs replaced the earlier bone or wood combs (Sawyer 1978). The fragment
recovered appeared to be a decorative woman’s hair comb, rather than a utilitarian item. The oval
lense from eyeglasses is another item rarely found in archaeological contexts any earlier than
the 19th century. Eye glasses were developed in the late 18th century, but the ‘temple spectacles’
did not become popular until the 1920s; prior to that the hand-held varieties were more common
(York 1978). Other recovered items are in a style already in use. Three fragments of a brass ruler
were recovered, as were three pocket knives. Slate pencils were also common.
Several distinctive jewelry items were recovered. Two watch keyes were of a style
used throughout the 19th century. A brass bar pin and a cuff bracelet of woven brass were late
19th styles (gure 4-38). A medal from the ”N.J. Shloss, Boys Clothing“ commemorates the
centennial of ”The Departure of the Continental Army, 1778” and thus dates to 1878.
Late 19th century coins were recovered in relative quantity. Most common were ‘Indian
head’ pennies, dating to the 1880s (gure 4-39). The date on the nickel was illegible. The latest
coin was a 1918 French coin, possibly a World War I souvenier.
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Fragments of glass shades,
from kerosene lamps, are
a late 19th century addition
to the furniture group.
The earliest styles of
shades date to the 1860s.
Thin fragments of stamped
brass may be from picture
surrounds, used in both
daguerrotype and ambrotype pictures.

Figure 4-38: Jewelry from zone 2 proveniences:
Top row: woven brass wire bracelet
middle row: brass bar pin, mourning pendants
bottom row: rubber comb, watch key

Figure 4-39: bus token, coins from zone 2 proveniences

Figure 4-40: ‘latticino’ glass marbles
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A change in toy technology was evident in
the zone 2 deposits; here,
clay marbles are augmented by several elaborate glass marbles, made of
clear glass with swirls and
latticino ligree decorations (gure 4-40). Developed around 1880, this type
was produced in Germany
until World War I (Block
1978).
Other toys include the
common white porcelain
doll fragment, one a glazed
portion to a doll’s leg,
the other a fragment of a
small bisque porcelain baby.
More distinctive was a cast
lead peacock, less than 1”
in height, and a small bone
cat, hand-painted in red and
black. designed to be worn,
possibly by a child (gure
4-41).
The most signicant
artifact in this group was a
brass slave tag, dated 1803.
These brass badges were in
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fact city licenses, purchased
by slaveowners who hired
out their slaves to others,
either long or short-term.
The owner was required to
purchase an annual license,
and the license was to be
on the person of the hired
out slave. While many antebellum cities had such laws,
Charleston s evidently the
only one where the badge
was made of a durable material. The earliest known
brass tags date to 1800,
the latest to 1864. The
Legare Street example is
dated 1803 and is stamped Figure 4-41: Hand-painted bone charm in the shape of a cat
on the reverse by the maker,
C Prince. It is round, and
was made for a ‘servant’,
the least skilled category
(Singleton 1984). The city
number was #355 (gure
4-42)
Finally, two 20th century artifacts of note were
recovered. First is a bus
token of brass, a small circular disc, marked ”S.C.Power
Co.“ on the front and ”Good
for One Fare“ on the back.
These were in use from
** (Robin Mongomery, personal communication). It
likely belonged to a servant
working in the Legare Street Figure 4-42: Brass slave tag, 1803
household. The latest item
was a Vietnam War POW (Prisoner of War) bracelet. The aluminum bracelet, stamped in black,
reads ”CWO Francis Anton 1-68” (gure 4-43). The bracelets were developed in 1970
by a Los Angeles-based volunteer student group, Voices in Vital America, who worked with
returning vetran Bob Dornan, to raise public awareness of soliders missing in action or held as
prisoners of war. VIVA began with 1,200 bracelets, but interest in the cause mushroomed,
and eventually 5 million bracelets were distributed before the group folded in 1976. Tradition4-39
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ally, a POW-MIA bracelet
is worn until the man,
named on the bracelet, is
accounted for. After Operation Homecoming, those
who wore bracelets with
the names of returned
POWs sent them to the
men and their families.
However, only 591 men
returned and thousands
remain missing.
(www.aiipowmia.com).
The bracelet was recovered
from zone 1 in N30E75.
Francis Anton returned
Figure 4-43: Prisoner of War bracelet from the Vietnam war
home in 1973, and lives
in Florida (Charles Henley,
personal communication; Anton 2000).

Artifact Patterning
The preceding discussion has focused on description of the many artifacts recovered
from the site. Careful identication of these allows for more precise dating of archaeological
strata, and for detailed analysis of the events of daily life on the site. While some individual
artifacts speak volumes about past peoples and their affairs, much can also be learned from the
relative proportions of the thousands of small, less identiable fragments recovered from the
site. Quantication and artifact types, groups, and assemblages, and comparison of these across
space, through time, and with assemblages from other sites, both in Charleston and elsewhere,
also informs on the events of the 18th and 19th centuries. Because of the size and scale of the
project, and retrieval of a substantial site sample, it was possible to discern pattern and meaning
not possible on smaller samples. To that end, the subassemblages from 14 Legare were subjected
to quantication and comparison far beyond that from other sites. This is particularly true in
terms of horizontal distribution of artifacts, ranging from individual vessels to particular types, to
functional groups of items, across the site.
To that end, as discussed in chapter III, the site was divided into three temporal components, the late 18th century refuse, the early 19th century occupation (through 1870), and the
late 19th-early 20th century activities. Each of these three was then further divided into four
horizontal divisions, the front garden, middle garden, rear garden, and work yard, in an attempt
to discern functional differences, and changes in these through time. For the discussion on
temporal patterning which follows, the horizontal subassemblages were re-combined, to consider
the material culture for each era as a whole. Complete quantication of the Legare Street
assemblages is shown in Table 4-1, at the end of this chapter. The subdivisions are revisited
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in the following section, to glean as much particular detail about past events at the site and
their connection to the formation of the archaeological record. Where appropriate, the statistics
are compared to those from other sites. Such comparative discussion, however, continues in
Chapters V through VIII.
In 1977, Stanley South published the seminal work Method and Theory in Historical
Archaeology. In this work, South proposed an analytical method which classied artifacts by
function. The seven functional groups - kitchen, architecture, arms, clothing, personal, furniture,
pipes, and special activities - covered the range of domestic activities at British colonial sites.
South went on to note that there were broad regularities in the relative proportions of these
artifact groups across colonial, and possibly Federal, America, reecting the ”typical“ range
of activities on domestic sites. He termed this regularity the Carolina Artifact Pattern. Any
deviation from the pattern, South and others suggested, should reect different activities at the
site.
In the ensuing decade, South’s pattern approach was widely used, and in some cases
abused, by historical archaeologists. In recent years, South himself (1988) has argued that pattern
recognition should be simply a rst step in studying cultural processes responsible for behavior
reected in artifact patterning. Subsequent researchers have suggested changes in the placement
of certain artifact types (eg. Garrow 1982). Others have named a variety of patterns, designed
to elucidate variation in the material culture on rice plantations, cotton plantations, yeoman farm
sites, urban, public, and industrial sites (see Jackson in Zierden, Drucker, and Calhoun 1986).
South’s methodology has always been used as an organizing tool for the Charleston
artifact assemblages, allowing for direct intersite comparison. In the past decade, it has become
apparent that a variety of factors inuence artifact patterning, ranging from human behavior to
the physical site formation processes, to technological developments and marketing trends in the
material culture itself. Julia King (1990) has proposed a different classication scheme for the
analysis of intersite spatial analysis at colonial sites in the Chesapeake region; she has recently
applied this technique to a lowcountry plantation site (King 1992). This technique considers
domestic artifacts and architectural materials separately. Following her example, various classes
and types within the kitchen and architecture group are considered separately.

Temporal Divisions
Throughout the past decade, the material culture of Charleston sites have been subdivided
temporally for sites occupied throughout the city’s 300 year history. These broad temporal
subdivisions are based on specic site events and general trends in Charleston’s development.
Charleston proveniences and their materials have generally been separated into three temporal
subdivisions: 1670-1750, 1750-1830, and 1830-1900. The early period corresponds to Charleston’s role as a frontier outpost and emerging port city. The second marks Charleston’s ‘golden
years’ as a leading seaport and center of wealth and privilege, and the third corresponds with
Charleston’s economic decline and stagnation. These periods also correspond to changes in
ceramic and glass technology. The early period is that of relatively scarce and expensive material
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culture; the second corresponds to the rise of the British pottery industry and the development
of rened earthenwares, and the third to a decline in new ceramic types and the ascendancy of
mass-produced glassware.
These temporal subdivisions are more or less comparable for a number of Charleston
sites. Development of baseline data for this analysis began with excavations at the HeywardWashington house in 1991 (Zierden 1993). At that point, a general Charleston pattern was
derived from ve to six assemblages, for each of the three temporal periods. In each case, the
majority of the samples were from elite townhouse sites, but at least two were from other types
of sites: middle class residential, mixed residential/commercial, or public. Data from the
1995 Nathaniel Russell House excavations expanded this data base, particularly for the later
period, as a substantial assemblage from this period was retrieved. These data will be recapped
here, and compared to the 14 Legare. The 14 Legare data do not match the Charleston
temporal divisions, exactly. Though considered separately, the 18th century (c.1770-1818) and
antebellum assemblages (c. 1800-1870) are both compared to the middle period for Charleston
(c. 1750-1830). The late 19th century assemblage is compared to the late period for Charleston
(c. 1830-1900).
Archaeologists principally recover refuse from food preparation, consumption, and storage. Kitchen materials dominate the assemblages and remain rather consistent through time,
although relative proportions of various artifact types change. Kitchen materials average
50%-60% of the assemblages (compared to 60% for South’s Carolina Artifact Pattern)., and
tend to drop in relative proportion in the post-1830 period. This trend is supported by the
Legare Street data: kitchen materials are 60% of the late 18th century assemblage, 55% of the
antebellum assemblage, and 52% of the Victorian assemblage. Architectural materials, the other
major category, demonstrates a consistent increase through time on most Charleston sites, no
doubt reecting the accumulation of architectural debris as lots were rebuilt upon and standing
structures renovated, repaired, enlarged, or demolished. Architectural materials average 25%
of Charleston assemblages in the early 18th century, and increase to 35% in the late 18th century
and 45% in the mid-19th century. These assemblages, of course, do not include the volumes
of brick, mortar, slate, and other rubble recovered on Charleston sites. This signicant increase
through time suggests that factors other than the activities of daily life affect the relative presence
of architectural material. The Legare Street materials generally follow this trend. They average
35% of the late 18th century assemblage, 42% of the antebellum assemblage, and 44% of the
Victorian assemblage. These gures may suggest little change to the buildings in the late 19th
century, compared to earlier decades.
Arms and furniture materials comprise relatively minor components of the artifact assemblages and remain consistent through time. Both of these groups are concerned with items that
were important to the daily lives of colonial and antebellum peoples, but were rarely broken or
discarded, and are therefore under-represented in the archaeological record. Arms items average
.3% through the mid-19th century, and drop slightly in the later 19th century. At Legare, they
actually increase through time. Arms materials are vastly under-represented in the late 18th
century assemblage, and do not seem to be part of this refuse deposit. They average .21% of the
antebellum assemblage, slightly below the Charleston average and rise to .33% of the Victorian
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assemblage; this reects the frequency of brass shell casings, and may be a site-specic behavior.
Likewise, furniture comprises about .2 to .25% over the two hundred year period, suggesting
little variation in the accumulation and loss of furniture (bearing in mind that very little furniture
would be cycled into the archaeological record). The Legare Street assemblages are slightly
elevated compared to the Charleston mean, but remain consistent through time at .28%.
Clothing and personal items also form minor components of the assemblage, but in
Charleston these increase in number through time. This suggests that such items are increasingly
available, and perhaps that the Charleston populace was increasingly able to afford them through
time. Clothing items increase from .6% in the early 18th century to 1.0% in the late 18th and
2.2% in the mid-19th century Charleston assemblages. At Legare Street, clothing items are
generally sparser than at other Charleston sites. Only the late 18th century assemblage contains
clothing items in numbers comparable to the city mean, 1.2%. Both the antebellum and victorian
assemblages contain .5% clothing items, a marked decrease from other Charleston sites. The
reason for this is not well understood. Personal items in Charleston also increase as the 18th
century progresses, from .2% to .4%, and then to .5% in the mid 19th century. The Legare
Street assemblage contains a lower number for the late 18th and 19th century, .16% and .18%,
respectively, but a slight rise is noted in the late 19th century, to .3% Both groups are underrepresented compared to the Charleston average.
The greatest variation across the city occurs in the pipe group, suggesting dramatic
differences in tobacco smoking habits, or at least in the acoutrements. The ubiquitous white clay
pipes comprise 15% of the early 18th century component for the city, but decline precipitously
by the late 18th century, to 4%. Though white clay pipes were manufactured throughout the 19th
century, they further decline in popularity to 1.3% in the mid-19th century. Pipes were evidently
used infrequently at Legare Street; they are 2.5% of the late 18th century assemblage, but only
1.5% of the antebellum group. A slight decline is noted for the late 19th century, to 1.3%.
Finally, there is a slight decline in popularity of artifacts related to activities. Such
artifacts comprise 4% in the early 18th century and about 1.5% in the late 18th and mid 19th
century assemblages. One explanation for this is a greater segregation of home and work place
as the study period progresses - certainly the townhouse properties are all residential-only sites.
Alternately, the gures suggest a narrowing of the range of activities conducted on domestic
sites through time. It must be noted, however, that the average of 4% for the early 18th century
masks a tremendous range among the sites of this period, from .4% to 16%; this may prove
to be true for later periods as well. Activities are comparable, to slightly decreased, at Legare.
They average .96% of the late 18th century assemblage, .96% of the early 19th , and 1.5% of
the late 19th. As we shall see below, the range of activities represented by this group narrows
through time, as well.
The extensive excavations at 14 Legare, distributed across the site, made it possible to
further subdivide each temporal period into discrete site areas. These have been dened, for the
two 19th century assemblages, as the front garden, middle garden, rear garden/yard, and work
yard. For the 18th century assemblage, each large feature was quantied separately.
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Horizontal Patterning - Eighteenth Century Assemblage
Each of the 18th century deposits were analyzed and quantied separately. This aided
in reconstruction of the site formation processes, i.e., in determining the source of this refuse,
and the processes of its ultimate disposition across the site. As description of these features in
Chapter III and discussion of site formation in Chapter V makes clear, the refuse was imported
to the site from elsewhere, and then spread across the property. The following quantication
exercises contributed to that interpretation.
Dates of deposition for the refuse was determined by stratigraphic position and Terminus
Post Quem. Each of the features contained some artifacts dating to the early 19th century, as
well as a host of late 18th century materials. To determine a sequence of deposition, then, a
Mean Ceramic Date was calculated for each feature. This formula combines the number of each
ceramic type found with its median date of manufacture to determine a mean, or possibly peak,
point of occupation or use for the materials being measured. The Mean Ceramic Date Formula,
derived by Stanley South, is based on the principals of evolution and horizon. Evolution
occurs with each manufactured consumer item; it will be created, rise in popularity until a
peak is reached, then decline in popularity until it is no longer available, or used. Horizon
is a compressed version of evolution, where an object experiences a broad and rapid spread
in popularity. By measuring the relative quantity of artifacts against their presumed peak in
popularity (the median date), a mean date of occupation may be proposed (South 1977:217).
Instead of comparing the ceramic dates with documented occupational dates, the dates here are
compared to each other to dene the sequence of deposition.
Feature 226 (zones 5-6-7) had the earliest mean ceramic date, 1772.7, followed by feature
24 (the well) at 1774, feature 187 at 1780.7, and nally feature 165 (the many proveniences
around unit N40E75, associated with the 12 Legare main house) at 1783.1. Relative proportions
of the ceramic ‘horizon’ or ‘date’ markers, is similar. Creamware is most common in feature 226,
35% of the ceramics, and least common in feature 165, 18%. The later pearlware is reversed,
least common in feature 226 (11%) and most common in feature 187 (17%).
Interestingly, this sequence is mirrored in the relative quantity of kitchen material in each
provenience, compared to other artifact categories. Feature 226 is primarily kitchen refuse,
76%, followed by feature 187 at 61%, feature 24 at 54% and feature 165 at 50%. Taken
together, these data suggest that feature 226 was the original deposition, and that it was almost
exclusively refuse from the kitchen, and that increasing amounts of early 19th century refuse
and architectural debris was mixed into the ll as one moves farther from the location of feature
226. The cross-mends and similarity of ll, though, suggest that each originated from the same
source of refuse.
Finally, the same sequence is reected in the absolute quantity of refuse in each feature.
Each of the 18th century deposits contained large numbers of ceramics and animal bone, suggesting discard of kitchen refuse. Refuse density was measured as number of artifacts per cubic foot
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of excavated soil and weight (grams) of bone per the same cubic foot. The feature 226 deposits
were the most dense, with 123 artifacts and 293 grams of bone per cubic foot of soil. Feature
24 follows, with 86 artifacts and 576 grams of bone. Feature 187 is third, with 67 artifacts and
174 grams of bone. Finally, the feature 165 complex contains the least cultural materials in a soil
matrix, 20 artifacts and 46 grams of bone.
The unusually dense bone deposits in feature 24 may signal some additional lling
episodes for this feature; large, deep holes like abandoned wells usually serve as convenient
repositories for undesirable refuse; in other words, the dumping of an almost solid layer of bone
4’ below the surface may be a separate event from the wholesale lling which resulted in the
refuse elsewhere. Likewise, feature 24 contains a large number of the small artifacts subject to
loss compared to the other three features. The arms, clothing, personal, and furniture items are
all small and easily lost. They comprise 3.0% of the well ll, compared to .8%-1.4% of the other
three features. These two statistics may indicate that the well received additional depositions.
Date-wise, though, they are contemporary with items in the other features. The above statistics
are utilized in an expanded discussion of site formation in Chapter V.

Horizontal Patterning in the Early 19th Century
The early 19th century (zone 3 and associated features) proveniences were subdivided
into four horizontally discrete groups, based on designated site areas, to discern differences in
function, activities, and site formation. The same data classes as described above were utilized
for the present analysis. The four areas were front garden (N0E0 to N40E120), the middle garden
(N0E120 to N40E180), the rear garden (N0E185 to N105E265), and the work yard (roughly
N45E70 to N75E180), as measured in rectangles from southwest to northeast. For initial
calculations, the features were also considered separate from the zone deposits. The various
sub-assemblages were rst compared to the Carolina Artifact Pattern (see Table 4-2). Figures
discussed here are relative proportions (expressed in per cent), rather than ordinal numbers.
Each of the four groups of zone 3 deposits exhibited similar proportions of datable
ceramics, and each exhibit comparable TPQs and Mean Ceramic Dates. The front garden,
rear garden, and workyard all yielded mean ceramic dates of 1788-1789, suggesting that the
depositions across the site were uniform through time. The single exception was a much later
date for the middle garden, but this may be affected by small sample size. Likewise, eld
observation indicated that the zone 2 soils were mixed and mottled into the zone 3 soils much
more completely in this area of the site, suggesting mixing of the two assemblages. The table
below demonstrates the elevated amounts of late ceramics - whiteware and white porcelain - in
zone 3 contexts in the middle garden.
If the zone 3 deposits were contemporaneous, then differences in artifact proportions
should reect activity variation. The work yard contained the largest proportion of kitchen
materials (62.4%) and, in turn, the smallest amount of architectural artifacts (34.7%). The work
yard features exhibit similar proportions (60.3% kitchen and 235.2% architecture), indicating
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they are the result of the same events. The front garden, in turn, contained the largest amount
of architectural debris (49%) compared to kitchen materials (47.4%). The architectural rubble
appears to be part of the garden preparation; examination of the feature ll in the front garden
shows that the shell paths contain the highest proportion of architectural materials (51.3%), while
the plant features contain somewhat less (45.7%). The smaller artifacts - those related to arms,
clothing, furniture, and personal possessions - are present in only minor amounts across the site.
They are evenly distributed between the work yard, the middle garden, and the rear garden/yard.
They are, however, slightly more common in the front garden, perhaps because of loss. This
increase is evenly distributed among the four categories.
If a large proportion of kitchen materials is directly reective of activities involving the
preparation, consumption, and disposal of foods, then the relative density of bone should vary
in proportion to the kitchen materials. Likewise the relative density of artifacts should inform
on the depositional patterns at the site. If the food remains are being discarded along with
the general kitchen and/or household refuse, then these two gures should vary proportionally.
The table below suggests that this is not the case, and other factors are at work. The front
garden contains the least dense kitchen refuse, and the smallest proportion of kitchen debris,
yet it contains, by far, the greatest density of bone per cubic foot of excavated soil. This bone
density holds for the garden plant features, but bone is not particularly dense in the feature 28
assemblage. This suggests that the bone is being discarded separately from the kitchen debris,
and that the bone is being deliberately and carefully added to the garden soil, likely for fertilizer.
As the garden paths (feature 28) did not need fertilizing, the bone is not deposited there. This
statistic alone speaks volumes about both refuse disposal practices and gardening practices at the
site, and will be revisited in subsequent chapters.
While the work yard contains the greatest proportion of kitchen refuse by only a slight
amount, we nd that general refuse is actually slightly denser in the rear yard than in the work
yard. Bone density is also greater in the back garden than in the work yard. This suggests that,
if at least some of the rear garden was vegetable garden, then both kitchen refuse and bone debris
were being used to amend the garden, and that fertilizing was at least moderate. Alternately, if
at least a portion of this area served as pasturage or work area, then refuse was moving from
the area adjacent to the outbuildings to the less-tended rear yard. There are 29 grams of bone
per cubic foot of soil in the rear yard/garden and 16 grams in the work yard. The work yard
features contain a slightly larger amount of debris, 17 artifacts per cubic foot of soil, than do the
features in the rear garden, which are relatively sterile or, based on the proportion of building
refuse, architectural in nature.

Horizontal Patterning in the Late 19th Century
The same physical divisions used in analysis of the early 19th century proveniences were
utilized for the late 19th century (zone 2) assemblages. The deposition of zone 2 marks major
changes in the layout and use of the yard area. Documents and photographs indicate that the
front and rear gardens were now contained broad expanses of lawn, with low-maintenance shrubs
along the borders, punctuated by narrow border beds of owers. The rear yard was converted to
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a pleasure garden. The work yard was, by the early 20th century at least, also lawn, punctuated
by large trees and otherwise covered with lawn. Almost all of the daily refuse was, by this time,
deposited off-site, and the maintenance of any livestock was soon to end.
The majority of artifacts contained in zone 2 date decades earlier and are presumably
redeposited materials from lower zones, mixed in during the course of yard renovation and
subsequent daily trafc. If this is the case, then artifact patterning and distribution should mirror
the gures from the zones directly below them. Any deviation should indicate that either activity
pattern has changed, artifact deposition of some type has continued, or both.
Comparison of the zone 2 assemblages to the Carolina Pattern shows that the assemblage
is remarkably homogenous across the site. There is very little deviation in the relation between
kitchen and architecture group. This may support the suggestion that much of the zone 2 refuse
is redeposited, and does not reect ongoing late 19th century events that actively cycled artifacts
into the ground.
There are more telling differences in the totals for the small item categories - arms,
clothing, personal, furniture - and for overall refuse density. The small items are more numerous
in the front yard and in the rear garden. They are reduced in the work yard, and in the planting
holes, which overall were relatively sterile. A similar trend is noted in the artifact density
across the site.
Artifact density, though low, is similar across the garden areas, but only half of that in
the work yard. This again suggests that refuse disposal, and activities that generate refuse, have
ceased in this area. The bone density also supports this. As previously mentioned, historic
photos show this area as driveway to the carriage house, lawn, and line of large trees (gure **.
The bone density does vary somewhat from the overall artifact density. Bone density is
very low across the site, again supporting an interpretation of off-site refuse disposal. Within
these parameters, however, bone is three times as dense in the back garden, even though artifact
density does not increase for this area. This is interpreted as continuation of the fertilization
processes seen earlier in the century, here reecting movement of the pleasure garden to the rear
portion of the yard and abandonment of the front formal garden.
To test the idea that much of the refuse in zone 2 is redeposited, we return to the ceramic
types. The range of ceramics, and their relative percentages, for each assemblage are shown
below. Only about 8.5% of the ceramics recovered in zone 2 were developed in the second
half of the 19th century. Further, the relative proportions of the earlier wares are comparable
between the two groups. Taken together, these gures support the idea that much of the refuse is
reposited. This obviously cannot be measured precisely, nor can the redeposited and new wares
be absolutely segregated. It is impossible to gauge the use life of individual items; one piece of
18th century creamware could have been discarded ten years after purchase, while another used
for nearly a century. The frequency of sale and new ownership for this property, though, would
argue against many artifacts remaining in the house for decades; each departing owner would
have removed or discarded all of his possessions. Further, the artifact types described above
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Figure 4-44: Distribution of green transfer-printed whiteware fragments
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Figure 4-45: Distribution of 18th century delft tile fragments.
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suggest some new materials were being cycled into the archaeological record by the Victorian
residents. These issues, and all of the quantications, will be discussed further in subsequent
chapters.
A nal area of quantication is the horizontal distribution of individual artifact types.
Several distinctive wares, from various periods, were tabulated by excavation unit, to inform
on site activities, in the case of primary deposits, and site formation processes, in the case of
secondary deposits. Figure 4-44 shows the distribution of the blue/green Kakeimon-style transfer
ware. The fragments of this ware are evenly distributed throughout the three garden areas,
but noticeably absent from the work yard. Delft tile fragments, most of which are from 18th
century contexts, cluster along the N45 line and in the vicinity of N40E80, demonstrating a
positive assocation with the 12 Legare outbuildings (gure 4-45). While this might suggest they
ornamented those structures, it is instructive to note that tile fragments were clustered in the
Feature 226 deposits. Given the other cross-mends and associations between the feature 226
refuse and that which lled the 12 Legare foundations, it is more likely that the large feature is
the source of most of these tiles. Some fragments were also found in the front garden and in
the rear garden, allowing a visual ‘tracking’ of this refuse from feature 226, to the 12 Legare
foundations, to a general distribution through the 19th century garden areas.
Each of the statistics discussed in this chapter will be expanded in subsequent discussions.
This section has been descriptive in nature, but it has demonstrated that the archaeological
record is temporally and functionally sensitive to a variety of technomic, social, and physical
phenomenon. The following chapters compare the data from the various 14 Legare assemblages
to those from other sites in Charleston, and elsewhere, on a variety of subjects.
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Table 4-1
Quantication of the 14 Legare Assemblage by Temporal Association

Kitchen - Ceramics
Porcelain, b/w underglaze
Porcelain, o/g oriental
English porcelain
Canton porcelain
White porcelain
Whieldon ware
Creamware
hand painted
transfer printed
other
Pearlware, undecorated
hand paint blue
hand paint poly
shell edged
annular
transfer printed
mocha
Whiteware, undecorated
hand painted
shell edged
transfer print blue
transfer print other
sponged
stamped
annular
Sprigged ww
Flow blue ww
Tinted ww
Blue/green tr.pr. ww
Yellow ware
Rockingham
Luster ware
Canary ware
Portobello ware
Brown sg stoneware

18th Century
(c.1770-1800)
76

84

420
12
16
5
27
1489
26
3
43
263
150
45
125
104
10
22
4
9
13

6

Antebellum
(1800-c.1880)
64

39

19
98
16
1217

145

35

98

368

Victorian
(1880-1970)

539
183
110
178
250
1
196
17
6
80
27

1
3
5
16
7
1
1
2
66

159

49

433
14
131
28
1133
7
1
1
495
119
79
116
270
11
563
36
32
165
41
18
2
2
3
6
48
14
6
2
30
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Westerwald
White sg stoneware
Slip dipped sg stoneware
Scratch blue stoneware
Elers ware
Black basalte ware
Nottingham stoneware
G
rey sg stoneware
misc 19th cent stoneware
Albany slipped stoneware
Alkaline glazed stoneware
Ginger beer bottle
Sgraftto slipware
Southern European ware
Olive jar
Combed and trailed slipware
American slipware
Lead glazed redware
black lead glazed ew
Buckley
Mottled ware
Mid-Atlantic ware
Jackeld ware
27
Agate ware
Astbury ware
unglazed ew
Delft, undecorated
blue on white
polychrome
Faience
Slip coated ware
Colono-Yaughan
Colono - Lesesne Lustered
Colono- River Burnished
Reconstructed vessel frags
Kitchen - Other
Olive green glass
base, neck
Light green glass
Aqua container glass
Blue container glass
Brown container glass
Clear container glass
manganese glass
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61

65
147

48
94
2
9
7
16
76
16
24
3
3
1

3
4
2
68
24
10
3
1
297
45
109
51
1
2
12
79
5
8
114
92
19
16

13

140
384
29
37
1877
92
102
289
11
329
1

59

2
275
46
110
59
8
6
7
15
5
17
93
37
4
7
2
55
119
16

1885
50
137
503
16
594
15

35
99
2
10
19
37
33
65
4
5
4

17
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2
2
261
43
127
48
10
2
6
4
1
35
87
26
5
3
3
11
80
10

1619
16
398
233
133
281
29
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milk glass
pharmaceutical glass
Table glass, gen
goblet
decanter
tumbler
Cutlery
Misc
Architecture
nail fragment
nail, unidentied
wrought
cut
wire
brass nail
window glass, aqua
window glass, clear
window glass, frosted
spike
misc hardware
delft tile
agate ware door knob
Arms
shot
musket ball
int/frag
int grip
shell casing
Clothing
1-hole bone button
4-hole bone button
porcelain button
brass button
iron button
shell button
hook & eye
glass bead
buckle
thimble
straight pin

6

25
171
35
22
5
2

6

2327
834
338
36

7

1
705
218
21
14
12

8

3
21
197
5
5
4
1
1691
1770
565
170
3
16
1249
477
111
26
10

98
241

4

13

5
2548
942
984
278
65
27
1823
1008
185
23
4
1

2
2
1
1

4
4
9
6
3

22
4
12

26
4
4
19

12
4
5
28

12
1
35
24

2
13
7

1
1
4
5

3

43

2

5

14

6
3
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lace bobbin
lace tip
collar stud
shoe grommet
glass button
scissors
Personal
toothbrush
coin
slate pencil
umbrella strut
fan fragment
clock part
pocket knife
paste jewel
crystal
harmonica
stringed instrument bridge
eyeglass lense
scale weight
ruler
bale seal
hair comb
key
Furniture
upholstery tack
drawer pull
keyhole surround
decorative hardware
curtain ring
candle stick
wood screw
lamp part
mirror
chandelier
lamp glass
gurine
Pipes
pipe bowl
pipe stem
other
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2

3

1
4
2

2

2
3
11
1
2

4
3
8
1
2
1
1
2
3

3
3
16
2
1

3
6
3
3
11
5

19
2
1
12
2
2
6
3

1
3
7
3
4
3
2
6

1

3

3
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
2

1

6
3

2
3

76
243

37
207

26
219
3
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Activities
ower pot
edge tile
marble
misc toy
dice
misc tool
scrap lead
net weight
strap fragment
stirrup

1

30

6

5
3
4
105
1

4
1
5
1
2
33

187
3

18
6
18
2
18

Table 4-2
Quantication of Temporal Artifact Assemblages
(in relative percentages)
Kitchen
Architecture
Arms
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Pipes
Activities

Kitchen
Architecture
Arms
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Pipes
Activities

Late 18th c.
60
35
0.0
1.2
.2
.16
2.5
.96

Early 19th c. Late 19th c.
55
52
42
44
.21
.33
.5
.5
.4
.5
.18
.3
1.5
1.3
.96
1.5

Carolina Pattern
60.3
23.9
.5
3.0
.2
.2
5.8
1.7

Charleston Averages
1760-1830
1830-1880
58.47
43.63
33.64
48.32
.30
.24
1.13
3.52
.45
.61
.20
.18
4.45
1.39
1.31
2.05
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Table 4-3
Comparison of Relative Dates for 19th Century Site Areas
Front Garden Mid Garden
MCD
1788.4
% CW
21.6
% PW
26.5
% WW 9.3
10.3
% White Porc. 1.9

Rear Garden
1855
26.6
21.8
6.4
10.9

Work Yard
1789
26.9
34.0
8.0
1.2

1788
26.4
30.1
.7

Table 4-4
Comparison of Artifact Categories Across the 19th century site
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Kitchen
Architecture
Arms
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Pipes
Activities
Total # 4590

Front zone
47.4
40.0
.16
.56
.26
.36
1.39
.80
892

Mid Zone
59.8
37.3
.33
.22
.22
.33
.78
.89
2631

Rear zone
59.7
37.3
.15
.22
.19
.38
1.67
.30
3469

Work yard zone
62.4
34.7
.23
.51
.11
.11
1.9
.35

Kitchen
Architecture
Arms
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Pipes
Activities
Total # 327

Feature 28
45.5
51.3
.3
.91
1.22
.61
369

Garden feas.
50.6
45.7
.54
1.62
.54
.81
85

Back feas.
43.5
49.4
1.1
1.1
4.7
1523

Work yard feas.
60.3
35.2
.13
.45
.26
2.82
.72
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Table 4-5
Comparison of bone and artifact density across the 19th Century site
Bone/ft3
Art./ft3 6.6

Front garden Mid garden Rear Garden Work yard
40.0
12.6
29.0
16.3
9.9
12.5
9.4

Bone/ft3
Art./ft3 6.7

Frt feas.
41.0
4.5

Fea. 28
5.1

7.0

back feas.
15.5
17.7

work yard feas.
15.9

Table 4-6
Comparison of Artifact Categories Across the Victorian Site
Kitchen
Architecture
Arms
Clothing
Personal
Furniture
Pipes
Activities

Front
51.9
43.8
.37
.54
.33
.27
1.22
1.37

Plant holes
51.4
43.8
.22
.93
.16
.44
1.04
1.87

Back
54.7
41.6
.20
.40
.20
.33
l.00
1.87

Work yard
52.9
42.0
.24
.49
.24
.06
2.09
1.84

Table 4-7
Comparison of Bone and Artifact Density Across the Victorian Site

Art/ft3
Bone/ft3

Front
10.27
4.5

Plant Holes
12.23
5.6

Back
11.19
15.6

Work Yard
4.95
6.4
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Table 4-8
Comparison of Ceramic Frequencies Through the 19th Century
(relative percentages)
18 cent. porcelains
19th cent. porcelains
Whieldon/creamware
Pearlwares
Whitewares
(Whiteware, undec.)
19th cent. rened
18th cent. stoneware
19th cent. stoneware
18th cent. earthenware
th
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Zone 2
9.18
2.81
22.7
24.22
17.54
(10.92)
1.53
5.1
1.49
13.12

Zone 3

(4.03)

8.88
2.40
25.38
28.92
7.41
.72
6.82
.63
14.47
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Chapter V
Site Formation Processes and
the 18th Century Presence
Site Formation Processes
Archaeologists struggling with interpretation of the remains uncovered in the soil are
concerned with a variety of ‘meanings’ attributed to those remains. But an essential beginning is
to understand: what does the presence of these artifacts in the ground mean, in terms of formation
and alteration of the landscape? More particularly, how and why did the end up in the particular
position and association in which we nd them? Thorough consideration of these issues is an
essential rst step in the endeavor to recover past meaning. Our analysis begins, then, with
a consideration of site formation processes, the physical events that form the archaeological
record, and then move to issues of redeposition, discerning and dating discrete proveniences,
and determining association.
A basic question guiding archaeological analysis, though one rarely articulated, is ”how
did these artifacts get here?“ When working with students and volunteers, and in front of the
public, this question is asked repeatedly, engaging the archaeologists in a constant struggle to
answer this question clearly, and without hesitation. An often unarticulated assumption prefacing
most archaeological studies is that the artifacts were discarded, or otherwise deposited, by the
previous site residents only. On an isolated rural site, this is a fairly safe assumption. On urban
sites such as 14 Legare, however, this has been a ‘monster under the bed’, waiting to undermine
our reconstruction of the past. As we shall see, this has now occurred with the discovery of
the 18th century refuse at 14 Legare. For urban residents clearly moved great quantities of earth
and their contents. Such earth moving began on Legare Street with the lling of low-lying
areas and may have continued through the early 19th century, as residents created driveways and
new gardens. While most of the 19th century refuse is considered to be the byproducts of site
residents, the 18th century refuse calls for more creative interpretation of site formation events.
In his path-breaking articles, Michael Schiffer has suggested that cultural materials enter
the archaeological record by four basic methods: discard, loss, destruction, or abandonment
(Schiffer 1977). Discard, the throwing away of refuse, is the most common form of archaeological site formation. Artifacts and other debris are either broadcast on the ground surface, gradually
forming zone deposits, or placed in newly dug (trash pit) or previously existing holes (such as
abandoned wells, privy pits, etc.), called features. Items deposited due to loss are usually small,
such as buttons, coins, toys, bits of jewelry, etc. Archaeologists discover lost items in wells and
drains, or soil lenses that collect beneath wooden oors, or in the 19th century, lost by children in
the yard. Abandonment includes destruction of buildings and their contents from re or storm, or
the artifacts cleaned out and left behind when tenants vacate a property. In some cases, though
The Charleston Museum
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not all, it is possible to distinguish proveniences (the dened archaeological boundaries of single
behaviors) resulting from specic depositional processes.
Once in the ground, artifacts can be redistributed, or they can be removed (Ascher 1968;
Honerkamp and Fairbanks 1984; Schiffer 1983). Such deposits have been described by Schiffer
as secondary, those that have been removed from their original placement in the ground; nearly
all of the urban deposits are secondary, if not tertiary, in nature. Archaeological deposits can also
be removed, as when an area or refuse deposit is loaded up in a wagon and deposited elsewhere.
Modern construction entails a good deal of removal of old (archaeological) soil and replacement
with new sterile soil. Usually the archaeological record is a combination of all three events introduction, redistribution, removal. In the urban situation, where these processes can become
very complex, archaeologists are particularly interested in the processes which introduce and
redistribute materials.
Urban residents deposited most of their refuse in the back yard or work yard, if they
deposited it on-site. Crowded conditions and health considerations also resulted in the deposition
of refuse in any convenient space in the city. Open lots, unpaved streets, and alleys were likely
candidates (Calhoun et al. 1984; Zierden et al. 1983a; Rosengarten et al. 1987). Quantities of
refuse were also dumped into creeks and low-lying marsh areas, creating new real estate (Sapan
1985; Zierden and Calhoun 1986; Zierden et al. 1983b; Zierden 1996).
Urban archaeological deposits reect abandonment and loss, as well as discard. Abandonment activities include loss of materials due to re or storm, and the resulting cleanup
activities (Zierden et al. 1983a), and the transfer of a domicile to a new tenant or owner (moving
out). The single event lling of large features such as privies, and occasionally wells, sometimes
reect this activity (Lewis and Haskell 1981; Zierden and Hacker 1987). Artifact deposits
resulting from loss have been manifested as zones beneath a present or former wooden oor
(small items swept through cracks between boards) and in the small artifacts accumulated in
drains. Loss and abandonment deposits can often be distinguished from discarded deposits
by the artifact prole, as well as the physical properties of the artifacts (see, for example, the
artifacts from James Stobo’s plantation, in Zierden et al. 1999)
Another key aspect of the urban site may be disorganization, the result of continuous
occupation and the intrusion of later deposits into earlier ones. Additional factors unique to
urban sites are private or municipal collection of refuse, which resulted in the redeposition of
refuse in a central location far from its place of origin (Dickens and Bowen 1980) and the
replacement of private handling by municipal or corporate management of such basic needs
as water procurement and storage, sanitary waste management, and trash disposal. This may
result in a remaining archaeological record that reects, in Nicholas Honerkamp’s view, mostly
idiosyncratic activities, such as lost toys and pet burials (Honerkamp and Council 1984; Zierden
and Calhoun 1986).
An additional site formation process might be described as construction, the moving of
earth to build massive structures such as Charleston’s urban townhouses. At 14 Legare, and other
sites, when the large extant townhouse represents the rst major building episode (though not
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necessarily the rst use of a property) we see principally yellow sand and orange clay mottled
with a few pockets of darker midden sand, sparse artifacts, and large brick and mortar fragments.
Such soil was noted in feature 10 in N20E65, and presumed to represent construction of the
12 Legare house, for example. The ll beneath the kitchen oor likewise represents such an
event. At other sites, such as the Miles Brewton and Nathaniel Russell sites, such soil was
encountered well beyond the probable limits of a typical ”builder’s trench“ suggesting that the
massive reorganization may have impacted a large area of the urban lot. On lots where a
massive townhouse represents the second structure on a lot, these construction soils contain
greater densities of artifacts.
Destruction may also be evident in the urban archaeological record, often in the form
of features or zones of building rubble and associated artifacts. The brick rubble contained
at the base of zone 3a in the rear garden, and the brick rubble associated with the 12 Legare
house, feature 67, is evidence of at least partial destruction of previous buildings, or portions of
buildings. As we shall see in the discussions that follow, destruction is also, at least indirectly,
reected in the lling of features from the 12 Legare house with refuse that is principally 18th
century trash, but also containing some items that are associated with this 1818 event. In each
case, these events resulted in 18th century trash being redeposited in and around the rubble, along
with a few artifacts dating to the early 19th century. At 14 Legare, these vast deposits were
analyzed as 18th century assemblages, because their origin was clear. In cases where excavations
have been less extensive, these deposits have often been analyzed with the early 19th century
assemblage, but do not contain many artifacts associated with the 19th century occupation.
The primary site formation process at 14 Legare, however, appears to be discard of
rubbish. Although many individual artifacts were probably lost, no complete proveniences could
be attributed to such. Disposal of refuse, then, is the principal process operating at 14 Legare,
and elsewhere in Charleston. But these processes were not uniform across time and space, as
the quantication exercises discussed in the previous section suggest. Analysis of artifact density
and temporal association, as well as an overall calculation of Mean Ceramic Dates and artifact
proles (South 1972, 1977) usually provides some clues to changing refuse disposal practices
at urban sites.
An important issue to consider when analyzing refuse disposal practices at a site of longterm, evolving occupation such as 14 Legare is redeposition. As a mid-19th century resident
works and builds on his property, his ground-moving activities disturb earlier deposits, bringing
artifacts to the surface and mixing them with later materials in their new provenience. This was
dramatically demonstrated at Legare, when shards of the distinctive British porcelain saucers
from feature 226 were discovered across the work yard in zone 3 proveniences. Precisely
isolating redeposited artifacts is almost impossible, for while we do know when an artifact was
manufactured, we cannot say for certain how long it was used and when it was discarded. North
Devon gravel-tempered earthenware serves as a good example. Manufactured from 1650 to
1775, it is often considered a marker of 17th century sites (cf. South and Hartley 1980; South et
al. 2001). Yet when it is recovered in a zone with a TPQ of 1780, is it a 17th century discard
redeposited, or a piece manufactured in 1775, used a short time, and then discarded? In absence
of clear evidence, each ceramic encountered in the early 19th century proveniences has been
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analyzed as antebellum material culture. Yet the Mean Ceramic Date for the zone 3 deposits in
the front garden is 1778, while the mean date of occupation/use is at least 1830; clearly, all of the
discarded ceramics cannot be from the Simmons/Edwards/Heyward possessions.
As we shall see in the discussion in Chapter VIII, a few of the particular artifact types
recovered on site provide a general guide to the purchase-use-discard lifespan of breakable
artifacts. A number of the special types discussed are of a style manufactured in the last quarter
of the 18th century. Yet they were discarded at various times in the rst half of the 19th century.
This suggests at twenty to forty year use life for many of the ner, highly curated goods. Though
no measure was possible, use life for the less expensive, ”everyday“ goods is likely shorter.
Archaeologists William Adams and Linda Gaw calculated this ‘time lag’ (the difference between
the date of manufacture and the date of deposition) for ceramics and glass on a northwestern
site, and concluded that ceramic items remained in use about 22 years before discard (Adams
and Gaw 1977).
The above discussion provides some general information on the formation of the archaeological record at Legare, and some underlying assumptions for the analysis that follows. At
the same time, it provides some caveats regarding our current state of knowledge and derived
analysis. An additional cautionary note must be sounded in regard to refuse disposal on platted
and bounded urban town lots: The basic unit of excavation and analysis is the land or house
lot associated with a domestic structure and outbuildings. The archaeological data associated
with one structure usually cannot be divided to correspond with smaller economic or social units
(such as white masters and enslaved Africans) that may be housed in that structure. At Legare,
and other townhouse sites, this means that it is nearly impossible to separate rubbish from the
Simmons or Edwards families from that of their slaves. Archaeological analyses represent, then,
the combined acquisition and deposition behaviors of all residents in a domestic compound.
Although a few artifacts could be lost in the yard by visitors to a house, the vast majority
excavated from deposits in a yard that is well-fenced or otherwise clearly separated from adjoining properties are assumed to have been deposited by the house residents who controlled the yard
space (Deagan 1982:161; Spencer-Wood 1987:2; see also Zierden 1996; Zierden and Herman
1996). Following from that, analysis of townhouse assemblages begins with the assumption that
artifacts being studied were deposited there only by property residents. The following analysis
of the 18th century refuse at 14 Legare, however, suggests that this may not always be the case,
and that the true sequence of events is more complicated.

Description of the 18th Century Proveniences
Archaeological excavations of the 19th century townhouse lot at 14 Legare street revealed
extensive evidence of 18th century occupation and use, as well. This was not unexpected, as a
title search indicated that the southern half of the property, known as number 12 Legare street,
was a separate tract until Francis Simmons purchased both in 1800 and 1810. Further, the 12
Legare tract was evidently occupied no later than 1784. This wooden house (and presumably an
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appropriate range of outbuildings) remained standing during Simmons’ ownership, and he rented
these, warning his tenants not to ”erect any Building whatsoever, in front of the said House so
as to obstruct the air or Prospect of my Brick House adjoining (by the Front, I mean the space
between the said Wooden House and the Street)“ (Stockton 1990:17). From this statement it was
presumed that the house at 12 Legare sat back from the street some distance.
By the end of phase IV, much of the urban compound at 12 Legare had been uncovered
(gure 5-1). Each of these features has been discussed in Chapter III, and they will be discussed
as a unit here. A critical step to interpreting these features correctly was to revisit the land
transactions and determine original lot size. The presence of feature 1 at approximately the
center of the property suggested that this wall may have followed original lot line. This proved
to be a source of confusion during the course of excavations, as feature 1 was positioned on
top of the foundations of several outbuildings, and these then appeared to be on the southern
border of the 14 Legare lot. A post-excavations examination of the deeds, however, revealed that
12 Legare was 53.5’ wide; the area enclosed by feature 1 is only 43’ wide. (Allan Brown has
suggested that placement of feature 1 on this line may have been for garden design proportions).

Figure 5-1: Map showing relationship of feature 1 to former 12 Legare property line
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This means that the northern edge of 12 Legare features intrude 10’ into the present work
yard. Armed with this knowledge, it became clear that the features encountered in the N45 grid
line were outbuildings from 12 Legare, aligned along the northern lot line. This conrmed the
existence of a complete urban compound on 12 Legare, and no occupation of 14 Legare prior to
Simmons’ construction of the current house and outbuildings (gure 5-2).

Figure 5-2: Composite map, 18th century features from 12 Legare Street

The initial evidence of the 12 Legare compound was encountered in the rst unit excavated, N20E65. Beneath zone 2 and features 3-4 (feature 28) was a deep deposit of mottled sand
and clay, designated feature
10 (gure 5-3). This proved
to be a deep pit, very regular,
with straight sides and a at
bottom, and was 1.6’ deep.
The mottled ll was virtually
sterile, and contained occasional shell and large brick
fragments. The brick fragments, and the few intact
bricks found in the feature
were bright red. At 2.6’
below surface, the bottom
of the pit was encountered,
except along its western
edge, where a trench 1.5’
Figure 5-3: South prole of N20E65, showing feature 10
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wide continued an additional .4’ into sterile clay.
This pit, with a deeper linear trench, was interpreted at the time as the front of the foundation
for the house. No features, initiating beneath zone
3, which could possibly be interpreted as architectural were located between this unit and the front
of the yard. The tentative interpretation of feature
10 as the front of the house, then, remains viable.
Additional features in this portion of the
site also appear to be part of the foundation of the
main house. Feature 65 appeared to be rubble and
sand ll inside a cellar, and feature 166/169 was
the only intact foundation encountered. This was
a narrow brick foundation running north/south for
ten feet. It appears to turn to the east at this point,
but this return is manifest only as a linear area of
brick rubble. The southern end of this feature is
marked by two brick steps, on the western side of
the wall. The area on the north side of the wall
contained a series of midden layers, designated
features 66, 67, and 70, while the highly mottled
clay and brick rubble ll could be found on the
th
west and south sides of the brick (gure 5-4; see Figure 5-4: View of feature 165 and associated 18
century deposits
also 3-49, 3-47).
Despite the excavation of a block of seven alternating units, the architectural elements
represented by these features remains enigmatic. Current interpretation is that the brick wall
and steps represents some sort of ‘room’ or subdivision of a general under-house area. It
remains unclear of the house sat on piers or a continuous foundation. In either case, it appears
that the brick was reused, or at least totally removed. Aside from the trench in N20E65, no
other evidence of exterior walls was encountered. The concentration of distinct midden layers
(features 66, 67, and 70) in the N40 units does suggest some sort of internal wall along this line
(gure 5-5). Given the fact that the property extended north of feature 1, it is clear that we did
not excavate over the northern limits of the proposed house location. Likewise, as excavations
during phase III and V were conned to the northern half of the property, we did not encounter
the southern limits either. Excavations in the east block during phase V revealed a large mottled
‘area’ interpreted as continuation of this clay-and-sand-lled foundation.
The best evidence for an approximate length of the house comes from the positions of
feature 10 in N20E65 and the location of the well at E100-105 suggesting a structure 30-40’ in
length. This is based on the presumed location of wells just behind the main house. (On many
Charleston properties, such wells are often located between a main house and kitchen, and many
are covered with later additions, that often connect kitchen and main house). The position of
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Figure 5-5: Prole drawing of 18th century zones below zone 3 in N40E75

the well between the supposed main house and a line of support structures is in keeping with
a recognized Charleston pattern.
Perhaps the most dramatic 18th century feature is the well, feature 24 and associated
construction pit, feature 25. Feature 25, excavated in four levels to a depth of 3’ below surface,
contained creamware as the latest artifact, providing a TPQ of 1770. The well ll, a nal event in
the life of such a feature, began with a ‘dusty’ grey sand containing an 1851 coin. All subsequent
levels, to a depth of 6’ below surface, contained artifacts with a TPQ of 1795, suggesting lling
in the early 19th century. Most of the debris contained within the well, however dated to the
fourth quarter of the 18th century. The bulk of the ceramics were contained in a lense of dark grey
loamy sand full of whole oyster, a ll noted in other 18th century features. Despite the presence
of distinct soil lenses, all of the artifacts throughout the layers of ll date to the same time
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Figure 5-6: View of well and associated features from
2nd story piazza

period. Another trait of the well ll was a very
dense, almost solid layer of animal bone, in the
context of the ceramics and in subsequent lenses.
Bone here was the densest of any location on
site, averaging 576 grams/ft3. Artifacts were
also fairly dense, with an average of 86.3/ft3
(gures 5-6 and 5-7).
The remains of outbuildings began immediately east of the well, and continued in linear
fashion along the northern lot line (see gure
Figure 5-7: Prole of soil deposits in feature 24
5-1). The most ephemeral were the remains
of a building measuring 15’ by (possibly) 10’,
marked by feature 159 and feature 6. Feature 159, in N50E110, was the soil and brick rubble-lled remnants of the
northwest corner of a structure (gure 5-8). Feature 6,
in N50E125, was somewhat
more substantial, in terms
of the amount of surviving
brick, but was no better
dened. This appeared to
be the northeast corner of
the same structure. The
units between these two
features were not excavated, and no further evidence of this building was
noted in the N45 units. The
structure ts, however, in
size and location with those Figure 5-8: Feature 159, northwest corner of unknown 18th century structure
represented by the 5’ by 10’
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Figure 5-9: Prole drawing of feature 187 and associated foundations

brick foundation (feature 186/190) and the 10’ by 10’ bermuda stone foundation (feature 222).
Features 186/190 and 222 are adjoined, while fteen feet separate the building represented by
feature 6 from feature 186. It is possible, however, that the entire foundation to the rst structure
was not encountered. A nal building may be represented by the deep rectangular pit full of
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rubble designated feature 146 in N50E165. Though no walls were encountered, the straight
sides, rectangular shape, and architectural ll may suggest lling of an additional structure (gure
5-1).
The deep foundations represented by features 186, 190 and 222 were lled with rubbishbearing sand layers containing late 18th century artifacts that appear to be the same assemblage
as contained in the well. Further, it was clear from the prole that the ll in both foundations
was a single episode, as individual soil layers dipped into each hole, and ‘spilled over’ feature
186, (which initiated at a lower level than the outer wall, feature 190) into the adjacent
building (feature 222; gure
5-9). Below this continuous
zone, the same ll episodes
continued. The soils inside
feature 186/190 were designated feature 187, while
those inside feature 222
were excavated as levels of
zone 3 (gure 5-10).
The rst zones of
feature 187 was similar to
that of the well ll. This
was a dusty grey sand
with powdery shell inclusions and a slightly darker
grey sand with larger shell Figure 5-10: Fill of feature 187; note dark grey soil of upper zones
fragments. Both contained
mid-19th century artifacts, as did the rst level of feature 24. These were followed by a grey
sand mottled with orange clay, ne shell, and coal inclusions. A lense of homogenous grey loamy
sand followed by the same soil mottled with orange clay was excavated as zone 3. This was
followed by a darker grey-brown midden soil, with an increased refuse content. The underlying
zone 5 was distinguished by this by the addition of quantities of whole oyster shell, again similar
to a level of ll in the well (gure 5-10). Beneath the rst two levels of mid-19th century ll,
all zones contained artifacts manufactured in the 1820s or earlier. Artifact and bone content in
these features was slightly less dense than the well, with 174 grams of bone and 67 artifacts per
cubic foot of excavated soil.
The soil ll in the adjoining building (dened by feature 222) were all excavated as zone
3, with multiple levels excavated. The soil of feature 187 zone 3 was the same as dened as zone
3 level 3 in the more easterly unit, as the northern prole revealed that this particular soil lense
continued across the top of the adjoining wall (feature 186; gure 5-9). This conguration is in
agreement with demolition of the buildings and rapid lling of the foundations, as a single event.
All soils in this, and lower, levels of zone 3 contained artifacts dating to the 1820s and earlier.
The two later zones may have been placed in yard depressions after ‘slumping’ of the foundation
ll. The air pocket present beneath feature 1 suggests that the soils lling these foundations
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Figure 5-11: East prole of N45E145, showing relation of feature 1 to feature 187 ll
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settled over the years (gure 5-11). As indicated above, neither feature was excavated to the base
of the foundation or to the base of the ll.
The most enigmatic feature was 146 in N50E165; indeed, this entire unit, with its
maze of large, overlapping features, was the most complex of the site and remains the least
understood. Feature 146 is considered here because of its position, aligned along the former
property line, its rectangular conguration and straight sides, its remarkable depth and ll
with architectural rubble. This feature was at least 7 feet in length (occupying the entire
length of N50E165 and continuing into N45E170) and
an unknown width. Following denition of the overlying feature 143 as dark
grey soil, the underlying
solid lense of chalky white
mortar received the designation feature 146. The
underlying brick and mortar
debris contained the same
artifact content as the other
18th century deposits,
including animal bone,
glass and ceramics. Transfer-print pearlware provided
a TPQ of 1795, similar to
Figure 5-12: View of feature 146 after excavation
the other lled structures
(gure 5-12).
Eighteenth century
debris was found in other
areas of the 12 Legare lot.
Of particular interest was a
rectangular refuse-lled pit,
located in the center of the
rear yard, in unit N20E170.
Beneath some heavily disturbed 19th century layers
was a pit of homogenous
grey soil, mostly sterile, save
for a concentration of 18th
century debris, deposited in
situ in the center of the
feature (gure 5-13). This
included the replace tong
Figure 5-13: In situ artifacts in feature 109
and two to three very ne
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hand painted creamware teacups (gures 4-9, 4-24). Elsewhere in the 12 Legare rear workyard
the soil seemed quite churned and mottled, but with relatively little in the way of artifact or
debris; such deposits were excavated as zone 4 in N20E185, N25E130, and N20E135. As very
little excavation was conducted in the southern half of the 12 Legare lot (from the lot line to the
N25 line), this portion of the yard remains undened.
The nal deposition of 18th century refuse was the only one located on the 14 Legare lot,
and it contained the most impressive collection of artifacts. The very large deposits was actually
”trenched“ in a series of 3’x5’ squares along the N75 line, and so only its length and prole
could be determined (gure 5-14; see gure 3-44). The feature intruded into the south wall of the
unit, and underneath the paved walkway in front of the carriage house, so that physical barriers as
well as time constraints inhibited denition of the width. The deposit continued in some fashion
some 30 feet, though the 18th century artifacts were concentrated in an area about 12 feet in
length. The concentration,
later designated feature 226
for convenience, appeared to
be three distinct zones and,
though rst interpreted as a
large pit, under further laboratory scrutiny appeared to
be fairly level ‘zone’ deposits.
The three zones of
feature 226 initiated immediately below the many
layers of feature 191, and
represented a radical depositional change, including
Figure 5-14: Feature 226, south prole
soil color and texture, and
the physical characteristics
of the artifact content (including size of artifacts, dates of artifacts, contents of the soil matrix,
etc.). Zone 5 was a dark grey-brown sand full of whole oyster shell and full of large, reconstructible artifacts and animal bone. This shell-lled midden soil was also recognized in the base
of the feature 187 ll and about 4’ below surface in the feature 24 ll. Though artifacts were
concentrated in this soil, they continued into two underlying zones. Zone 6 contained the same
artifacts, and more architectural materials. The soil was slightly lighter (10yr5/2), and had no
oyster shell. Zone 7 was lighter still (10yr5/4) and slightly mottled. As mentioned above,
these same soil deposits were noted in the vicinity of this concentration, but contained far fewer
artifacts; artifacts were concentrated in N75E160, but virtually absent in N75E149.
The artifact assemblage was marked by a number of reconstructed ceramics, as described
in the previous chapter. The ceramics seemed to date to the 1770s, in particular, with a few
later pearlwares. Of particular interest are some early, rather elaborate creamwares, delft bowls,
and colono wares. The most telling item, of course was the rather large green glass bottle
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inscribed with Miles Brewton’s seal. This, plus the date of the ceramics, suggest that the refuse
was originally his.
The original source of the debris concentrated here is abundantly clear from the Mbrewton bottle. Its particular placement here, in the center of the unoccupied yard is less clear. The
agency, as well as origin, of this refuse will be considered next.
Site Formation and the 18th century Neighborhood
The fourth large deposit of 18th century trash, the largest and earliest, wasn’t located on
12 Legare Street. It was located in the middle of the 14 Legare lot, in front of what is now the
carriage house (the carriage house drive was on top of it). Feature 226 contained many ceramic
vessels that were later recognized in workyard deposits; A few fragments of the distinctive
English porcelain saucer were found in zone 3 deposits around the work yard. And the hand
painted pearlware bowl was cross-mended with sherds from feature 187, the outbuilding ll (see
gure 4-26). And the feature contained a green wine bottle with a personalized seal that read
Mbrewton. Prior to 1800 and the deposition of this feature, no one lived at 14 Legare, and prior
to 1780 or so no one lived at 12 Legare. So who was Mbrewton? The personalized bottle thus
provides a named source for the pre-occupation refuse on 14 Legare.
So how did Miles Brewton’s wine bottle wind up two lots over on 14 Legare street? A
second Brewton artifact was recovered in feature 65, the ll around the 12 Legare main house,
likely spread from the original deposit of feature 226. The silver teaspoon handle was small and
quite, worn, but the engraved initials on the back, in an 18th century style, read M*B (gure
4-19). Further, the ‘primary refuse’ characteristics of feature 226 indicates that it had not been
moved, mixed or stirred much. In other words, the ceramics ‘went’ with the bottle and spoon. If
the bottle and spoon were
Brewton’s then the rest of
the 18th century trash was
likely his too, used conveniently as ll by Edwards
in 1818.
So where exactly
was this trash between
the time that the ceramics
and wine sat on Brewton’s
table and the time that they
lled in holes inconvenient
to Edwards? Miles Brewton, a wealthy merchant
and slave trader, built his
grand Georgian townhouse
at 27 King Street, on a

Figure 5-15: View of the rear of the Miles Brewton house from the piazza
of 14 Legare
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large, deep lot that continued to Legare Street, its back garden sharing a common boundary with
the southern edge of the 12 Legare lot. Brewton completed his house in 1769, but only enjoyed
the grandiose property a few years, before he and his family were lost at sea in 1775. The
house was inherited by his sister, Rebecca Brewton Motte, and she and her family were in
residence during the Revolutionary War. When Charleston fell to the British in 1780, the British
ofcers used Mrs. Brewton’s house as their headquarters, demanding that Mrs. Motte remain
there as ‘hostess’. The property featured a large house that fronted King Street, a line of service
buildings on the north property line, from the front carriage house to a privy or garden building
parallel with the southeast corner of the 14 Legare lot (gure 5-15). That the refuse at 14 Legare
originated in the Brewton household seems clear enough. But its ultimate deposition behind and
beside Brewton’s lot was a surprise to archaeologists, and has led to careful analysis of data from
a variety of sources. Particularly fortuitous is the fact that the Brewton property was the subject
of archaeological investigations in 1988-1990, and thus a good deal of comparative and relevant
data are available from that property (Zierden and Herman 1996; Zierden 1996; Zierden 2001)
Questions of site formation processes were many: Did the trash move once? twice? More than
that? Who took it away from Brewton’s yard and put it on a neighboring lot? And how did
they do it? What did backs of these properties look like, and how did this facilitate movement
of this refuse?
It is at this point that the presence of zone 4 at the rear of the 14 Legare property
becomes signicant. This appears to have been a low-lying marsh or swampy area in the 18th
century. The same strip of marsh ran the length of the northern side of the Brewton lot, recurving
northwestward across King street. The dark homogenous soil dened as zone 4 at the rear of
14 Legare was also encountered beneath late 18th century work yard deposits at the Brewton
house, there dened as zone 5. So at some point their common property line was in a swamp
(gures 5-16 - 5-20).
Bernard Herman has suggested that ”where early 19th century watercolors depict open
urban vistas and post-and-rail fences separating private yards from public thoroughfares, we now
see high brick walls and congested lots“ (Zierden and Herman 1996) The 14 Legare property
and the Miles Brewton property are now isolated from one another by 8’ high brick walls (gure
5-21). But was this always so? Does the informal boundaries at the front of properties, shown
in the Fraser watercolors, translate into informal, even unimproved, rear yards and property
boundaries? Or was the 14 Legare lot accessible from the rear of the Brewton property, and as
unimproved, even swampy land, a convenient place to deposit refuse?
If the marshy area at the back of 14 Legare and on the north side of Miles Brewton
was the same landscape feature, and if we move to a time before a brick wall divided the two
properties (even if ownership did), then we may return to two sets of data to sort this out. The
key proveniences are the zone 5 dark soil at N225W185 in the Miles Brewton work yard (gure
5-22); feature 11, a charcoal-lled hearth that intrudes into it (gure 5-23), and the composite of
zone 4 soils at the rear of 14 Legare (see gures 3-3-26, 3-31). The artifacts contained within the
soil help provide a set of dates that sequence the soil deposits, and their use by humans. Zone
5 at Miles Brewton is rst, with a TPQ of 1763, a MCD of 1745, and a stratigraphic position
below feature 11. Feature 11 is next, with a TPQ of 1750 and an MCD of 1747. Signicantly
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Figure 5-16: Property lines showing relation of Miles Brewton lot to 14 Legare

Figure 5-17: Composite map, 27 King and 14 Legare, c. 1765
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Figure 5-18: Composite map, 27 King and 14 Legare, c. 1790

Figure 5-19: Composite map, 27 King and 14 Legare, c. 1820
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later in its use life is zone 4
at Legare, with a TPQ of 1795
and a MCD of 1776.
It is at this point that Karl
Reinhard’s analysis of pollen
data becomes key. In his
study of the Brewton pollen
samples in 1989, Reinhard
interpreted zone 5 as ‘undisturbed landscape’. The pollen
was dense, suggesting a slow
accumulation of the deposit.
It was dominated by arboreal
pollen, most of which comes
from hardwood taxa. Croylus
Figure 5-20: Composite map, 27 King and 14 Legare, c. 1860
(hazel) is common (and disappears rapidly with settlement). The low counts of Cheno Am pollen (weedy plants that rapidly colonize cleared lands)
reects a stable, relatively undisturbed environment. Very little grass pollen was present. Both
zone 5 and feature 11 contain high amounts of mesic taxa (those plants that grow in wetlands),
but the majority in zone 5 were derived from arboreal (tree) pollen, Salix (willow) and Alnus
(alder). The majority in feature 11 were from herbaceous plants. Feature 11 contains a
pronounced Cheno Am component, a declining arboreal component, and an increase in grasses,
which indicates that the environment represented by this sample was more open with a decrease
in trees. Though the pollen was much more poorly preserved in zone 4 at Legare, the proportions
of arboreal to herbaceous pollen are comparable to feature 11. This was also reected
in the phytolith analysis
for 14 Legare (Kealhofer
and Sullivan, this volume).
Here, zone 4 was full of
grasses, particularly bambusoid (expected to be
sedges). Arboreal mesic
pollen is densest in north
and east part, and less in
the south and west.
A large part of this
question is: when does the
brick dividing wall go up?
Historian Richard Cote discovered a signicant reference in a property dispute Figure 5-21: View of brick property wall behind the privy at 27 King St.
involving Miles Brewton
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Figure 5-22: Prole of N225W185, showing zone 5 as dark soil

and his neighbors to the
south. In this 1770 reference, ”the south brick wall
lately built by Brewton be
forever hereafter the boundary between the parties“
(Cote 1990). Excavation
of the builders trench for
the front wall on the south
side of the property would
support an early construction date. The walls subjected to the most testing at
Brewton were the internal
walls (those between the
front entrance and the work
yard and the rear garden
and the work yard), and
these were all later additions. Unfortunately, there
was no excavation along
the north or south property
walls. Two such units were
excavated on the 14 Legare
side of the north wall, however.

Unit N5E245, located
just outside the stable building, and indeed the unit
that ‘discovered’ the stable
building, revealed two wall
Figure 5-23: Top of feature 11, intruding into zone 5, N225W185, Brewton
building episodes, including
house
a new wall foundation built
in the 1850s for the 10
Legare house, and beneath it the foundation for Miles Brewton’s original wall (gure 5-24). A
well-dened builders trench contained only brown saltglazed stoneware, while it intruded into
zone 4, containing a large fragment of Provence yellow on white faience, dated by Walthall
(1991) to 1750-1765 (gure 4-11). Interestingly, a large plate bottom of this same rare ceramic
was recovered deep in the south side yard of the Brewton property (gure 5-25). And a much
more similar rim sherd came from Snee Farm, Charles Pinckney’s plantation. Pinckney was
Brewton’s brother-in-law, his wife inheriting 1⁄2 interest in the house when Brewton died.
Comparison of the plate bottom and rim from Brewton and Legare indicate that they
are not the same vessel. The builders trench intruding into this soil, deposited after 1750,
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Figure 5-24: Sequence of property walls in N5E245, 14 Legare
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is frustratingly inconclusive.
It is tempting to suggest that
the yellow faience originated
at Brewton’s property. Certainly the style and date, and
similarity are correct. But
the lack of datable material
in the builders trench itself
indicates that the wall could
have gone up right after
deposition of this sherd, or
much later. The zone 3a
garden soil associated with
Edwards is clearly on top
of it, so the wall must have
been built by 1818. Still,
1770-1818 spans the whole
era in question, and does not
help pinpoint the chain of
refuse disposal events. All
Figure 5-25: Provence yellow-on-white faience plate base recovered from the
the faience does is suggest a
Brewton house
possible source on the Brewton property.
The possibility that the low-lying portions of the Brewton and Legare lots remained
unlled and unclaimed is bolstered by the recent discovery of an 1804 plat of a property on
Wentworth street (gure 5-26). The layout of the lot is very similar to 14 Legare, with a
single house and outbuildings aligned along the north property line, and the southern half of
the property labeled ‘garden.’ The rear third of the lot is ”marsh land.“ Fences surrounding the
garden are clearly delineated, and each proceeds past the marked boundary of the marsh, but only
by a single fence section, where the fence simply ends. Clearly the property owner improved
and segmented his property only to the edge of the low-lying land, leaving that area open and
unimproved. Such an arrangement is conceivable at 14 Legare.
It is tempting to suggest that Brewton’s refuse was rst dumped in the low-lying swamp.
Filling of low-lying areas was a laudable activity in the 18th century. It created more land, got rid
of stagnant water and bad air, and got rid of refuse at the same time. Yet the principal deposit
of refuse, feature 226, what on what was originally higher land, on the other side of the marsh.
Perhaps Edwards, needing ll more than an level back garden, dug it back up out of the swampy
area, lled his holes, and then later lled the low area for his vegetable garden. If so, he removed
the trash completely, because there are not cross-mends or distinctive matching ceramics left in
the zone 4 deposits. Alternately, the trash depositors bypassed the marsh entirely, and discarded
the trash on the high land on the other side. The matching/ mending artifacts that are not in
the big four features seem to be in the work yard, not over on the 12 Legare lot. So this
would somewhat suggest that the trash was piled on the 14 Legare lot, and then spread around
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by Edwards. Whether or not the placement of the refuse on the 14 Legare lot
was sanctioned by the owner of that lot
also remains unknown. Assuming that
the refuse disposal took place during
Brewton’s occupation (c. 1770-1775)
or more likely as his sister or the British cleaned out the house (1775-1780),
the intentions of the Legare Street
owner, Richard Bohun Baker, remains
unknown. At the present time there is
no evidence of construction, or intent
of construction, on the part of Baker.
It is possible that he sanctioned the lling from an adjacent property with the
intent of improving his own, but this is
unknown.
What emerges from this analysis is a revised view of the Charleston
landscape; in the 18th century at least,
when Euro-American people were new
to this portion of the peninsula, the
Figure 5-26: 1809 plat of a property on Wentworth Street
Georgian emphasis on symmetry and
order seems to have ended somewhere beyond the gate from the work yard (if there was a gate)
and the edge of the garden, in an area still swampy and, though no longer wooded, still weedy
and uncontrolled, in what Bernard Herman has termed ”a progression of decreasing order and
increasing dirtiness“. Even more interesting than the movement of refuse is the agency of that
movement. In the preceding discussion I have implied that Miles Brewton moved his trash
off-site; that is not really true. A wealthy slaveholder and slave trade, Miles Brewton never
even touched that trash. The human agents responsible for that site-forming event were his
anonymous bondsmen. It is tempting to suggest that more than refuse disposal took place here.
Both Bernie Herman and Ted Rosengarten have discussed the ”seen but unseen“ aspects of
behavior and survival exhibited by the urban slave population, what Rosengarten has termed
the ”parallel worlds“ of black and white Charlestonians (Herman 1999, 1997; Rosengarten
1986). Herman describes urban settings as places where ”the authority and identity of the
processional landscape of city mansions exist in a larger context of segmented social and cultural
relationships“ (Herman 1999:88; Upton 1988).
Herman goes on to suggest that the ‘marginal’ spaces of the city - streets, work yards,
and back lot domestic compounds - also dened a locus of ‘political and economic agency’ for
the people who lived and worked there, seemingly under the careful scrutiny of their masters.
He further describes a late 18th-early 19th century reorganization of the spaces that were built
by white masters for black servants. From the 1780s onward, this reorganization of quarters,
kitchen, washhouse segregated and more precisely dened work spaces and in many cases
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provided better nishes for the quarters, but the new arrangement also restricted access and ow
of areas previously the domain of the enslaved residents (Herman 1999:92). These changes
were an organizational response to increasing fear of the black majority, heightened by the 1822
Denmark Vesey insurrection. But African residents of these urban compounds continued to nd
some measure of privacy and even independence within urban spaces; master and slave simply
viewed and used these same physical spaces in different ways.
Whether the refuse movement from Brewton’s yard to a vacant lot was his decision, or
that of his bondsmen, remains unknown. Whether it was done during Brewton’s tenure or as his
property passed to his sisters, or during the Revolution by the British occupants, also remains
unknown. The other tantalizing question is whether refuse disposal is the only activity that took
place over in this swamp. Was this, as Maurie McInnis suggested, a meeting place/safe haven
for bondsmen? To this end, Dr. McInnis has suggested a consideration of the bottle separate
from its accompanying trash. The bottle could represent what Michael Schiffer called ‘lateral
cycling’, a full, or relled, bottle pilfered from Brewton’s stock and consumed by the bondsmen
before discard. Both Dell Upton (1988) and Leland Ferguson (1992) have discussed the notion
of different views of plantation landscapes by masters and slaves; white owners focused on
the main roads and waterways, often viewed from horseback or carriage, while black laborers
focused on a series of footpaths, from work spot to quarters to neighboring plantation; they
viewed the same property with very different mental maps. The same is likely the case for
the rear yards and still-unregulated spaces of the city. What appeared to white members of the
Brewton household as a swampy nuisance area, not yet lled and regulated, was likely viewed as
an ‘opportunity’ by their bondsmen (gure 5-27).
A more detailed consideration of feature 11 on the Brewton property, supports such a
scenario. This feature was considered unusual at the time of its discovery in 1988, and remains
unique among urban features encountered since that time. This oval pit measured 5’ by 3’, and
was .5’ deep. The feature was a shallow pit of dark grey sand full of charcoal and oyster shell.
A portion of the western edge was lined with half-bricks set on edge. A large lump of ash was
visible in the middle. The feature contained a number of long pipe stems, bone, brick fragments,
green bottle glass, and colono ware. At the time it was interpreted as an outdoor hearth,
possibly for socializing as well as cooking, and likely a hearth used by the African bondsmen
in residence in the work yard. The early date of artifacts from the feature suggested it could
have been used prior to completion of the Brewton complex. Outdoor communal cooking is a
known preference of colonial Africans, but the discovery of such a ‘casual’ feature in an urban
yard was unexpected.
The presence of the feature, and its interpretation as a hearth, though, bolsters the
possibilities of the scene presented above, where the territory in the social, if not legal, possession
of the Brewton house servants extended from the ‘yard’, long considered the domain of the
resident slaves, to the swamp behind and beside the yard, to the unoccupied lots beyond the
unclaimed lowlands.
The implications of the Brewton wine bottle discovery for future research in Charleston
are many. What about all those times when urban residents have deposited their trash outside
of the bounds of their property, but failed to conveniently include an artifact with their name on
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Figure 5-27: Aerial view of Miles Brewton lot, in relation to 14 Legare Street

it? How many times have urban archaeologists dug just such trash and not known it? The above
analysis presents a sequence of site formation events that were far more complex and intricate
than previously encountered. This suggests that site history and site formation processes must
always be carefully considered before further site analysis proceeds, and together remain the
foundation of archaeological interpretation in Charleston.
Site Development in the 19th Century
Having established that the rear of the 14 Legare lot became a locus of deposit for
a neighbor’s trash in the late 18th century, we may now return to intra-site data to trace the
movement of this trash after its deposition on the 14 Legare lot. Data from the refuse in and
around the 12 Legare features provides further clues as to when the refuse was moved and why
it was moved.
The documentary record suggests that, at the time that Brewton’s refuse was deposited at
14 Legare (in feature 226) or shortly thereafter, a residential compound was constructed on the
12 Legare lot. Archaeological data suggests a main house, set back from the street some sixty
feet, a well, and a series of outbuildings along the northern property line. Documentary data
suggest that these were demolished after 1818, when Edwards purchased the property and built
his garden. The artifacts contained in the refuse that lled the 12 Legare features supports this
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date of demolition. More detailed analysis of the ll from the four principal features provide
additional data on this activity (gure 5-28).
The refuse contained in feature 226 was distinctive in that it was composed overwhelmingly of kitchen refuse; ceramics, in turn, dominated the kitchen group. Architectural artifacts
were relatively sparse, as were most of the other domestic categories (table 5-1). The deposit
contained the densest concentration of artifacts on site, 123 per cubic foot of soil. Bone was
likewise quite dense, second only to the well ll. The zones were lled with 293 grams of
bone per cubic foo. The deposits in feature 226 and feature 24, in fact, seemed the most
closely related.
Feature 226 (zones 5-6-7) had the earliest mean ceramic date, 1772.7, followed by
feature 24 (the well) at 1774, feature 187 (the outbuilding ll) at 1780.7 and nally feature 165
(the many proveniences around N40E75, associated with the main house) at 1783.1. Relative
proportions of the ceramic ‘horizon’ or ‘date’ markers is similar. Creamware is the most common
in feature 226, 35% of the ceramics, and least common in feature 165, 18%. The later pearlware
is reversed, least common in feature 226 (11%) and most common in feature 187 (17%). All of
the features contained enough pearlwares (c. 1780-1820) and occasional sherds of whiteware to
indicate a date of deposition after or around 1820.
Interestingly, this sequence is mirrored in the relative quantity of kitchen material in each
provenience, compared to other artifact categories. Feature 226 is primarily kitchen refuse, 76%,
followed by feature 187 at 61%, feature 24 at 54% and feature 165 at 50%. Taken together, these
data suggest that feature 226 was the original deposition and that increasing amounts of early
19th century refuse and architectural debris was mixed into the midden as one moves farther
from the location of feature 226 (gure 5-28). The cross-mends and similar pockets of ll,
though, indicates that each originated from the same source of refuse. This suggests the sort
of massive earth-moving associated with construction on these townhouse lots. In this case, the
represented event appears to be Edwards’ removal of the 12 Legare complex, preparation of his
newly-expanded yard for a garden, and the use of refuse in the 14 Legare work yard to ll the
large holes left by the foundations of the 12 Legare complex, including main house, well, and
outbuildings. This is supported by the occasional fragments of the 1820s ceramics among the
1770s items. When some of this leveled ll slumped decades later, new layers of deliberate ll,
or inadvertent yard debris, again leveled the tops of the features; this is reected in the dusty grey
soil on top of feature 24 (level 1) which contained the 1861 coin and on top of feature 187 (levels
1-2) which contained post-1840 ceramics.
The development of the Legare property as it presently exists, then, began in 1800 with
Francis Simmons’ acquisition of the northern half of the lot. Present documentary and archaeological evidence suggests that the lot was still unimproved, but likely lled with trash. It
appears that rear of the lot remained low-lying and marshy, likewise unimproved. Simmons is
credited with construction of the entire building complex at 14 Legare, including main house,
kitchen/quarter, and carriage house, at least. The deep, mottled yellow sand ll beneath the
oor of the kitchen contained a mix of 18th century artifacts. Recent excavations in the carriage
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Figure 5-28: Location of four principal features lled with 18th century refuse

house, as part of renovation, revealed a similar soil deposit beneath the original brick oor.
This soil was about one foot deep, and exhibited the same characteristics; mottled yellow, tan,
and orange sands, small charcoal ecks, and a spread of 18th century artifacts. These artifacts
are likely redeposited fragments from the feature 226 deposits, spread around the yard during
construction.
Excavation of units along the N60 line and examination of proles revealed by the
backhoe trench during mitigation suggests that the work yard in general is lled with large,
deep deposits of soil, some containing artifacts and domestic debris, others containing only
architectural refuse, and still others devoid of cultural materials, but all indicating tremendous
churning and reorganization of this area. This may be associated with the tremendous efforts of
building construction, or may reect a different type of intensive land use in the yard area, in
contrast to the front garden. The 12 Legare lot, in contrast, was not purchased by Simmons until
ten years later, and did not see massive construction. Compared to the 14 Legare work yard, the
soils of the front garden seemed relatively shallow and stratigraphically intact, from topsoil to
subsoil. As this was apparently unoccupied and unused yard in front of the 12 Legare house,
it did not see the same level of construction disturbance. The formal garden, constructed some 20
years later and carefully maintained for the remainder of the century, clearly did not produce the
same type of soil disturbance as the garden. The rear portion of the 12 Legare lot, however, did
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exhibit some impact to the lower soil zones, in a manner suggesting general churning with out
producing distinct soil deposits or features. This may reect construction of the 12 Legare
complex, or destruction of the same.
The next major enterprise appears to have been lling of the rear swampy area to create
controlled land. The artifactual data (early 19th century artifacts distributed throughout the zone
3a deposits and underlying features) suggest that this was the work of Edwards in 1818, rather
than an effort by Simmons; alternately, Edwards reworking of this area may have thoroughly
mixed, and thus obliterated, evidence of Simmons’ improvements. Stratigraphic evidence in
the N80 line suggests that Edwards rst used remaining brick rubble from the demolition of
12 Legare as ll in some areas (N70E235 and N25E260). Alternately, Simmons may have
placed this rubble here during or immediately after construction of the building complex. The
overlying deep zone 3a, and the bases of the garden features beneath it, suggest that all of this
was done by Edwards, including lling, preparing the area for gardening, and then reusing the
soil continuously for gardening efforts. The deep zone 3a deposits all contain artifacts from the
second quarter of the 19th century, distributed from top to bottom. The likelihood that this effort
was Edwards’ is bolstered by the occasional presence of whiteware (dating after 1820) in the
underlying zone 4 deposits, suggesting that the marsh soils were open to the occasional discard
of artifacts up to this period.
Following completion of Edwards’ expanded compound, the principal site formation
processes operating throughout the remainder of the 19th century appear to be refuse disposal
and maintenance of the gardens. As discussed in the section on artifact patterning, there is
horizontal variation in the distribution of 19th century refuse and, further, there is variation
between disposal of animal bone (and presumably other organic debris) and disposal of other
artifacts. The concentration of bone in the garden areas, relative to cultural debris, suggests
deliberate placement of the organic materials for fertilizer, likely through composting. This is
supported by both the phytolith and pollen data, as well. Relatively intensive use of the work
yard for refuse disposal, as well as other activities, is reected in overall increase in artifact
density, increased number of refuse-bearing pits, and heightened churning of the zone 3 soil,
compared to areas of the garden.
A previously-unfamiliar type of destruction is evident in the late 19th century deposits,
in the form of abandonment of the formal garden and replacement with a lawn and border
shrubs. Here, the remains of shell paths (feature 28) have been both displaced and dispersed in
the zone 2 soils, and the addition of this topsoil disturbed the top of the previous garden. The
zone 2 soils also exhibit redeposition of early 19th century debris. Loss is also evident in the
Victorian yard area, in the form of coins, marbles, small toys, and costume jewelry recovered
from the front yard area.
The above discussion provides some general information on the formation of the archaeological record during the 19th century. It also provides some underlying assumptions for the
analysis that follows. At the same time, it provides some caveats regarding this current state of
knowledge and derived analysis.
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Chapter VI
Gardens and Gardening
Scholars from a host of disciplines have argued the necessity to consider an entire
property, not just the main house, when studying and interpreting an historic site. The main
house, retinue of service buildings, work yard, garden, paths, fences and walls were integrated
parts of a whole, each dependent on the other for both function and denition. Archaeological
research at 14 Legare has examined all of the site features, but has focused particularly on the
garden and its position in the greater property.
An integral component of elite homes was a formal garden. As with their buildings,
Charlestonians copied English and other European garden styles, but melded them with the
physical conditions of their American settings and their community self-image. Along with
houses, furnishings, and fashionable possessions, gardens were ”statements of wealth and the
right to own it“ (Kryder-Reid 1994:131). A garden was ”an extension of the parlor, a place where
polite people walked and conversed,“ and a surrounding fence separated it from areas unrened
(Sarudy 1989; Bushman 1992:130). Barbara Sarudy has expanded this metaphor further in her
analysis of garden furniture - Charlestonians often moved themselves and their furniture outside
in search of cooling breezes (Sarudy 1995). Besides providing a stage for genteel performances,
the house and garden was itself a performer on its own stage (Bushman 1992:132).
The place to move outside in search of cooling breezes, to enjoy the glories of the garden,
at 14 Legare was likely the second story piazza. Here, residents and guests could enjoy the
intricacies of the ‘rosary garden’, enjoy cooling breezes, and distance themselves from servants
in the work yard and others on the street. The 14 Legare property contains dramatic evidence of
an bold and elaborate garden, worthy of the elegant gates and walls that surrounded it. One of the
challenges in exposing and interpreting this garden, through both archaeology and documents,
is that gardens such as this, even if no longer standing, were subject to the dynamics of both
cultural and natural change, and the changing views of successive owners. While gardens such as
the one discovered here, ”express long-term stability, precise moments in a garden’s past cannot
be recaptured“ (Yentsch and Kratzer 1997; see also Brown 2001) Discussed below are all of the
many details of garden layout and content derived from archaeological excavation, followed by
some general comments. For a specic interpretation of the garden, the reader is directed to the
companion study by Allan Brown (2001).

Denition of the Antebellum Garden
The primary goal of the archaeological research was discovery and description of the
garden or gardens dating to the 19th century. As part of this study, a host of specialists were
consulted. Mr. C. Allan Brown, garden historian, conducted documentary research and analyzed
all available data, including the archaeological data, to propose a synthetic reconstruction of
the specic garden design. His research is the subject of a separate report (Brown 2001).
The Charleston Museum
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Palynologists Karl Reinhard and John Jones and phytolith specialist Lisa Kealhofer contributed
important environmental data, and their reports are included in this volume. In addition, Dr.
William Kelso of Jamestown Rediscovery, and formerly of Jefferson’s Monticello, visited the
site on two occasions during the eldwork and provided important insights on the excavations
in general, and on particular archaeological features. His ideas are incorporated into the present
discussion.
Once isolated and dated vertically, a second goal was to dene horizontal variation in the
gardens, isolating areas by form and function, As discussed in Chapter III, intact evidence for
the earliest garden was encountered across the site in the matrix dened as zone 3. The zone 3
depositions found consistently across the site contained a range of artifacts that associate it with
the Simmons, Edwards, and Heyward occupations of 14 Legare Street. Zone 3 was distinguished
from the above zone 2 by a dramatic color change; zone 3 was much lighter and browner, usually
10yr4/3. The recovered data conrmed expectations of the architectural, garden, and landscape
experts that the front portion of the side yard would contain the formal garden elements (gure 1;
see the report by Allan Brown for an expanded discussion of these trends).
Architecture of the Antebellum Garden
The Surrounding Walls: At the time of excavation, no documentary data concerning
gardens or gardening at 14 Legare had been discovered. In fact, there was no documentation
whatsoever for the existence of an associated garden. The construction and maintenance of a
formal garden by the antebellum owners of 14 Legare was presumed from the construction and
style of the front walls and gates, and the internal garden wall running the length of the driveway.
That the front gates and wall were the product of George Edwards is amply demonstrated by his
initials in the wrought iron entryway (gure 6-1). Historical architects presumed that the fence
would have surrounded some landscape element of equal grandeur. This, plus the fact that a
formal garden appeared to be part of the material trappings embraced by the 19th century gentry
led to the assumption that one must have existed.
The internal wall, designated feature 1, has evidently been much altered through time.
Dating of this feature was signicant to dating any garden contained within it. In its current
conguration, the 30” brick and stucco wall continues from the front gate to a stone lentil 73’
to the rear. Rounded columns at 9’ intervals are capped with half-round portions of brownstone
spheres, creating an aesthetically awkward barrier (see gure 3-1). Historic photos suggested
that the wall originally featured tall circular columns, surmounted by a brownstone sphere, with
picket inll between the columns (gure 6-2). Some documentary evidence indicates that these
may have toppled in the 1886 earthquake and were not replaced. There is some discussion of
the date of this columned fence, based on stylistic elements (See Brown 2001:6). Exposure
and excavation of the wall foundation and associated builder’s trench were seen as important
contributions of the archaeological project.
Excavation of test units during phase I immediately conrmed photographic evidence
that the wall originally continued the length of the property to the rear of the carriage house.
The intact foundation for feature 1 was exposed in all of these areas. In two initial test units,
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Figure 6-1: Historic photo of 14 Legare, showing wrought iron fence embellished with ”G“ and ”E“. (Courtesy, The Charleston Museum).

N45E50 and N45E125, the complete foundation
was exposed and a narrow builders trench dened.
The foundation to the wall was very substantial and
well-built, consisting of two courses of brick on top
of two courses of larger bermuda stone. The builders trench was designated feature 7, and was quite
narrow, .3’ wide. The rst section, in N45E50,
contained crumbs of mortar and a fragment of 18th
century Chinese porcelain (gure 6-3). The sample
of feature 7 in N45E125 was more productive.
Here, feature 7 yielded a fragment of shell-edged
pearlware (1780-1820). Feature 7 also underlay
zone 3 and intruded into feature 6, both of which
contained a larger artifact assemblage. Thus, a
combination of stratigraphic position and Terminus
Post Quem could be used to rene a date of deposition for the wall. Feature 6 had a TPQ of
1780, provided by hand-painted pearlware, while Figure 6-2: Historic view of 14 Legare garden
the overlying zone 3 had a TPQ of 1830, based on wall, c. 1880-1891 (Cook photo, Valentine Museum,
transfer-printed whiteware. Taken together, these Richmond)
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data support a date of construction
for feature 1, and for deposition of
feature 7, around ;1820, appropriate for an event of the Edwards era
(gure 6-4. 6-5).
Feature 7 was encountered
elsewhere on the site, particularly
in N45E105, excavated during
phase III and N45E130-45, excavated during phase IV. In the
former, feature 7 contained colono
ware, while underlying deposits
contained creamware as a TPQ
Figure 6-3: Feature 1 foundation in N45E50; note two courses of
item, and overlying zone 3 deposits
brick over bermuda stone; note small builders trench in soil prole,
contained pearlwares. In the
at base of grey-brown soil
N45E130 units, late 18th century
creamware and early pearlwares all
suggest a wall possibly constructed by Simmons, but no later than by Edwards. Further, the 18th
century features below feature 1 in this area (feature 187, etc), contained artifacts that date their
lling to the rst quarter of the 19th century, and feature 1 on top of them must post-date their
lling. Taken together, the evidence for Edwards as the builder of feature 1 is compelling. It
must be remembered, however, that archaeology only dates construction of the foundation. Later
changes to the superstructure of the wall are certainly possible.
Historic photographs and plats suggest that the garden wall represented by feature 1
terminated parallel with the rear of the carriage house, then turned north and abutted the southeast
corner of the carriage house, forming an L-shaped garden (gure 2-10, 2-11). Unit N50E186 was
excavated adjacent to this wall during phase I. This revealed a wall foundation, here designated
feature 20, of slightly different construction, ve courses of red brick instead of the brick-andbermuda stone foundation found
in the front part of the site (gure
6-6). This difference in construction method could reect a separate construction event, but the
builder’s soils adjacent to the feature, (feature 14), had at TPQ
of 1820, suggesting a concurrent
date of construction.

Figure 6-4: Closeup of feature 7 in N45E125
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Figure 6-5: Map of N45E125, showing position of feature 7

190, the smaller 18th century brick
foundation (see gures 3-40, 3-41,
3-42). From the front gate to this
point, feature 1 features the bermuda stone foundation. At this
point, the top courses of feature
190 had been removed, and feature
1 constructed on top of it, from
four courses of brick (see gure
3-41). Further, the top two courses
were inexactly aligned with the
lower two. This, in turn, was built
over the top of feature 186, but
offset by 1⁄2 foot. This situation
was exaggerated when feature 1
Figure 6-6: Wall foundation (feature 20) in N50E186
continued over the southern (ber6-5
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Figure 6-7: Prole drawing, N25E185, showing position of wall foundation
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Figure 6-8: Etching of garden walls by Alfred Hutty (***)
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muda stone) wall of structure 2 (feature 222). Here,
feature 1 was off-set from
the top of structure 2 by a
full foot (see gure 3-42).
Feature 1 continued as a
four-course brick foundation to the terminal at
the rear of the carriage
house. The construction
method of feature 20, then,
matches that of the eastern
half of feature 1.
With an 1820s date of
construction conrmed for
Figure 6-9: Historic photographs of carriage house/rear garden and summer
feature
20, another aspect
house (From Simons and Lapham 1927)
of this research was dating
the southern half of the
currently existing Innocenti garden wall (gure 2-12). Though this appears to be
constructed of historic fabric, historical architects have suggested, based on plats and photographs, that this may be a fabrication of the Innocenti installation. Excavation
of N25E180 revealed that the
foundation for this wall does
not match the others; it is much
shallower, terminating in the late
19th century zone 2 deposits (gure
6-7), and is made of modern brick.
This conrms a 20th century date of
construction for this section of the
wall.
A nal aspect of research on
the garden walls was a search for
gates leading from the work yard
and house into the garden. ExpoFigure 6-10: Feature 1 in N45E170
sure of feature 1 in the vicinity of
E75, the existing brownstone lintel, and placement of associated columns, suggests that this
entrance, in line with the rear of the main house, is an original opening. Some documents
suggested a second gate near the interface of the kitchen and carriage house. Complete exposure
of the top of feature 1 from E110 to E170 during phase IV allowed us to photograph and map
the entire feature, and note locations of remnant mortar from wall and column sections (gure
3-43). It was proposed that a gate or opening might be reected in a smaller space between
two columns, such as that near the stone lintel. No compelling evidence for an opening was
encountered in this location.
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Figure 6-11: Proles of feature 28

A tantalizing etching by Alfred Hutty
shows a gate adjacent to the west, or front,
end of the carriage house (gure 6-8). It
also shows a column adjoining this southwest corner of the carriage house. There
is currently no such evidence visible on the
building facade, but such a column does
exist on the southeast, or rear, corner of the
carriage house. This suggests that the Hutty
image might somehow be reversed. This is
supported by a photograph of the rear gate
shown in the volume by Lockwood (1934;
gure 6-9, see also gure 2-9). If this is
so, then it suggests a gate at the eastern
terminal of feature 1. Excavation of unit
N45E170 revealed that the foundation of
feature 1 was highly damaged here, and even
missing completely (gure 6-10). This has
been interpreted as removal of this gate and
wall portion for construction of the Innocenti garden. Photographs and architectural
evidence indicate that a third gate abutted
the southeast corner of the carriage house,
providing entry to the rear garden (see gure
2-9).

Formal Garden Denition - Feature
28: Excavation of two units in this area in
1998, N20E65 and N15E30, rst revealed
the signature of the formal garden, but it was
not possible to interpret this until much later
in the 1999 excavation season. The formal
garden was dened by areas of crushed shell
in the zone 3 matrix. Beginning with phase
II in 1999, all of the concentrations of shell
received the designation Feature 28, and the
shell retains this common name.
Most of the feature 28 deposits
were well-dened, and easily segregated
and excavated from the surrounding zone
3. Excavation of samples of feature 28

6-11b not sure what to do with it.....
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revealed that these deposits were comparably irregular in excavated shape, but in general feature
28 deposits were trench-like, with sloping sides and a rounded bottom, averaging .6’ in depth (see
gure 3-17). The shell was only roughly crushed, with small bits of shell mixed with larger, even
whole, oyster. The shell in feature 28 was densely packed in all excavated samples. In some
areas, the top of feature 28 had been disturbed by the overlying zone 2. In other places, intact
feature 28 appeared to have a mounded top and relatively at bottom (gure 6-11).
Feature 28 contained a moderate quantity of cultural materials. The proveniences averaged 4.5 artifacts per cubic foot of soil excavated. The artifacts contained in feature 28
produced a Mean Ceramic Date of 1788, and isolated fragments of undecorated whiteware
provided a Terminus Post Quem of 1820. These data suggest that feature 28 was deposited sometime shortly after Edwards’ acquisition
of the property, and undisturbed after
that time. The surrounding zone 3 soils
and dened planting beds, in contrast
contained some artifacts datable to the
1820s, 30s, 40s, and even the 1850s,
along with a range of earlier materials.
Interestingly, though, the zone 3 soils in
the front garden produced an identical
Mean Ceramic Date, 1788.

Figure 6-12: Tile samples from front garden

Another aspect of the formal garden
was the consistent presence of fragments of red and yellow tile in the
ll for feature 28 and the surrounding
zone 3. These were fragmentary, but

were at tiles, about 3/4 inch
thick. These came in two
styles, a red clay tile and a
yellow clay tile with a red
lmed surface. The yellow
tiles were much softer than
the red, and were often more
fragmented (gure 6-12).
These tiles were found consistently throughout the feature 28 deposits and the zone
3 deposits in all areas of the
garden. They were virtually
absent from the work yard.
A concentration of these was
noted in unit N20E85 (gure Figure 6-13: Concentration of tile in N20E85
6-13), and it was at that time
suggested that they might
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Figure 6-15: Tiles in serpentine walk, N30E90

have served as edging for the paths. At the time
of eldwork, garden consultants were divided on
the subject of edging being used during this period.
Allan Brown has since suggested that tile edging
was common in the early 19th century (see Brown
2001:8).
These tiles were discovered in situ along the
edge of shell paths in two locations. The rst
was in unit N40E125, where two red tiles were in
Figure 6-14: Tiles in situ, N40E125
place between a late 19th century border bed and a
continuation of feature 28 into the middle garden
(gure 6-14). In this area, the shell path was not excavated and dated, but was presumed to be an
early 19th century feature that remained in use into the early 20th century. The existence of a deep
border bed dating to the
late 19th century adjacent
to this path raised the possibility that the tile edging
had been added in the Victorian period. But discovery of more in situ tile
during phase V, on the
western edge of the serpentine walk in the E90
units, conrmed that the
tile edging was associated
with the early 19th century
garden. Several samples
of these tiles were recovered for the collection,
including one of the in situ
Figure 6-16: Photo of shell, phase III
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tiles in N30E90 (gure 6-15;
the same red tile is pictured
in gure 6-12).
At the time of excavation, the shell was variously
interpreted as paths or possibly special beds. Dr. William Kelso suggested that
the shell would have simply
been drainage for a walking
path, and that it might have
been covered with sand, or
even mulch, as a walking
surface. Willie Graham
from Colonial Williamsburg
Figure 6-17: Shell paths, phase V
Foundation disagreed, suggesting that the shell, though
coarse, is similar to paths
discovered in Williamsburg.
Some suggested that the
shell was narrow for a walking path, but Allan Brown
disagrees, and nds the 18”
width appropriate for the
rosary design. Some scholars suggested that the shell
might have served as a highlighted pattern, to be viewed
from above rather than
walked through. Another
scholar, Tim Trussell of Jefferson’s Poplar Forest, sugFigure 6-18: Shell paths marked with white sand
gested that the shell might
not be a path, but a special
bed, to be planted in contrasting color or texture to form a visible pattern. Beds, he suggested,
would be pit-like in prole, with a at top and rounded bottom. Paths, in contrast, should exhibit
a at bottom and rounded tops, as they were crowned to aid in drainage.
All of the excavated samples of feature 28 revealed rounded bottoms. But close examination of the proles revealed that many examples also featured rounded tops (see gure 6-11).
Further, soil chemistry analysis and relative bone density did not indicate any fertilizer in the
feature 28 matrix. These data, plus Allan Brown’s extensive knowledge of garden design, have
led to the rm conviction that the shell represents a path and, as Brown contends, one intended
to be appreciated more for its visual pattern (as from the piazzas) than to be regularly walked
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Figure 6-19: Composite map, shell deposits in zone 3
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through (Brown 2001:9).
The center, and highlight of the pattern,
is a curving diamond, or bowed lozenge,
turning to 8 (four double) circles,
each of the double lobes terminating in a
rounded node, which Allan Brown suggests were locations of ornaments
(Brown 2001:17), in a ower garden
style known as a ”rosary“. From
the central axis of the rosary, diagonal
paths diverge to the east and the
west, terminating near the front wall
and at the E60 line, respectively.
The shell in the central diamond
and the eastern bowed lozenge is
particularly well-preserved; the shell
from the front wall to the E20 line
is sparser, the lines less distinct,
and the pattern less well preserved,
though the basic outline of the rosary
is clear. Brown suggests that ”the
ower garden at 14 Legare was more a
‘rosary’ in the original sense of the term,
Figure 6-20: Reconstruction of the 14 Legare garden by C.
Allan Brown
in that its plan resembled a bloom, than
in the later concept of a garden
that was exclusively devoted to displaying roses“ (Brown 2001:18; gures 6-16 through 6-20).
By the time phase V commenced, the pattern was fairly clear, and could be predicted,
or at least recognized with some certainty. It was therefore both surprising and frustrating that
the shell lost its pattern between the E60 and E90 grid lines. The diagonal paths leading east
from the central rosary end abruptly at this point (see particularly gure 6-19). Beyond this, the
early 19th century proveniences, both zone 3 matrix and areas of feature 28 were very thin and
ill dened. Despite repeated troweling and mapping, the shell formed no pattern, save a highly
truncated central path leading from the entry gate due south (see gure 3-21).
Allan Brown has offered a very plausible interpretation for this data in his suggestion
that this area contained a garden structure that was moved, or possibly razed. He suggests
that the summer house, located in the rear garden in the 19th century, may be an early 19th
century structure originally located in the front garden. He interprets the small pockets of shell
discovered in the rst unit, N20E65, as entry steps, on the east side of the building (gures 6-19,
3-13, 6-11). The moving of the structure could certainly have caused the damage and mixing of
zone 3 proveniences noted in this portion of the site. The reader is referred to Brown’s report,
pages 24-27 for a detailed discussion of this issue.
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Figure 6-21: Composite map, zone 3 shell and plant features
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Figure 6-22: Composite map, plant stains designated ”light, medium, dark brown“
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The garden resumes in fairly intact fashion
in the N40 line and east of the E90 line. Here, a
border path, about 3’ south of feature 1, continues
east into the ”middle garden“. In his careful analysis of geometry and proportions, Brown suggests
that the front and middle garden together measure
120 feet, and the second half contains fewer formal
elements. The most dramatically preserved was
the border walks, described above, and a serpentine walk at the E90 line, just east of the disturbed
area, the likely location for the summer house.
Unlike the feature 28 deposits between the E60
and E85 lines, the serpentine path was well preserved, though the outline was obscured by numerous intrusive planting features from the early 20th
century (gure 6-15). When these were excavated,
the bottom portions of the path were discovered
intact, providing additional details on the width
and curvature of the path. This path also contained
numerous examples of in situ tile edging.
The second element of this middle garden
discussed by Brown is the oval ”shrubbery“
Figure 6-23: Feature 78
located 120’ east of the front wall. This feature
is shown on the 1950 plat of the property as an
”azalea bed“ and still exists as a bed of badly overgrown pittosporun and holly bushes (gure 2-8,
2-11). Because of these plants, no excavations were placed in this bed. A single unit, N25E110,
was positioned to intersect any path encircling the feature. A soil path from the late 19th century
was tentatively identied, as
was a small patch of shell.
Three units on the
eastern side of the oval provided the tentative evidence
for interpretation of this area
as planted in fruit trees.
This is discussed below in
the section on the ”middle
garden“.
Formal Garden
Content - Zone 3: Around
the feature 28 shell that
dened the form of the

Figure 6-24: Feature 179
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garden was the zone 3 soil that composed the content of the garden. This
medium brown sand was found consistently across the site, and ranged
from 10yr4/2 to 10yr4/3. This was
rst dened and excavated in test units
as a homogenous zone, and was often
excavated in two levels. A mottled,
leach zone beneath was excavated
as zone 4. The soil of zone 3
was sandy, with moderate ecking of
shell and artifacts. The zone initially
appeared homogenous in color, but
closer inspection revealed a dappled,
swirled soil, reecting a series of planting episodes. It was possible under
ideal light conditions to distinguish
and enumerate particular features, but
most exhibited blurry, indistinct edges
(gure 6-21).
Dating the feature 28/zone 3

Figure 6-26: Front of lead plant tag
Back of lead plant tag
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garden was thus somewhat challenging. The discovery of mid-19th century artifacts in the zone
3 soils led to an initial interpretation of this garden as one dating to the second quarter of the
19th century. But careful reevaluation of the data, and consultation with a number of scholars,
led to a reinterpretation of this garden layout as the garden of George Edwards. The shell paths
would have been lled at the time of garden creation and probably undisturbed after that. The
surrounding garden, in contrast, would likely see continual planting, replanting, and changing,
possibly introducing later materials as the beds were re-dug and re-planted periodically. The
artifacts contained in zone 3, then, signal the end use of the garden, not the beginning.
A nal dating issue to be discussed was the possibility, considered at the end of phase
II-III, that the bottoms of plant hole features, dened at the base of zone 3 in test units excavated
to sterile, may represent a garden event earlier than the one dened by feature 28/zone 3. When
a composite map was prepared for these features at the end of phase II, they appeared to form a
rectangular pattern, one different from the layout suggested by feature 28. But dating of the ll
from those features, many with a TPQ of 1820 or later, and the full exposure of features at the top
of zone 3 during phase III led to a reinterpretation of the phase II features as the bottoms of those
initiating in zone 3. This suggests that the zone 3 and features below are a single garden layout
event, and again likely that of Edwards.
Near the end of phase III, an overcast day allowed us to map the various stains and
planting features that comprised zone 3. The edges and color differences were quite subtle,
and most were mapped as areas of light, medium, or dark brown soil (gure 6-22). As our
goal was to leave the 19th century garden intact, only eighteen of the best-dened feature were
excavated. These yielded artifacts for dating and soil samples for pollen and chemical analysis.
The sampled features ranged in size, depth, and soil colors. Some appeared to be relatively
large, deep planting holes, such as feature 78 (gure 6-23), or shallow, undulating features that
represent a contiguous set of small, individual plant holes such as for bulbs or owering plants, in
clusters or lines, such as feature 179 (gure 6-24).
Two features in N20E10 (features 36 and 37) were small oval stains, relatively deep with
rounded bottoms. Feature 62 and 63 in N25E40 were larger and deeper, but exhibited similar
proportions. Some of the small round features, like features 49 and 51 in N30E20, contained
homogenous brown soil while others, such as feature 50 in the same unit, were mottled with
yellow sand. The plant features often contained artifacts that provided a TPQ of 1850, but
together they produced a Mean Ceramic Date of 1783 (table 6-1).
Evidence for Garden Content: With the existence of a formal garden conrmed, and a
pattern and layout of the garden proposed, a second major issue was the content of the garden.
Here, archaeological evidence was much more ephemeral, and interpretation more dependent on
documents and stylistic trends. However, some evidence may be brought to bear on this issue.
The most signicant data comes from the recovery of two plant tags from zone 3 contexts.
The two are of an identical style, fashioned from strips of lead 3/4 of an inch wide. The length
varies, as each appears to be cut from lead strips in lengths appropriate to accommodate the plant
names. Each features a Latin name on one side of the tag and a common name on the other (g6-19
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ures 6-25 and 6-26).
The names are hand
etched, in cursive
handwriting , seemFeature 34, N5E55
1780, shell edge pearlware
ingly in the same
Feature 36, N20E10
1795, annular pearlware
handwriting. The
Feature 37, N20E10
no matl.
rst discovered,
Feature 45, N5E20
no matl.
from unit N35E40
Feature 48, N30E20
1780, undecorated pearlware
during phase V, was
Feature 50, N30E20
slate
somewhat illegible,
Feature 51, N30E20
1760, creamware
and it took a great
Feature 78, N10E25
1820, blue transfer print whiteware
deal of research and
Feature 82, N20E85
iron frag
close inspection to
Feature 87, N40E115
1815, cut nail
decipher. The front
Feature 88, N40E115
1850, white porcelain
lists ”common eterFeature 84, N40E115
green bottle glass
nal ower“ quite
Feature 95, N40E115
window glass
clearly, while the
Feature 59, N35E50
1780, undecorated pearlware
back (or Latin) side
Feature 57, N35E50
1760, creamware
was more difcult.
Feature 179, N10E25
1740, white saltglaze stoneware
The common name
Feature 63, N25E40
1795, mocha pearlware
was not listed in any
consulted historic
Feature 28 proveniences
plant books, until I
N5E55
1760, creamware
examined the index
N20E10
1800, Canton porcelain
of Ann Leighton’s
N30E20
1800, Canton porcelain
American Gardens
N10E55
1760, creamware
of the Nineteenth
N30E40
1795, pearlware
Century (Leighton
N20E45
1795, annular pearlware
1987). She lists
N30E40
1780, shell edge pearlware
Xeranthum annuum
N15E30
1820, whiteware
as ”purple
N20E65
1780, hand paint pearlware
everlasting“, a variN40E110
1780, shell edge pearlware
ety with white owN30E60
1780, undecorated pearlware
ers. Leighton notes
that this plant was
”valued for their properties of retaining their color and form when gathered and dried, and much
prized in forming winter bouquets“. She cites ”Eternal Flower“ as a common name variant.
This Latin name well matches the words on the back of the tag. Mac Griswold also lists
Xeranthemum annuum in her list of late 18th century owers, with a common name of Common
immortelle (Griswold 1999:169) Allan Brown has further conrmed this plant and plant name as
popular only in the rst half of the 19th century, losing favor in the latter half of the century. This
helps conrm the date and association of the tags with the antebellum garden.
Table 6-1
TPQ Dates of early 19th Century Garden Features

The second tag was recovered during the summer of 1999 (phase III), from a general
troweling of the block excavation. Though the proveniences is not as specic as one might
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wish, this provenience clearly indicates that the tag was from zone 3, as this was the level of
the plowing, and that it must have come from somewhere near the center of the garden, between
N20 and N40, and E20 and E60, the limits of the phase III block. The ower indicated on this
tag is much more legible and straightforward. The front lists ”India Pink“ and the back has
the appropriate Latin name Dianthus chinensis. The Chinese or Indian pink is a perennial, with
bright to dull red to white owers from June to September. Native to eastern Asia, its seeds were
sent to England by a member of the East India company in 1716. By mid-18th century, both
single and double forms were grown in English gardens (Dutton 1979:130). Carolina gardeners
discuss varieties of Dianthus as early as 1682 (Taylor 1996). Thomas Jefferson planted these at
Shadwell in 1767 and at Monticello in 1807 (Betts and Perkins 1986).
A second source of archaeological data on content of the garden comes from pollen
analysis by Dr. John Jones of Texas A&M University (appendix, this volume). Fifteen soil
samples were submitted to Dr. Jones, including three planting holes and two zone 3 samples from
the front garden. Preservation of the pollen was modest, and pollen can be spread widely, but
the analysis does provide a list of plants grown on the property throughout its history. Most
relevant to reconstruction of the garden are samples of Liliaceae, or the lily family, Rosaceae, or
the rose family, and Cornus orida, or the owering dogwood. A host of other trees, particularly
oak, were also noted.
Phytolith analysis, a relatively new area of study, does not, at the present time, yield
data on specic plants, but is useful in informing on the general environmental conditions in
various parts of the site (appendix, this volume). Dr. Kealhofer’s analysis suggests that the front
garden tended to be open and shady, the zone 3 areas containing low plants or possibly grasses.
These are dominated by pooids. which are cool, dry grasses, such as common lawn grasses. The
plant holes show much more variability, and likely represent individual plantings that changed
periodically. Dr. Kealhofer also found evidence of oak in or near the garden, as well as possible
magnolia and palm. She further notes that palm was a dominant species throughout the site,
suggesting that palms were a signicant component of the 19th century landscape.
If the data on plant content is less than satisfying, the archaeological data on gardening
procedures is a bit more signicant. Many different data sources suggest that the front garden
was worked intensively, receiving a great deal of added fertilization. The rst source of such
data was simple soil chemistry analysis, conducted by the Clemson laboratories, at the suggestion
of Tim Trussell of Jefferson’s Poplar Forest. Ten samples covered three groups of deposits,
including the feature 28 paths, the front garden planting zones and features, and the rear garden
zones. There were signicant differences among these. A fourth (or tenth) sample was a
‘control’ of sterile subsoil.
Mr. Trussell noted that potassium, a key fertilizer element, was reduced in all samples
compared to the control. This suggests two things: rst, replace ash was not being added to the
soil in signicant amounts. Second, the quantities of calcium in the soil, in the form of oyster
shells, may be binding the potassium articially. Despite this, Mr. Trussell felt certain that the
19th century gardeners did not add much potassium in the form of ash.
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Despite this,
horizontal variation
Table 6-2
among the chemical
Summary of Soil Chemistry Data
proles from the samples does suggest
Potassium
some deliberate fertil- Phosphorous
ization. There were
Shell Path Samples
signicant differences
FS# 161, N10E55, fea 28
32.6
in the level of phosFS# 235, N40E75, fea 28
phorous in the feature
FS# 626, N40E110, fea 28
28 deposits (175
pounds per acre) and
Formal Garden zones and features
the adjoining zone 3
FS# 234, zone 3, N10E25
30.0
and plant holes (456
FS# 251, zone 3, N20E85
pounds per acre).
FS# 689, feature 34, N5E55
This suggests that the
FS# 633, feature 37, N20E10
shell paths were not
FS# 684, feature 178, N10E25
being fertilized, and
the surrounding soil
Rear Garden zones and features
was, conrming the
FS# 315, zone 3a, N30E205
34
suspected function of
FS# 371, feature 120, N30E205
both areas. The rear
FS# 410, feature 131, N55E210
garden, in contrast,
received moderate
Control Test
40
fertilization (table
6-2).

175

456

293

110

Both the pollen and phytolith data point to the possible sources of fertilizer. Dr. Kealhofer
notes a large number of bambusoid phytoliths in the planting hole, which may be from bamboo
stakes, but may also be evidence sedge and other wetland plants from the marshy area in the
back. This may indicate that the marshy soil is being mixed into the garden soil to fertilize it.
There is extensive documentary evidence for use of marsh mud to fertilize cotton elds on 19th
century plantations (Rosengarten 1986). It is also possible that the corn leaves and other plants
noted in the phytolith study appear in the garden as mulch or fertilizer.
Karl Reinhard’s pollen study also informs on the fertilization process. Dr. Reinhard
analyzed 23 samples for microfossil content, including pollen, parasites, and fungal spores.
Pollen was poorly preserved, and no parasite eggs were encountered. Instead, the abundance
of fungal spores in a great diversity of forms indicates that the soil supported a rich aerobic
decomposer community. This suggests that composted plant debris was a likely source of
fertilization, an interpretation that agrees with the phytolith data.
A nal bit of evidence for fertilization comes from the careful analysis of each provenience. Artifacts and animal bone were collected from each of the 1100 proveniences identied
and excavated at 14 Legare. For each of these, the bone was separated from the artifacts at the
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Table 6-3
Relative Density of Bone/Artifacts Across Site
grams bone/ft3
artifact/ft3
% Kitchen

Front Garden Mid. Garden Rear Garden Work Yard
40.0
12.6
29.0
16.3
6.6
9.9
12.5
9.4
47.4
59.8
59.7
63.4
Fr.garden feas

grams bone/ft3
artifact/ft3
% Kitchen

41.0
6.7
50
.6

Fea 28
5.1
4.5
45.5

Back feas.
15.5
7.0
43.5

Work yard feas.
15.9
17.7
60.3

Zone 4 18th cent avg.
grams bone/ft3
artifacts/ft3
% Kitchen

26.0
10.9
53.9

139.4
41.8
60.0

time of analysis and bagged separately. Each sample of bone was then weighed. The weight
of the bone was then measured against the cubic footage of each provenience and group of
proveniences to determine the relative density of cultural and biological debris across the site.
This exercise produced some interesting results. Artifact (or trash) content for the front garden
is quite moderate, with an average of 6.6 artifacts per cubic foot of excavated soil. There is
signicant differences among the bone, however. The feature 28 proveniences contain 5.1 grams
of bone per cubic foot, while the surrounding zone 3 and features contained 40.0 and 41.0 grams
of bone per cubic foot, respectively. These numbers stand in contrast to the back garden, at
29.0 grams/ft3 and the work yard at 16.3grams/ft3. This suggests that the biological remains
of butchering and food consumption were used extensively for fertilizer. Such a pattern, of
including butchered bone as garden ll, was noted in the Miles Brewton garden, as well (table
6-3).
It is possible that the animal remains were composted with the plant remains in a general
composting area, or that the two were added to the garden separately. Taken together, the
phytolith, pollen, faunal, and artifactual data suggest a garden that was carefully maintained and
intensively fertilized.
The Middle Garden
The area considered the middle garden, from grid N0 to N45 and from E120 to E180,
was the most difcult to understand, and the area which received the fewest test units. The units
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Figure 6-27: Composite map, zone 2 shell deposits
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excavated, however, suggested a different type and level of use for this portion of the antebellum
garden. The zone 1-2-3 stratigraphy dened in the other areas of the yard was here as well, but
the zone 3 deposits were different. There were no feature 28 deposits encountered in this
area, except for the border path noted in N40E110-125; though it is suspected that this path
continued the length of the middle garden, and that a comparable path ran along the south
side of the garden, these areas were not excavated. Restoration work in this area in May 2001
revealed a portion of a wide
shell path parallel to the
south side wall, east of the
oval (Glenn Keyes, Richard
Marks, personal communication).
Instead of the formal
shell paths of the front
garden, the middle garden
featured a homogenous
deposit of zone 3 soil, lightly
ecked with shell and artifacts. There were no diagnostic features present in the
zone 3 level. In some areas,
Figure 6-28: Feature 1 and remnant wall, showing relation of top of garden
a deep deposit of lighter
to wall foundation
brown, somewhat mottled
soil beneath this was excavated as zone 4, while unit N20E170 yielded a large trash pit associated with the 18th century; the
zone 4 deposits appear to be 18th century ll, as well (gure 3-22).
Present interpretation of this relatively homogenous, undisturbed, shallow zone 3 deposit
is that the middle garden area may have functioned as an area for fruit trees, a part of the planned
garden in which the soil did not see annual turnover. The various sources of data provide some
evidence to support this interpretation. The various data for fertilization suggest only moderate
efforts in this garden. Bone density for the middle garden was 12.6 grams/cubic foot; artifact
density was slightly higher than the formal front garden, at 9.9 per ft3. The phytolith data
are vague, partly due to sample size. The sample, however, included some of everything and
no dominance of any one type of plant. The variety of grasses could include feed, weeds, or
plantings. A number of sedges indicate that the area may have been damp. Modest-sized fruit
trees could have precluded heavy shade, affecting the grass environment beneath the trees.
Finally, John Jones’ pollen analysis yielded evidence of Prunus, which may be a variety
of fruit trees. Alternately, it could be from Cherry Laurel (”wild orange“, Prunus caroliniana),a
popular 19th century hedge plant whose fruit is inedible (Allan Brown, personal communication
2001).
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Figure 6-29: Composite map, zone 2 plant holes
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The Back Garden
The rear garden area, that currently occupied by the Innocenti garden, produced the most
tantalizing, and conicting, data. This area has alternately, and simultaneously, been interpreted
as a vegetable garden laid out in large beds, the third of three divisions in the garden; a
continuation of the work yard and all of its messy chores; or an area for pasturage of horses
and possibly cattle, likely housed in the building which occupied the southeast corner of this
garden in the early 19th century.
Like the middle garden, there was no evidence encountered here of pattern or shell
path. It is possible that paths bisected the area, or continued around the edges, but these were not
encountered in the relatively few units excavated. Further, the Innocenti garden featured brick
walks set in concrete, in the precise location of expected central paths; these areas thus could not
be explored and may have been removed during the 1950s installation.
In this area of the yard, the nature and texture of zone 3 changed again. The soil
was relatively deep and full of debris, particularly brick and mortar rubble. Because of these
differences, the soil in the rear garden were consistently designated as zone 3a to distinguish it
from the other areas. Zone 3a was over 1.0’ thick in the rear garden, and as much as 1.6’ deep,
whereas zone 3 averaged .5’ elsewhere on the site. The artifacts in zone 3a again span the rst
half of the 19th century, again suggesting regular additions to the soil. The depth of the soil
has been interpreted as supporting data for use of this area as a vegetable garden, one that saw
regular plowing; alternately, the depth may be related to the fact that this portion of the site was
originally lower, and a marshy environment. The depth of zone 3a may simply reect lling
(see gures 3-23, 3-24, and 3-26).
Archaeological deposits continued beneath the zone 3a deposits, suggesting activities
that predate the garden beds. Two units in the center of the garden, N30E205 and N55E210,
exhibited shallow features that were interpreted by Dr. William Kelso as the bottoms of planting
beds. He suggested that initially, the planting bed was excavated deep into sterile soil and mixed
with fertilizer for planting preparation, the 19th century version of a modern ‘deep plowing’.
Continuous working of the above zone in subsequent years then blurred the edges of the original
bed. The subsequent plowings were never as deep as the original, however, leaving the small
portions of features 120, 140 and 141 intact at the base of the zone. Late 18th century artifacts
in these features support this interpretations. In addition, the nely crushed shell, feature 131
in N55E210, has been interpreted as preparation for a special planting bed, possibly asparagus
(see Brown 2001:41; see gure 3-25).
Elsewhere, the base of test units revealed an area of dark loamy soil, excavated as zone
4 and interpreted as low-lying marsh, predating use of the area as a garden bed. The extent
of this marsh is shown in gure 5-18. Such deposits were encountered in N5E245, N50E265,
N70E210, N92E220, N80E230, N70E235, and N80E245. The phytolith evidence suggests that
this soil may have been excavated and mixed into the gardens and fertilizer. Zone 4 is discussed
in more detail elsewhere in the report.
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Zone 3a contained slightly more
artifacts than the work yard
or the garden, suggesting that
this areas was the site of
some refuse disposal, perhaps
with composted materials for
fertilizer, or perhaps simply to
dispose of refuse. Artifacts
averaged 12.5 per cubic foot
of soil, compared to 6.6 in
the front garden and 9.4 in
the work yard. Bone density
was also elevated, compared to
the work yard, 29.0 grams
Figure 6-30: Samples of 19th century ower pots
per cubic foot compared to
16 grams, but still less than the front garden, at 40.0 grams per cubic foot.
This suggests some deliberate fertilizing of the area with compost, or simply increased refuse disposal.
The soil chemistry samples also suggest some moderate fertilizing, less than the front
garden, but soils richer than those of the work yard. Phosphorous levels are moderate (less than
formal garden, but more than the shell paths) at 293 pounds per acre.
The pollen and phytolith data also suggest the possibility of a range of environments and
activities in this portion of the site. In the ve samples analyzed, Kealhofer found little evidence
of the Pooideae grasses (or lawn grasses) noted in the front garden. Those noted suggested a
wetter, less managed environment. All of the samples were relatively high in sedges, and a
diverse range of trees, including oaks, palms, and possible fruit trees. Kealhofer warns that
the underlying marsh may be responsible for this sample, and the phytoliths may reect habitat
gradient rather than garden management. The data generally suggest that the back garden was
wooded or shady enough to have few grasses. At least one sample exemplied a hot dry
environment, which may be a path or an open bed. Reinhard’s pollen data, though minimal,
was in agreement with this assessment (bearing in mind that pollen is often not specic to
micro-habitats). Jones analyzed two pollen samples from the rear garden, with similar results.
Pollen from trees, particularly oak, pine, gum, and myrtle were present. So, too, were dogwood.
A variety of weedy species were present, but pollen for a few cereals, including corn, were
noted. (It is worth noting here that the phytolith data suggested that the workyard was a microenvironment unique to the site. The samples suggested a somewhat weedy work area that was
often wet, possibly open with adjacent trees.)
An additional issue to consider when interpreting the somewhat conicting data on the
rear garden is the presence of at least two buildings in this portion of the site. The small building
along the north wall was conrmed by excavation as a privy, later altered as a garden structure.
The somewhat larger building in the southeast corner of the garden measured 20’ by 28’, and
has been interpreted as a stable building or likely a cow house. Allan Brown’s interpretive plan
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allows for a vegetable garden divided into quadrants, part of the overall ow of the front garden.
This area is segregated by a fence from the areas surrounding the privy and stable buildings. The
overall effect of such a proposed layout could be a mixture of area to the north and east, used
for pasturage and for trafc ow, and a vegetable garden. The direct communication of the
privy building with the garden, indeed as an integral garden element, remains in question . The
minimal archaeological data for the stable building suggest that it was constructed by Edwards,
c. 1820, was present on the 1850 Bridgens and Allen map, and was demolished after 1870. This
generally coincides with conversion of the rear garden to a pleasure garden in the fourth quarter
of the 19th century. Brown has recently discovered extensive evidence that the Adger family, in
residence from 1870-1879, maintained a kitchen garden and a variety of livestock on the property
during their tenure. Brown further suggests that the conversion of the rear from kitchen garden to
pleasure garden occurred between 1880 and 1900 (2001:42).

Late 19th Century Changes to the Garden
Exposure of the early 19th century garden design embodied in the zone 3/feature 28 layer
entailed excavation and removal of overlying zones and deposits. Zone 2, in particular, contained
extensive data on a second garden and landscape event at 14 Legare, one that occurred in the
last quarter of the 19th century. Generally, this entailed removal of the formal garden in the
front, and replacement with a lawn area, bordered by a variety of trees and shrubs (gure 2-8).
Secondly, the rear garden was converted from either a vegetable garden, pasturage, or work yard,
or combination of these, to a pleasure garden complete with new plantings and structures (gure
6-9). Details of this garden retrieved from the archaeological record are discussed here.
Construction of the late 19th century garden has some ramications for accurate interpretation of the earlier garden. Though the zone 3 garden was remarkably preserved, there was
some evidence that its demolition and the planting of the later garden had some impact on its
preservation. First, there were denable, discrete deposits of shell in many zone 2 contexts (see
gures 3-15). Mapping of these revealed some agreement with location of feature 28 below,
but not complete agreement (see particularly gure 3-16). It appears that in some areas the top
portion of feature 28 was removed, and ‘moved’ to another location (gure 6-27). The shell
deposits in N25E40 illustrate this quite clearly, where circular areas of shell in the northeast and
northwest quadrants of the unit resolved into a clearly-dened curving element in the southwest
quadrant. This suggests that only a bottom portion of the zone 3 garden is intact. The movement
of shell, and removal of the top portion of the garden, could support an interpretation of paths
originally wider than their current size. It is important to note, though, that Allan Brown has
discovered ample evidence for paths of this width in early 19th century gardens.
Further evidence for truncation of the antebellum garden may be found in the superstructure of feature 1. Here, Richard Marks has pointed to the clearly decorative row of small red
bricks at the base of the wall. These exhibit no stucco, as found on the wall above, yet have
carefully pointed seams, suggesting that the brick was meant to be exposed. This would suggest
that the garden surface corresponded the top of the foundation and the base of this decorative
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element. Figure 6-28 shows that the current top of zone 3 is one foot below this, indicating
removal of nearly a foot of garden at some point. The zone 2 deposits may have replaced this
soil, or incorporated it, as the new garden was prepared for initial planting.
As discussed in chapter III, the portion of formal garden between E60 and E90 appears
to have sustained heavier damage (gure 3-21). Allan Brown has proposed that this was the
original location of the hexagonal summer house, and that this disturbance is evidence of the
moving of this building to the rear of the garden. Though there is no direct evidence for this
event, the circumstantial evidence is compelling.
The Zone 2 front garden; Because complete removal of zone 2 was necessary to
expose and document the antebellum garden, signicant portions of the late 19th century yard
were excavated. These were all excavated under controlled conditions, and all pertinent data
was recorded and saved. The zone 2 deposits, then, comprise a signicant portion of the
archaeological remains at 14 Legare, and as such provide a great deal of information on changes
to the yard in the late 19th century.
It appears that sometime after 1880, the formal garden was abandoned, and the front and
middle gardens converted principally to a lawn, with plants along the margins. Artifact density
in the zone 2 deposits was moderate, averaging 10 artifacts per cubic foot of soil. The majority
of the artifacts contained in the soil dated to the late 18th and early 19th centuries, suggesting
that much of the debris was present as the result of redeposition. The zone 2 proveniences,
however, consistently contained a few artifacts typical of the late 19th century, enough to propose
a post-1870 date of deposition with certainty. Hallmarks of the late 19th century assemblage
included American white porcelain (1851), yellow wares, manganese glass (post-1870), porcelain
4-holed buttons (typical of mid-19th century), costume jewelry, and children’s toys, particularly
clay and glass marbles and porcelain doll fragments.
The bone density changes dramatically in zone 2 also, suggesting one of several things:
one, bone was no longer part of the fertilization regime for the garden; two, fertilizing was no
longer conducted at a signicant level in this portion of the yard, or three, more and more refuse
was being disposed of off-site, leaving less bone to be dispersed in lawn or garden. Bone density
in the front garden drops from 40 grams/ft3 to 4.5grams/ft3. By comparison, the work yard
bone drops to 6.4 grams/ft3 in zone 2 from 16.3 grams/ft3 in the zone 3 proveniences.
The planting holes associated with zone 2 likewise contain little in the way of bone, 5.6
grams/ft3. Artifacts were slightly elevated, however, at 12.2/ft3 The planting holes, in the front
yard, were clustered along the north and south walls (gure 6-29; see gure 6-44)). Excavation
adjacent to the south wall was limited by the existing bushes adjacent to the southerly property
line, but units along the N5 line all contained clusters of small-to-medium sized plant stains lled
with zone 2 soils. The northerly limits of the front garden were completely excavated, and here
a series of large plant holes were encountered along the N40 line. Most of these were likely
the remains of large trees, seen in early 20th century photographs and destroyed in Hurricane
Hugo in 1989. There was also evidence of a border bed, about 2’ wide along the garden wall,
represented by feature 244.
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Early 20th century photos in the middle garden area also show border beds of bulb owers,
possibly daffodil, narcissus of some type, or snow drops, along the south side of feature 1 in a
border bed. This bed was encountered in the N40 E110 area, as feature 85 (gure 6-14). The
south side of feature 85 was dened by the edge of feature 28 from the zone below, and it is
unclear if this shell path from the antebellum era continued in service in this part of the site; none
of the paths in the front garden were reused. The 1950 plat of the property (gure 2-11) indicates
that paths in this location (about 3’ south of feature 2) were of ‘earth’. Perhaps a sand path was
placed on the foundation of the shell path. The early 20th century photographs show paths in
this location, but their composition is not discernable. Nonetheless, the archaeological evidence
suggests that the layout shown in the 1950 plat remained in place from the late 19th century. The
units excavated in the middle garden were too few to determine a planting pattern, if any, for this
portion of the yard, outside of the border beds.
The most dramatic change associated with the late 19th century was the movement of a
pleasure garden to the rear third of the property. Existing photographs clearly show a hexagonal
summer house (also visible on the 1950 plat) in place in the northern portion of this garden.
Trellises and owering vines are in abundance, as are carefully maintained walks and, possibly,
beds (gures 2-11, 6-9).
The photographic evidence was corroborated by the archaeological evidence. A portion
of a substantial brick foundation for the summer house was located in the northeast corner of
N55E210 (gure 3-24). This continued for ve courses of brick. No intact builders trench was
encountered, and so the event was not datable. Units in the N80 line, as well as unit N5E245,
contained a narrow band of reddish-brown hard-packed sand above zone 3a. These have been
interpreted as paths for the late 19th century garden, and their stratigraphic position and artifact
content support this date of deposition.
There is also evidence for increased fertilization of this area in the late 19th century,
compared to other portions of the site. Bone averages 4.5 grams/ft3 in the front garden, but 15.6
grams in the back garden. Artifact density, in contrast, remains comparable to other areas of the
site. Finally, the pollen data supports this interpretation to some extent. Many of the ower
pollens were from the rear garden area, including the daffodil, rose, and tulip samples. While
some of these were from deeper deposits, it is possible that many of these originated in zone 2
soils and migrated downward.
A nal aspect of late 19th century gardening was the increased use of terra-cotta ower
pots. Fragments of these were recovered from nearly half of the zone 2 proveniences, and their
frequency nearly quadrupled from the early 19th century garden. Flower pot fragments averaged
1.3% of the total artifact assemblage for zone 2, compared to .21% for the early 19th century
proveniences (gure 6-30).
Those ower pots present in the early 19th century garden were concentrated in the
front formal garden. Here, pot fragments were .52% of the total assemblage. They were also
recovered in the middle garden, at .22% of the assemblage. A single fragment each were
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recovered in the back garden and the work yard. This contrasts markedly with the zone 2
deposits, where the ower pots were more or less evenly distributed across the site, with a
slightly smaller amount recovered from the front garden. Here, 135 fragments were 1.02% of the
total artifacts. Feature 251 in N25E85, in particular, contained a concentration of broken pots in
the base of the feature. Flower pots were most numerous in the former work yard area, 1.74% of
the artifacts, followed by 1.7% in the back garden. While a few of these were decorative, most
were undecorated red pots with rounded or folded rims and a center drain hole. Other excavated
townhouse sites, particularly the Miles Brewton house and the Nathaniel Russell house, have
revealed an increased use of ower pots in the late 19th century (table 6-4).
The 1951 plat, conveying the property to Bushrod B. Howard, may show this garden in its
nal form. The entire southern half of the property is shown in ‘grass’. A walkway leads from
the southeast corner of the carriage house in front of the remnant garden wall to a gate (shown
as ‘posts 10.5’ high) at the intersection of feature 1. Here the walk turns east and west, and is
listed as ”earth walk“. This walk is about 3’ south of feature 1, allowing for the border bed in
front of the wall. The earth walk terminates and encircles an ”azalea bed“ in the center of the
yard. The northern half of the rear garden, bordered to the south by the earth walk, is also listed
as grass-covered, with a circular bed and the hexagonal summer house clearly shown. Beds are
also shown along the southern half of the back wall and the eastern third of the south wall. Trees,
particularly palms, are shown dispersed throughout the former work yard area (gure 2-11).
The nal changes occurred later that year when the Howards commissioned the garden
by Innocenti and Webel of Roslyn, New York. They evidently had the rear portion of feature 1
demolished, shortening it the coincide with the end of the drive, or perhaps at its current location.
The rear garden became a ower garden, divided into quadrants with brick paths, leading to a
court and an open area around the privy building. Brick walks were placed in front of the
kitchen and carriage house, the wall to the rear garden, and around the south wall, terminating
in an arbor. Trees were added along the north and south sides of the front lawn. Some of the
plantings in the rear garden were replaced in the late 20th century (gure 2-12). The installation
of the Innocenti garden created a deeper zone 1 deposit in the rear yard, truncating the late 19th
century zone 2 in this area.
George Edwards, the Gardener?
When restoration of the 14 Legare property and archaeological research began in 1998,
documented history of the garden was very sparse indeed. We possessed only a chain of title
outlining the various owners of the property, and dates for some of the architectural changes.
There was no proof that a garden, formal or otherwise, existed. Circumstantial evidence in the
form of the elaborate surrounding gates and columns suggested that these features enclosed a
garden of comparable grandeur, and the scripted wrought iron suggested that all were the work
of George Edwards.
The archaeological research conrmed the existence of a bold and elaborate formal
garden in the front yard. Artifacts recovered in closed contexts suggested that the garden
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Table 6-4
Frequency of Flower Pot Fragments
(% of total artifacts)
Feature 28
Front garden features
Zone 3 front
Zone 3 middle
Back garden features
Zone 3a back
Work yard features
Zone 3 work yard

0
0
.52%
.22%
0
.03%
0
.02%

Zone 2 plant holes
Zone 2 work yard
Zone 3 back garden
Zone 2 front garden

1.54%
1.74%
1.70%
1.02%

Nathaniel Russell House
late 18th century
Russell (1808-1857)
Allston (1857-1870)
Sisters (1870-1908)

.52%
.57%
.87%
.91%

Miles Brewton House
1760-1840
1840-1880

.14%
.89%

John Rutledge house
Aiken-Rhett house
Jos Manigault (1803-1852)
72 Anson (1800-1880)

0
0
.24%
1.2%

was constructed during Edwards’ tenure, 1818-1835. The archaeological data further suggests
that this garden remained in place until the last quarter of the 19th century. Thus the garden
constructed by Edwards seems to have been a long-term feature of the property. Recent research
on George Edwards further supports his authorship of the 14 Legare garden; Edwards, however,
remains an enigmatic gure, and we are left with more questions pending than answered.
George Edwards (b. 1777) was a son of Mary Cochran Edwards and her husband John
Edwards, a merchant of Charleston and Beaufort. The family owned Spring Island, a 3,000 acre
tract near Beaufort. Spring Island passed to George and his sisters, Eliza Edwards and Mary
Holbrook, equally, but George leased, and eventually acquired, the entire island. By the time of
Edwards’ ownership, the main crop had shifted from indigo to sea island cotton, and Edwards
was growing rich. He built an imposing tabby house on the island around 1800; at this time he
owned 40 slaves. A year later he married his cousin Elizabeth Barksdale of Christ Church Parish
(Holcomb 1979). She brought to the marriage Ferry Plantation on the Santee River, a house at
90 Tradd Street, and 21 slaves (Baldwin 1966). As his parents had done, Edwards and his wife
evidently spent most of their time in Charleston, rst at her home on Tradd Street.
Sea island cotton was evidently bringing Edwards great wealth. By 1820 he owned
230 slaves, with 130 of these engaged in agriculture. By this time, Edwards’ grown children
(son George Barksdale Edwards and son-in-law Ogden Hammond) were becoming active in
management of Spring Island. In 1830 he owned 345 slaves, making him one of the largest
slaveholders in Beaufort county. This number was later reduced; the 1840 census shows 250
slaves in residence. More details of his farming operation are found in the 1850 census. This
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document suggests that Edwards farmed 1,000 acres, with 4,000 additional acres of unimproved
land. The cash value of the plantation was $50,000. Machinery was valued at $2,300. Livestock
on the island included 12 horses, 16 asses and mules, 75 milk cows, 40 working oxen, 200 other
cattle, 70 sheep, and 105 swine, for a total value of $5,400. Crops raised included 2,400 bushels
Indian corn, 2,800 pounds rice, 20 (400lb) bales cotton, 200 bushels peas and beans, 500 bushels
sweet potatoes, and 100 pounds butter. Value of animals and slaves was $100,000. His 253
slaves made him the second largest slaveholder in the county (Baldwin 1966; Rowland et al.
1996; Trinkley 1989, 1990).
George and Elizabeth Barksdale Edwards evidently spent their Charleston time on Tradd
Street until Edwards purchased 14 Legare in 1816 and turned it into a show place. Edwards
apparently dabbled in other gentlemanly pursuits besides gardening: a 1931 news story suggests
that he spent his summers at Saratoga Springs, where he kept a racing stable. Elizabeth
Barksdale Edwards died in Charleston in 1832, and was buried in the Barksdale family burial
ground on Oakland Plantation, Christ Church Parish. She was survived by her husband and two
children, George Barksdale Edwards and Mary Cochran Edwards (Baldwin 1966).
Though the census data shows Edwards a wealthy man, there are bits of evidence, some
circumstantial, that suggest his fortune was eroding at the time of the death of his rst wife. The
decrease in number of slaves owned between the 1830 and 1840 census suggest some loss of
capital. A year after the death of Elizabeth Edwards, George married the wealthy and attractive
widow, Henrietta Aiken (SCHGM 50:104). Upon their marriage, George and Henrietta Aiken
Edwards moved into her house at 456 King Street and he rented the Legare Street property for
two years before selling it to Arthur P. Hayne.
Edwards may have hoped to bolster his nances by marrying the incredibly wealthy Mrs.
Aiken, but this did not happen. A day before their marriage, George Edwards, Henrietta Aiken,
her son William Aiken Jr and nephew Robert Martin signed a 10-page marriage settlement which
lists in great detail the extensive real estate, stocks, cash, jewelry and other possessions owned
by Mrs. Aiken. All of this property is left in Mrs. Aiken’s control, and in trust for Aiken Jr and
Martin. Edwards is completely restricted from any access, control, or inheritance of her assets
(CCRMCO Deed book E10:309, ”Henrietta Aiken and George Edwards to Robert Martin and
William Aiken Jr.“)..
The couple resided at Mrs. Aiken’s King Street mansion until her death in 1848. During
this time they added the ballroom, and possibly made other improvements. Upon her death,
however, Edwards moves out of his step-sons’ inherited property; the City Directory of 1849 lists
Edwards as living at 2 Glebe Street. At the time of his death in 1859 (of ”old age“), his address is
listed as the likely unfashionable Smith Street (Charleston County Death Card File). As no deed
transactions could be located for Edwards after the 1835 sale of Legare Street, these post-1848
addresses must have been rentals (gure 6-31, 6-32).
George Edwards left most of his plantation estate to his son George Barksdale Edwards,
who died a year later in 1860. The estate appears to have been heavily in debt. The appraisal
of his property is very complete, but lists little in the way of furnishings. Agnes Baldwin
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has suggested
that his better
furnishings
would have
been used in
Charleston.
In his
remaining
year, George
Barksdale
Edwards
evidently
made some
effort to settle
his father’s
estate. Large
groups of
slaves, 96 in
all, were sold
at sacrice.
The estate
remained in
litigation for
Figure 6-31: 1890s photo of William Aiken house, King Street (From Charleston Then and
years.
Now by J. Steele and J. Rhett, )
The
plantation was evidently deserted during the Civil War years; only the overseer and his family
were enumerated in the 1860 census. We have, however, a signicant and pertinent description
of the plantation when the island was visited by yankee troops in 1862. The diary of John
Frederick Holohan, a soldier stationed on Hilton Head Island describes a visit to Spring Island
on Tuesday, February 4, 1862. He wrote:
”In the morning we crawled forth carefully, but seeing no enemy, we set about
inspecting the Edwards mansion. The building was large, roomy, and imposing externally, and had been furnished with elegance and taste by the opulent proprietor of the
Island. But vandals had smashed the grand piano, cut and mutilated the costly paintings
and furniture and carried off the best carpets and other articles capable of removal. It
made one sick to witness what utter want of decency and taste some of our bummers
had displayed “ I say bummers, for no true soldier would so far forget himself as to thus
destroy ruthlessly, what could not harm us“
Holahan goes on to describe the garden and grounds surrounding the house in tantalizing detail:
”Magnicent avenues of live oaks led away in three directions at least for half a
mile, and the immediate grounds were enclosed by a fence of ossage,orange, trimmed as
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rectangular as a stone wall and ornamental
shrubbery adorned the grounds. Flowers
grew every-where in profusion and everything about us was calculated to delight the
eye and overpower the senses with beauty
and fragrance.“ (Baldwin 1966:59).
The formal garden elements described by
Holahan evidently did not survive the
second half of the 19th century, and no
visual evidence for the garden has been
discovered. Architectural historian Colin
Brooker of Beaufort has analyzed the
remains of the Edwards house site and has
discovered remnants of landscaping that
suggest elements of a large-scale, ”picturesque“ landscape at the property. The
three-bay house dominates the landscape
when approached from the Chechessee
River. In addition to the three bays, two
anking pavilions have been interpreted
as placed deliberately to create a formal
grouping over 250 feet long. Brooker
Figure 6-32: Plan of William Aiken house (courtesy, Glenn
notes that ”one its land side, the
Keyes Architects)
main house terminates on a wide live oaklined avenue,“ representing on the three
described by Holahan. Brooker also discovered that a small creek owing immediately west
of the service building and north slave settlement, which was impounded about 1968, shows
evidence of earlier articial terracing which suggested that ”it once constituted a picturesque
foil, reecting both the regimented North Slave Settlement and formalized central building group
(gures 6-33 through 6-35). Brooker provides the following analysis of the landscape relations:
”Serpentine paths have left no trace near the Edwards house, but moving about the
site it is easy to imagine similar devices allowing the landscape’s gradual revelation along
from along creek banks, the river front, and other vantage points, once existed. Shifting
visual relationships between various building masses are striking; the two pavilions and
the service building lend the main house an exaggerated presence and scale.... Shaping of
the creek bank and the sensitive positioning of the anking pavilions upon slightly rising
ground provide two indications that the architectural effect described is not accidental.“
(Brooker in Trinkley 1989:147-148).
The tantalizing data from Spring Island, together with that from 14 Legare Street, suggest
that gardening and creating carefully contrived landscapes was important to Edwards. One
wonders if Edwards continued his gardening when he married Henrietta Aiken and moved to
King Street. To date, no evidence for gardening at the site has been discovered, but this is likely
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Figure 6-33: Architect’s interpretation of George Edwards’ house at Spring Island, by Colin Brooker (Trinkley
1990)

due to a lack of research. We do know that Edwards and his new wife made extensive changes
to the house, adding the octagonal wing with an elaborate second-story ballroom. They may
have also added to the work buildings, including the Gothic Revival style carriage house in the
rear. The spacious yard beside the new ballroom could have been lled with an appropriatelyassociated garden.
Archaeological testing in 1982 revealed some possible evidence of garden features in the
lawn adjacent to the main house. Here, two shovel tests encountered layers of crushed shell
beneath a modern topsoil (gure 6-36). Test units 5 and 6, adjacent to the ball room revealed the
crushed shell layer. Test unit 5, adjacent to the peak of the ballroom, also contained evidence of
brick paving episodes beneath the crushed shell. The shell may have therefore been part of a later
improvement, although it is not certain that any of these are part of a formal garden. Still, the
layout of the yard, the position of two imposing gates facing King Street (gure 6-31), and the
survival of the yew tree all suggest the presence of a formal garden at some point. Whether this
was the work of Edwards remains unknown.
One additional gardening effort tentatively attributed to Edwards is the rosary garden at
20 Charlotte Street (Briggs 1951). This house was constructed by Robert Martin in 1848 for his
daughter, Ellen, who married her cousin Joseph Aiken. Joseph was the son of William Aiken
Jr and thus the step-grandson of William Edwards. The property featured a formal garden in
a ‘rosary’ pattern very similar to that at 14 Legare, minus the four rounded nodes for statuary
(gure 6-37). In his analysis of the plan, Allan Brown suggests that ”the inelegant entry into the
garden at 20 Charlotte, by comparison with the garden at 14 Legare, may be another indication
that the former was an appropriation of the design of the latter without fully appreciating the
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Figure 6-35: General landscape features, Edwards
plantation on Spring Island (from Trinkley 1990)

Figure 6-34: Site map, Edwards main house and
ankers, Spring Island, by Colin Brooker (from Trinkley 1990)

complete concept.“ (Brown 2001:16, n.64). Perhaps Edwards had an active role in planning
this garden, as well.

The Role of the Charleston Garden
The ‘contrived settings’ and carefully planned and executed gardens created by Edwards
at his island plantation and his townhouse exemplify the self-expression practiced by wealthy
lowcountry planters. The garden was its owner’s personal state, an outdoor platform designed
to present himself to his guests and to the community at large. Allan Brown has suggested that
designed landscapes ”address fundamental questions of man’s relationship to his environment“
more strongly than any other cultural artifact. ”They reect our most deeply-held attitudes about
nature - whether to exploit it, idealize it, abstract it, or become subsumed within it“ (Brown
1999:131)
Gardens emerged as one of the sites where public and private worlds intersected (Harwood 1993). Part and parcel of the elite homes of the 18th century was a formal garden.
Bushman notes that by 1725, as mansions began to appear on the American landscape, gardens
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Figure 6-36: Map of shovel tests at William
Aiken house (from Lewis and Cogswell 1982)

Figure 6-37: Garden at Joseph Aiken house, by Loutrel
Briggs (Briggs 1951)

came with them. From 1750 on, a garden was requisite for every mansion (Bushman 1992:129).
Far from a separate element, a formal garden was ”an extension of the parlor, a place where polite
people walked and conversed. The formal nish on lawns, beds, and walks continued the polish
and decor on the passage from door to parlor to stairway (Bushman 1992:130; Sarudy 1989).
Particularly adopted were the highly formalized and structured English gardens of the
18 century, including symmetrical vegetable and ower gardens. Americans continued the
ornamental farm, or ferme ornee, which integrated the pleasurable and protable. In England,
the ferme ornee was replaced by the picturesque garden promoted by Capability Brown. His
undulating, less formal, large-scale landscapes were not popular in America, possibly for two
reasons. First, it did away with the ower garden, which Americans loved and, secondly,
Americans already had unspoiled landscape, one constantly in need of taming, not emulating
(Sarudy 1989; O’Malley 1989; Leighton 1976). Americans of this period sought a middle
ground; the effect of nature cultivated by art. This formal garden was still in vogue in America
when Simmons was constructing his house. But the new century would see gardens grow less
and less formal, until mid-century when Andrew Jackson Downing would seriously introduce
a ‘natural grounds’ movement into America. As with their architectural counterparts, gardens
would be changed and altered to t new styles as the owners saw them.
th
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Gardens as an outdoor extension of interior space may have held particular importance
in Charleston, where hot weather abounded. Barbara Sarudy has noted in her study of garden
furniture that Charlestonians moved themselves, and their furniture, outside in search of cooling
breezes (Sarudy 1995b; personal communication). There is plenty of evidence that gardens
and gardening has been an important element of the Charleston landscape since at least the
mid-18th century, though the styles and meanings of gardens have evolved through the centuries.
James Cothran (1995) suggests that early in her history the city became the center of gardening
in the southern colonies. Through the 18th and 19th centuries, the city boasted a number of
nationally- important naturalists and horticulturalists. Charleston’s horticultural knowledge was
greatly enhanced by the founding of the Charleston Library Society in 1748, which boasted
many important reference works. Local nurseries and seed dealers gradually replaced English
suppliers as the colonial period proceeded. Formal gardens in the European style could be
found on plantations by the second quarter of the 18th century and in the city by 1750. By
the Revolutionary period, professional gardeners were advertising their services (Cothran 1995;
see also Rogers 1984).
Most sources suggest that Charleston gardeners eschewed the informal styles that began
sweeping Europe in the early 19th century, and instead continued to embrace formal designs, a
trend echoed throughout much of the South (Jansma and Brown 1996; see also Turner 1997).
While many of the town gardens were neglected or abandoned during the nancially-stressed

Figure 6-38: Archaeological crew covering the shell paths with white sand, top of zone 3 level 2
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postbellum decades, a renewed interest in the town gardens emerged in the early 1900s. Cothran
suggests that many of the new 20th century gardens were smaller and more modest in scale.
While contemporary in design, they often incorporated historic elements and details. The
new garden movement received considerable impetus and renement from the creation of the
Garden Club of Charleston and from the career of the prolic and inuential landscape architect,
Loutrel Briggs (Cothran 1995:32-43; Briggs 1951). Briggs is credited with establishing the term
”Charleston Garden“ (Cothran 1995:42).
Examinations of the McCrady Plats of Charleston properties by a host of scholars suggest
that the formal Charleston gardens of the 18th century were often located behind the townhouses,
which fronted the streets (Richardson 1943; McInnis 1996) . By the 19th century, many engaged
in creation of formal spaces placed their gardens in front of, or in the case of Nathaniel Russell
and George Edwards, beside their grand single houses, so that the garden might be viewed
by those passing by. Maurie McInnis (1996:6) has noted that ”Charleston aristocracy’s greatest
temples to itself were found in the domestic structures built during the antebellum period.“ These
townhouses were ”the ultimate consumer object“ (McInnis 1996; Chappell 1994). McInnis
suggests that the antebellum gentry maintained the older houses, rather than built new ones.
While the interiors were remodeled to suit current social needs, the exteriors were rarely altered
(McInnis 1996:7). Further, Charlestonians who did build new houses did so in the traditional
vernacular Charleston style, providing a continuity to the landscape and proclaiming their city’s
emphasis on established lineage.
Besides providing a state for genteel performances, the house and garden was itself a
performer on its own stage. The garden created an articially rened space from which the
house could rise to greet its guest. The entirety was surrounded by a fence, rst a rough one
of posts and then a nicer
one. The fence served as
a visual and symbolic, as
well as physical, boundary;
the place where roughness
ended and renement began
(Sarudy, personal communication, 1995; Bushman
1992).The large townhouses
were often elevated with
an above-ground basement
which cooled the house,
gave protection from ooding, raised the main living
quarters above street level,
and provided the image of
social distance. The sense Figure 6-39: Installation of the new garden; shell paths are marked with
gravel and outlined with rebar and metal edging. A recreated fence column
of distance was further
is visible in the foreground
enhanced by the presence of
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formal entrances, surrounding gardens, and forbidding brick walls or
wrought-iron fences that often stood
between the houses and the street
(Coclanis 1989; Weir 1983; Zierden
and Herman 1996; McInnis 1996).
Many might view the Edwards
garden from the sidewalk, but only a
chosen few might be invited beyond
those walls and gate to enjoy the
paths or the private corners of the
garden.
In a further connection
between the garden and the interior,
the plants functioned just as the
delightful objects did, as subjects for conversation and comment. Just as with their buildings,
Charlestonians copied English and European garden styles, but melded them with the physical
conditions of their new world settings and their own community self-image. Gardens were,
according to Elizabeth Kryder-Reid (1994:131), ”powerful statements of wealth and the right to
own it“. A proper garden required nancial resources, but also privileged knowledge. Gardening
required a familiarity with literature, classics and art, as well as the sciences - geometry, botany,
husbandry, hydraulics, surveying, and architecture. Gardens were, particularly in the 18th century,
”controlled domains of nature“. Yet gardens almost always combined the useful with the purely
ornamental, even if the design was carefully contrived (Sarudy 1998:62; see also Rogers 1984;
Haney 1996)
Figure 6-40: The serpentine walks laid out with rebar and steel;
garden beds lled with topsoil

Elizabeth Kryder-Reid further suggests that, as media of identity and social control, gardens were
also subject to diverse readings,
whether one was owner, guest, or
tending slave (Kryder-Reid 1994;
Leone 1988; Leone et al. 1989;
Yentsch 1994). Certainly access to
the formal paths, the summer house,
and possibly the orchard and vegetable garden varied according to
one’s status and one’s relation to
the Edwards family. Likely the
enclosing walls and gates, as well
Figure 6-42: Formal garden layout; the paths are lled with crushed as the statuary and interior benches
oyster shell and outline with red tiles. The beds are lled with topsoil
of the summer house, held different
and mulched with pine straw
meanings for Edwards family, his
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friends, his business associates, and
his slaves. Our challenge, as scholars of the past, is to recover all
of these meanings (or ‘conceptualizations’ [Brown 1999:131]) to
the fullest extent possible, from the
documentary, the material, and the
physical records.
Restoration of the Garden
Archaeological exploration
of the formal garden at 14 Legare Figure 6-41: Craftsman Jack Ackerman installing the red tile edging
Street was part of a larger plan to
eventually rebuild, or restore, the garden. To this end, the project was conducted with the dual
goals of extracting as much data as possible, and preserving as much data as possible. The data
recovery phases, in particular, were designed to balance these two goals. The block excavations
focused on exposing and mapping, but not completely excavating, the remains of the garden.
Despite months of intensive excavation, therefore, much of the garden remains preserved. The
loss of the top foot of garden to the zone 2 changes, as discussed earlier in this section, resulted
in an opportunity to install the recreated garden on top of the archaeological site, without
signicantly altering the grade of the property.
With these goals in mind, the block excavation was covered with lter fabric and one foot
of soil at the end of phase III (July 1999). When we returned a year later, we found the archaeological deposits unaltered. The backdirt and fabric was removed, the old block troweled,
and the new blocks excavated. The shell paths were rst highlighted with sterile white
builder’s sand to enhance photography (gure 6-48; see gure
6-18) At the end of phase V (July
2000), the large block was again
covered with lter fabric, which
was weighted with bricks against
wind damage. With restoration of
the garden imminent, no backdirt
was placed on top of the fabric.
The lter fabric allowed rainwater
to penetrate the covering, preserving the hydrology of the site while
protecting the features.
Restoration work began in
earnest in May 2001. Modern
plantings and features, including

Figure 6-44: East prole of N70E130 (in work yard), showing large
zone 2 planting hole intruding into zone 3 deposit.
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the Innocenti wall, were removed. In the excavated areas, the lter fabric was removed and the
footprint of the garden, according to the plan prepared by Allan Brown, was marked with sections
of rebar. The garden was then lled, to raise the grade to original level. The paths were then
marked with ne gravel, and the formal paths marked with steel edging (gure 6-39). Beds
were lled with topsoil (gure 6-40). The red tile edging was then recreated and installed by
Jack Ackerman (gure 6-41). The paths were then lled with crushed oyster shell, and the
remainder of the yard mulched or sodded (gure 6-42). As this report nears completion, work
continues on the plan for the garden, including architectural details, plantings and furnishings
(gure 6-43).

Figure 6-43: Sketch of inner garden gate, by Alice R. Huger Smith (Huger Smith 1959).
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Chapter VII
14 Legare and the Urban Landscape
The focus of this discussion is an exploration of how Charlestonians changed, and were
changed by, their interaction with the land. Examination of the myriad details of the physical
and ideological parameters of the 14 Legare site serves as a link to a broader examination of
Charleston’s evolution as an urban center, through the paradigm of landscape studies. Following
the lead of geographers, a landscape perspective attempts to form linkages among material,
social, behavioral, ideological, and natural elements in a region of study (Stine and Zierden
1996)
Evolution of the urban landscape has been the principal focus of archaeological research
in Charleston for the past ve years. This broadly based study encompasses previously discrete
research topics, including diet and subsistence strategies, terrain alteration and site formation,
health and sanitation, and mental constructs. The 14 Legare data contributes signicantly to
these studies. To that end, a review of the Charleston data base is in order.
The Charleston Data Base
Research at 14 Legare derives meaning from the comparison with numerous previously
studied sites in Charleston, and elsewhere. The twenty-one archaeological sites considered in
this research differ in many respects, but can be grouped into two categories: residential only
and dual residential-commercial. The latter are located in that portion of the city that has
been intensely utilized from at least the early 18th century through the present day. The dual
residential-commercial sites include retail, craft, and service enterprises (Charleston Place, First
Trident, Lodge Alley, 38 State Street, Visitor’s Center, McCrady’s Longroom and Tavern); public
sites containing some residential debris include the Beef Market and two waterfront dumps
(Exchange building, Atlantic Wharf), and the 1712 Powder Magazine (Zierden and Hacker 1987;
Zierden et al. 1983b; Zierden et al. 1983a; Grimes and Zierden 1988; Zierden et al. 1982;
Calhoun et al. 1984; Zierden and Hacker 1986; Zierden n.d.; Zierden 1997).
The ten residential sites are, with two exceptions, located in what were suburban areas in
the late 18th or early 19th centuries and contain standing structures dating to those periods. Their
continuous use as residential property to the present facilitates study of the domestic evolution of
the property. Given the extensive excavations conducted here, particularly of late 19th and early
20th century deposits, the 14 Legare site will add tremendously to the present data base. All of
the properties, including the present one, retain their residential landscape characteristics; eight
(including Legare) were the homes of elite, four the homes of middle class residents.
The Charleston Museum
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Among the present sample, those property owners classied as ”wealthy“ and ”elite“
owned their townhouses and at least one plantation. They maintained at least eight slaves in the
city, as well as a larger number on their plantation(s), and they held public ofce at some point in
their adult life. In physical terms, the elite are those with houses in excess of 7,000 square feet
and urban lots larger than 18,000 square feet. The middle class houses avsraged 4,600 square
feet on lots 6,000 square feet. These latter men often rented their properties, and earned a living
elsewhere in the city (Jones 1980).
David Smith (1987) and others (Edgar 1998) have argued that a heavy dependence
on trade with Britain and on slaves for every kind of labor from domestic servitude to ne
carpentry led to a lack of growth of a sturdy middle class in Charleston. The few successful small
proprietors employed slaves and invested their earnings into their own lands and slaves; most
merchants were also planters. Charleston’s elite was the richest society in colonial America;
historians have suggested that in 1774 Charleston’s wealth per (free) capita was 416 pounds
sterling, compared to 38.2 for New England and 45.2 for mid-Atlantic colonies (Coclanis 1989;
see also Jones 1980, Edgar 1998).
Urban gentry who built homes in the 18th and 19th century suburbs include William
Gibbes (1772), Miles Brewton (1769), John Rutledge (1763), Thomas Heyward (1772), Joseph
Manigault (1803), Nathaniel Russell (1808), and William Aiken (built by John Robinson in
1817), as well as Francis Simmons/George Edwards at Legare Street. The Russell, Heyward, and
Rutledge lots were occupied in the early 18th century, prior to construction of the present houses.
The remainder of the houses were among the rst in their respective neighborhoods.(Zierden
et al. 1987; Zierden 2001; Zierden and Grimes 1989; Zierden 1993a; Zierden 1992; Zierden
1996; Zierden et al. 1985) The four middle class sites include 66 and 40 Society Streets and 72
Anson Street, rebuilt on Ansonborough lots after the 1838 re, and 70 Nassau Street, built in the
Charleston Neck in the 1840s (Zierden et al. 1988; Zierden 1989; Zierden and Anthony 1993;
Zierden 1990b). More extensive and more recent archaeological work has been conducted at the
residential sites, and this work has produced the core of information on the Charleston landscape;
however, the commercial sites have also informed the interpretations presented here.
The Landscape Approach
Of particular importance to the study of Charleston is the concept that land is not
‘natural’, but modied for human occupation and use; above all, it is a shared space, evolving
to serve a community (Jackson 1984:7-8). John Stilgoe (1982:3) denes landscape as ”that area
comprehended in a single view.“ Dell Upton (1990) challenged Stilgoe’s denition, suggesting
that the landscape, particularly that created by the elite, was meant to be experienced dynamically; the visitor passed from one contrived setting to another, and was expected to piece together
many partial views and symbols. Thus Paul Shackel and Barbara Little suggest that cultural
landscapes are expressions of ideals, of emulation and assertions of power, used to reinforce
hierarchies (1994). Elizabeth Kryder-Reid (1994) further explores the idea that they are three
dimensional spaces, entered into and experienced. The Legare Street house and gardens may
thus be viewed as a single, denable element, and simultaneously part of a larger, equally distinct
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landscape. Further, the same landscape was viewed in different ways by the various groups who
used it: the swampy tract between the Brewton and Legare houses is such a landscape feature.
Thus the urban landscape is more than just an amalgamation of individual landscapes
of the elite, middling, and poor. It also possesses a unique and denable character of its own,
simultaneously collective and contradictory; as such it requires a broader level of study, beyond
that of individual sites. For an urban center was, as Dell Upton has suggested, ”a product of
large social and economic forces, a pattern reecting collective action“ (1992:51). A material
culture study of the city moves beyond individual sites and individual actions to an investigation
of reciprocal relationships among selves and human alterations of the physical world.
Upton further suggests that intentional creation is only one change among many in the
ways humans interact with their surroundings. People moved through their environment, interacted with it, and reacted to it in many ways. Upton suggests that the cultural landscape ”fuses
the physical fabric of the city and the culture of its residents with the imaginative structures that
urbanites used in constructing, explaining, and representing them (Upton 1992:53). The urban
environment in particular was experienced through all ve senses - sight, sound, smell, taste, and
touch. While many of these aspects become difcult to recover through archaeological, or even
historical, methods, they were integral to the mental constructs of daily life in cities. Verbal and
visual descriptions may prove linkages between the intangibles of city life and tangible surviving
artifacts, be they buildings, ceramics, or soil stains.
Creation of the Urban Environment
The beginnings of the city have been described as ”conversion of the native terrain, ora,
and fauna into what would become Charleston“ (Herman in Zierden and Herman 1996). Changing the native peninsula to suit the needs of soon-to-be urban residents began almost immediately
and included, among other things, imposition of a regular grid, known as the Grand Modell,
over a very irregular peninsula. The original lot congurations allowed for these irregularities
to some extent, but the spider-like maze of creeks and lowlands that marked the peninsula were
soon altered and lled to create real estate that was more usable, more desirable, and certainly
more regular. The social goals that were manifested in the 18th century as gridded and platted
cities intensied as the city progressed, to a drive to ‘conquer space’. Upton suggests that early
Americans thought of regulated space as essential to human society (Upton 1992:53-54).
The immediate and gradual lling of creeks and lowlands on the Charleston peninsula
ultimately reduced the natural relief of the peninsula. Originally distinguished as a ridge of high
land running up the center of the peninsula, King Street is now hardly recognizable as such. A
review of the city maps created in 1739, 1788, and 1852, and 1872 show a startling amount of
land creation, particularly along the Cooper river front and in the areas of former large creeks,
such as Water Street and Market Streets. Creation of ‘made land’ along the Cooper began in
the late 17th century and continued for nearly 300 years. Concurrent with this, and noted at
the Legare Street site, was the lling of small marshy and low areas to improve individual lots.
The irregular lots of Legare street remained largely unimproved until the neighborhood began to
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develop; interestingly, one of the rst houses on the block was built at 4 Legare, on the edge of
the marsh, in 1777 (Poston 1997:240). But not all lling was done immediately; as discussed
in the previous chapter, there is some evidence to suggest that the marshy area at the rear of
14 Legare was not completely lled until after construction and occupation of the big house.
Other evidence connected with this same low area was discovered along the northern portion
of the Brewton lot, where extensive lling and levelling seems to have occurred prior to house
construction. Here, layers of ll pre-dating the house, and seemingly deposited simultaneously,
suggest that the entire northern border of the property sloped dramatically and so was ‘corrected’
prior to construction (Zierden 2001).
The pollen data from Brewton and Legare, discussed in Chapter 5, further indicate
that the swampy areas was at least cleared, and possibly drained prior to construction, even
if complete lling took place later. The pollen revealed that the mesic arboreal pollen that
dominated the mid-18th century, undisturbed swamp was quickly replaced with pollen from
weedy colonizers, though still those that inhabit wet areas. Pollen studies at other Charleston
sites have revealed a city-wide gradual decrease in the plants associated with marshes and
lowlands, further supported by ethnobotanical data from commercial sites. Many sites a gradual
decline in mesic pollen and seeds.
Palynological and ethnobotanical studies have also documented a dramatic deforestation
of the Charleston peninsula in the second half of the 18th century. Pollen studies at the Rutledge
and Brewton houses show a decrease in the amount of oak and pine during this period and
a dramatic increase in the weed species which colonize open, or disturbed, habitats (Reinhard
1989; 1990). While some of this change through time reects individual lot clearing for
house construction, the pollen spectrum reads a much larger range, and reects general deforestation of the Charleston environs, ostensible for lumber and rewood. The documents hint at
this deforestation through a dramatic rise in rewood prices during the colonial period (Weir
1983:44). The enthobotanical samples from the Charleston sites are dominated by weedy plants
(Trinkley in Zierden and Grimes 1989). Pollen analysis from 19th century samples at the Powder
Magazine (Reinhard 1996) likewise documents a number of weed species, as well as an increase
in pine and decrease in hardwoods. In contrast, a mid-18th century midden from the Courthouse
site revealed a variety of hardwood species - oak, elm, gum, hickory, pecan, cypress, juniper, and
palm - as well as pine, some weed species, and some grasses. Though the analysts suspect some
recent contamination of this midden (Joseph and Elliott 1994:94), the pollen prole supports
the current model. In their study of Georgian London, Cruikshank and Burton (1990) note
that the average house might have two to three res burning during the day, consuming fuel
(principally coal) and producing ash, both of which needed storage. In London, and most likely
in Charleston, a basement space was used. Charlestonians used coal as well as wood, and
archaeological analysis of the charcoal content of dated middens has shown that they used coal
in increasing proportions through time (Trinkley in Calhoun et al. 1984). Excavations in the
basement rooms, and beneath the kitchens, at the Brewton and Russell houses revealed deep
deposits of coal dust, while coal ash lenses are a common feature of 19th century soil deposits
in townhouse work yards.
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The lling of the rear marsh at 14 Legare, then, is evidently a common event. The
most remarkable aspect is that the extensive excavation at Legare, coupled with the excavations
at Brewton and analysis of botanical remains from both sites have allowed a more detailed
understanding of both the physical events and the agency responsible for those environmental
changes. Alteration of the natural landscape to t the cultural requirements of urban dwellers, as
seen on Legare Street and elsewhere, involved lling, leveling, and clearing. The pollen samples
reect these processes at Legare, and include the open, weedy species common on cleared
property. The samples also suggest continued presence of some trees, particularly oak, on or
around the property. These may have remained as part of a planned landscape, or added later.
Construction and Accommodation
Gradual changes in the urban landscape received impetus from a series of mid-18th
century natural disasters. The re of 1740 and the major hurricane of 1752 cleared large portions
of the city for rebuilding (Calhoun 1983; Rogers 1980; Poston 1997). At the same time, successes
with staple agriculture created an urban gentry composed of merchants and planters whose new
status required appropriate homes (see McInnis and Mack 1999). Many grand townhouses and
public structures were constructed during this period (Coclanins 1989; Herman 1993; Poston
1997; Lounsbury 2001). Construction of grand townhouses also included support structures and
activity areas which, in conjunction with the main house, formed the urban compound. These
served to meet the required range of daily life affairs, from the necessary to the luxurious. While
the main house showed a formal facade, the work yard housed the facilities for the affairs of daily
life, in a range of decreasing order and increasing dirtiness. These included kitchen and wash
house, slave quarters, stables, carriage house, livestock sheds, privy, well, cistern, and drainage
system. The maintenance of gardens might require additional features. While these structures
varied in size, content, construction method, arrangement, and level of specialization, they were
present in some form at all sites, not just those of the elite (Zierden and Herman 1996).
Though the extant buildings were not the focus of archaeological research at 14 Legare
street, some information was retrieved from excavations on the northern half of the property.
Excavations adjacent to walls and buildings provide some information on the construction
sequence at the property, while more extensive testing in the work yard area exposed other
features integral to the workings of the property. Taken together, these provide a more complete
picture of the features necessary for daily life in the 19th century city.
The house was constructed in 1800 by Francis Simmons, and the two outbuildings are
believed to be ”period“, suggesting simultaneous construction. No excavations were conducted
in or near the main house. A single unit, N96E129, was excavated on the west side of the
carriage house and exposed a portion of a very deep and substantial brick foundation. Though
the unit was narrow and the number of artifacts retrieved small, the materials found below zone 2
all date to the late 18th century, containing pearlwares as the latest artifact. The recovery of these
artifacts suggest that a construction date of 1800 is possible. Alternately, the same artifacts could
be found in a construction trench dug in 1818 (gure 7-1).
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The only excavations
conducted in the kitchen
were done by the restoration crew. Prior to
arrival of the archaeologists, the stone oor had
been removed from the
kitchen interior for repair.
One foot of the sand
beneath this oor was
excavated to allow for
new drainage and moisture barrier. All of the
soil, a yellow-tan, was
segregated in the yard
and the majority of it
screened by the archaeological crew. The ll
again has a TPQ of
1795, provided by transFigure 7-1: Prole of N92E129, adjacent to carriage house
fer printed pearlwares,
while the majority of recovered ceramics are creamwares, dating to the fourth quarter of the 18th
century. This large artifact assemblage supports the date of construction in 1800, and provides an
archaeological prole for comparison to other architectural deposits (see table 7-1).
Excavations on the inside and outside of the small garden building suggested that
the building was indeed a privy. The superstructure of the building evidenced a series of
changes through the years; the most recent use of the building had been as a greenhouse
or garden building, with a
clear glass roof. The building was entered from doors
on the east and west sides;
the eastern entrance included
brick stairs from the yard
that were a later addition;
the western door opened
onto the Innocenti-era
‘courtyard’. There was evidence that a southerly-facing
window had once functioned
as a doorway, and was later
sealed. Also visible in this
wall was a long stone lintel,
about 2’ above the current
Figure 7-2: View of front of privy building. Note grey stone lintel above
ground surface, and an area excavation unit
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Table 7-1
Artifact Assemblage from Kitchen Building (FS#409)
B/W oriental porcelain
64
Overglazed porcelain
27
English porcelain
2
Whieldon ware
4
Creamware
260
Hand painted creamware
6
Transfer printed creamware
5
Creamware, other decoration 8
Pearlware, undecorated
66
blue h.p.
14
poly hand paint
9
shell edged
12
annular
13
transfer printed
48
Whiteware, undecorated
2
Portobello ware
1
Brown saltglaze stoneware
4
Westerwald
11
White saltglaze stoneware
14
Scratch blue
1
Elers ware
1
Black basalte ware
1
Nottingham
2
Grey saltglaze stoneware
9
19th century stoneware
10
Slipware, combed and trailed 36
Slipware, American
8
Lead glazed redware
20
Black lead glazed e.w. 15
Buckley
2
Delft, undecorated
34
blue on white
5
Faience
1
Colono, Yaughan
7
Lesesne lustered
11
River Burnished
2

Clear container glass
Pharmaceutical glass
Table glass
Cutlery

89
5
6
1

Nail fragment
Nail, unidentified
hand wrought
Window glass, aqua
Window glass, clear
Spike/bolt
Delft tile
Clay tile
Glazed tile

217
121
38
203
56
7
2
62
6

Artifacts,

4.3/ft3

Olive green glass
neck, bases
Blue glass
Brown glass

Bone,

3.4gm/ft3

579
42
20
2

Bone 1-hole button
Brass button
Bead
Buckle

3
1
1
1

Spanish coin
Slate polisher
Delft gaming piece
Cane tip

1
1
1
1

Upholstery tack
Wood screw
lamp hardware
Figurine

1
2
1
2

Pipe fragment

35

Flower pot fragment

4
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of inlled brick beneath it. Excavation of unit N29E220 revealed
a linear brick foundation (feature
132) that may have been a foundation for entry through this door
(gure 7-2). As the foundation initiated in zone 2, it may be a change
associated with the late 19th century use of this area as a ower
garden (see gure 3-28).
The building interior featured remnants of a poorlyexecuted brick dividing wall,
separating the western third from
Figure 7-3: View of interior of privy building. The ‘vents’ appear as
the more easterly 2/3 of the buildstuccoed protrusions
ing. Two brick vents along the
rear, or northern, wall of the building were variously interpreted as venting for a privy or heating for a greenhouse (gure 7-3).
Excavation of unit 103E215 exposed the foundation of these vents and conrmed the use of
the building as a privy. Most telling was the relatively clean ll, and the recovery of an early
commode in the second zone of ll (gure 7-4). This cast iron device was patented in 1866,
suggesting that the privy was plumbed relatively early in the century (Hayden, Gere & Co. 1866;
gure 7-5). Alternately, the device could have been used elsewhere, and simply discarded here.
Alternating layers of ll beneath this contained late 19th century artifacts, providing a date of
deposition for the lling episode. The nal zone encountered was clean sand, again consistent
with privy ll. This sand bottomed onto a paved brick oor which sloped toward the center, or
perhaps toward the entry vault in the southeast corner (gure 7-6).

Figure 7-4: Cast iron commode recovered from zone 2 of privy ll
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Excavation of N92E220, adjacent
to the stone lintel above the
foundation, supported the
architects’ suggestion that the
inlled foundation beneath the
lintel covered a former entry vault
for a privy. Feature 136
was a brick ‘box’ with paved
brick oor, lled with the same
white sand encountered on the
interior of the building. The
opening in the foundation was
subsequently bricked in, and the
building evidently converted to
another use, presumably a greenhouse or garden house. Again, this
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Figure 7-5: Patent information from 1866 valve water closet

may have been simultaneous with creation of the pleasure garden, or may be somewhat later,
when water-bourne sewerage became available at 14 Legare. Construction of the frame addition
to the main house between 1888 and 1902 suggests that interior bathrooms may have been
installed at this time. All of these features combine to suggest that the building served as
a privy throughout the 19th century. Its exact date of construction is uncertain, and there
is no rm archaeological evidence. Artifacts recovered from all of the deeper proveniences outside of feature 136 contain pearlwares, consistent with an 1800 date
of construction.
The one original outbuilding no longer extant, but conrmed
through archaeological investigation, was a sizable building in the
rear (southeast) corner of the property. This building, interpreted as
a stable by Ridout and Graham,
is shown only on the 1852 Bridgens and Allen map (gure 7-7),
and is not present on the Sanborn
re insurance maps, which begin in
1888. This suggests that the struc- Figure 7-6: View of oor of privy, northwest corner of eastern ‘room’
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Figure 7-7: Conguration of the property on the 1852 Bridgens and Allen map

ture, if it existed, had been demolished by this time. Excavation of N5E245, however, conrmed
the existence of the structure. Feature 106 was a substantial brick foundation, keyed to the south
property wall, and running north/south, presumably the west wall of the building. No datable
artifacts were retrieved from the builders trench or interior of the building, but the stratigraphic
sequence suggests an early 19th century date of construction is likely (see gure 3-29, 5-24).
Excavation of N25E260, in a suspected location of the north side of this structure,
produced tentative evidence for destruction of the building. The east/west dimension of the
structure measured 20’, so a north/south dimension of 28’ was projected, based on the proportions shown on the 1852 map. Feature 268, located zone 2, proved to be a linear, somewhat
amorphous feature of dark soil, containing large fragments of brick, mortar, and cultural debris,
particularly sections of whiteware plates and late 19th century bottles (gure 3-31). A TPQ of
1870 was provided by a blue soda water bottle. The location, linear conguration, and contents
of the feature suggest it may be evidence of demolition of the north wall of the building. It is
possible that the unconsolidated nature of the architectural material in the feature may represent
remains of a pier, rather than continual foundation (Richard Marks, personal communication).
Such a building style might be consistent with a more open north side, again consistent with a
stable building. These interpretations are speculative, however, given the limited nature of the
archaeological evidence. They are, however, in agreement with the location and conguration
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(enclosed sides and open fronts) of such buildings on other Charleston sites (see Zierden and
Herman 1996: 199, 206).
Enclosure
A second architectural issue investigated here, following research at other townhouse
sites, is construction of the brick walls surrounding the property. Bernie Herman has suggested
that many of the solid, enclosing walls found on Charleston townhouses may be a 19th century
addition to properties, in a process he describes as intensication. Intensication was manifest
in enclosure by walls and fences, ones that ”not only blocked and channeled physical access
into private compounds but also increasingly denied visual access“(Zierden and Herman 1996).
Excavation at other sites, however, suggest that at least some of the surrounding walls may date
to the 18th century.
Dating of the internal, garden wall
has been discussed in the previous section.
Date of construction for the front wall is
evident in George Edwards’ initials. Both
of these appear to have been constructed c.
1818. Units were also excavated along the
rear (east) wall and the south side walls.
Unit N65E265 was excavated adjacent to
the rear wall in attempt to date its construction, but evidence was inconclusive.
The foundation here was extremely deep,
likely to stabilize the wall in the lowlying,
swampy area represented by zone 4 (gure
7-8). The deep zone 4 deposits here contained early 19th century artifacts, including
some transfer printed whiteware. This suggests that the wall may be contemporary
with Edwards’ other improvements. The
use of bermuda stone, also found in the
foundation of feature 1, suggests that the
two features were contemporary.
The data from the Legare house
walls may be compared to that from the
Brewton property. Here, both the front wall
and the internal garden wall show evidence
of an earlier, more informal, post-and-rail or
at least wooden picket fence prior to the current solid brick wall. The front brick wall
may have been a fairly early alteration, as
a 1770s property dispute references Brew- Figure 7-8: Prole drawing, N65E265
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ton’s ”brick wall lately built“. The internal garden wall, as well as those enclosing the front
entrance were clearly added in the second quarter of the 19th century (Zierden and Herman 1996;
Zierden 2001).
The south Legare Street wall was more complicated. The lot to the south of the property
was originally part of the Miles Brewton property, developed in the 1770s. Some documentary
data suggests that the Brewton property may have been enclosed by brick walls as early as
1770 (Cote 1990). Excavation of N5E245 exposed a ‘double’ foundation for the exisiting wall,
one build on top of the other. Builders trenches for these two separate episodes were also
revealed. No artifacts were contained in the builders trench for the earlier wall, but artifacts
below this level suggests that the deepest foundation, likely from Brewton’s wall, could have
been constructed in the 1770s. The architectural position of the second wall on top of feature
106, (the foundation for the stable building) suggests that this wall post-dates construction of the
stable. As the stable appears to be an 1820s construction, this later wall may have been rebuilt
by those responsible for 10 Legare Street, after the rear half of the Brewton property was sold
in 1857. The shallow, associated builders trench was inconclusive. The northern wall, visible
in the rear garden, was not tested.
The 14 Legare data, then, has helped rene an evolving view of the enclosure process as
dened by Herman. Both documentary and archaeological data from the Brewton and Legare
houses suggest that external brick walls can be an 18th century feature, part of the initial fabric
of the townhouse compound. Internal walls of substance, such as the brick-coping-and-picket
garden fences at both Brewton and Legare are added in the second quarter of the 19th century to
both properties. Such internal enclosure and segmentation is part of the intensication and inll
process further described by Herman. It suggests increasing regulation of household function for
the socially diverse populations housed there.
The Work Yard
Excavation in the work yard revealed several features integral to the overall functioning
of the property. Most visible was the well associated with the property. The modern superstructure, octagonal in shape, covers an original round brick well (visible in gure 1-9 and
elsewhere). The modern reconstruction was not demolished until after the archaeological project
was completed, however. Prior to that, unit N60E115 was located to intersect the builders trench
for this well. A very large tree stump severely truncated many of the features in this unit, but
some data was retrieved. A shallow zone 3 deposit contained transfer printed pearlware (1795).
Beneath this, a circular feature in the northwest corner was interpreted as the construction trench
for the well. A 1’ deep sample of feature 205 contained creamware. This, plus the TPQ of the
overlying zone 3, supports an early 19th century date of construction, suggesting that the well was
constructed with the house and outbuildings.
The brick drainage system was rst encountered during renovations under Mr. Crispo’s
ownership, coordinated by Mr. Jim Wiggley. Here, the drain was noted in the driveway. The
drain was encountered intact in N70E210, and was small, but well-made (gure 3-26). No
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Figure 7-9: Composite map of work yard features, 19th century
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builders trench for the drain was evident, but its placement beneath zone 3a suggests that it
was in place before zone 3a accumulated. There was not evidence of intrusion into the zone
deposit. This again suggests an early 19th century date of construction. Feature 125 was again
encountered in the work yard during installation of the geothermal system, in the vicinity of
N70E125. This suggests that the drain ran the entire length of the property, from drive to rear
yard, but its direction of drainage and entry points remain unknown.
The drain appeared to parallel the driveway, leading from the front of the property to the
rear corner of the carriage house. This drive was dramatically revealed in the units adjacent to
the carriage house, and designated feature 191. The drive consisted of a series of narrow bands
of ll, alternately crushed shell, mottled clay and sand, blacksmithing cinders, and soft crushed
red brick (see gure 3-44). The various levels contained pearlwares and early whitewares,
suggesting accumulation in the rst half of the 19th century. This stratigraphic sequence, or a
variation on it, was noted in N75E180 in a conguration suggesting a curved end, or at least
a narrowing, at the approximate end of the carriage house, and location of a gate. The drive
was also encountered in N70E130, and again during trenching for the geothermal system. This
suggests that the early 19th century drive may have followed a similar path to that shown on
the 1951 plat.
It appears that this drive was rebuilt, possibly in a slightly altered location and likely
the one shown on the 1950s plat some time around the installation of the zone 2 garden. This
new drive appeared to be hard-packed red clay, and was visible in the northern half of the
N50E105/110 units (gure 7-10), and in the southern half of N75E149, fronting the carriage
house. The latter feature, designated feature 194, may correspond with the fan-like entrance into
the garage doors shown on the plat, in contrast to what appears to be a wider drive running
parallel to the entire length of the carriage house to N75E180 in the early 19th century.

Figure 7-10: The late 19th century clay drive, visible in prole of N50E110
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The well, drain, and
drive are all features
common to urban townhouse lots, and have been
noted on other sites. All
contributed to the efciency
of the work yard and ultimately to the health of site
residents. These are often
not extant above the ground
surface, and are evidenced
only through archaeology.
Archaeological evidence for
building construction
sequence has been tenuous
at this site, but excavation of
builders trenches and other
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construction features have provided some guidelines for dating the various outbuildings, their
construction, alteration, and demolition.
The deliberate placement of specialized service buildings, separation of work yards and
gardens, and specic locations for refuse disposal were conscious attempts to mold an urban
landscape suitable to the social values, as well as physical needs, of urban residents. The needs
and values of Charleston’s citizens changed as the 19th century progressed. Archaeology has not
only outlined the basic features of an 18th century compound, it has also documented changes
in these feature for the next century. Many of the visible changes were attempts to improve
sanitation and prevent the spread of disease in an increasingly crowded city (Rosengarten et
al. 1987).
Refuse disposal, for example, must have reached critical proportions in the city in the
early 1800s. Many of the townhouse workyards were paved in the early 19th century; this
is reected in plat data as well as archaeological data. Examples of extensively paved work
yards include the Heyward-Washington house, the Aiken-Rhett house, and the Miles Brewton
house. The stratigraphic sequence in the Miles Brewton work yard serve as a good example
of the evolution of refuse disposal. Debris was concentrated in the work yard, adjacent to the
outbuildings, from the time of initial occupation of the property in 1769. Over the next 75
years, 2.5’ of refuse accumulated in a series of sheet deposits and small trash pits. A signicant
portion of the animal bone from these deposits exhibited rodent-gnawing, indicating the bones
lay exposed on the ground for a period of time following their disposal (Reitz 1989; Reitz in
Zierden 2001). The upper zones were rst covered with irregular lenses of tabby mortar, and
then paved with brick and slate. Datable ceramics indicate that the mortar paving occurred after
1800 and the brick paving between 1830 and 1840. Refuse was then evidently disposed of
elsewhere, for soil accumulation in the next 150 years amounted to one half foot. Likewise,
artifact density was low for this post-paving period.
No paved yard areas were encountered at the Nathaniel Russell house, but the site
was subject only to dispersed testing. Interestingly, no paved areas were encountered at 14
Legare, with the exception of the driveway. These two early 19th century properties also share
a characteristic not noted at Brewton; overall artifact density is much lower at these two sites,
compared to Brewton. The 14 Legare site averaged 11.8 artifacts per cubic foot of excavated soil
and the Russell house contained 16.7. The Brewton site contained 24.8 artifact per foot of soil. It
may be that the occupants of both Legare and Russell hauled more refuse off site, and therefore
found paving of the work yard less pressing. An overall paucity of early 19th century nery also
suggests that much of Edwards and Simmons’ refuse is not on the site. It is also interesting to
note that this difference was not noted in the density of bone. There were 23-26 grams of bone
per cubic foot of soil at all three sites. This suggests that the bone debris was cycled in a different
manner than that bearing the cultural materials; most likely the bone was composted for garden
fertilizer. Webber(1999) has further noted that a large number of the bones at Legare exhibit
rodent gnawing, suggesting they were not covered immediately with soil.
Another vehicle for a more sanitary yard was a drain system. Such features have been
encountered at most of the townhouses excavated to date. While a few are earlier, most are
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antebellum improvements. Wile some of them facilitated storm water runoff, their presence on
some high lots suggest other functions as well. The accumulation of small artifacts and animal
bone, particularly sh scales, suggest that the drains were used primarily for the disposal of waste
water. While municipal drains in Charleston and other cities appear about mid-19th century,
many houses of the well-to-do had their own drains. Nathaniel Russell’s 1808 construction
included a large drain in the driveway; sometime later he added a small drain in the garden.
The modest drain at Legare appears to be contemporaneous with the house and outbuildings.
Cruikshank and Burton (1990) suggest that many of the better English houses had some type of
drains by the early 19th century. But even with these ‘conveniences’ there were problems. There
was a constant seepage problem and a perennial problem of blockage. While some drained well,
others were built with inadequate fall. In dry weather there was no ush, and solid deposits
could build up rapidly. For this reason most cities outlawed connections to privies. On properties
without drains, ”night soil was kept in poisonous pools, of which the inhabitants pump out the
contents into open channels in the streets at night“ (Cruikshank and Burton 1990).
Wells were the principal source of water, including drinking water, in 17th and 18th century
Charleston. Due to the city’s low elevation, potable water may be encountered no deeper than
10-12 feet below surface. Wells in the city were rst wood or barrel lined, and then built in
brick. Because of their open top and shallow nature, they were subject to contamination. This
ranged from stray rats and kittens who fell into foul substances which seeped in from the sides.
Contaminated wells were often abandoned and another constructed in close proximity. Others,
particularly public wells, remained open as a source of water for re ghters. Many properties,
like 14 Legare, contained more than one well. Often these were located close to the kitchen.
Cisterns to collect and store rainwater are another sanitation feature added to Charleston
lots. As the 19th century progressed, Charlestonians became increasingly concerned with health
problems that plagued the city and began to relate them to poor sanitation and increased population pressure. Specically, increasingly large numbers of wells and privies resided on increasingly small lots in all-too-close proximity to each other (Honerkamp et al. 1982; Honerkamp and
Council 1984). The result was contamination of the groundwater, described in graphic language
in 1880s reports by the Public Health Ofcer (Rosengarten et al. 1987). Cisterns designed to
collect rainwater via gutter systems from roofs, provided an alternate source of drinking water.
They were rst constructed in the early 19th century and became a standard feature by the 1850s.
These were newly-constructed rectangular or circular vaults, often lined with mortar. They were
designed to be free of contamination; the archaeological signature is often a clean sand ll with
no artifactual material. All of the townhouses studied to date have at least one cistern, and the
Aiken-Rhett house has several.
Livestock Maintenance and Sanitation
A large part of maintaining a healthy and sanitary site was managing the animals who live
d on that site. Zooarchaeologist Elizabeth Reitz has recently summarized the animals who would
have lived alongside the human residents of a townhouse property such as Legare Street. The
archaeological record, and to a lesser extent the documentary record, suggests that the workyard
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was lled with domestic animals such as cows, pigs, and assorted fowl, maintained for milk and
eggs and ultimately destined for the dinner table. Also present were work animals and pets. The
maintenace of these animals, their feed, other food stocks, and the resulting refuse, attracted
other unwanted animals. These practices were common in the 18th and early 19th centuries,
and they persisted in some form into the 20th century (Reitz 2000). Further, the character of
this animal maintenance changed through time, as urban sanitation and public health became
an increasing problem, and an increasing concern, as the 19th century proceeded. Reitz further
suggests a large part of garden maintenance, then, as well as overall site maintenance, involved
”keeping chickens and pigs out of the garden, cats out of the well, and rats out of the larder“
(Reitz 2000)
Analysis of the faunal remains from drain ll, trash pits, and other work yard middens has
also provided information on urban sanitation. Zooarchaeologist Elizabeth Reitz has determined
that such animals as mice, rats, toads, cats, and dogs comprise 4.3% of rural faunal assemblages
and 10.6% of urban ones, suggesting that vermin were more closely associated with human
activity in cities. The urban elite sites, such as 14 Legare, contain a lower percentage of vermin,
7.5% average, possibly indicating some success in sanitizing the urban environment (Reitz 1986).
Gina Haney has found reference to the Horlbeck brothers, local contractors, building a brick
wall to ”keep out the rats“ (Haney, personal communication; Haney 1996). Reitz has further
noted a general increase in the quantity of vermin in the city as the 19th century progresses.
Reitz attributes this to the amount of food stored on site, or the amount of waste discarded on
the property. In general, maintenance of townhouse lots seems to decline after the economic
devastation and social upheaval of the Civil War. The Miles Brewton household, for example,
went from three dozen household servants before the War to three (Cote 2000). Archaeological
evidence suggests that it was during this same post-War period that the brick-lined basement of
the kitchen building began to ll with silt and debris (Zierden 2001).
This economic downturn for the Charleston elite seems to co-exist with an increased reliance on all available resources, particularly sh. Considering its coastal and estuarine location,
sh have always been a surprisingly small part of the domestic faunal record. Though the
number of samples are still small, there is some evidence for an increased reliance on shes as
the 19th century progressed. Webber (2000) has noted larger-than-normal proportion of shes in
the 19th century proveniences at Legare Street, with a proportional decrease in the use of domestic
mammals. Webber has suggested that increasing urban density made the large-scale maintenance
of domestic mammals on these sites increasingly impractical; an exception to this was the
continued dominance of domestic mammals at the Aiken-Rhett house, a suburban townhouse
(Webber 2000).
A somewhat surprising aspect of the urban diet was the extensive use of wild animals.
Over half of the animals recovered from Charleston are wild species. These include small
mammals such as opossums, rabbits, squirrels, and racoon. Wild birds include Canada geese,
ducks, turkeys, and shore birds. Turtles were consumed, and often considered a delicacy.
Many of the mammals, birds, and sh we no longer consider edible were consumed in great
numbers. Domestic mammals comprised the majority of the calories. Cattle were most commonly consumed, followed by pigs. Sheep and goats are consistently present, but were relatively
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uncommon. Chickens and muscovy ducks are the most common domestic birds. There seems to
be little status or ethnic differences in the meats consumed; the elite sites are reected only in a
greater diversity of species consumed (Retiz 2000)
The urban townhouse sites evidently needed special cleanup efforts, as the faunal record
also indicates that the maintenance and butchering of cattle was commonplace on these properties. This is seen in the distribution of carcass elements recovered at residential sites when
compared to those at the market and at sites patronized by the general public. Further, these
data suggest that on-site butchery was more common on elite sites than those of the middle class
(Reitz and Zierden 1991; Reitz 1989; Reitz 2000). The Russell house, for example, featured a
dense deposit of bone beneath the kitchen building, much of which evidenced on-site butchery
(Reitz in Zierden 1996). Documentary sources suggest the maintenance of livestock, particularly
cattle, by Charleston residents persisted into the 20th century (Pease and Pease 1986; Rosengarten
et al. 1987). Gina Haney’s research on back buildings has revealed new, dramatic evidence for
the keeping of livestock at townhouses (Haney 1996). In her study she quotes prominent planter
Ralph Izard, who in 1816 reported,
”I have a cow yard fenced off & a division made for poultry & a fence running
across the lot meeting these give us a tolerably sized garden & a square secured from
intrusion for drying clothes“ (Ralph Izard, Charleston to Mrs. Alice Izard, Bristol, c.
1816, quoted in Haney 1996:30).
Plats of Charleston townhouse lots from 1750 to 1850 show a great variety of back
buildings, including pigeon houses, poultry houses, cow houses and, most telling, slaughter
houses. The 1870s correspondence of the Adger family discuss numerous birds kept at 14 Legare
(Brown 2001:38). An 1874 memorandum included a reminder to ”Leave out a bucket of Lime to
white wash the Kitchen & fowl-house.“ Andrew Adger later reported to his mother: ”Everything
looks very well at our house - chickens, ducks, turkeys & dogs all answering quite blithely
to roll-call“ (Adger letter, 1873). A year earlier Andrew Adger listed 1 turkey, 2 hens, and 5
chickens on the property. The likelihood that the building in the southeast corner housed animals
of some sort has been discussed above. Likewise, Webber (1999) noted an unusually large
number of domestic birds at 14 Legare, as well as evidence of on-site butchery of chickens.
Adger’s correspondence suggests that this practice, at least, persisted into the postbellum era.
The maintenance and butchering of cows at Legare, in contrast, may have occurred earlier in the
century and ceased by the time of the Adger occupation.
Archaeological research has demonstrated the crowded and messy condition of the urban
work yard; two decades of zooarchaeological research have further demonstrated the noisy and
smelly characteristics of this area. Reitz suggests,
”The work yard was crowded with debris, livestock, horses and people. While
it may have been visually separated from the formal part of the house and garden, the
odors and sounds of livestock, their slaughter, and the discard of rubbish must have been
a fairly common phenomenon“
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She further suggests that the good health enjoyed by urban residents today owes as much to
public water treatment, sewage projects, and curb-side garbage collection as to improved medical
care. Archaeological research has provided ample evidence of the formidable problems of daily
life faced by residents of 14 Legare Street.
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Chapter VIII
Residents of 14 Legare
and their Possessions
Archaeologists are concerned with the meaning of archaeological remains: what they
meant to the people who made them and used them, and what they mean to the people who
study and protect them. Since the publication of Leone and Potter’s The Recovery of Meaning in
1988, archaeologists have been concerned with discerning the meaning or meanings of artifacts
to past users, the social and ideological template encoded in the material culture, and how this
material culture was used to dene and reinforce the social mores to a diverse population in
the 18th and 19th centuries.
Discussion of these issues follows the premise so eloquently stated by Bernard Herman
and Lu Ann De Cunzo, who note that material culture maintains an active role in facilitating
social performance, constructing socio-cultural identity, and mediating individual and group
interaction (De Cunzo 1996:1). Herman, quoting Ian Hodder, further notes that context is
multilayered and complex, implying a connecting or interweaving of things in a particular
situation or group of situations, the idea of object as action. Context is dened by multiple,
competing, individually held contextual readings (Herman 1996:19). There is perhaps not better
place to study competing contexts that on an urban townhouse lot occupied together by wealthy
Euro-American families and enslaved African-American laborers.
Underlying these discussions is the premise, best articulated by Ann Smart Martin, that
human made things, or artifacts, are ”complex bundles of individual, social, and cultural meanings grafted onto something that can be seen, touched, and owned“ (Martin 1996:6). According
to Martin, this assumes that material things ”are not just products of culture, but are embedded
in culture; they are symbolic and communicative“. Humans use material things to create, learn,
and mediate social interactions and relations“(Martin 1996:5). Discussed below are the material
items, other than the house and gardens, left behind by residents and neighbors of 14 Legare.
The layers of earth on archaeological sites such as 14 Legare have produced assemblages
of material culture that reect the purchasing power of Charleston’s elite, which was the greatest
of any colonial city. The material culture reects the transformation of Charleston from a frontier
settlement to a ourishing metropolis, denes the characteristics of daily life in the city, and
prescribes a language of shared beliefs among the planter-merchant elite. At the same time, it
presents the somewhat mufed voices of the city’s middling and poor, free and enslaved residents
who understood this language of artifacts, even if they did not share its rewards. The Charleston
data reect the ”renement of America“ argued by Richard Bushman and others (Bushman 1992;
McInnis 1996; Carson et al. 1994).
The Charleston Museum
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Possessions of the Planter Families
Maurie McInnis has noted that ”Charleston aristocracy’s greatest temples to itself were
found in the domestic structures built during the antebellum period.“ These townhouses were
the ”ultimate consumer object“ (McInnis 1996; Chappell 1994). As renement took hold in
the early 18th century, the rst object acquired by the rising gentry was a new house (Bushman
1992; Sweeney 1994:15).
Within these houses, a well crafted and appointed interior became ”a carefully orchestrated processional space. Charlestonians knew the importance of having a house ‘in order’ and
they strove to create the proper setting for the enactment of their social rituals. It was on the
interior where the patron could impart his personal cultural renement with the combination of
interior architectural details and collections of paintings, furniture, and decorative arts“ (McInnis
1996:7, 10, 15). Indeed, addition of plasterwork and other nishes was the rst step in creating
a separate dining room in the early 19th century (Jordan 1988). Sweeping staircases, large
sash windows, elaborately detailed public rooms, and a carefully arranged trafc pattern were
element which emphasized social inclusion within clearly dened boundaries of social division
and distance.
While the interior domestic space became a retreat and an oasis for rened behavior,
the exterior of the building and its surroundings also made statements about social position
and self-image. Maurie McInnis has noted that the antebellum gentry maintained older houses,
rather than build new ones. While the interiors might be remodeled to suit current social
needs, the exteriors were rarely altered (McInnis 1996:7). Further, Charlestonians who did build
new houses did so in the traditional vernacular Charleston style, providing a continuity to the
landscape and proclaiming their city’s emphasis on established lineage. At the same time, the
new houses, such as 14 Legare, were designed for ”increasingly complex modes of entertainment
and social interaction“ including balls and musicales (Savage and Iseley 1995:6).
Through the development of renement and gentility, the rising gentry sought to distance
themselves from the lower social classes. Gentility was the visible expression of gentry status.
Gentility elevated old activities by surrounding them with a beautiful environment. Most
germane to the discussion of the gentility movement is that the genteel life depended on the
creation of these proper environments. As gentility trickled down to the middle class, the need
for ‘rened’ objects created an unprecedented mass market for individual items. Those who had
achieved gentry status during this period proclaimed this status through possession and use of
the proper equipment, all increasingly available from the European markets. People wanted
carpets, mahogany furniture, drapes and coverings, tableware, ne fabrics, candlesticks, buckles
and buttons, hats, and a host of signifying objects. Charlestonians had a particular afnity for
British style and British goods, attributed to the ”constant arrival of both foreign artisans and
imported consumer goods, the availability of imported design books relating to both architecture
and furniture, and the experiences of Charlestonians traveling abroad (Savage 1995:4; Savage
and Iseley 1995; Savage and Leath 1999).
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The above list reminds the reader that the archaeological record contains only a small
fraction of such objects, as the archaeologist deals only with what was discarded, lost, or
abandoned. The objects that dominate advertisements, such as fabrics, household furnishings,
fashion accessories, and exotic foodstuffs (Martin 1995; Calhoun et al. 1982) rarely nd their
way to the archaeological record. Likewise, we rarely recover the goods and services for aspiring
gentlemen touted by local craftsmen: portraiture, silver, clocks and cabinetry, luxurious dresses,
china painted with ”gentlemen’s coats of arms“. Though the range of items is limited, the
extensive archaeological excavations have revealed a number of artifacts which, when viewed
from this perspective, provide tangible evidence of the items used by 14 Legare owners and,
inferentially, the meaning of these objects to them, to guests, and to the rest of the city.
On a broader level, archaeologists have been investigating the relation between material
culture and symbolic behavior since the 1970s, and have looked for indicators of socioeconomic
status in the archaeological record. Studies of status have focused on specic artifact types on
a presence/absence basis, and on relative proportions of broad artifact categories (Otto 1975;
Spencer-Wood 1987; Zierden and Calhoun 1990; Zierden 1999). The results of these studies
have been mixed, and scholars have agreed that the issue of an individual’s status in a community
is complex, with both individuals and groups ascribing status in different ways. Status in a
complex society is determined by a variety of factors and is often revealed by differing access to
symbolic and material rewards. Measuring symbolic rewards is beyond the scope of archaeological study, but scholars have worked to relate socioeconomic status to material remains. Here,
socioeconomic status refers to the relation of unequal distribution of goods in a market economy
relative to social and economic differentiation. An assumption of archaeological research is
that the material culture served a sociotechnic function, and was reective of both income level
and the prestige level of its users (Binford 1962; Deetz 1977; Spencer-Wood 1987:2; Zierden
and Calhoun 1990).
As planters grown wealthy through the success of staple crops, marriage, and inheritance,
both Francis Simmons and George Edwards understood the symbols of renement all too well, as
one built a grand neoclassical mansion with proper interior nishes, and the other improved the
symbolic structure with the addition of a garden and wrought iron gates bearing his monogram.
We are fortunate to have a complete room-by-room inventory of Francis Simmons’ household at
the time of his death (Leath 1995), to be compared to the archaeological record.
George Edwards’ estate was also inventoried at the time of his death, but this was not
until 1859, long after he had sold the 14 Legare property. The inventory was taken at his
Spring Island plantation at Beaufort, and indicates a very sparse material assemblage in the
house, which calls into question the thoroughness of the inventory, particularly when compared
to the description of vandalism in John Holahon’s diary from a few years later (Baldwin 1966;
Trinkley 1990). Archaeological survey of the Spring Island plantation was conducted by Chicora
Foundation in 1989 Here, Michael Trinkley recovered fragments of overglazed Chinese export
porcelain marked with an ”E“, seemingly Edwards’ monogram (gure 8-1). The script style of
the E matches that of the wrought iron gates at 14 Legare (gure 6-1). Attempts to match these
sherds to those recovered at 14 Legare were inconclusive, however.
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Examination of Simmons’ inventory and the
archaeological record
reveals very little overlap
in the two. Even in the
categories which dominate
the archaeological record ceramics and glassware there is little commonality.
The most interesting trend
is that the early 19th century

Figure 8-1: Examples of George
Edwards’ porcelain, from
Spring Island (Trinkley 1990)

assemblage, which includes
materials from Simmons,
contains a relatively large
proportion of table glass.
The intact rummer, located
beneath the feature 1 foundation in N45E145 (gure
) may be part of the sets
of rummers listed above.
Likewise, the fragments to blue glass nger cups likely are from the set shown above. Both
of these artifacts were recovered from the depositions of late 18th century trash, which included
some early 19th century material. This would further support the interpretation that the refuse was
moved about and ultimately deposited by Edwards; such refuse could likely include some items
discarded during the Simmons era, as well.
The ceramics show very little in common. The blue table china is likely Chinese
porcelain, but the description is not complete enough for positive identication. Likewise, the
archaeological assemblage contains a fair quantity of blue Chinese porcelain, but no sets, or
pieces of sets, are evident. A possible Simmons piece is the gilt-rimmed teacup recovered from
the vicinity of N40 E85 (gure 4-17). It is also interesting that the inventory lists ‘brown edged
ware’ in great quantities. This likely refers to what we today call shell-edged pearlware, and it
was certainly manufactured in brown. However, blue and green versions are far more common
and were recovered in quantity at 14 Legare. These wares in blue and green are also common
on other archaeological sites. Maurie McInnis has recently discovered an 1823 inventory that
lists ‘green edge plates’ in a kitchen (McInnis, personal communication). No examples of brown
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shell-edged ware were discovered at Legare. There were, however, reconstructable green edged
plates recovered from the same contexts as the nger bowl and glassware, suggesting that these
may have been Simmons’ as well. The same is true for the blue hand-painted pearlware tea
bowl recovered from features 187 and 226. The other possible match is the black tea service
enumerated in the inventory. This may match the black glazed teapot or pitcher recovered in
N80E245, at the base of zone 3a (gure 4-29).
Considering the early 19th century assemblage as a whole (encompassing the ownerships
of Simmons, Edwards, Heyward) and in comparison to other townhouse sites, the material
culture of the planter families is relatively sparse. The overall density of the artifacts is lower
than at comparable townhouse sites. Likewise, the artifacts considered to be high status markers
are present in only moderate numbers. This, combined with a consideration of overall site and
neighborhood history and site formation processes suggests that some, and perhaps a majority,
of the early 19th century refuse was deposited off-site, either on neighboring empty or low-lying
lots, or perhaps farther aeld.
The deposits present as the result of daily discard, in contrast, are usually lled with
the everyday or common artifacts, those used frequently and destined for a short use life, such
as wine bottles and everyday or kitchen ceramics such as pearlwares and earthenwares. The
14 Legare assemblage exhibited these latter characteristics. Likewise, the garden ll at the
Miles Brewton house, a dense deposit of materials dating to the 1770s and seemingly deposited
deliberately over a short time, matches the Carolina Artifact Pattern and suggests general refuse,
though the materials contain high percentages of Chinese porcelain and table glass, compared
to site averages (Zierden 2001).
Research at James Stobo’s 18th century Willtown plantation demonstrated that artifact
deposits present as a result of abandonment (in this case likely the result of a natural disaster
such as tornado, hurricane or ood) will include objects usually curated by the household and
rarely discarded, such as scissors and furniture hardware, and objects considered valuable ‘status
markers’, such as a dress sword and silver cane tip (Zierden et al. 1999). Another type of
‘abandonment’, rst dened by Kenneth Lewis (Lewis and Haskell 1981) may be the cleanup
of a household after a tenant evacuates a property. Since Simmons was the only resident who
passed away while owning the house, it is possible that more of his possessions were cycled into
the archaeological record, compared to those who simply sold the house and moved themselves
and their household possessions elsewhere.
Though the majority of the discarded rubbish seems to be from the everyday, workyard
activities of the planter household, there were some individual artifacts that reect the gentry
status of the main house. The majority of the pearlwares appear to be everyday items. However,
a small group of blue handpainted vessels exhibit forms that suggest more elegant wares. These
include the cruet fragments and the scalloped tea bowl. Likewise the shell-edged pearlware ‘leaf
plate’ is an elegant form likely considered a display piece (gure 4-27). The other wares found at
the site appear to be everyday wares, mass-produced in Britain.
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Table 8-1
Principal Bed Chamber
1 mahogany bedstead $30
Inventory of the Estate of Francis Simmons,
2 mattresses $40
December 30, 1814 0
1 pr. Blankets $20
(Charleston County Inventories, Book E
1 Bolster $3
(1810-1818), page 259.

6 Cane bottom Chairs @$1.50
1 Easy Chair $10
1 wooden dressing Table $1
1 Bason Stand & Ewer $10
1 Mahogany Wardrobe $60
1 glass (mirror) $5
2 small Side Carpets $2
1 Picture $2
1 Pair Fire Dogs, fender, shovel, tongs &
bellows $10

Entrance Hall
1 glass lamp wth. chains etc. $50
Dining Room
18 Cane bottom chairs @$3
l Do Do settee $10 $64
2 small foot benches $2

1 mahogany dining table with ends $30
1 Carpet & Hearth rug $50
1 pr. Fire dogs, fender, shovel & tongs $25 Principal Dressing Room
A set consisting of 1 bedstead, 1 feather
A hearth Broom $50/100
Bed, 1 mattress, 1 Blanket, 1 Coverlid & 1
3 chimney ornaments $5
pillow $50
2 Chairs $1
Parlour/Library/Back Room/Breakfast Room
1 Nt. Chair $5
Straw bottom Chairs @$2 $28
1 wooden dressing Table $1
1 Small mahogany table $5
1 small dressing glass $50/100
1 Mahogany Book Case $80
2 Basons & 1 Ewer $2
1 do. Side Board
$40
1 Carpet $15
1 oil oor cloth $30
1 pr. Fire Dogs, fender, Shovel & Tongs $20
1 Mahogany Castor Stand $5
1 pr. Do. Knife cases $40

Upstairs Passage
1 glass lamp with chains, &c. $20
Drawing Room
14 Cane bottom Chairs @$5 $70
2 do Settees (small) $20
1 do
do
(large) $15
1 pr. Card Tables $50
1 Tea Table $25
2 glass candlesticks @$10 $20
1 Brussels Carpet & Rug $100
2 boxes contg. Pictures $150
1 pr Fire Dogs, shovel & tongs $20
2 re screens $10
3 Elegant Chimney Ornaments $50
2 Card Boxes $20
1 Set blue chimney ornaments $20
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Secondary Bed Chamber
A lot consisting of a Bedstead 2 mattresses 2
blankets 1 Bolster and 2 pillows $60
1 Wooden dressing table $1
1 Bason Stand & Basin $5.75
A Bidet $3
1 dressing glass $5
1 small Side carpet $1
Garrett

Kitchen

A carpet $10
A tin bathing Tub $6
8 wooden tables
A lot of Kitchen furniture containing 2 dripping pans, 2 pr. Kitchen dogs, 1 pr. Kitchen
shovel & tongs, 1 grid Iron, 1 frying pan,
5 potts, 1 Kettle, 4 pot Hooks, 1 parcel
of small Articles for kitchen use containing
eleven pieces $30
A Steel Double Jack $25
A Brass Single Jack $18
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1 glass Sallad dressing Cruet 75/100
28 Blue glass nger cups (basons) $10
8 cut glasses for preserves with gilt Stands $20
5 do. do. Without Stands $10
3 cut glass trie dishes $15
1 water Pitcher with a plated rim $5

A Scraper $2
A Safe (iron wire) $10
A Corn Mill $15
Coach House/Stables
A Coachee with a double set of harness $400
A Chariot $300 A Single Set of Coach
Harness much used $15

Silver

3 pr. Plated high Candlesticks $15
1 pr. Low do. do. $2
1 pr. Low Sliding Shades $15
1 Silver soup ladle $7,
5 Silver butter Ladles @ $3 $15
1 do. Fish Trowell $25
4 do. Gravy spoons $20
1 1⁄2 doz. Large Silver Spoons @$50 $75,
14 Silver tea spoons $15
4 Silver Salt do. $2
1 Set Silver Castors $100,
2 doz do. desert spoons $60
A Silver Fork $13,
A Silver dish Cross $50
2 pr. Silver rimmed bottle stands @ $5 $10

Ceramics
A Set Blue Table China consisting of 22
PCs. $80
A do Do
Do Do
of
200 PCs. $80
A Set Brown Edge table Ware consisting of
172 PCs, $30
A Set of Gilt edge tea china $20 A Set
of do do $20
A lot consisting of 3 breakfast cups, 6
sauces, 1 tea pot, 4 bowls, 1 milk pot, 2
mugs, 1 pitcher, 2 black tea pots, 2 black
sugar dishes, 1 black milk pot $5
A lot of a broken set of tea China consisting
of 7 tea cups & 8 Saucers, 4 coffee cups, 2
bowls, 2 milk pots, 1 tea pot, 2 cake plates Slaves
Rose an old inrm wench & her grandchild
& 1 china tea canister $2
Grace, together $250
Glass ware
6 large Cut glass Wine decanters $20 A set
of do. do $20 1 large Do. Water goblet $4
4 small do. $24
3 doz Do. Tumblers @$6 $28
10 cut glass Rummers $10
2 cut glass punch glasses with covers @$5 $10
1 doz. Cut glass lemonade glasses $5
35 large Do. Claret glasses $18
28 Do. Wine glasses
1 doz. Do. Cordial do. $9
2 doz. Do., Jelly Do. $20
2 large uted decanters $4
18 uted tumblers 15 do.
Claret glasses $12 75/100
14 do. Wine glasses 6 do. Rummers $7
21 do. lemonade glasses $5
1 Set Cut glass salt Cellars consisting of 4 $4
1 do of Cut do. do. do. 6 $12
A Cordial Stand $25
1 glass mustard pot $1
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As mentioned before, the 14 Legare site did contain a larger-than-average amount of
table glass, interestingly reecting the relatively large quantity found in Simmons’ inventory. In
addition to the rummer and the nger bowls mentioned above, the assemblage included glass
stoppers from decanters or cruets, wine glasses with drawn stems, and tumbler bases. Tumblers
were for drinking water, and were developed in the late 18th century. They became more common
as the 19th century progressed (Bickerton 1984:22). The majority wine goblets from the 14
Legare assemblage featured drawn stems while some featured knobbed stems. Many exhibited
wheel engraved designs, popular in the late 18th to early 19th centuries (Bickerton 1984:23).
Other categories which often included the possessions of the planter elite were also
relatively small at Legare Street. Clothing items were relatively infrequent. While the buttons
and buckles indicate stylish clothes, none featured the tin or silver plating found on other
townhouse sites. The women of the household were reected in a few elegant personal possessions, notably slats from bone fans and ribs from parasols. The mourning jewelry was also
a possession of the European household members. Hardware from elegant furniture was also
slightly more common than the Charleston average, reecting the elegant furnishings that likely
lled the spacious house. These include the cloak pins and drawer pulls, as well as the curtain
rings. Finally, brass candlesticks such as those recovered at Legare are fairly uncommon on
Charleston sites, as are the fragments of mirror glass (gures 4-34 through 4-37). Perhaps the
most unusual, and elegant item was the hardware from a stringed musical instrument.
The above discussion has perhaps struggled to pinpoint the byproducts of a rened
lifestyle that have found their way into the archaeological record. Here we have highlighted
the nery discussed in documents and related pieces recovered from the ground. Perhaps more
signicant to interpretation of the property are the overwhelming numbers of less expensive
ceramics, everyday containers, sewing items, toys, and food remains that were not mentioned in
the legal documents or personal letters, yet recovered in great quantities. The grandeur of gentry
status and its occasional ritualized gatherings were carried out against a backdrop of daily chores
and the ‘workaday world’ (Yentsch 1994:188) which held little glamour and entailed difcult
obstacles - potable water supply, disposal of trash and other noxious waste, acquisition of enough
fresh and preserved food to feed the household, protection from vermin and disease. Much of
the struggle with those obstacles was left to the African American bondsmen in residence in
‘the yard’ (Cote 2000:294).

Archaeological Evidence of Enslaved Residents
Easily lost in the interpretation of properties like 14 Legare Street is that for more than
half a century African Americans likely comprised the majority of residents at the property.
One of the frustrations of townhouse sites such as Legare, though, is that the rubbish of master
and slave are likely mixed in most primary contexts, and certainly in all of the secondary
ones. Further, master and slave used many of the same materials, but ascribed to them different
meaning, difcult to decipher from archaeological data alone. Master and slave ate many of the
same foods, but perhaps prepared them in a different way. To the extent possible, the limited
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Table 8-2
Relative Frequency of Status Markers
Early 19th Century Assemblages
Russell/

Brewton/

Allston**

Br. garden*

16.7

24.8/32.4

58.5/54.4

55.7/55.4

58.4

.5
.18
.29

.65/1.16
.29/.46
.20/.44

.74/.33
.81/.27
.19/.06

1.13
.45
.20

ceramics, % kitchen
table glass, % kitchen

59.9
3.0

54.8/47.5
2.8/2.5

60.4/61.9
1.7/16.9

58.6
2.8

tableware, % ceramics
Chinese porc., % ceramics
Creamware, % ceramics
Pearlware, % ceramics

10.45
20.7

82.0/78.4
12.2/9.5
24.9/19.0
24.8/23.3

80.5
25.9/33.8
11.6/2.06
5.9/0

82.0
20.3
20.6
12.9

Charleston
#artifacts/ft3 of soil

14 Legare

11.86

Kitchen, % total
clothing, % total
personal, % total
furniture, % total

avg.

archaeological data will be used to give ‘voice’ to the black bondsmen and women. In her
study of the Calvert household of Annapolis, Maryland, Ann Yentch worked to give voice to
these urban residents, teasing their presence from ethnographic, historic, and demographic data.
From here, she discussed architecture and social spaces of the ”workaday world“ and the few
artifacts that could clearly be attributed to African American residents (1994:188). Her research
has served as a model and a comparative base for subsequent work in Charleston (Zierden
1996; 1999).
The basic unit of excavation and analysis is the land or house lot associated with a
domestic structure and outbuildings. Although a few artifacts could be lost in the yard by visitors
to a house, the vast majority excavated from primary deposits in a yard that is well fenced or
otherwise clearly separated are usually assumed to have been deposited by the house residents
who controlled the yard space (Deagan 1982:161; Spencer-Wood 1987:2), evidence from the 18th
century deposits notwithstanding. The archaeological data associated with one structure, though,
usually cannot be divided to correspond with smaller economic or social units that may be housed
in that structure, such as multiple families, servants, or boarders. Therefore, the archaeological
meaning of a household corresponds to all residents of a domestic structure that have created
primary deposits of artifacts in the house yard. Archaeological analyses represent, then, the
combined acquisition and discard behaviors from all residents in a house structure, and possibly
from some visitors as well (Spencer-Wood 1987:2).
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Archaeologists began their research on African American sites in a quest for ”Africanisms“ (Ascher and Fairbanks 1971) - material signatures of an African past and African identity
(Singleton 1991; 1999). Few were found. But with a black majority, sizeable and continuous
inux of people directly from Africa, and black communities living in relative isolation into the
twentieth century, the South Carolina lowcountry seemed an apt location for such a search.
And Lowcountry sites did yield a relatively large number of things that seemed to be
peculiarly African - colono wares, mud-walled houses, distinctively marked graves, cowrie shells
and, as an example of European goods used in an African way, blue glass beads (Ferguson 1992;
Joseph and Zierden 2001; Shlasko 2001; Combes 1974; Stine, Cabak and Groover 1996). But
what has emerged is a picture of complexity. The people being studied were not, particularly
by the 19th century, African, but African American, a creolized society encompassing ideas
and traits acquired from contact with Native Americans and Europeans (Singleton 1999). The
enslaved people who lived at 14 Legare were not African, but African American. The objects
they used, and the few objects they owned, were created in a multi-ethnic new world setting or,
primarily, obtained from the vast European market of mass-produced goods. But what did these
manufactured, or hand made, objects mean to the people who used them?
Leland Ferguson (1992:xli) has suggested that creolization theory is an appropriate
avenue for exploring the material expressions of African American material culture. Creole
people are culturally and/or racially mixed; more signicant is the examination of the creolization
process, a multicultural adjustment experienced by all of the groups in contact, entailing interaction, exchange, and creativity. Moreover, differences of time, place, and ethnic mix resulted in
different creolized cultures in various parts of the Americas. In Ferguson’s study, based on the
examples of Kamau Brathwaite and Charles Joyner, linguistic concepts of cognition are used to
explain that material things are part of the lexicon of culture while the ways they are made, used,
and perceived are part of the grammar or structure. Within a creolizing culture, change can take
place in either supercial features, or underlying structure, or both. With Ferguson’s model in
mind, we can examine objects of both European and local manufacture recovered at Legare and
suggest how they might have been used by the site residents.
Archaeological evidence of ethnicity is indicated from several sources; objects presumably brought from Africa; recreations of African-styled or African-inuenced objects, and massproduced objects and other Euro-American materials reinterpreted for a special African American
meaning (Singleton 1991; Ferguson 1992). It is the latter group that has held the greatest interest
to archaeologists in recent years.
Archaeologists have suggested that these European artifacts were appropriated and altered
by Africans for use in protection rites grounded in African cosmology (Franklin 1996). Most
common were a variety of artifacts marked with an X or other markings, interpreted as symbolic
of the Bakongo cosmogram (Ferguson 1999; Franklin 1996; Russell 1997; Young 1994). Such
marks have been found on pewter spoon bowls, colono ware vessels, clay marbles, and coins.
Other artifacts were appropriated, given religious meanings, and possibly worn as charms, such
as pierced silver coins and a variety of glass beads (Stine et al. 1996; Young 1996; Heath
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1999; Singleton 1991). Still
other objects have derived
meaning from their deliberate placement, as shrines
or charms, in sub-oor pits,
beneath oors and within
walls, or in other hidden
locations (Brown and
Cooper 1990 ; Samford
1999; Bankoff et al. 2001).
Stine, Cabak and Groover
have separated these into
two groups: personal
charms, worn on the body,
and household charms,
placed around the household
to protect the structure, its
contents, and its residents
(Stine et al. 1996:54). Interpretations of the latter group
have been based principally Figure 8-2: Carnelian and glass beads recovered from 14 Legare
on their place of recovery
and the in situ association of
altered and unaltered objects. While these interpretations are supported by the current archaeological, historical, and ethnographic evidence, some scholars have warned that African culture is
complex and varied, and the objects may have held multiple meanings (DeCorse 1999:132-133).
Researchers have
focused on glass beads.
Bead color has been a
particular focus, with blue
beads are the most common
on African American sites.
William Adams has suggested that a single blue
bead protected the bearer
from the evil eye (Adams
1987). Others have suggested that the blue beads
may have a broader meaning
(Yentsch 1994; Stine et al.
1996:64). Glass beads were
widespread in the 18th century, and were used in a
Figure 8-3: Quartz crystals recovered from 14 Legare
variety of ways by many
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cultural groups, most notably as an item traded to
Native Americans. Therefore, all beads recovered
on colonials sites cannot be
attributed to African residents. It has been suggested, however, that glass
beads were not popular
among Euro-Americans in
the 19th century (Yentsch
1994).
The most common
bead color at Legare Street
was white. Numerous
authors have suggested that
the color white held symbolic meaning. Stine,
Cabak and Groover
(1994:63) cite several early
20th century sources as
using white for peace,
while Franklin (1996:16)
discusses the signicance
of white clay as well as
white beads. Samford cites
the recovery of white chalk
in suboor pits as signicant (Samford 1999:84;
Brown and Cooper 1990).
Three large round blue
Figure 8-4: Colono ware bowl from rear garden (N65E265) with etched gure beads were recovered, two
on side
in the same context as the
small white beads. The
third style of beads were cornaline d’alleppo, translucent green tube beads covered with an
opaque red glass. Yentsch has suggested that these red beads were imitative of carnelian, a red
semiprecious stone.
The most dramatic recovery was a large carnelian bead, in the form of a faceted teardrop
(gure 4-32). Such nds are extremely rare in Charleston; the only other such example is
from the Heyward-Washington house. Its proportions are identical, but it is only half the size.
Other examples have come from 18th century plantation sites, including McLeod on James Island
and Pine Grove in Goose Creek and Spring Grove in Berkeley County (Steen 1992) Imported
from India and important in Africa, carnelian beads have been found in African burials in
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Barbados (Handler et al. 1979; Yentsch 1994:193). Deliberate placement in burials strengthens
the interpretation of these objects as signicant and symbolic. A few of the burials from the
African Burial Ground in New York City were buried with waist strands of beads (LaRoche
1994; Stine et al. 1996:62).
The Legare excavations also yielded two pierced silver coins (gure 8-2). These have
been interpreted as charms, worn around the neck, arm, ankle or occasionally the waist (Stine
et al. 1996; Pucket 1975). Such coins, usually silver and often Spanish, have been recovered
from plantation sites in Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia (Singleton 1991; Russell 1997:68;
Kelso 1997:73). Such coins are fairly common in Charleston, and have been recovered from
the Miles Brewton house and the Nathaniel Russell house, as well as Legare Street (Zierden
1996; 2001).
The most tantalizing discovery was the recovery of three small quartz crystals. These
were very small, and appear to be natural crystals (gure 8-3). Crystals, quartz, and mirror fragments have all been recovered archaeological and ascribed symbolic meaning. Maria Franklin
has discussed the recovery of quartz at a number of sites (Franklin 1996), while Amy Young
discusses the recovery of chandelier crystals (Young 1996). A quartz crystal and colono ware
marble inscribed with an X were recovered in association at James Stobo’s plantation at Willtown
(Zierden et al. 1999).
The most common artifact associated with African American residents is colono ware.
Unlike the objects described above, the colono ware recovered at Legare, and on other lowcountry sites, has been attributed primarily to African American potters. African Americans are also
viewed as the primary users of this ware, thought this attribution is less clear. The Legare
street colono wares are discussed in detail in the following section by Nicole
Isenbarger. One aspect of
the colono ware assemblage worthy of further
description is the intact
bowl recovered from the
back wall, in N65E265.
This bowl featured an
inscribed design on the
outside that has variously
been interpeted as a bee,
a sh, or some other type
of animal (gure 8-4). A
recent re-examination of
the bowl by Carl Steen
suggests the gure may be
an eagle, similar in style to Figure 8-5: 1803 slave tag
motifs found on late pre8-13
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historic Native American pottery. Thomas Blumer, a scholar of Catawba Indian pottery, has
discussed late prehistoric motifs found on historic Catawba pottery (Steen, personal communication; Blumer n.d.).
The nal artifact attributable to the African American residents at 14 Legare held an
entirely different symbolic meaning to all of the Legare Street residents. This was the 1803
slave badge recovered from N40E85. The recovery of such an artifact is not surprising. These
municipal licenses monitored the hiring out process, and owners were required to purchase them
for slaves hired out to others for varying periods (Singleton 1984). They are today highly valued
by relic hunters and private collectors, and are considered valuable. The Legare tag is a very
early example (gure 8-5). Whether it was lost or discarded remains unknown.

Analysis of Colonoware
in the Eighteenth Century Deposits
Nicole Isenbarger
Introduction
Colonoware is an unglazed, low-red earthenware pottery which exhibits Native American, African American, and European inuences. Colonoware is found mainly in the South
Carolina lowcountry and in association with African American occupations (Singleton 1991:160;
Cooper and Steen 1998:5-7; Joyner 1984:75). Colonoware was manufactured by AfricanAmericans and Native Americans from the 17th to the early 19th centuries (Anthony 2001:10-11).
African American and Native American potters were inuenced by each other as well as by the
Europeans who were the recipients of the market wares (Cooper and Steen 1998:10-11). In this
section I consider the colonoware vessels found in the late 18th/early 19th century features at 14
Legare Street, based on similar ware classications used in the lowcountry. I also statistically
analyzed the colonoware assemblage from these deposits in order to compare it to that from
the 19th century yard deposits. I then present a basis for analysis of colono ware vessel styles
from the 18th century deposits.
Colonoware
My analysis is based principally on the colonoware categories proposed by Ron Anthony
and currently used by The Charleston Museum. Anthony denes three broad categories Yaughan, Lesesne lustered, and River burnished. I also followed the guidelines proposed by
Leland Ferguson for the types of Yaughan and River burnished (Anthony 2001; Ferguson 1989).
The works of many other researchers were consulted for this study, as well. But because the
majority of colonowares recovered at 14 Legare were categorized as Lesesne lustered, my results
were directly comparable only to the sites where this type is recognized and used.
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Colonoware is a broad term used to classify all locally made, low-red earthenware,
likely produced by African Americans and Native Americans, principally in South Carolina.
The height of manufacture for colonoware was the 18th century (Anthony 2001:2). Excavation
at three plantations in South Carolina have yielded evidence of damaged vessels, lumps of
red clay, unred pottery fragments, and clay pits - all signs that pottery was made on the
plantation (Singleton 1991:161). The presence of spalling marks also suggests the production of
colonoware on-site (Anthony 1985:2). Spalling marks are produced during the ring process.
As a ceramic is red the water within the clay is heated, turning it to steam. If the steam
is unable to escape from the ceramic it will burst through, creating a spall or round fracture.
Spalls are rarely created in any other way and therefore are used to indicate that the ceramic
was damaged during the ring process and thus manufactured on site (Ferguson 1992:29). It
is possible, however, that damaged pieces were sold and/or traded; therefore spalling marks
are not an absolute indication of on-site manufacture. Other indications of on-site manufacture
include poorly-manufactured and red vessels, toys, and the use of local materials, all of which
are present in the lowcountry (Ferguson 1992:84).
The two most frequent vessel forms are bowls and globular jars (Anthony 2001:6). The
high frequency of bowls may be due to a diet of mainly stews and broths. On some sites, serving
vessels appear, evidently used for ”the preparation and serving of meals characterized by carved
meats and similar, diverse dishes“ (Anthony 1985:2). The less well manufactured Yaughan is
believed to have been used for a basic food preparation and cooking vessel by African Americans
as well as Europeans. The better manufactured Lesesne lustered and River burnished became
more popular with rural and urban Europeans of the late colonial and early antebellum period,
based on higher frequencies at planter sites (Anthony 1986:7-49).
Christopher Espenshade in 1996 studied the colonoware assemblage along the South
Carolina coast and its changes through time. In the early 18th century, colonoware was commonly
used in the plantation house as well as the slave quarters. This may be due to the scarcity of
European ceramics in the early 18th century. Colonoware vessels with European forms are found
more frequently in association with the planter’s house than in the slave quarters. These may
have been more acceptable to the Europeans. The most common vessel form is jars (Espenshade
1996:1-7). Espenshade noted a marked decline in colonoware associated with plantation houses
during the late 18th century. Vessels with European forms also declined during this time. This
is most likely due to an increase in the availability of European ceramics as well as iron kettles.
Colonoware is still frequently found in association with the slave quarters. Bowls are the most
common form in the late 18th century. These bowls sometimes have geometric markings on them,
which Leland Ferguson believes to be associated with African religion. In the early 19th century
colonoware is absent from the planter house and very infrequent at slave quarters, as well.
The most frequent vessel form is small bowls and they are sometimes geometrically marked
(Espenshade 1996:7-8). Leland Ferguson gives several reasons for the decline of colonoware.
One is that the constant inux of Africans stopped with the abolition of the slave trade in 1808
and thus decreased the presence of recently arrived Africans on the plantations. Another is that
the slave owners became less tolerant of African traditions due to the 19th century abolition movement (Ferguson 1992:107; Espenshade 1996:8-9). In the early 19th century there is an increase
in European artifacts in the slave quarters, which is directly associated with the increased contact
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of African Americans with Europeans. Singleton suggests the eventual disappearance of slavemade colonoware during the antebellum period is an indication of cultural change and represents
a period of marked assimilation for African Americans (Singleton 1991:160). All of these
combined contributed to the decline in the colonoware assemblage in the lowcountry. During
the 19th century the production of colonoware continued in areas where African-derived religion
was practiced. Espenshade feels that it is probably no coincidence that colonoware survived
late only in the heartland of traditional Gullah beliefs, the same area that saw the survival of
African-derived religion, burial practices, language, and basketry (Espenshade 1996:9).
Creolization
The term acculturation in association with African-American archaeology has come to
represent the replacement of African traditions with European traditions, resulting in assimilation
and culture loss. Some scholars now use the term creolization to describe the blending of
cultures resulting in the formation of a new cultural system (Ferguson 1992:150; Singleton
1991:4-5). In order to better illustrate the formation of the colonoware assemblage and emphasize that African Americans played an active role in the formation of their new cultural system,
the term creolization is used here (Singleton 1991:5). Creolization also encompassed the idea
that Native Americans and African Americans, as well as Europeans, were new to the plantation
environment and therefore all were affected by it as well as by each other (Ferguson 1992:xli).
In the South Carolina lowcountry during the 17th to mid-18th centuries, large numbers of Indians
and blacks lived together on plantations with little outside inuences. This resulted in the sharing
of cultures. Potters of both, along with their prospective market audience, inuenced each other
to create a new pottery assemblage. Colonoware is characterized by African American, Native
American, and European traits all combined to make an assemblage regionally-specic to the
lowcountry (Cooper and Steen 1998:10-11).
Due to the lack of documentation of African and Native American pottery assemblages
from the colonial era it is difcult to classify traditional forms (Anthony 1986:7-26). The
diversity within the African continent as well as within the African American slave population
makes it difcult to classify ‘traditional’ African attributes. DeCorse suggests there are no
general characteristics that can be readily used to distinguish ‘African’ pottery. African pottery
traditions varied according to region, manufacture, and time, making it more difcult to make
generalizations of traditional African attributes (DeCorse 1999:138-139). It is clear, however,
that vessel attributes of colonware manufactured by African Americans varied from those made
by Native Americans. For example, slaves recreated rounded forms of African pottery for their
own food preparation and consumption purposes (Singleton 1991:160; see also Deagan and
MacMahon 1995:10; South 1974; 186). African pottery tends to be very decorated while African
American produced colonoware is usually undecorated. Within their new environment African
American potters may have used traditional vessel forms, but at the same time created a new
vessel style, rather than copied traditional African styles (Singleton 1991:161). Leland Ferguson
has found similarities between the colonoware vessel forms and markings and African traditions.
Pottery manufactured in modern West African resembles some forms of colonoware. Markings
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of X on colonoware are similar to Kongo religious symbols or cosmograms (Ferguson 1999;
Ferguson 1992:110-116; Singleton 1991:161)
One factor making it difcult to distinguish Native American attributes is that the
Catawba, commonly associated with the manufacture of some colonoware, were comprised of
many different tribes, each with different cultures. This makes it difcult to attribute certain
traits to a specic cultural origin (Anthony 1986:7-26; Cooper and Steen 1998:10). But as
with Africans, Native Americans had distinctive traits that could be recognized as originating
from Native American traditions. Native Americans were more likely to paint or stamp their
colonoware vessels (Ferguson 1992:83-84). Another distinctive Native American trait is that
their vessels were coil-made rather than molded (Espenshade 1996:1).
European ceramic
forms also inuenced the
manufacture of colonoware
(gure 8-6). European
attributes which are present
in colonoware include
foot-ringed bowls, various
multi-podal vessels, vessels
with strap and loop handles,
chamber pots, teapots,
pitchers, dutch oven-like
vessels, shallow pans with
crenellated (pie crust) rims,
various bottles and cups
(Anthony 2001:6). Wheaton and Garrow noted that
Figure 8-6: Comparison of colono ware to creamware forms, late 18th century
the reduction in the frequency of colonoware cups
and bowls, concurrent with the increase in colonoware cooking and storage vessels, marked the
assimilation of African American slaves into Euro-American culture (1989:179-180). Additional
evidence for creolization can be seen in non-container colonoware such as pipes and gaming
pieces (Anthony 2001:6). Native American colonoware manufactures were also inuenced by
European culture. Ferguson notes that the Catawba introduced at-bottomed vessels and tripods
as an adaptation to European at tables and hearths (Ferguson 1992:21). In the British colonies
ans well as Spanish Florida, Native American pottery has been found which resembles popular
European forms of that era (Singleton 1991:160; Vernon 1988; Vernon and Cordell 1993)
Colonoware Classication
River Burnished is a late 18th/early 19th century ”well-red, well-burnished colonoware“
(Anthony 2001:10; Ferguson 1989:188). The paste is typically micaceous, contains ne sand,
and is non-laminar. Due to the ring techniques, River burnished is a hard earthenware. Vessels
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are usually thin, at 3-7mm. The vessels were produced by means of modelling (Anthony
2001:10; Ferguson 1989:188). Vessel forms characteristic to River burnished are straight-sided,
at-bottomed unrestricted bowls, and relatively straight to vertical-necked jars, sometimes with
strap handles (Anthony 2001:10). This style is also characterized by the use of colored sealing
wax for decorative painting (South 1974:185; Ferguson 1992:90).
Some believe that River burnished colonoware was manufactured by the Catawba Indians
(Anthony 2001:10-11). Ferguson cites an account by Phillip Porcher, a mid-19th century South
Carolinian, of Catawba Indians traveling to Charleston and selling their wares along the way to
African Americans (1992:90). There is not historical documentation of the extent of this trade
system. The Catawba sold earthenware throughout the lowcountry to both blacks and whites
(Espenshade 1993:5-6; Crane 1993; 5). Steven Baker states that the Catawba made these vessels
for sale around Charleston, mainly to African Americans (South 1974:185). The Catawba in
South Carolina presently make pottery which resembles colonoware (Singleton 1991:160), but
this does not negate the possibility that River burnished may also have been manufactured by
African Americans. Ferguson classied River burnished under such a broad description as to
include both Catawba and African-American produced vessels. A major reason for this is that
the Catawba and other Native Americans, and African American slaves were in contact with
one another and therefore the traits cannot be classied as strictly belonging to one or the
other. Some African Americans even lived among the Catawba. Additionally, there is very little
archaeological data on the Catawba, and thus little for comparison with 18th century colonowares
(Ferguson 1989:187). Finally, African Americans also sold colonoware at the Charleston market
(Crane 1993:5). Excavations have shown a very high percentage of colonowares present at the
18th century beef market in Charleston (Crane 1993:5).
Yaughan is an early 18th to mid 19th century low-red, less burnished colonoware occurring most frequently on African American settlements. The paste is coarser and less well red
than River burnished. The vessels are hand molded creating a laminar paste. The vessel walls
are thicker and less uniform, and often exhibit incomplete oxidation. Occasionally the surface is
burnished, however they are usually crudely smoothed (Anthony 2001:11-12). Ferguson states
that unsmoothed surfaces were produced for better grip, supporting the suggestion that Yaughan
is a more utilitarian style of colonoware (1992:31). The surface was smoothed by hand or tooled
by shaving or the use of a pebble or stick. Yaughan is the least well made of the colonoware
vessels, though the tooled vessels are of better quality than the smoothed ones (Wheaton and
Garrow 1989:178). Bowls are the most frequent vessel form; however ‘chamber pots, bottles,
cups, plates, and lidded vessels’ are also found. Non-container items include pipes, gaming
pieces, and marbles (Anthony 2001:11).
Lesesne lustered is an early 18th to early 19th century colono ware, rst identied by Ron
Anthony in 1986. Although we do not know the identity of the makers of Lesesne lustered, it is
commonly found near planter occupations (Anthony 2001:12). Lesesne lustered is characterized
by a non-laminar, ne to medium paste which lacks temper. The surfaces of Lesesne lustered
vessels are burnished, however the burnishing is not as dened as on River burnished. Though
nicely red, it is not as well red as River Burnished. The vessels are thicker than River
burnished, yet more uniform than Yaughan (Anthony 2001:13). A common characteristic is
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a bulbous lip (Anthony 1986:7-37). The most common vessel forms are bowls, both straight
and convex-sided with slightly rounded to almost at bottoms, frequently characterized by a
distinctive bulbous lip. Additional vessel forms consist of necked and neckless jars, bottles,
cups, and multi-podal vessels reminiscent of some early European vessel forms, as well as lids,
loop and strap handles (Anthony 2001:13).
Colonoware Distribution
In my analysis of the colonoware at 14 Legare, all non-residual colonoware sherds were
used; those smaller than a dime were not analyzed. I compared the distribution of Yaughan,
Lesesne lustered, and River burnished in the late 18th and early 19th century assemblages to
determine if there was any difference in the colonoware assemblage through time. For the late
18th century I divided the site by the four large features lled by Edwards. The function of
the yard changed with the purchase of the property by Edwards; therefore I divided the 19th
century deposits horizontally by function: the formal garden, middle garden, work yard, and rear
garden/work area. The following late 18th century deposits were considered
N35E80/N40E75 - zone 5
N75E154/160 - zones 5, 6, 7 of feature 226
N50E105/N50E110 - feature 24
N35E80/N40E75/N40E85 - feature 66
N40E75 - feature 67
N40E75 - feature 70
N20E170 - feature 109
N25E75/N30E75 - feature 165
N25E75/N30E75 - feature 168
N45E145 - feature 187
I then examined the zone 3 and zone 3a deposits across the site which date to the early 19th
century. Comparison between these and the features above should show any difference in the
colonoware styles between the 18th and early 19th centuries.
The late 18th century deposits contained 246 colonoware sherds. These included 80
Yaughan, 143 Lesesne lustered, and 23 River burnished. The colonoware in feature 24 comprised 17.9% of its overall ceramic assemblage. The colonoware from the 12 Legare house
(N40E85 etc.) Comprised 3.36% of the total ceramics there. Feature 187 had a colonoware
proportion of 5.9%. Feature 226 contained 11.75 colonowares.
The following percentages were derived only from within the total colonoware assemblage itself (see table 8-3). Feature 24 contained 75 colonoware sherds. Of these, 13.3% were
Yaughan, 72% were Lesesne lustered and 14.6% were River burnished. Feature 66 contained 11
sherds, 54.5% Yaughan and 45% Lesesne lustered. Feature 67 contained 3 sherds, two of which
were Yaughan. Feature 70 did not contain any colonoware. Feature 109 contained 15 sherds,
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33.3% Yaughan, 40% Lesesne lustered, and 26.6% River burnished. Feature 165 also lacked any
colonoware. Feature 168 contained 8 sherds; 63.5% Yaughan and 37.5% Lesesne lustered. The
various proveniences of feature 226 contained 101 sherds, with Yaughan averaging 30%, Lesesne
lustered at 55%, and River burnished as much as 20%
In the early 19th century deposits there were 155 colonoware sherds. From all of the
early 19th century deposits there was a total of 38 Yaughan sherds, 110 Lesesne lustered, and 7
River burnished. The colonoware in zone 3 was 3.8% of the total ceramic assemblage. The
colonoware in zone 3a comprised 2.9% of the total ceramic assemblage.
The following percentages for the 19th century colonoware are from only within the
colonoware assemblage rather than the total ceramic assemblage (see table 8-4). The formal
garden contained 13.6% Yaughan, 77.3% Lesesne lustered, and 9.1% River burnished. The
middle garden contained 41.8% Yaughan and 58.8% Lesesne lustered. The work yard consisted
of 25.3% Yaughan, 71.1% Lesesne lustered, and 3.6% River burnished. The vegetable garden
contained 21.1% Yaughan, 72.9% Lesesne lustered, and 4.5% River burnished.
In the early 19th century deposits, the colonoware percentages between the yard were:
the formal garden, 14.2%, the middle garden, 10.9%, the work yard 53.5%, and the rear garden
21.3%. This suggests some segregation of activity across the yard, and the possibility of
increased activity in the vegetable garden area, compared to the formal gardens.
Even though there is a difference in the function of the yard in terms of overall frequency
of colonowares, the relative proportions of the various styles remained similar. Lesesne lustered
remained the most frequent type in the 18th and 19th centuries, with Yaughan the second and
River burnished relatively scarce. There were only four fewer Lesesne lustered sherds in the 19th
Table 8-3
Distribution of Colonoware by Types, 18th Century
Feature

# sherds

Yaughan%

Lesesne %

River Burnished%

Feature 24
Feature 66
Feature 67
Feature 70
Feature 109
Feature 165
Feature 168
N35E80 zone 5
N40E75 zone 5
Feature 226 zones 6-7 40
N70E160-170 trench
Feature 226 zones 5-7 57
N75E154-160

75
11
3
--15
--8
2
2

13.33
54.55
66.67
--33.33
--62.5
-----

72.0
45.45
33.33
--40.0
--37.5
100.0
100.0

14.6
------26.67
---------
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29.82

37.5
70.18

20.0
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century deposits compared to the 18th century, while the number of Yaughan and River burnished
sherds declined by half. This suggests that Lesesne lustered may have been a common market
ware. On rural sites Lesesne lustered is the most common colonoware found in association with
the planter houses (Anthony 2001:12). It is likely that African American servants and cooks
used Lesesne lustered regularly in the planter household and kitchen. If African American slaves
were most frequently making Lesesne lustered to be used in the planter house they were most
likely making it also as a market ware. The sale of colonoware as a market ware by Native
Americans and African Americans continued into the early 19th century (Ferguson 1992:90).
Since 14 Legare is an urban site, colonoware was most likely obtained at the market rather than
through on-site manufacture. And like rural sites, the colono ware was most likely obtained and
used by the African American servants and cooks for household use.
The rear vegetable garden area lacked any concentration of 18th century ll. There is a
signicant amount of colonoware present in the early 19th century zones here. One explanation
for this is that the rear area was where Simmons deposited his trash; when Edwards lled the
well and outbuilding foundations he simply removed the large deposits of refuse from that area.
During my vessel analysis I found a cross-mend between a late 18th century sherd and a sherd
found in a zone 3a deposit. This could illustrate that the late 18th century rubbish was moved
from the rear garden and then later redeposited in the early 19th century. Another explanation
is that the construction of the vegetable garden, and the lling of the lowlying marsh here,
could had have re-distributed some of the 18th century refuse. Further analysis of the ceramic
assemblage in the rear garden is needed to explain this. The lack of 18th century refuse in the rear
garden remains curious (see Chapter V).
Table 8-4
Distribution of Colonware Types, 19th Century
Area of Yard

Yaughan%

Lesesne %

River Burnished%

Formal Garden
Middle Garden
Work Yard
Rear Garden

13.64
41.18
25.30
21.21

77.27
58.82
71.08
72.97

9.09
--3.62
4.51

Vessel Analysis
The recovery and restoration of several complete vessels, as well as a signicant sample
of rim fragments, base fragments, handles, and a pipe from the late 18th century deposits allowed
me to analyze the colonoware assemblage for common vessel forms. All non-residual (those
larger than a nickel) colonoware sherds were used. The reconstructed vessels included ve
Yaughan vessels, three bowls and two globular jars. The three Lesesne lustered vessels included
two bowls and one chamber pot-like vessel (gures 8-7 and 8-8). The ve River burnished
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Table 8-5
Distribution of Vessel Elements
Vessels:
Rim fragments
Base fragments
Handles
Stub stem pipe

9
1

Yaughan
5
20
7
4
--

Lesesne
3
6
--

River Burnished
5

8
--

1
--

Location: I noted the location, but because all of the colonoware originated from 18th
century ll, I found location to be of secondary signicance.
Classication: Yaughan, Lesesne lustered, or River burnished.
Vessel form: When possible, I noted whether the vessel was a bowl or globular jar.
Lip form: I classied them as rounded, attened, or bulbous.
Rim form: The rims were either everted or straight.
Surface treatment: Incising and painting were noted when present
Appendages: These included four handles.
Base form: I classied vessels as foot ringed, attened, or raised attened.
I considered other attributes but found these were superuous to analysis of stylistic inuences.
vessels included four bowls and one globular jar (table 8-5). The vessel attributes that I used
are listed and explained below:

Figure 8-7: Colono ware bowls from N50E165
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None of the Yaughan
vessels exhibited any
European inuence. One
of the Yaughan globular
jars was of non-European
form and had seventeen
diagonal incised lines on
the shoulder, with
suggestion of four more
deteriorated lines or dots
(see gure 8-10). This
could be a maker’s mark
or have some religious
meaning. I discovered
similar maker’s marks on
examples of Kenyan pottery. The number and
distance between the lines
represents the symbol of
the manufacturer’s clan,
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and is passed down for generations (Barbour and Wandibba 1989:91-92). Further
research is needed to
explain the signicance of
the incised lines, but they
are currently interpreted as
African, rather than European or Native in origin.
One of the Yaughan bowls
was composed of six fragments, none of which were
rims. The wall of this
vessel exhibited soot, indicating the vessel was used
in an open re. The base
was attened, and exhibited
a 6cm by 5cm oval fraction, Figure 8-8: Colono ware vessel in chamber pot form, feature 24
which is a possible spall
mark. This could be evidence of on-site manufacture or the vessel could have
been brought to the site
as a lower-quality market
ware. Another Yaughan
bowl exhibited some red
lming on the exterior and
interior of the vessel, and
there was some glossy black
coloration on the exterior, as
well. These vessels were
of non-European form, and
may be the property of African American residents.
One Lesesne
lustered bowl was also of
non-European form. The
other Lesesne lustered bowl
had a slightly everted foot
ring (gure 8-9). The foot
ring was 5.5mm thick and
Figure 8-9: Colono ware bowl with European-style foot ring, feature 226
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10cm in diameter. The Lesesne lustered globular chamber pot-like vessel also offers clear
evidence of European inuence. On the exterior and interior there appears to be some soot. This
suggests that the style, but not the function, of the vessel was copied by the pottery owners. The
vessel manufacturer could have modeled the vessel after a European chamber pot, yet the vessel
still functioned as a cooking pot.
The River burnished globular jar is of non-European form with a rounded base.
The exterior is decorated with red and black paint (gure 8-10). Also on the exterior,
along the shoulder of the vessel, were incised lines in groups of sevens. Randomly placed
elsewhere are incised lines,
some singly, and others in
groups of three, six, seven,
and nine. Additionally,
there is a group of four
lines with a fth diagonal
line, representing a tally
mark of ve. There is
also six incised lines with
three beneath them. Again
these could be a maker’s
mark, decorations, or religious markings. One of the
River burnished bowls has a
Figure 8-10: Examples of globular jars from feature 226
scalloped rim which resembles the crenellated rims of
th
Staffordshire combed and trailed slipwares of the 18 century. Another River burnished shallow
bowl has what may be a spalling mark, a 3.7cm by 3cm fracture. Again, this could be evidence
of on-site manufacture or purchase of an inferior ware.
All but ve of the rim fragments were tooled and attened. One Lesesne lustered rim
fragment was smoothed. On Lesesne lustered rim fragment was tooled so that it rose diagonally
toward the exterior. Two Yaughan and one Lesesne lustered rims were tooled only. Two of the
Yaughan rim fragments had black paint on the exterior. One of the Lesesne lustered had red paint
on the exterior. Only one of the rim fragments contained any denite European characteristics;
this was a Yaughan rim sherd from a bowl that had a widely aring lip. The rim was also
tooled and attened.
There was one Yaughan fragment with a at raised base. This style resembles the bases
of European slipware and stoneware vessels. This sherd, however, also had red paint on the
exterior. This could be another example of replicating European vessel form but not function or
decoration. There was also a Lesesne lustered fragment with a at raised based and one with
a foot ring. This was completely vertical, .5cm thick and 7.5cm in diameter. The one River
burnished based fragment had a foot ring.
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Of the four Yaughan handles, three were strap handles and one was square in crosssection. Strap handles are a European form. Further evidence of European inuence can be seen
in the undecorated stub stem pipe bowl of Yaughan. This pipe form is European.
The assemblage exhibited a trend toward tooled and attened rims. Thirty-two out of
the 37 rims were nished in this manner. Further analysis of lip and rim forms on 18th century
colonoware might reveal broader trends. Bowls were the most common vessel form, mirroring
the results of Espenshade’s 1996 study. He also noted that late 18th century assemblages exhibit a
lower frequency of European style elements, a trend mirrored at 14 Legare.
There was also the presence of two possible spalling marks, one on a Yaughan vessel
and the other on a River burnished vessel. This could be evidence of on-site manufacture, or of
purchase of inferior wares. Further research is needed on this topic.
Conclusion
This analysis suggests that the late 18th century colonoware at 14 Legare was used
principally by the African American residents as a household item. The colonoware tends to be
African in style and decoration. African characteristics which dominate the assemblage include
hemispherical bowls globular jars, incised lines, and red and black painting. Soot was present on
several vessels. Especially signicant was the presence of soot on the chamber pot-like vessel.
Here is possible evidence of a European vessel form, yet the use of the vessel was not that
practiced by Europeans. The majority of the vessels were undecorated and manufactured through
molding rather than coiling, giving further evidence of African-American origin and use.
European inuence, though present, is minimal. Evidence of European inuence
included foot-ringed bowls, raised at-based vessels, strap handles, a chamber pot-like vessel,
scalloped rims, a bowl with ared lip, and a stub stem pipe. Only three of the thirteen restorable
vessels portrayed European inuences. Only one out of thirty-seven rim fragments closely
exhibited European attributes. Only four out of the fourteen base fragments demonstrated
European inuence. Likewise, River burnished ware, the ware most popular with Europeans, is
a minority type. The small percentage of River burnished vessels throughout the late 18th and
early 19th centuries may further support the hypothesis that colonoware was an African American
household item.
There are many possibilities for further analyzing the colonoware at 14 Legare street. The
site can be compared to the Miles Brewton assemblage, since Brewton’s trash was found on the
site (Chapter V). Legare can also be compared to other lowcountry sites, whether rural or urban.
This study can be expanded to shed new light on communal trash deposits. Further research
into traditional forms of African pottery is also needed so that we can clearly attribute the styles
elements. Research on the Catawba and their historic pottery would also allow us to assess their
contributions to the colonoware assemblage more accurately. Further research on manufacturers
of colonoware will allow us to better understand cultural interaction and creolization in the
lowcountry.
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Summary
The archaeological project at 14 Legare Street is the largest study of an urban townhouse
ever conducted in the city. As such, it has provided sound data to support some previouslyproposed ideas, and provided new information that have changed some previously-held ideas. Of
particular signicance was the discovery of the 18th century deposits and, because of previous
excavations at an adjoining site, the ability to pinpoint the origin of that refuse. This is
tremendously signicant to the study of urban archaeological sites and how they are formed, and
this information will inuence how future sites are studied. The project also demonstrated
for the rst time that fragile, even ephemeral, evidence of gardens and gardening can survive
in an urban setting, where the archaeological record is subject to continuous occupation and
impact. There was ample evidence for the form and layout of the garden; here archaeology
proved to be the overwhelming, if not the only, source of data on this topic. The recovery of
intact evidence for George Edwards garden will no doubt lead to investigations of other historic
gardens in the city.
The project also demonstrated that archaeological evidence can be uneven on an otherwise well-preserved site. In contrast to the garden, there was relatively little evidence for the
material wealth of the residents, at least in terms of small material possessions. Comparison
of the inventory of the Simmons estate and the archaeological remains show little overlap. The
material trappings of the gentry simply weren’t cycled into the archaeological record, at least on
this site. The everyday possessions that are rarely discussed in documents or handed down to
descendants are instead well represented in the everyday rubbish of both master and slave. The
presence of Miles Brewton’s refuse on this property supports the suggestion that Simmons and
Edwards, in turn, found another location for much of their refuse.
Interpretation of 14 Legare Street is a study of complexity. For there are no simple
answers, for specic questions such as construction dates - or for complex questions, such as
George Edwards’ self-perception. As archaeology, and indeed other disciplines, have matured,
the answers to posed questions have become more fragmented and less clear-cut. A simple
one-to-one search for African survivals has revealed a dynamic creolized culture, adapting to new
and shared experiences through cultural mediation. Likewise, study of renement reveals that
the American elite copied English and other European fashions, inventions, and ideas, but molded
them to t their new world experience, an experience that included daily contact with enslaved
people of African descent. Interpretations presented here, then, are far from nal or denitive.
While the current research project on the 14 Legare property are drawing to a close, study and
reinterpretation of the site may continue indenitely.
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Appendix I
Analysis of Pollen Samples from a 19th Century
Garden in Charleston, South Carolina
John G. Jones, Ph.D.
Palynology Laboratory
Department of Anthropology
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-4352

A total of 15 sediment samples were submitted to the Texas A&M University Palynology
Laboratory for fossil pollen analysis. These samples were selected from excavations at 14 Legare
Street, from features associated with 18th and 19th Century landscape and garden features (Table
1). In addition, a modern surface sample from the property was also examined to provide
baseline data from the area. It was anticipated that an analysis of fossil pollen recovered in these
sediments might provide some insights into past gardening activities and landscape practices
at the site.
Early on, it was recognized that well-preserved fossil pollen would probably not be
recovered from these sediments. Rather, it was thought that of the clearly distorted pollen
assemblages that were found, at least some identications could be made that might provide
some idea of what had been grown on the property in the past.
Methodology
Recognizing that highly oxidizing environment in the Charleston area is not conducive
to pollen preservation, and that many of the grains recovered might be in poor condition, a
conservative pollen extraction technique was employed in the isolation of fossil grains from
the sediments. The samples were rst quantied (15 mls), placed in sterile beakers, and a
known quantity of exotic tracer spores was added to each sample. Here, Lycopodium spp. spores
The Charleston Museum
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Table 1
Proveniences of the 14 Legare Street Pollen Samples
Laboratory
Sample
Number
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
-

Counted
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

FS#
223
275
677
377
511
141
135
331
440
479
626
157
215
485
678
-

Unit
N25 E110
Plant Hole Feature #74
N40 E115
Plant Hole Feature #88
N10 E25
Plant Hole Feature #179
N70 E210
Zone 3a In Back
N65 E265
Zone 3a In Back
N30 E20
Zone 3 In Front
N5 E20
Zone 3 In Front
N20 E170
Zone 3 In Middle Garden
N50 E165
Zone 3 In Work Yard
N50 E110
Zone 3 In Work Yard
N40 E110
Feature 28
N25 E40
Zone 2 Front Garden
N35 E80
18th Century Provenience
N92 E220
Work Yard Feature #158
N50 105
Work Yard Feature #24
Modern Site Surface

were chosen as an exotic, because these spores are unlikely to be found in the actual fossil
pollen assemblages from this region. Tracer spores are added to samples for two reasons. First,
by adding a known quantity of exotic spores to a known quantity of sediment, fossil pollen
concentration values can be calculated. Second, in the event that no fossil pollen is observed in
the sediment sample, the presence of Lycopodium tracer spores veries that processor error was
not a factor in the pollen loss.
Following the addition of the tracer spores, the samples were washed with concentrated
Hydrochloric Acid. This step removed carbonates and dissolved the bonding agent in the tracer
spore tablets. The samples were then rinsed in distilled water, sieved through 150 micron
mesh screens and swirled to remove the heavier inorganic particles. Next the samples were
consolidated, and 70% Hydrouoric Acid was added to the residues to remove unwanted
silicates. After the silicates had been removed, the residues were rinsed thoroughly, and sonicated
in a Delta D-5 sonicator for 30 seconds. This step deocculated the residues, allowing for the
effectively removal of all colloidal material smaller than two microns.
Next, the samples were dehydrated in Glacial Acetic Acid, and were subjected to an
acetolysis treatment (Erdtman 1960) consisting of 9 parts Acetic Anhydride to 1 part concentrated
Sulfuric Acid. During this process, the samples were placed in a heating block for a period not
exceeding 8 minutes. This step removed most unwanted organic materials, including cellulose,
hemi-cellulose, lipids and proteins, and converted these materials to water-soluble humates. The
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samples were then rinsed until a neutral Ph was achieved.
Following this treatment, the samples were next subjected to a heavy density separation
using Zinc Bromide (Sp.G. 2.00). Here, the lighter organic fraction was isolated from the heavier
minerals. After this treatment, the lighter pollen and organic remains were collected, and washed
in 1% KOH to remove any remaining humates. The residues were then dehydrated in absolute
alcohol, and transferred to a glycerine medium for curation in
glass vials.
Slides were prepared using glycerine, and identications were made on a Jenaval compound stereomicroscope at 400-1250x magnication. Identications were conrmed by using the
Palynology Laboratory's extensive pollen reference collection.
A standardized technique was employed in counting the fossil pollen, where a 200 grain
count was made for each sample, as suggested by Barkley (1934). This technique is standard
practice among most palynologists, and, if the pollen is well-preserved, is thought to reect past
vegetation or economic plant use fairly well. Following the achievement of a 200 grain count, the
remainder of a slide was carefully scanned for economic or other signicant taxa not recorded
during the actual counting. Identiable ferns (Osmunda, cinnamon fern) were counted in each
sample outside of the 200 grain count.
Concentration values were calculated for all samples. Hall (1981) and Bryant and Hall
(1993) note that concentration values below 2,500 grains/ml of sediment may not be wellreective of past conditions, and usually record a differentially-preserved assemblage. As a
result, counts with low concentration values should be viewed with caution.
Results
Fossil pollen was noted in all of the samples from the 14 Legare Street property.
However, in several cases, fossil pollen concentrations were so low that 200 grain counts could
not be made. In these cases of low pollen concentration, it was clear that most fossil grains had
been lost through selective degradation. Here, the most fragile grains had been destroyed through
bacterial or fungal degradation, leaving behind only those grains which were originally dispersed
in quantity, extremely durable and readily recognizable even when poorly preserved. In fact, in
most samples, these durable and recognizable grains tend to dominate the assemblages verifying
that differential preservation has occurred in all of the site sediments. Nevertheless, we were able
to make 200 grain counts in 8 of the samples, as well as the modern surface sample, identifying at
least 48 different taxa (Tables 2 and 3).
Concentration values for the samples are generally quite low (Table 4), in keeping with
the oxidized nature of the sediments. Values ranged from 764 to 4337 fossil grains per ml
of sediment, as compared to the modern surface sample which contained 11,868 grains/ml.
Most of these samples fall well below acceptable limits outlined by Hall (1981). Still, species
identications are valuable and some information and inferences can be gleaned from these.
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Discussion
It is important to realize that, due to poor or differential preservation, the pollen assemblages identied in the 14 Legare Street samples probably bear little resemblance to the grains
originally deposited in the sediments. Bioturbation is a signicant problem in many sites, and the
reworking of sediments through the action of earthworms and other mechanisms frequently blurs
the divisions between strata. As a result, we can rarely assign pollen taken from deposits from a
certain depth to a known time period unless the deposits are clearly sealed and unmixed. It may
be best to view all of the samples examined for this study as representing the entire pre-modern
historic period of this site. There is good evidence that the pollen recovered from this site is
indeed not modern pollen that has been re-worked into the sediments. Castanea (chestnut) pollen
was noted in three samples. Chestnut populations are dramatically reduced from their numbers
earlier in the 20th Century due to a blight, and the presence of a few chestnut pollen grains
suggests that the pollen grains we are observing in the archaeological sediments are not modern.
Most of the pollen grains identied in the assemblages reect normal background (pollen
rain) taxa, and are of little value in interpretation. However, there are a number of pollen taxa
that are more local in their distribution. These types reect plants that were likely to have
been present in the site area in the past. These economic and potentially economic species are
signicant and may offer some glimpses into past conditions at the site.
Economic Pollen Taxa
A number of plant species were identied in the garden samples which are of known
economic value. these types include cultigens and species exotic to the site area. Pollen taxa in
this category include Narcissus, Tulipa, Cerealea and Zea mays.
Narcissus sp. (daffodil) pollen was found in three of the samples. This grain is rarely
found in archaeological sediments and indicates that these plants were almost certainly grown in
the vicinity in the past. Similarly, Tulipa sp. (tulip) pollen is also a rarely found grain. This single
tulip grain was in perfect condition suggesting that it may have been a modern contaminant. Both
daffodils and tulips are insect pollinated, thus the owers produce relatively small amounts of
pollen. Unless carried off by an insect, the pollen tends to remain close to the ower and would
not be expected in sediments far from the source. I suspect that in the past, daffodils were grown
quite near these excavation units.
Cerealea pollen are large grass pollen grains, presumably from domesticated species,
including wheat, oats, rye and barley. The process of domestication has resulted in these grains
being quite large compared to wild grasses, although some amount of grain size overlap does
occur. While positive identication is not possible, the large size of these pollen grains compared
to other grass grains from the site suggests that these are probably domesticates. Their presence
in the site sediments may signal the past occurrence or cultivation of one or more of these plants
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in the area. However, the grains could also have been introduced into the sediments via horse or
cow dung used as fertilizer, as some Cerealea species are known to have been used as fodder.
Zea mays (maize or corn) pollen is the only grass species that is positively identiable.
Because of its large size, pollen from maize would not be likely to travel far from the source
plant. This species shows up in three samples from the site, and was probably grown on the
premises in the past.
Potential Economic Pollen Taxa
A number of pollen types identied in the 14 Legare Street sample must be considered as
potential economic types. These types include species that could occur in the region naturally, but
are also known to have economic value and have been cultivated elsewhere. Potential economic
pollen taxa include Brassicaceae, Apiaceae, Artemisia, Liliaceae, Rosaceae, Cornus cf orida,
Juglans nigra, Myrica, Prunus, Sambucus and Viburnum.
The Family Brassicaceae includes a number of economic plants, including mustard,
rapeseed, broccoli, cauliower, cabbage and brussel sprouts. Generally, the pollen from this
family does not travel far from the plant as it is strictly insect pollinated. However, there are
several weedy species in this family and pollen from this family is encountered in archaeological
samples with some regularity. Brassicaceae pollen was encountered in 7 of the 8 pollen samples
counted from this site, suggesting both that these plants were grown on the site in the past and
that they were probably cultivated, and not simply weeds.
A number of economic plants are found in the Apiaceae or Umbelliferae family. These
plants include celery, parsley, carrots and Queen Anne's lace, although there are a number of wild
species, as well. Apiaceae pollen was noted in three of the pollen samples.
A single Artemisia (sage or wormwood) pollen grain was encountered in one sample.
Although Artemisia is a widely cultivated ornamental, it is possible that this single grain is from
an uncommon weed.
Several different forms of Liliaceae (lily family) pollen were observed in the samples.
Although generic level identications are not possible, it is likely that at least some of these
grains represent cultivated species.
The single Rosaceae (rose family) grain noted from the site could not be identied below
the family level. This grain may represent any number of potential economics, including roses,
blackberries, apples or pears.
A single Cornus pollen grain was also noted in the sample. this plant, although imperfectly preserved, possessed morphological characteristics similar to those from Cornus orida
(owering dogwood). Pollen from this plant rarely travels far from its source, and although this
plant is represented by only a single pollen grain, likely indicates that a dogwood tree was on
or near the property in the past. It is also possible that the grain represents Cornus stricta, the
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stiffcornel dogwood, another local ornamental. Both species of dogwood are indigenous to the
area and have been widely cultivated in the past.
Juglans nigra (black walnut) is not native to this region, although it occurs further inland
in South Carolina. However, black walnut is valuable as both a timber tree and an ornamental,
and it is likely that a tree of this species was cultivated in the area. Pollen from this species can
travel by the wind, and the fact that only a single grain of this plant was found suggests it was
probably not present on the property in the past.
Myrica (wax myrtle) is a common plant in this region and it produces an ample amount
of pollen. As a result, a certain amount of Myrica pollen is to be expected in the pollen
assemblages. However, in the pollen samples from FS#485 (the work yard, Feature 158), 17%
of the assemblage was made up of Myrica pollen, while elsewhere at the site, the occurrence
of this plant does not exceed 4.5%. Wax myrtle is frequently cultivated as an ornamental plant,
and the high occurrence of Myrica pollen suggests that this plant had been grown near Feature
158 sometime in the past.
Prunus pollen is a rare grain the 14 Legare Street assemblages, where it occurs in only
two samples as well as the modern surface sample. A number of important cultivated varieties
of this plant are known, including peach, apricot, almond, cherry and plum. These plants are
all insect pollinated and grains rarely travel far from the source trees. It seems likely that some
variety of Prunus was present on or near the property in the past.
Sambucus or elderberry pollen was identied in three samples. Although native to the
southeastern United States, elderberry is sometimes planted as an ornamental or economic plant.
Viburnum is another common native plant that has some economic value as an ornamental
shrub or tree. Pollen from this plant was identied in two samples as well as in the modern
surface sample. Pollen from this plant does not generally travel far from the source, thus it is
likely that there is now and once were Viburnum plants in the site vicinity.
A number of other plants identied in the 14 Legare Street pollen assemblages, although
probably not important economics, warrant comments. Solidago-type (goldenrod) and Liguliorae (dandelion or chickory) Asteraceae grains were noted in several of the pollen samples.
Although mostly viewed as weeds, these plants have been kept in gardens in the past. A single
Malvaceae (mallow family) pollen grain may also signal past cultivation of this plant, although it
too may have been present in the site area as a weed.
A number of tree species are represented by pollen, including Acer (maple), Carpinus/
Ostrya (hornbeam/hop hornbeam), Castanea (chestnut), Celtis (hackberry), Corylus (hazelnut),
Fraxinus (ash), Liquidambar (sweet gum), Nyssa aquatica (water tupelo) and N. sylvatica (black
tupelo), Pinus (pine), Platanus (sycamore), Quercus (oak), Salix (willow), TCT (juniper and bald
cypress) and Ulmus (elm). Pollen grains from most of these taxa are present in numbers that
suggest that their pollen represents the normal pollen rain for this part of the country. Oak pollen,
relatively high in these samples, is widely dispersed in the southeastern United States. Oak trees
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have always been important landscape elements in cities, and its pollen would be expected in
relatively high percentages, even in urban settings. One taxa that might be anomalous, however,
is Robinia (black locust). This plant is insect pollinated, and its grains are uncommon in
archaeological sediments. Pollen from this plant was found in four samples suggesting that a
black locust tree may have been present on or near the property in the past.
Spatial Distribution
Unfortunately, little interpretation of spatial distribution is possible beyond simple observation of plant occurrence. Generally poor pollen preservation and probable vertical mixing of
historic-age sediments precludes a detailed analysis.
The pollen samples from 14 Legare Street can be broken down spatially into three area:
The front yard area, the middle workyard area and the back yard area. Disregarding depth, there
are some minor trends which might offer some clues as to which plants might have been grown
in which areas in the past.
Pollen preservation from around the presumed 18th Century front garden context is
generally quite poor. In fact, only two samples contained pollen present in quantities allowing for
analysis, samples FS# 135 and FS# 215. The introduction of large quantities of oyster shell as a
bedding for the garden path may have been partially responsible for the poor pollen preservation.
It is suspected that the calcium carbonate shell articially raised the soil pH in the area creating
an environment highly destructive to fossil pollen preservation. Interestingly, both of the pollen
samples examined contained fossil Zea mays grains suggesting that at some time, maize may
been grown near this area. Brassicaceae pollen was noted in FS# 215, as well.
The middle yard area had slightly better pollen preservation, where three samples contained identiable pollen grains, FS# 223, FS# 275 and FS# 626. These samples were collected
from various features in the area. All samples contain Brassicaceae pollen, while two contain
Narcissus grains and two contain Robinia grains. Because all of these taxa are suspected
cultivars, it seems likely that in the past various gardening activities have taken place in this area.
The highest occurrence of Robinia pollen is from FS626, and it might be tempting to suggest
that a black locust tree might have been near this area sometime in the past. However, lesser
numbers of Robinia grains were also noted at the extreme ends of the property as well, in FS#
135 and FS# 485.
The back yard area also shows some sign of having been used for gardening in the past.
Three samples from this area yielded pollen counts, FS# 377, FS# 511 and FS# 485. The pollen
count from FS# 377 documents the presence of both maize and Brassicaceae grains while nearby
FS# 485 shows both daffodil and tulip pollen. Interestingly, It is this sample that also contains
very high levels of Myrica (wax myrtle) pollen suggesting this plant may have been quite nearby.
Myrica pollen is also relatively higher in the other two samples from this area conrming that
wax myrtle was probably present in the part of the yard in the past. Sample FS# 511 contained
the highest percentage of Brassicaceae pollen implying that, if this gain does represent cultivated
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broccoli or mustard, it might have been grown in this part of the property in the past.

Summary
A total of 15 pollen samples from historic contexts at 14 Legare Street in Charleston were
examined for fossil pollen content. Eight of these samples contained enough pollen to allow for
200 grain counts to be made, although preservation was generally poor. Recognizing that pollen
loss and degradation has occurred in the samples, the data are probably most valuable as a listing
of plants likely to have been present in the area in the past.
The analysis of the pollen documented the presence of at least 48 different taxa including
both background taxa and probable cultivars. Economic pollen types identied in the samples
include Zea mays, Cerealea and Narcissus and Tulipa. Potential economics include pollen
from Brassicaceae, Apiaceae, Artemisia, Liliaceae, Rosaceae, Cornus cf orida, Juglans nigra,
Myrica, Prunus, Sambucus and Viburnum. Other taxa identied probably represent normal
background (pollen rain) pollen, however, fairly high concentrations of Robinia (black locust)
pollen suggests that this tree may have been present on the property some time in the past.
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Table 2
Pollen Taxa Identied in the Charleston Garden Samples
Taxa
Apiaceae
Artemisia
Asteraceae Low-Spine
Asteraceae High-Spine
Asteraceae Solidago-type
Asteraceae - Liguliorae
Asteraceae Cirsium-type
Brassicaceae
Caryophyllaceae
Cheno-Am
Cyperaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Fabaceae
Liliaceae
Malvaceae
Narcissus
Parthenocissus
Poaceae
Poaceae - Cerealea
Polygonum
Rosaceae
cf Tulipa
Zea mays
Acer
Carpinus/Ostrya
Carya
Castanea
Celtis
Cornus cf orida
Corylus
Fraxinus
Ilex
Juglans nigra
Liquidambar
Myrica
Nyssa aquatica
Nyssa sylvatica
Pinus
Platanus
Prunus
Quercus

Common Name
Umbel Family
Sage, Wormwood
Ragweed Group
Sunower Group
Goldenrod Type
Dandelion, Chickory
Thistle Group
Mustard Family
Pink Family
Goosefoot, Pigweed
Sedge Family
Spurge Family
Bean Family
Lily Family
Mallow Family
Daffodil
Virginia Creeper
Grass Family
Domesticated Cereal Grain
Knotweed
Rose Family
Tulip
Corn
Maple
Hornbeam, Hop Hornbeam
Hickory, Pecan
Chestnut
Hackberry
Flowering Dogwood
Hazelnut
Ash
Holly
Black Walnut
Sweet Gum
Wax Myrtle
Water Tupelo
Black Tupelo
Pine
Sycamore
Cherry, Plum
Oak
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Robinia
Salix
Sambucus
TCT
Ulmus
Viburnum
Indeterminate
Osmunda

Black Locust
Willow
Elderberry
Juniper, Bald Cypress
Elm
Viburnum
Too poorly preserved to identify
Cinnamon Fern
Table 3
Counts of Pollen Identied in the 14 Legare Street Samples

Taxa
Apiaceae
Artemisia
LS Asteraceae
HS Asteraceae
Solidago-type
Liguliorae
Cirsium-type
Brassicaceae
Caryophyllaceae
Cheno-Am
Cyperaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Fabaceae
Liliaceae
Malvaceae
Narcissus/Tulipa
Parthenocissus
Poaceae
Cerealea
Polygonum
Rosaceae
Zea mays
Acer
Carpinus/Ostrya
Carya
Castanea
Celtis
Cornus cf orida
Corylus
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223
14(7)

275
1(0.5)

FS Number
377

12(6)

1(0.5) 1(0.5)
13(6.5)

1(0.5)
1(0.5)
1(0.5)
1(0.5)

1(0.5)

3(1.5) 4(2)
4(2)
1(0.5) 2(1)
1(0.5)
2(1)
2(1)
26(13) 19(9.5)
22(11) 37(18.5)
1(0.5)
3(1.5) 4(2)

39(19.5)

1(0.5) 1(0.5) 1(0.5)
1(0.5)

1(0.5)
2(1)

6(3)
5(2.5)
1(0.5)

1(0.5) 3(1.5)
6(3) 2(1)

1(0.5)
1(0.5)
27(13.5)

511

2(1)
1(0.5)
2(1)

57(28.5)
2(1)
1(0.5)
1(0.5)

1(0.5)
1(0.5) 3(1.5)

3(1.5)
9(4.5)
1(0.5)

1(0.5)
1(0.5)
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Fraxinus
Ilex
Juglans nigra
Liquidambar
Myrica
Nyssa aquatica
Nyssa sylvatica
Pinus
Platanus
Prunus
Quercus
Robinia
Salix
Sambucus
TCT
Ulmus
Viburnum
Indeterminate
Total
Osmunda
Taxa
Apiaceae
Artemisia
LS Asteraceae
HS Asteraceae
Solidago-type
Liguliorae
Cirsium-type
Brassicaceae
Caryophyllaceae
Cheno-Am
Cyperaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Fabaceae
Liliaceae
Malvaceae
Narcissus/Tulipa
Parthenocissus
Poaceae
Cerealea
Polygonum
Rosaceae
Zea mays
Acer

1(0.5)
1(0.5)

3(1.5) 2(1)
1(0.5)
2(1)
48(24)

9(4.5) 9(4.5)
2(1) 1(0.5)
1(0.5)
50(25) 34(17) 31(15.5)
2(1)
1(0.5)

49(24.5)

31(15.5)
19(9.5)
3(1.5)
1(0.5) 1(0.5)

1(0.5)

5(2.5) 10(5)
2(1)
2(1)
14(7)
200(100)
4
135

8(4)

16(8)
200(100)
7
626

9(4.5) 7(3.5) 13(6.5)

46(23)

7(3.5)

1(0.5)

2(1)
1(0.5)
12(6)
8(4)
200(100)
200(100)
3
7
215
485
1(0.5) 1(0.5)

14(7)

1(0.5) 1(0.5) 1(0.5) 4(2)
2(1)
5(2.5) 1(0.5)
1(0.5) 2(1)
2(1)
1(0.5)
2(1)
1(0.5)
4(2)
1(0.5)
12(6)
30(15)
10(5)
9(4.5)
3(1.5) 3(1.5) 13(6.5)
2(1)
1(0.5)
1(0.5) 1(0.5)

3(1.5)
1(0.5)

23(11.5)

2(1)

4(2)

41(20.5)
20(10) 25(12.5)
1(0.5) 1(0.5) 3(1.5)
1(0.5)
1(0.5)

1(0.5)
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Carpinus/Ostrya
Carya
Castanea
Celtis
Cornus cf orida
Corylus
Fraxinus
Ilex
Juglans nigra
Liquidambar
Myrica
Nyssa aquatica
Nyssa sylvatica
Pinus
Platanus
Prunus
Quercus
Robinia
Salix
Sambucus
TCT
Ulmus
Viburnum
Indeterminate
Total
Osmunda
Apiaceae
Artemisia
LS Asteraceae
HS Asteraceae
Solidago-type
Liguliorae
Cirsium-type
Brassicaceae
Caryophyllaceae
Cheno-Am
Cyperaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Fabaceae
Liliaceae
Malvaceae
Narcissus/Tulipa
Parthenocissus
Poaceae
Cerealea
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1(0.5)
1(0.5)

2(1)

2(1)

1(0.5)

1(0.5) 2(1)
2(1)
1(0.5)

3(1.5)

1(0.5)
2(1)

1(0.5)
1(0.5)

5(2.5) 34(17)

68(34)
33(16.5)
64(32) 19(9.5)
1(0.5) 1(0.5) 1(0.5) 1(0.5)
2(1)
1(0.5)
50(25) 36(18) 48(24) 39(19.5)
1(0.5) 6(3.0)
3(1.5)
3(1.5) 1(0.5)
1(0.5) 1(0.5)
7(3.5) 7(3.5) 5(2.5) 8(4)
9(4.5) 12(6)
9(4.5) 15(7.5)
200(100)
200(100)
200(100)
6
4
2
2(1)
3(1.5)
2(1)

2(1)
6(3)
2(1)

6(3)

1(0.5)

1(0.5)

200(100)
6
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Polygonum
Rosaceae
Zea mays
Acer
Carpinus/Ostrya
Carya
Castanea
Celtis
Cornus cf orida
Corylus
Fraxinus
Ilex
Juglans nigra
Liquidambar
Myrica
Nyssa aquatica
Nyssa sylvatica
Pinus
Platanus
Prunus
Quercus
Robinia
Salix
Sambucus
TCT
Ulmus
Viburnum
Indeterminate
Total
Osmunda

2(1)
2(1)
3(1.5)

1(0.5)
1(0.5)

1(0.5)
1(0.5)
63(31.5)

1(0.5)

58(29)

27(13.5)
7(3.5)
10(5)
200(100)

Table 4
Concentration Values of Pollen Samples from 14 Legare Street
Sample
Number
Mod Surface
15
16
18
19
21
25
27
28

_

FS
Number
223
275
377
511
135
626
215
485

Concentration
Value
11,868
766
768
928
4,337
1,319
764
2,169
2,951
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Appendix II
Analysis of Soils from 14 Legare Street:
A Microfossil Survey with Respect to Reconstruction
of Garden Plantings and Fertilization Method
Karl Reinhard
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Introduction
The value of pollen analysis for identifying plantings inCharlesto has been demonstrated
by previous study. In the case of 14 Legare Street, John Jones (2000) provides a thorough
analysis of pollen, revealing a diversity of cultivated plants. I undertook a second analysis of the
sediments to determine whether or not the sediments from the Legare gardens retained sufcient
preservation for an ecological reconstruction. Ecological reconstructions depend on obtaining
200 pollen grain counts from sediments. In cases where pollen is poorly preserved, the pollen
represents an altered ecological record because of differential pollen preservation. Different
pollen types are more susceptible to decay than others. Therefore, when poor preservation conditions prevail, the most durable types preserve and the less durable types are decomposed (For
review of pollen interpretation with respect to Charleston sediments, see Reinhard 1996:204-209
and Jones, this volume). However, a survey of pollen even in sediments that do not exhibit good
preservation conditions can reveal useful data in the form of taxon-lists as accomplished for 14
Legare by Jones. Given Jones work, my task was to dene whether or not preservation was sufcient for ecological reconstruction following Reinhard’s (1989) reconstruction of deforestation
in Charleston’s colonial period.
With regard to gardens, the nature of fertilization can be addressed by microfossil
analysis. Manure, human or otherwise, have been and are used as a source of fertilization. Since
humans and different domestic anaimals have distinctive parasite eggs that are passed in the
feces, the analysis of garden sediments can reveal whether manure was used as fertilizer and
the animal source of the fertilizer. Thus, the sediments from 14 Legare street were analyzed for
evidence of parasite eggs.
Fungal spores provide an idea of the nature of the decomposition environment. Fungi are
aerobic decomposers and, generally speaking, bacteria are anaerobic decomposers. Therefore,
the presence of numbers of fungal spores indicates an aerobic decomposition environment.
Because fungi can decompose both pollen grains and parasite eggs, it is also wise to assess the
presence of fungi because this can explain the absence of pollen or parasite evidence. Thus, the
sediments from 14 Legare street were analyzed for evidence of pollen, parasites, and fungi.
The Charleston Museum
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Materials and Methods
Twenty-three sediment samples were submitted for analysis (table 1). The samples were
processed following the parasite recovery methods of Warnock and Reinhard (1992) which are
in turn based on standard pollen extraction techniques and experimental parasitological technique
by laboratories in the 1980s (Reinhard et al. 1987). Thirty milliliters of sediment were measured
from each sample and weighed. Then, 3 Lycopodium spore tablets were added to each sample
(about 1,254.2 Lycopodium spores were added to each milliliter of sediment). The 30 ml samples
were treated with hydrochloric acid to dissolve calcium carbonate. The samples were then
swirled three times to separate light remains from heavier sand particles. The sediments were
washed through a 300 micrometer mesh to lter out large organic and inorganic compounds.
Following the screening, the microscopic remains were washed three times with distilled water.
Then, preliminary scans were made of the samples to determine if further chemical processing was necessary. It was found that high content of ne silicates required further processing.
The samples were then treated for 48 hours in 42% cold hydrouoric acid. Afterwards, the
sediments were washed three times in distilled water. The samples were examined for parasite
eggs. Four slides were examined from each sample. If encountered, the number of parasite eggs
were counted as were the added Lycopodium spores. Approximately 1,254.2 Lycopodium spores
were added to each milliliter of sediment. By calculating the ratio of eggs and nits to spores, the
number of parasite remains per milliliter of sediment could be calculated.
After the parasitological analysis, the remaining sediments were processed with acetolysis
solution to dissolve cellulose. Because of the small amount of residue remaining in the
centrifuge tubes after processing, heavy density solution separation was note done for fear of
losing pollen. The samples were then washed with distilled water, alcohol, and transferred to
1 dram vials for storage. Four slides wre examined from each sample for pollen. The pollen
concentratin values were calculated for each sample based on the Lycopodium spores.
Results
The processing procedures worked very efciently with the sediment samples. About
97% of the sediment was dissolved in the extraction process. Parasite eggs were not encountered
in any slides. The fungal spores were recovered in great diversity and were by far the most
common microfossil type. There was a great diversity of types of all sorts of aperture and
surface morphology. I estimate that there were tens of thousands of fungal spores per milliliter
of sediment.
Pollen concentrations were very low for most samples (tables 2 and 3). In fact, only two
samples (18 and 19) contained enough pollen grains for a 200 grain count. However, obtaining a
200 grain count has been hampered by large amounts of ne black detrital fragments and fungal
spores that are in these samples. The pollen in all samples was poorly preserved. Many grains
were attened. Others exhibited surface alterations and breakage. Other microfossils include
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fragments of vascular tissue (xylem and phloem) and epidermal fragments. These were relatively
common in the soils.
Discussion
The abundance of fungal remains attests to aerobic soils, rich in organic material to serve
as a fungal food source. One possible source of organic-rich material is feces. However, no
parasite remains were found in the sediments. Also, feces have a distinct fungal community that
is familiar to me. A minority of the fungal remains are like those of fecal fungi but, in general,
the fungal spores are not consistent with a fecal fungus community. Therefore, there is little
evidence that feces were used as fertilizer. There is an abundance of opaque particulate material
in the sediment samples. This suggests ash, but there may be other sources of this material. Also,
the presence of decomposed plant vascular tissue and epidermis may indicate that composted
plants were the source of nutrients for the planting beds.
The abundance and diversity of fungal remains, combined with the sparsity and poor
preservation of pollen grains, confounded the pollen analysis. Fungal remains included spores,
spore sacks (ascocarps) and fruiting bodies. It is evident that the fungal community included
simple species as well as more complex mushrooms. Several fungal remain types appeared
deceptively like pollen grains. Spheroidal fungal structures, once partly decomposed and
attened, look very similar to partly decomposed pollen grains of grass, sedge, or juniper.
Therefore, unless a spheroidal structure had very distinct aperturation, I did not count it as a
pollen grain. It is possible that my method resulted in the failure to count some spheroidal
pollen grains. However, I chose to err on the conservative side rather than risk counting fungal
spores as pollen. Also, there were spiny spores, reticulate spores, and grooved fungal bodies that
resembled echinate, reticulate, and a monocolpate pollen types. Indeed, I counted one fungal
type as a possible pollen type until I found several that contained fungal spores within. At that
point I realized that the bodies were fungal fruiting structures.
With regard to pollen evidence, there is little to be revealed beyond Jones’ analysis. Most
samples had too few pollen grains for an ecological reconstruction. Strawberry pollen (frageriatype) was encountered. Fern spores were encountered. Possible pollen from the water plant
family Hydrocharitaceae was found. However, this identication was based on comparison to the
literature, not comparison to reference slides. I have no reference slides for this family.
Conclusion
The microfossil content of the 14 Legare Street garden sediments contains a fungal-rich,
pollen-poor, parasite-devoid microfossil prole. This indicates an aerobic decomposition environment that is not conducive to pollen preservation and recovery. The gardens were not
fertilized with manure. It appears that composted plant debris was a more likely source of
fertilization.
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Introduction
Phytolith (and pollen) analysis were undertaken at 14 Legare Street to investigate the 18th
and 19th c. landscapes of its houselot(s). Thirty-ve soil samples were submitted for analysis.
Samples were taken from both stratigraphic layer and excavated feature contexts. The immediate
goal of this project was, rst, to determine if diagnostic phytoliths were still preserved in the
14 Legare Street soils. If phytoliths were present and intact, a second goal was to identify
possible features within layers, potential (garden) activity areas across the property, and any
vegetation patterns. Additionally, several features, including ten identied garden-like features,
were specically submitted for analysis to try to ascertain any information about the types of
plants associated with these features.
Brief History and Archaeology of 14 Legare Street (from Stockton 1990; Zierden 1998, 1999)
14 Legare Street, also known as the Simmons-Edwards House or APineapple Gates
House,@ is located within the historic district of Charleston. The site property is a section of
Lot 243, part of the AGrand Modell of Charles-Town,@ the original formal town plan of the
City of Charleston surveyed in the 1670s (Stockton 1990:3). Lot 243 was rst granted in 1694
and passed through the hands of many owners during the 18th century. By 1770s the lot was
subdivided into two lots (12 and 14 Legare Street). The rst mention of a house on either lot is in
the 1780s, when a wooden house is noted for 12 Legare Street. Historical documentation suggests
that the wooden house was inset from the main street. Francis Simmons bought 14 Legare St. in
1800, and built a single brick house (1800-1802). The wooden house remained on 12 Legare and
was used as a rental property until 1818.
The Charleston Museum
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George Edwards bought 14 Legare in 1816 and 12 Legare in 1818, reuniting the two
lots. Oral tradition states that the wooden house was Amoved@ down the street after 1818 and
the vacant space was developed as a garden. A fence and gates were installed along Legare St.
The property remained in use and passed through several owners during the 19th century and
20th century. The earliest documentary record of the garden is a guest=s mention in 1832. The
1870s Smyths= garden records (possibly 14 Legare) are the rst to describe the garden and its
maintenance (manuring, planting g trees and geraniums, clearing out nutgrass, mowing grass).
Depictions and photographs from the 1880s provide the rst detailed view of the garden. The
current owners acquired 14 Legare Street in 1997.
Archaeological investigations of the property began in August 1998 as part of an overall
restoration project planned by owners, John and Margaret Thornton. An HVAC system was to
be installed which would have caused signicant damage to the archaeological record. Martha
Zierden of The Charleston Museum supervised excavation. Unit placement was designed to
broadly explore site areas and to address several research issues: 1) architectural change over
time, 2) the nature of the site prior to the 1800 construction of the brick house, and 3) the layout
and content of the original garden and yard. Most units shared a similar stratigraphy. The well
dened stratigraphic layers were divided into zones: Zone 1, a black topsoil with few artifacts;
Zone 2, a similar soil to Zone 1, but richer in artifacts (late 19th c); and Zone 3, a brown sand
above a sterile yellow sand or orange sandy clay also rich in artifacts (early 19th c). Zone 3 has
the greatest deal of horizontal variation in terms of content, density, and soil features. Zone 4
(18th c?) is believed to predate house construction.
Based on historical and archaeological evidence, the 14 Legare houselot can be divided
into several site areas: a front Aformal@ garden, middle Ainformal@ garden or possible orchard, a
back garden, and a work yard area. A modern dirt driveway and garden wall separate the work
yard area from the front and middle gardens. Samples for this project were concentrated in the
front garden area and in stratigraphic layer Zone 3. A few comparative samples derive from Zone
2 and Zone 4, as well as the work yard and back garden (Table 1).
Phytolith Analysis
The term Aphytolith@ derives from the Greek and can be translated as meaning Aplant
stone.@ Plants absorb hydrated silica from the soil, and phytoliths result from its deposition into
and between plant cells (Piperno 1988: 11). Silica accumulates preferentially when it is used
structurally (as in grasses, and in hair cells), and also as plants get senescent. In some plants,
the silica hardens within cells and creates a Acast@ or replica of the plant=s cells. In other cases,
hydrated silica is deposited between cells, forming less diagnostic phytolith forms. Phytoliths
can potentially form in any part of the plant (from root to leaf). Because phytoliths are formed
within a plant, they enter the soil environment when a plant drops its leaves, fruits, or seeds,
or when it dies.
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When plants die, if they are not removed, phytoliths are deposited directly into soil and
therefore can provide localized environmental data in contexts where other organics such as
seeds or pollen decay or get blown around. The vertical stability of phytoliths has been amply
demonstrated in archaeological contexts, even at sites in the tropics whose soils are subjected to
Aintensive weathering and leaching@ (Piperno 1988: 148; Grave and Kealhofer 1999). Because
of the nature of its deposition, phytolith patterning can be used to map vegetation variation in
horizontal, vertical, and buried soil landscape horizons.
Because they are composed of hydrated silica, phytoliths are extremely stable. They range
in size from less than 5 up to 200 microns and can be viewed under the magnication of a
200-400x microscope. They are colorless to light brown (mineral staining). Phytoliths can be
diagnostic at every different taxonomic level, from to species to life form (tree or arboreal). Many
phytoliths are diagnostic because the plant cells from which they are derived are taxonomically
diagnostic.
The creation of phytoliths depends, rst and foremost, on genetics, then on the nature
of the soil matrix, plant age, and available water. Not all taxa produce phytoliths. Others,
such as grasses that use silica as a structural backbone, contain abundant and diverse types of
phytoliths. Monocotyledons (Monocots), including grasses, palms, bananas, and sedges, as well
as Dicotyledons (Dicots), like nettles (Urticaceae) and Cucurbitaceae (the squash family), are
known to be high accumulators of silica. Low accumulators are nightshades, pines, water-lilies,
mint, laurels, dayowers, and buckwheat (Piperno 1988; Kealhofer and Piperno 1998).
Additionally, a single plant species may have one to many distinct phytolith shapes.
Given the variability in taxonomic specicity, redundancy, and multiplicity of phytolith types,
assemblage analysis is necessary for phytolith research. Phytolith taxa may be over- or underrepresented due to variability plant production and/or taphonomic processes. Phytoliths are
currently most diagnostic to genus, tribe, or family (rather than species) until phytolith research
can be grounded in detailed studies of regional vegetation (Pearsall 1994: 117). Nevertheless,
researchers are starting to push past the subfamily level to look at specic genera in their
identications (Piperno 1984; Bozarth 1987; Piperno and Pearsall 1993; Pearsall et al. 1995; Ball
et al. 1996; Lentfer et al. 1997; Zhou et al. 1998). In the case of some domesticates, such as
corn (Piperno 1984, Piperno et al. 1999), phytoliths diagnostic to species= variants have been
identied.
This analysis uses grass subfamilies as a measure of sample differentiation and variability. Grasses (Poaceae) provide specic habitat information. The Poaceae family includes ve
sub-families: Arundinoideae (Arundinoids), Bambusoideae (Bambusoids), Chloridoideae (Chloridoids), Panicoideae (Panicoids), and Festucoideae, also known as Pooideae (Pooids). These
grass subfamilies are linked to generalized environmental zones. Four of the subfamilies have
short cells shapes that are subfamily diagnostic: Bambusoideae, Panicoideae, Chloridoideae, and
Pooideae (Twiss 1992; Piperno 1988: 89). Chloridoideae phytoliths are most abundant in warm,
dry conditions; Panicoideae in warm, moist conditions; Bambusoideae in sub-tropical to tropical
habitats, and Pooideae in cool, moist habitats (Pearsall 1989: 319). This analysis uses Kealhofer=s
interpretation of the Twiss (1992) grass subfamily classication system, with the addition of an
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Arboreal/Dicot and an Unidentied category, to ascertain if distinctive phytolith patterning is
visible and meaningful across 14 Legare=s houselot.

Methodology
All phytolith processing and analysis was conducted at the Environmental Archaeology
Research Laboratories (EARL) at Colonial Williamsburg=s Department of Archaeological
Research (DAR). Samples were processed by standardized fractionation, wet ashing, and chemical otation techniques outlined in Piperno (1988) with a number of minor chemical and processing time modications. Processing required approximately two months before actual microscope
analysis of the phytoliths occurred. Phytoliths were mounted in a Permount mounting media and
viewed with a light microscope at 400x magnication. Phytoliths were counted to ca. 200 count
per slide to achieve a good representation of sample taxa. This arbitrary 200 count is related to
diversity of phytolith types within an assemblage. In temperate regions, where phytolith diversity
is typically low, a 200-phytolith count is usually sufcient to represent assemblage diversity,
but in tropical areas or in regions where diversity is high, the arbitrary count is often increased.
All of the 14 Legare samples contained enough diagnostic phytolith forms to reach this 200
count. The range of sizes and types of phytoliths present in the assemblage suggests differential
preservation was not an issue.
Results
All thirty-ve samples (see Table 1 for context and provenience) submitted for analysis
contained phytoliths. Diagnostic phytolith shapes and general taxonomic categories are entailed
in Table 2. In addition to an unidentied phytolith category, the listed phytolith shapes and their
taxonomic groups are the basis of this analysis.
Unidentied Forms
Ten unidentied phytolith shapes were found in the assemblage. These unidentied forms
are most likely arboreal or Dicot plants. However, these shapes have not yet been ascribed
to a plant family. Each UNID form was counted and described (see Table 3) in the hope
that at a future time they will be identied taxonomically. UNID2 and UNID10 may be forms
related to the Corylaceae and Podostemaceae families respectively. Fine-tuning this taxonomic
identication will require further review of modern day plant material, specically focusing on
domesticated and native species common to the Charleston. Only one sample, Work Yard Feature
100, had a very large percentage of UNID phytoliths.
Site Patterns
For interpretation ease, feature contexts from 14 Legare are in bold. Table 4 tabulates in
text form dominant phytolith group percentages. Figures 1-5 graphically displays the 14 Legare
site data. For a general overview of site phytolith groups refer to Figure 1. From the outset,
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three activity area patterns are visible in the phytolith patterning at 14 Legare: an arboreal/Dicot
and Pooid pattern, an Other Poaceae pattern, and an Arboreal/Pooid pattern. The Arboreal/Pooid
grass pattern (see Figures 2 and 3) is in the front garden, suggesting that this area contained
a high diversity of plantings. Many cereal domesticates are Pooid grasses (i.e. wheat, barley).
Cereala pollen grains (Jones, this volume) found in the back area of the site might be a product of
domesticated grasses growing in the front garden. Pooid grasses also suggest that the front garden
area was a shadier cooler environment. Second, there is an Other Poaceae patterning (see Figure
4) in the workyard area illuminating that this area had a uniquely different microhabit from the
other two patterns. And third, to the rear of the property is an arboreal/Dicot pattern (see Figure
2). This area was likely wooded or shady enough to have few grasses. These three unique spatial
areas are also supported by the site=s pollen data (Jones, this volume).
Interesting observations are also visible in terms of individual phytolith forms (see
Figures 6-9). First, two samples, Planting Hole Feature 82 (N20E85) and the Marsh soil Zone
4 Layer (N65E265), are also noteworthy in their high Panicoid grass percentages (see Figure
5 and 6). These two samples suggest a different, warmer and wetter microhabitat. The lack
of grass (Poaceae) pollen and presence of domesticate pollen (Liliaceae, Brassicaceae, and
Fabaceae), in unit N65E265 Zone 3A suggests that the earlier Panicoid dominance in this area
was disturbed/diversied--a disturbance that can possibly be linked to later gardening/cultivation
activities (Jones, this volume). Second, the presence of Palm phytoliths (see Figure 7) seems to
suggest that some of the modern day Palm trees noted in the 1951 Plat map of 14 Legare Street
may have been a component in the eighteenth-century site landscape. Palm phytoliths were a
signicant percentage of both feature (0.5 and 6%) and layer (0.5 and 9.45%) samples. Only
one out of the thirty-ve samples submitted did not contain palm phytoliths. Layer samples
Zone 3 N05E55 (9.45%) and Zone 3 N50E110 L. 2 (7.46%) contained the highest percentages
of palm phytoliths. Third, spherical MFP=s (see Figure 7), forms often associated with the Oak
family, were the highest individual phytolith form in samples Planting Hole N10E55 (Feature
28), Planting Hole N35E50 (Feature 59), and Work Yard Feature 154 (N92E220). Fourth, the
Pooid rondel form (see Figure 3 and 8) dominated many of the 14 Legare samples. The rondel
is a form largely associated with grass inorescences or the seed of the plant. Lastly, (see Figure
9), saddle phytolith shapes that derive from Bambusoid grasses was also an integral part of the
14 Legare assemblage. Bambusoid grasses thrive in warm wet conditions. Bambusoid saddles
were the highest percentage phytolith form in samples Work Yard Feature 100 (N70E130), Zone
3 N30E45 L3, Zone 3 N70E130, Zone 4 N70E210 L1, and Zone 4 N92E220. This appropriately
ts the prole of the Marsh soil samples, but also suggests that the environment in the work yard
around unit N70E130 was damp.
Figure 7 also clearly shows the variability of arboreal/Dicot types present at 14 Legare.
The peak visible in this graph at Work Yard Feature 154 (N92E220) actually yields to the
interpretation that this feature may be the remnants of the former root system of an actual tree,
possibly an oak. Pollen grains (Jones, this volume) from unit N92E220 show a high percentage
of both Quercus (oaks) and Myrica (wax myrtles). Jones suggests that high Quercus percentages
across the site may be a product of Apollen rain@ (normal background plant taxa). However,
because oak associated phytoliths were present and due to the direct deposition of phytoliths
the possibility exists that this feature may have contained an Oak (likely a Quercus sp.) in the
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past. Small size (20-40 microns) multi-faceted phytolith forms often derive from the Oak family.
In contrast, Planting Hole 85A (N40E115) is uniformly high in its spiky sphere count which is
possibly suggestive that a unique Dicot plant maintained over considerable time. Jones suggests
that a Robinia tree, or Black Locust tree, may have been planted in this same unit or nearby.
Lastly, interesting to note is that there appears to be a higher diversity of phytolith forms in
the zone samples in comparison to the planting hole samples in the front garden. In a way this
makes sense because if trees, not ornamentals, were planted in these holes, there would be less
diversity, whereas replanted areas would retain high diversity reective of continual planting and
replanting if mulching was not practiced.
Zea mays sp.
Jones (this volume) suggests Zea mays (maize) may have been cultivated near the front
garden area. Three pollen samples contained Zea (two in the front garden and one in the back).
The presence of Zea mays (maize) phytoliths further strengthens this hypothesis. Zea phytoliths,
found in seven contexts, are conned to two site areas, the front garden and the back houselot
area (ve contexts in the front garden and one in the back). One of the greatest benets of
using phytoliths is their primary deposition nature. By viewing these data conjunctively, a very
denitive spatial concentration of Zea phytoliths is visible in the front garden.
Correspondence Analysis
Correspondence analysis helps further rene how these samples relate to and/or differ
from each other in their diversity of forms. Correspondence analysis spatially separates and
groups samples according to variable similarity and dissimilarity. Figures 10 and 11 display
the results of correspondence analysis run on the 14 Legare data according to gross phytolith
group (i.e. Pooid, arboreal/Dicot, etc.). These graphs pull out the Marsh soil contexts and the
Work Yard areas to one side by their Other Poaceae and Panicoid forms. Work Yard Feature
100 mentioned above as being a possible tree is also uniquely set off to the graph=s far right
because of its Unidentied phytolith forms. Arboreal/Dicot distributions dene the core of the
graph. This keeps the back Work Yard areas (Zone 3A samples) primarily to the graphs lower
middle. While the samples that had both high arboreal/Dicot and Pooid percentages are across the
graph, particularly to the left hand side.
When Correspondence analysis is run on all individual phytolith shapes (i.e. a Pooid
rondel, an arboreal spiky sphere, etc.) a different set of spatial relationships ensues. Figures 12
and 13 show at rst glance that the majority of samples seem more similar than dissimilar in
their kinds of phytolith shapes. However, it needs to be taken into account that these samples
are being skewed by the unique nature of work yard Feature 154 so all the other samples appear
to be similar in comparison. Therefore, to test the above hypothesis that the site samples seem
to generally have similar phytolith shapes, it is important to run correspondence without sample
154. Figures 14 and 15 show this set of correspondence analyses and they indeed conrm that
there is a large degree of similarity in the samples phytolith form types.
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To see greater variability on a ner level, the samples need to be looked at in smaller
subsets. Breaking down the samples, rst, into two categories, features and layers, will be
helpful. When looking at the feature samples (without outlier work yard 154) (Figures 16 and
17), it is apparent that the Shell Path and Planting Hole samples are grouped by their Pooid
percentages, indicative of cultural disturbance. These graphs also align Work Yard Feature 100
and Planting Hole 85 (Zone 2) with their unidentied and Panicoid forms, suggesting a natural
wet microenvironment.
When looking solely at the Planting Holes comparatively (Figures 18 and 19), we see that
Planting Hole 85 again stands out as unique. Planting holes 40 and 49 from Zone 2 appear more
similar than dissimilar to the holes in zone 3 possibly creating a depositional link. Planting Hole
59 also stands apart as being different with its UNID forms.
Phytolith Distributions
Several of the features or activity areas dened archaeologically also have relatively welldened phytolith assemblages. This discussion is an interpretation of Correspondence Analysis
graphed in Figure 1 relative to the sample distribution map (Figure 2). The distance between
samples on the graph is a measure of their similarity or difference. The Phytolith groups noted on
the graph explain the location of the samples nearest them. For example, SP1 (shell path sample
1) is extremely high in Pooideae grasses. By way of further explanation, all grasses require light,
at least at the level of open shade. Chloridoids tend to be hot, dry land grasses, which are likely
to be rare in the lowcountry. Panicoids tend to be warm, wet area grasses (likely dominant
in the lowcountry) and includes some domesticates such as corn, sorghum, and millet. Pooids
tend to be cool, dry grasses. This group includes the common lawn grasses (festuca mixes).
Several domesticates fall into this group, as well: wheat, barley, and rye, for example. The
presence of pooid grasses are a clear indication of European disturbance, including gardening.
The domesticates are often related to animal feed, and perhaps dung as fertilizer.
Work Yard: The three work yard samples form one of the more discreet clusters of
samples on the graphs - in other words they are more alike than samples from other activity areas
(except the marsh deposits). In general terms these samples have a relatively high unidentied
arboreal component, a fairly high sedge component, no Pooideae grasses, a very high Panicoid
and Bambusoid component. The samples also include a range of grasses not common elsewhere
(in more managed contexts?). One of the work yard samples (WYZ3/2) has a substantially
higher arboreal and sedge component. Given the archaeological context, this would appear to
be the remnants of a wood structure (oak?) in a very wet microhabitat. More generally, these
samples show a somewhat weedy work area that was often wet, and that either was adjacent to
trees or had wooden structures. Palm is well represented in these samples, suggesting adjacent
palms or the use of palm material.
Marsh: The three marsh samples are very similar. Potentially these samples provide
some measure of the landscape prior to the construction or expansion of Charleston. The
phytolith assemblages from these samples are quite diverse, but show a very low percentage
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of Pooid grasses (unlike the garden). The grasses clearly bear out the wet context, with both
Bambusiod and Panicoid grasses being the most common (and bamboos most abundant). The
UNID dicot/arboreal component is quite high in the northern and eastern sample, a bit less further
west, possibly representing a change in gradient/water from east to west. Trees in general are
relatively common, with forms probably representing magnolias, oaks, and palms.
Shell Path: The three shell path samples are more loosely clustered on the bottom right
of the graph. Pooideae grasses dominate these samples, although SP3 (N40E75) is not clearly
differentiable statistically from the garden samples. SP2 (N10E55) has a somewhat larger
arboreal assemblage than SP1 (N5E45). These samples seem to contain some of the adjacent
garden soil, in varying amounts. Interestingly, the arboreal component in these samples seems to
be mostly related to oaks (few palms, which is unusual on this site). Unlike the marsh samples,
there are few Dicot/arboreal UNIDs in these samples. SP3 is somewhat anomalous, and is the
most likely sample to either include mulched soil or planting hole material. Given the pH of
shells, the drainage created by shell mulch, and later historical evidence, the Pooideae grasses
in these samples may well relate to encroachment of lawns or lawn grasses over the shell parts
of the garden.
Middle Garden: Only one sample represents the middle garden area. While little can
be said on the basis of one sample, it is interesting that its assemblage is in fact very close to
the mean for the site. It includes some of everything, and no dominance of anything (although
sedges are very common here). This could be interpreted in a variety of ways; one possible
interpretation is that this was a multifunctional area. A wide variety of grasses dominate the
sample, and could include feed, weeds, or plantings. The sedges indicate the area was quite
damp most of the time.
Front Garden: Neither the front nor the back garden form coherent groups. On rst
perusal they simply scatter right to left across the middle of the graph - showing variable amounts
of different grasses and trees. However a few interesting patterns can be teased out of the
data. If we compare the front and back gardens, the front garden tends to have more Pooideae
(festucoid/lawn) grasses than the back garden. This is particularly true of the southwest corner
of the front garden. In fact, there is an interesting gradient running to the northeast from this
corner, with a general increase in wetter and non-grass plants. Both of the zone 2 samples
come from the southwest corner, but they are different from the zone 3 samples from the same
area. It would appear that the plantings changed over time toward less Pooideae grass and a
generally more diverse assemblage. It is possible that this represents an increase in mulching
in this period as well.
If we compare general zone samples with planting hole samples, there is a trend for zone
samples to include more Pooideae grasses and planting holes to contain a more divers assemblage
and more Panicoid grasses. This most likely represents the soil that was used as a planting
medium in the holes; it is also possible that soils from the marshy areas in the eastern part of
the lot wre used to augment the planting medium. In some cases the planting holes contain a
few specic types that suggest what might have been planted there. For example, feature 59 in
N35E50 was strongly dominated by what appears to be oak-type phytoliths; Magnoliaceae are
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another possibility. Feature 179 shows a similar if somewhat weaker pattern. Feature 85, in zone
2, was dominated by palm phytoliths, suggesting a palm was planted here. For the planting holes
on the left side of the graph, the likelihood is that they were planted with smaller owering plants
or shrubs (or non-phytolith producers). Features 36 and 78 look fairly similar, and features 34
and 49 look similar as well. If we look at the location of these samples, there again appears to
be a pattern that can be traced from southwest to northeast. One other pattern is a slightly higher
incidence of Bambusoid phytoliths in the planting holes, possibly related to staking practices
or composting.
Foour of the ve zone 3 back garden samples cluster near the center of the graph,
forming a coherent group. These samples show little evidence of the Pooideae dominance
of the southwestern corner of the front garden, suggesting a wetter, possibly less managed,
environment. All of the back garden samples are relatively high in sedges, which may relate
to a marshy area. They also contain a diverse arboreal assemblage, including both oaks and
palms and a variety of other types, perhaps some fruit trees. The underlying marsh in this part
of the site raises some questions as to whether what is found here is part of a habitat gradient
rather than garden activities.
Conclusions
Phytolith analysis at 14 Legare conrms that there is a series of unique activity areas
across the Charleston houselot, in the formal garden that contained domesticates as well as
ornamentals, the work yard, and the back houselot area likely cultivated as a later garden. Additionally, the variability present within the arboreal/Dicot dominated samples is very signicant
and suggests a high rotation of plantings or longevity of a garden type area on the lot. A
compilation of reference material from ornamental plants and native trees from the Charleston
area might help rene diagnosis of these phytolith forms and their plant families. However, more
extensive testing of the back garden, late 19th century pleasure garden, and theorized informal
garden/orchard area would further develop and expand site interpretation.
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Table 1.
14 Legare Activity Areas, Phytolith Samples, and Locations
Activity AreaAbbreviationDescriptionZoneCoordinates
Front Garden PH 40 Z2Planting Hole-Feature 40Zone 2N05E20
Front GardenPH 49 Z2Planting Hole-Feature 49Zone 2N30E20
Front GardenPH 85A Z2Planting Hole-Feature 85AZone 2N40E115
Front GardenPH 34Planting Hole-Feature 34Zone 3N05E55
Front GardenPH 78Planting Hole-Feature 78Zone 3N10E25
Front GardenPH 179Planting Hole-Feature 179Zone 3N10E25
Front GardenPH 36Planting Hole-Feature 36Zone 3N20E10
Front GardenPH 82Planting Hole-Feature 82Zone 3N20E85
Front GardenPH 59Planting Hole-Feature 59Zone 3N35E50
Shell PathShell N10E55Shell Path-Feature 28Zone 3N10E55
Shell PathShell N05E45Shell Path-Feature 28Zone 3N05E45
Shell PathShell N40E75Shell Path-Feature 28Zone 3N40E75
Work YardWork Yd 100Work Yard-Feature 100Zone 3N70E130
Work YardWork N50E110LayerZone 3 Lv 2N50E110
Work YardWork N70E130LayerZone 3N70E130
Front GardenZone 2 N10E25LayerZone 2N10E25
Front GardenZone 2A N40E85LayerZone 2AN40E85
Front GardenZone 3 N05E55LayerZone 3N05E55
Front GardenZone 3 N20E10LayerZone 3N20E10
Front GardenZone 3 N20E85LayerZone 3N20E85
Front GardenZone 3 N30E20 L1LayerZone 3 Lv 1N30E20
Front GardenZone 3 N30E20 L3LayerZone 3 Lv 3N30E20
Front GardenZone 3 N30E45LayerZone 3 Lv 3N30E45
Front GardenZone 3 N35E50LayerZone 3N35E50
Middle GardenZone 3 N20E170LayerZone 3 Lv 2N20E170
Back GardenBack Yard 154Feature 154Zone 3N92E220
Back GardenBack Gar 131Back Garden-Feature 131Zone 3AN55E210
Back GardenZone 3N92E220LayerZone 3 Lv 2N92E220
Back GardenZone 3A N30E205LayerZone 3A L 2N30E205
Back GardenZone 3A N50E165LayerZone 3AN50E165
Back GardenZone 3A N55E210LayerZone 3A Lv 2N55E210
Back GardenZone 3A N70E210LayerZone 3A Lv 3N70E210
Marsh SoilMarsh Soil N65E265LayerZone 4 Lv 2N65E265
Marsh SoilMarsh Soil N70E210LayerZone 4 Lv 1N70E210
Marsh SoilMarsh Soil N92E220LayerZone 4N92E220
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Table 2.
14 Legare Phytolith Assemblage Families, Subfamilies, and Forms
OrderFamily SubfamilyPhytolith Form
MONOCOTPoaceae (Grasses)BambusoideaeSaddle
MONOCOTPoaceae (Grasses)ChloridoideaeSquat Saddle-1/2 Bilobate
MONOCOTPoaceae (Grasses)PanicoideaeBilobate
3-2 Lobate
1/2 Lobate
Irregular Lobate
Tall 2 Point Bilobate Cross
Zea mays sp. Cross
Clover-shape (trilobed)
Two-cell Hairs
MONOCOTPoaceae (Grasses)PooideaePooid/Pooid Elongate
Pooid Rondel
Tall Body Pooid
Tall Body Pointed Pooid
Dendritic Pooid
Circular Pooid
MONOCOTPoaceae (Grasses)Other PoaceaeCircular-circular (C-c)
Tall Circular-circular (TC-c) Tall Circular-Circular (TC-C)
Small circular-circular (c-c)
MONOCOT

Cyperaceae (Herbaceous)

Cyperaceae /Sedge

MONOCOTArboreal FamiliesPalm
DICOTCompositae (Herbaceous)Compositae
DICOTArboreal FamiliesFaceted Sphere
Smooth Ovoid
Cystolith

Rough Ovoid

Sclereid
Multifaceted Phytolith (MFP) (Magnoliaceae)
Elongate Multifaceted
(Magnoliaceae)Concave Multifaceted
(Oaks)Spherical Multifaceted Form (Sph. MFP)
Triangular Multifaceted Form (Tri. MFP)
Flat Multifaceted Form
(Rosaceae?)Smooth Sphere
Rough Sphere
Rugulose Sphere
Shrub/Herbaceous Families_(some overlap w/Monocot) Spikey Sphere
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Table 3.
Legare Phytolith Assemblage--Unidentied Forms
Unidentied FormNumber of Samples Form Was Found
UNID1-Striated Body2 (2 Features)
UNID2-Wrinkled Sphere2 (1 Feature, 1 Layer)
UNID3-Wrinkled Elongate3 (2 Feature, 1 Layer)
UNID4-Decorated Disc23 (11 Features, 12 Layers)
UNID5-Smooth Globular7 (5 Features, 2 Layers)
UNID6-Globular Elongate3 (2 Features, 1 Layer)
UNID7-Faceted Tissue6 (3 Features, 3 Layers)
UNID8-Feather29 (18 Features, 11 Layers)
UNID9-Spikey Feather10 (7 Features, 3 Layers)
UNID10-Volcano1(1 Layer)
Table 4.
Phytolith Samples and Predominant Phytolith Category Percentage
Activity AreaAbbreviationDescriptionZoneCoordinatesPhytolith Percentage
Front Garden PH 40 Z2Feature 40Z 2N05E20Pooid &Arboreal/Dicot
Front GardenPH 49 Z2Feature 49Z 2N30E20Pooid
Front GardenPH 85A Z2Feature 85AZ 2N40E115Arboreal/Dicot
Front GardenPH 24Feature 28Z 3 N05E45Pooid
Front GardenPH 34Feature 34Z 3N05E55Pooid
Front GardenPH 78Feature 78Z 3N10E25Pooid & Arboreal/Dicot
Front GardenPH 179Feature 179Z 3N10E25Arboreal/Dicot
Front GardenPH 36Feature 36Z 3N20E10Pooid & Arboreal/Dicot
Front GardenPH 82Feature 82Z 3N20E85Panicoid
Front GardenPH 59Feature 59Z 3N35E50Arboreal/Dicot
Shell PathShell PathFeature 28Z 3N10E55Arboreal/Dicot
Shell PathShell PathFeature 28Z 3N40E75Arboreal/Dicot
Work YardWk Yd 100Feature 100Z 3N70E130Other Poaceae
Work YardWk Yd 154Feature 154Z 3N92E220Arboreal/Dicot
Back GardenBk Gdn 131 Feature 131Z 3AN55E210Pooid
Front GardenZone 2LayerZ 2N10E25Pooid & Arboreal/Dicot
Front GardenZone 2A LayerZ 2AN40E85Pooid
Front GardenZone 3 LayerZ 3N05E55Pooid
Front GardenZone 3 LayerZ 3N20E10Pooid
Front GardenZone 3LayerZ 3N20E85Arboreal/Dicot
Front GardenZone 3LayerZ 3 L1N30E20Pooid
Front GardenZone 3Layer
Z 3 L3N30E20Arboreal/Dicot
Front GardenZone 3 LayerZ 3 L3N30E45Arboreal/Dicot & Pooid
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Front GardenZone 3 LayerZ 3N35E50Arboreal/Dicot
Mid. GardenZone 3 LayerZ 3 L2N20E170Pooid
Work YardWork Yard LayerZ 3 L2N50E110Arboreal/Dicot
Work YardWork YardLayerZ 3N70E130Other Poaceae
Back GardenZone 3 LayerZ 3 L2N92E220Arboreal/Dicot
Back GardenZone 3ALayerZ3al2N30E205Arboreal/Dicot
Back GardenZone 3ALayerZ 3AN50E165Arboreal/Dicot
Back GardenZone 3A LayerZ3aL2N55E210Pooid
Back GardenZone 3ALayerZ3aL3N70E210Arboreal/Dicot
Marsh SoilMarsh SoilLayerZ4 L2N65E265Panicoid
Marsh SoilMarsh SoilLayerZ4 L1N70E210Arboreal/Dicot
Marsh SoilMarsh Soil LayerZ 4N92E220Arboreal/Dicot
Table 5.
Phytolith Groups and Site Contexts by Highest Phytolith Form Percentages
Phytolith GroupsFeature Contexts(15 Total)Layer Contexts(20 Total)__
Arboreal/DicoT610
Pooid46
Split Arboreal/Dicot and Pooid32
Panicoid11
Other Poaceae11
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Sample Locations: Legare14
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